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We're not trying to give the m st. We're trying to lose
the least. That was John Bow rs' philosophy 40 years
ago, and it lives on in our new 600 Series. Speakers that
neither add to, nor take away from, the original sound. That
requires world- class science - and extremely experienced
ears. Because once we've selected exactly the right
components, we begin the long, bareful process of tuning.
Listening and refining, over and over. Until the frequencies
combine to conjure asound so true, so alive, you want to
reach out and touch it. Dr John Dibb, Senior Development
Engineer and Fellow of the Society of Sound, on the new
600 Series.
Visit the Society of Sound at www.bowers-wilkins.com

B&W Bowers&VVilkins
Listen and you'll see
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THE EXPERT PANEL
igh fidelity is a
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This month, we also feature

term just as easily

exclusive technical reviews on

applied :ovision as

two of the world's most powerful

sound — atheme

amplifiers. We like big amps. Not

we're keen to encou -age in our

necessarily those that occupy

32-page HD Guide presented

several acres of carpet with the

free with this issue. The latest

energy consumption of asmall

HD Ready flat-panel Vs are put
through their paces along w-th

town, but amplifiers designed to
deliver substantially more than a

aclutch of Full-HD projectors to

twee 50-watter.

whet the appetite of all budding
home cinema enthusiasts.
The Guide also offers astepby-step approach integrating

'Don't believe the stick-inthe-muds' hype — the highest
quality audio and home theatre
are not mutually exclusive'

Hi Fi News has the reputation for
delivering the most in-depth reviews
in the audio business. Why? Because
we employ the most experienced and
expert writers in the field.

RICHARD STEVENSON
is HFN's multi-channel
specialist and token hi-fi
hippy having edited an
AV trade magazine for
seven years
KEITh HOWARD has
written about hi-fi for
30 years. and edited
Hi-fi Answers for nine.
All our speaker reviews
are accompanied by
KH's measurements

I'll not forget my experience
with Tannoy's SR840 MOSFET
power amps some 20 years
ago. Bridged to offer apotential
900W/8ohm, I
was taken
aback by aslapping sound that
accompanied the metal-string

STEVE HARRIS edited
this very title from 1986
through to 2005. A
lifetime's experience in
audio and alove of jazz
makes SH agoldmine •

guitar from Michael Hedges'

KEN KESSLER is our
Senior Contributing
Editor and almost
singularly responsible
for the rennaisance in
'vintage hi-fi'

Breakfast in the Field.
Was this asubtle detail
revealed by the penetrating

an HD Ready display with your

capacity of these amplifiers?

two-channel audio system before

No, it was the sound of the

launching us on the path to

entire panel of my Magneplanar

multichannel audio and afully-

speakers rapping against the

fledged home cinema. Don't

perforated magnets in front. It

believe the hype propagated by

was an early lesson in just how

stick-in-the-muds — the highest

much power is required to realise

quality audio and home theatre

the dynamic range of ' real life'

are not mutually exclusive!

musical transients.

BARRY FOX - techno
journalist supreme. BF
trained in electronics
with the RAF and
worked for many years
as apatent agent

Paul Miller, Editor
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CHRIS BREUNIG for
many years the Music
Editor of HFN,
CB's encyclopedic
knowledge of classical
music brings an added
depth to his reviews
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Not only does HiFi News have exclusive
access to alaboratory replete with audio
and video test equipment, but it's the
only magazine whose editor has designed
world-class test solutions from the Awardwinning Jitter Analyser to the multichannel
QC Suite. This is why we are the No.1 in
Home Entertainment Testing and why
you'll discover facts and figures about your
favourite hi-fi and AV gear that simply
do not appear anywhere else.
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DEFINITIVE PRODUCT REVIEWS
18

Opera Audio Consonance
Reference CD 2.2 Mk11 and
Linear 2.2
To filter or not to filter — Keith Howard
tries two outwardly similar CD players,
one with valve output and no digital
filter, the other more conventional...

epir

22

'hearer

Harbeth HLCompact 7ES-3
Christopher Breunig assesses the Mk3
version of this two-way monitor that
can trace its roots back to the BBC

26

Krell Evolution 600
Krell's second most powerful Evolution
monoblock still yields 600W plus. Ken
Kessler finds if power really corrupts

32

Audia Flight Two and
Flight Two CD
From Italy comes this solid-state
pairing of CD player and integrated
amplifier. Ian Harris tucks in

38

Group Test: phono stages
We test the pick of phono stages
around £ 1000-1200: Lehmann Audio
Black Cube Decade, Roksan Audio
Reference DXP SE, Simaudio Moon
LP5.3. Trichord Research Diablo with
Never Connected PSU

48

e_\

Musical Fidelity
Supercharger 550K
We exclusively test anew approach
to amplification, with a550W- rated
monoblock to supercharge asmaller
amp. KH, KK and PM roll out the barrel

54

Beauhorn B2 Rhapsody
Second take for this revised horn
speaker. Keith Howard investigates to

Audia
Beam- Echo

32
138

NAD

62

Opera Audio

18

Beau horn

54

Radford

100

B&1N

08

Rega Research

104

Conrad- Johnson

58

Roksan Audio

38

Krell

26

Simaudio

38

Lehmarn Audio

38

Tannoy

62

Manger

06

Trichord Research

38

Musical Fidelity

48

VTL

07

see if it will be two's company
58

Conrad-Johnson PV15
One of the US amp specialist's
cheaper line preamps offers aphono
stage, finds Steve Harris

62

Super Systems: NAD Masters
Series/Tannoy Dimension
Richard Stevenson unites NAD's
flagship AV range and its multichannel
SACD player with five Tannoy speakers
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MANGER AUDIO ZEROBOX 109
The tables are turned

Dn

this two-way

.oudspeaker, whose mid/treble driver is larger
n diameter than its bass driver. In fact, with its
Jnique ' bending wave transducer', the Manger
Audio Zerobox 109 aims to exploit the
lear-full-range properties of its patented
driver, while the 210mm ScanSpeak bass unit
'ills in below 140Hz. S-nallest model in the
company's range, the Manger ZP109 uses an
nfinite baffle box, finished in achoice of eight
uxurious wood "inishes. Look out for an
n- depth review of the Zerobox 109 in HiFi
News next month
www.manger-rr sw.com
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VTL S-400 REFERENCE
The latest addition to VTL's
Reference series of amplifiers,
the S-400 is a400W stereo
power amp featuring no less
than 12 6550 output valves. A
fully automatic monitoring system
re- biases tubes between music
passages, and can be connected to
a PC to monitor and run diagnostics
on the amp's status. The S-400 can
also be switched from tetrode mode
to triode mode with asimple switch
on the front, after which it's said to
yield 200W into 4ohm. Mind your
backs, though, as this 290mm-high valve
powerhouse weighs astaggering 100kg!
www.vtl.com
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All the latest news on hi-fi and audio-visual
products, technologies, plus upcoming events

B&W SIGNATURE DIAMONti

CELEBRATION SIGNATURE TWO-WAY LOUDSPEAKER

To celebrate 40 years in the business, Bowers & Wilkins has designed what it describes
as the ' finest two-way floorstanding speaker we have produced in our history'. The
B&W Signature Diamond combines technologies employed in its Nautilus 800 Series
speakers with anew look created by industrial designer Kenneth Grange. This limited
edition loudspeaker - 1000 numbered pairs will be produced at aprice of £ 11,000 a
pair - includes adiamond-dome tweeter housed in aseparate pod, computer- machined
from figured marble. Below this is a7in Kevlar cone bass/mid driver mounted in afolded
wood laminate main body, this finished in either high-gloss ' minimalist' white lacquer or
Wakame wood veneer. An oval profile box, it is braced internally with B&W's preferred
matrix of interlocked panels to minimise cabinet coloration. A simple first-order crossover
is employed, comprising just three components.
B&W Loudspeakers, 01903 221500

www.bwspeakers.com

GOLDRING 2000
SERIES CARTRIDGES

FUTURE OF HIGH- END CD MECHANISMS IS ASSURED

NEW RANGE OF QUALITY MOVING- MAGNETS
Philips' official optical disc partner has announced that its finest CD audio
Running alongside its respected 1000 Series of
moving- magnet cartridges, Goldring has anew range
of pickups, priced between £ 70 and £ 185. The 2000
Series has five models, starting with the 2100 which
features an elliptical stylus profile, samarium cobalt
magnets and aPermalloy armature tube. Shielding
and poleshoes are all fashioned from Super Permalloy,
while the cartridge bodies are threaded to aid
accurate mounting. The 2200 uses the same stylus
on aplated alloy cantilever at £ 85, while the 2300 at

The new CD-Pro2LF, so- named for being lead-free to comply with
RoHS legislation, is adevelopment of the original die-cast chassis CDM12
Industrial mechanism, which later evolved into the CD- Pro, CD-Pro2 and
CD-Pro2M models, as seen in some of the worid's finest CD players and
professional jukeboxes. Said DAISy: `the first version was released 13 years
ago and became undeniably areference for many high-end audio/video

£135 takes aGyger Il stylus. The 2400 at £ 160 sports

manufacturers worldwide. As aresult, we are very glad to guarantee its

aVital profile stylus, and the 2500, at £ 185, has a
2SD profile plus arigid metal body.

distribution for many years and we are pretty sure that this announcement
will be more than welcomed by our customers'.
www.daisy-laser.com

Armour Home Electronics, 01279 501111
www.goldring.co.uk

8

transport will remain in supply `for avery long time'. DAISy ( Digital Audio
Industry Supply) is the specialist in optical laser modules for CD, SACD and
DVD, and its high-end disc mechanism, the CD-Pro2M, has just been refined
and renamed the CD-Pro2LF.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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CONFIDENTIAL
JANINE ELLIOT TAKES YOU BEHIND THE SCENES OF HI- Fl

FUTURE- PROOFING FOR NEXTGEN DAB+ RADIO

BAT'S ENTERTAINMENT

Toshiba had intended to start

Monitor Audio proudly unveils its

selling the displays in the fourth

most radical speakers to date.

quarter of this year, and are

The Platinum series is its first to

keeping quiet over any decision

use ribbon tweeters and is said

whether to abandon the project.

to take the frequency response
to 100kHz - for all you bats out

RHYTHM STICK

With an eye to the future for the next- generation

there. The PL300 Sprezzatura

Sonic Vogue Records believes

of digital DAB+ radio, Onkyo has released an

(which, incidentally, is Italian for

the future of portable music lies

upgradeable digital/analogue radio tuner. The Onkyo

'making the difficult look easy'

with its ' innovative' new product,

T-4555 features a plug-in modular architecture that

or ' concealing carelessness') is

called the Mu-Stik ( not to be

allows the complete DAB/FM/AM tuner board to be

athree-way floorstander while

confused with the MP3 player

replaced through a rear panel slot. At present it sells

the PL100 Audition is atwo-way

brand of the same name). The

with a Frontier Silicon- based DAB solution, while

stand mounted speaker. The

Mu- Stick is a 256MB USB dongle

the analogue stage ncludes Nichicon audio- grade

speakers will cost £ 5000 and

that comes pre- loaded with your

capacitors and fast- recovery diodes.

£2300 respectively. The ribbon

favourite album with space to

Onkyo UK, 01494 681515

uses Monitor Audio's proprietary

add your own music as well. The

C- Cam alloy, which is half the

company's first release in this new

www.onkyo.co.uk

thickness of a human hair, and
the bass/midrange driver uses RDT
(Rigid Diaphragm Technology).
The range also includes acentre
speaker and subwoofer.
At the other extreme Sony has
announced its most understated
speaker package yet, acomplete

re-inPn ro CRIMSON„
NEW ENTRY-LEVEL INTERCONNECT
A new interconnect replaces Chord Co's longest-

speakers, each being the size of a
golf ball. The DAV-IS10 includes a
two-way subwoofer featuring two

established cable, the Chrysalis, and its previous

100W ampliifiers, plus acompact

format is CC Sound Factory's So

entry-level model, the Calypso. As with its more

DVD/CD player that up- scales

Shiok, a blend of electronic and

expensive examples, Crimson uses afull-floating shield

DVDs to 720p or 1080i. Priced at

house music. Sonic Vogue Records

S800, the micro Sony is not yet

says the album is encoded as

available in the UK.

'high- quality' 256kbis MP3.

NEW TV SYSTEM STALLS

supplied in awooden box with

SED ( Surface- conduction

strap and CD installer. In order to

over a semi- balanced internal configuration. Insulation
over the 0.24mm 2 oxygen-free copper conductors
\

home theatre system featuring
the world's smallest satellite

The flash memory stick is

_
is polyethylene, with atwo- layer PVC outer
jacket. Price for a 1m pair is £ 37.95, and it's
also available with DIN plugs or as a 3m
nono subwoofer cable.
Chord Co, 01980 625700
www.chord.co.uk

electron-emitter display), the

play the music you'll need to plug

next new television system

the Mu-Stick into a laptop, which

after plasma and LCD, has been

renders the term ' portable music'

postponed yet again. SED is

somewhat redundant. Not sure

the brainchifd of Canon and

this one will catch on...

Toshiba, and is said to offer

Finally, in a recent document

CRT- quality pictures on aflat

entitled ' Overview of DAB and

screen, producing brighter

DAB+ in Europe' by the WorldDAB

images and consuming less

Forum, Pure has announced that

energy than existing LCD and

its first DAB+ devices upgradeable

plasma designs. The extremely

via software should be available

high costs of developing the

in August or September with the

technology has already given the

first DAB+ enabled receiver in

HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY...

companies headaches, and now

production by the end of the year.

02 SEPT

an unresolved patent dispute

The company intends that 80% of

with Nano- Proprietary Inc., plus

all new PURE devices will be DAB+

Audio Jumble, Angel Leisure Centre, Tonbridge,

Kent, opens 10.30am, early 9.30am, Tel: 01892 540022
21-23 SEPT London Sound & Vision, Park Inn, Heathrow
05-08 OCT

123rd AES Convention, Javits Convention

Center, New York, NY, USA
10-11 NOV Audio Show 2007, Hotel Sobieski & Hotel Bristol,

radically falling prices of LCD

ready or DAB+ enabled by the end

and plasma sets over the last

of 2008 and that it will sell purely

year make SED products even

DAB+ capable radios in 2009.

less financially viable. Canon amd

Confused?

Warsaw, Poland
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ALVIN'S MUNICH SCRAPBOOK

VIN'S MUNICH
The High End Show's change of venue from Frankfurt's cramped but friendly
Kempinski Hotel venue in Frankfurt to the Munich Operating Centre,
dedicated exhibition venue,

a spacious

in the spring of 2004 was a risky enterprise.

it has turned out to be a highly successful one,
organizers with food for thought.

The show has been a real success,

unspectacularly but steadily year on year,

growing

and attracting more visitors,

this year including a sizeable number of British attendees — trade,
and public alike.

By common consent,

press

the High End Show has matured into the best

dedicated high— end high—fidelity showcase in Europe,
anything conducted in the UK.

But

which has left some UK show

dwarhmg a myriad other events,

including

It has large exhibition areas to suit the bigger names — B&W

for example — while providing an excellent showcase for smaller manufacturers.

So what

does the MOC have that others don't have? Well Munich is a prosperous city with a larger
population than Frankfurt and a well developed infrastructure, with good train links a short
walk away.
the show,

The clincher however is the supremely well organized High End Society which runs
and the MOC itself, which is a dedicated exhibition centre,

It includes a number of well—built,

audio demonstrations, positioned around the central atrium.
different from ExCeI,

like London's ExCeI.

spacious and effectively soundproofed booths,

or anywhere else in the UK,

ideal for

In this respect the MOC is quite

and the public has voted with its feet.
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SABAS001

exquisite audio products
e. select.audio@tiscali.co.uk

www.selectaudio.co.uk

t. +44 (0) 1900 813064

Turntable Range

0

1400

280-0

2100

2802

2200C

Debut

2500

Art

AirT ght
En-illé
Luxrnan
Melody
Reimyo
Acoustic Sianature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix
Mundorf

BASIS AUDIO

Frorn £1795 to £57,995

Basis 2200 & Calibrator
For almost three decades Basis Audio has enjoyed aworld-wide reputation for producing turntables of uncompromised ability
with some models enjoying legendary status. Building aturntable is within the capability of many manufacturers, but to create
atr.rly great turntable requires the highest level of technological expertise, an understanding of the characteristics of contemporary
materials and, most importantly, adeep appreciation of music, characteristics that are embodied within all Basis products.
Vinyl continues to provide an astonishingly realistic source of recorded music for discerning listeners and Basis turntables offer
atrJe reaiisation of its potential. Basis turntables and the incomparable Basis Vector tonearm are available from aselect number
of authorised UK dealers.
Basis Audio. There is no comparison.

© 2006

selectaudio®

wvwv. basisaudio.com

FUTURE TECH

FJTURE1
CDs that change colour to prevent theft, DVDs with jumbled scenes to prevent copying...
Barry Fox takes alook at how the technology of tomorrow could affect you
ismatemuniami

he instruction manual that comes with
Sony's PS3 games machine (which at

7

Ural.

:

£400 is aterrific value Blu-ray, CD, DVD
player that also accesses the internet)
carries several warnings.
'Recently some record companies have
RIGHT: Sony
patent
applications
for disabling
playback of
discs and
disc- playing
devices and
the re- ordering
of scenes on
DVD discs

started marketing music discs encoded with copy
protection technologies. Some of these discs do
not conform to the CD standard and may not be

Replacing these discs and paying penalties has cost

hardware division helped create. All the patented
ideas are based on the same basic principle: a
DVD player uses navigation codes on the disc to
play scenes in the correct order, and disc copying
software cuts corners by assuming that the scenes
will play in natural order. So DADC will put scenes in
the wrong order, or add obstacles like corrupt data,
and rely on the navigation codes to steer the player

to play because this type of disc does not confirm

round the obstacles and into playing scenes in the
correct order. So asimple copy either stops playing
half way through or skips scenes or plays the movie
with scenes in the wrong order.

to the specifications required for an audio CD.' Sony
Music makes and sells DualDiscs.
Meanwhile, recent Sony DVD releases - including

playing original disc scenes in the wrong order and
infuriating innocent viewers, seem to be endless.

Casino Royale, The Pursuit of Happiness and Stranger
Than Fiction - would not play on some DVD players.

DOUBLE WHAMMY

Sony blamed its own ARccOS DVD anti-copy system.
'Recently, an update that was installed on
approximately 20 titles was found to cause an
incompatibility issue with avery small number of
DVD players,' the company said. ' Since then, the
ARccOS system has once again been

Players were freezing or shutting off

Another patent from DADC sees Sony join forces
with US company Veriloc to develop adouble
whammy way of preventing disc theft from shops
and disc copying at home. A CD or DVD is pressed
with one part of the disc covered by amaterial
that permanently changes colour and transparency
when hit with alaser beam of tuned frequency. So
until the disc has been paid for and scanned with
the correct light at the check out, it will not play.
Other parts of the disc are coated with material
that changes transparency when exposed to too
much light from aplayer laser. This can happen

the players affected were made by Sony.

when the disc is spun at high speed for copying.
The change in transparency can hinder -eadout or

CORRUPT DATA

trigger software automatically loaded into aPC
when the disc is played. So the disc plays normally
but stops reading when copied in aPC. It can also

I-1 II

pressing plant in Austria reveal some of
the ways Sony's music and movie
division are disregarding the CD
and DVD standards that Sony's

www.hifinews.co.uk

The opportunities for problems, such as players

replacement discs to customers. Some of

Recent patents filed by Sony's DADC

14
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Another issue arises with the new DualDisc
format. 'A DualDisc is adual- sided disc that combines

in the menu section of recent releases
from the studio, so Sony is providing

7- I 0

rzu:f%'r.:-.. • 2
:

Sony tens of millions - which the company can ill
afford because it is heavily subsidizing the PS3.

updated, and there are no longer any
playability problems.'

7-

"

0 ...ms

It was Sony Music that used XCP copy

manual. ' Note that the audio side is not guaranteed

made by
Sony itself

ton...J.
"

protection on music CDs which exposed PCs to
viruses while trying to stop them copying music.

aDVD side and an audio side,' continues the Sony

to playback
some media

%bey.

playable on this system.'

'The opportunities for problems, like
players playing original disc scenes
in the wrong order, seem endless'

BELOW: Sony's
PS3 is unable

leataatempasauss
egill4118-1«.11.2t:::"eertrlig
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stop playing if played too many times. Once again
there seems to be an awful lot that could go wrong
once discs reach the consumer. (±)

Sl'eneutue Ativiiscr-Syeeww
- Capturing

the emotion

Tel . 0208 480 3333 •

in

music -

Mob: 07918 022870 / 07738 007776

E-mail: info@signaturesystems.co.uk •

Web

www.signaturesystems.co.uk

Upgrade your system in one fell swoop!
Absolutely love the performance. " " The best I've heard in 20 years. "
Professor R. Jowitt

Mr K. Tasker

Rack mount version shown (standarc version without side cheek)

POWER PLANT PREMIER
AC Power Regenerator
PS

AUDIO

Everything you hear and see through your HiFi or Home Cinema system begins its journey at the
wall socket. AC Mains quality can and does impact the audio performance of your system.
PS Audio is arecognised leader in power quality and power protection products. If you want
to protect the investment in your system, and enjoy adramatic improvement in your existing
components at the same time, try the new Power Plant Premier.
The Power Plant Premier is the world's only' true AC regenerator that offers the full power
of the wall, low distortion even with difficult loads, MultiWave, CleanWave, remote
control, true surge protection, front panel harmonic power analyzer, AC volt meter. and
outstanding AC isolation. All this for just £ 1,799 represents unbeatable value.
The Premier Power Plant is now available in the UK with US and UK plug outlets.
Please call for more information.
Digital Link Ill DAC £ 799

GCHA Headphone Amplifier £799

GCPH Phono Stage £ 799

"The Crowning Jewel... is
the Digital Link Ill."

"Brilliant. Loads of power
and detail."

Absolute Sound, March 2007

ImageXperionce, March 2007

"The PS Audio is an outstanding
design. It gets more from LP than
anything I've heard to date. "
Chnstopher Breunig, Hi- Fi News
May 2007 (Score: 20 / 20)

Dealer enquiries welcome
HFN/SAS/0707
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and trusted test regime of any hi-fi
magazine in the world. Each month we

from turntables, integrated, pre- and
power amplifiers, FM or DAB radio and
CD players, through to multichannel
DVD-A and SACD players. Not forgetting
the myriad varieties of loudspeakers,

DIRECT ACCESS

Want to skip directly to our detailed
description of sound or picture quality?
Then look for these icons:

Se SOUND QUALITY...

plasma, DLP or D-ILA.

six-channel QC Suite testing station
developed by HiFi News' Editor,
Paul Miller, and now an industry standard.
Not only does this exhaustive testing give
HiFi News apowerful edge, but we are
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Ever wondered what makes an amplifier,
CDIDVDIUniversal player or AV processor
tick? This is where Hi» News lifts the lid
on each and every review product to give
you the inside track on its key building
blocks. The blue 'speech bubble' captions
are generated by our engineers, rather than
copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of
the product's inner workings.
As a rule, many of the highlighted
components or circuit details will be linked
to specific areas of performance in the Lab
Report. No longer an anonymous ' black
box', visualising key areas of strength or
weakness within a product permits a far
greater appreciation of its build quality and
material value.

They say that apicture is worth athousand words, so it's certainly worth
spending alittle time getting to grips with the graphical content of our
Lab Reports. To enable comparisons between issues, one of the graphs
on each lab Report will be repeated for products of similar type. For
example, our reviews of CD/DVD/Universal players, outboard DACs and
AV processors wilt always include a graph illustrating how distortion
increases with decreasing digital signal level at both 1kHz (black trace
or infill) and 20kHz (blue infill). Reviews of amplifiers will always have
a graph showing distortion versus frequency at, typically, 10Wfttohm.
The second graph in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other
technical feature that's typically unique to the product under test. You
might see agraph showing abnormally high jitter from aCD player, for
example, or how the dynamic power output of an amplifier varies with
different loudspeaker loads.
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This specific 3D or 'waterfall plot' accompanies most of our loudspeaker reviews.
The graph illustrates the 'cumulative spectral decay' of aloudspeaker, showing
the output of its drivers and cabinet in response to abrief transient or impulse
signal. The first line in the plot ( 1) shows the frequency response of the speaker
plotted from 200Hz-20kHz. Once the impulse stops, almost every speaker carries
on producing some output from, for example, poorly-damped drivers to cabinet
resonances and reflections within the box. These residual honks, rattles and
buzzes, however subtle, ae depicted by the cascade (2) that follows the initial
impulse response. Our plots show these ' noises' emerging from the speaker ( 3)
up to 5msec (five thousandths of asecond) from the initial transient and are a
direct indication of how clean or coloured the design is likely to sound.

0.00
0 OS

sum,
Frequency in Hz »
(1)
(
3)

3D GRAPHS
Occasionally it's impossible to illustrate aspecific technical 'feature' on aflat, two-dimensional graph
and athird axis is required. Viewing the full output of aCD/DVD player to show the effect of its digital
filter is just one such occasion. This example plot shows afull 20Hz-20kHz sweep ( 1) plotted against
output signal level (the vertical or Yaxis) and output frequency (the X axis from 0-100kHz). Here we
can see the effect of agentle filter in the slow ultrasonic roll-off ( 2) alongside rippled stopband images
(3) and harmonic distortions (4). In this case, the 'digital' distortions ( 3) are caused by ieflections of
the audio data off multiples of the sample rate (something that only happens with LPCM) while the
conventional 2nd, 3rd, 4th.., harmonic distortions (4) are just as likely to originate from the analogue
stages as the choice of internal DAC.
seeteemesete
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to obtain free downloads.
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report data online. Log onto
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Our speaker Lab Reports are all
conducted and written by our Consultant
Technical Editor, Keith Howard. All
electronics are measured using the
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PICTURE QUALITY..

HiFi News is also in the unique position
of offering similarly in-depth testing of
players, AV receivers and processors plus
advanced display technologies, whether
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HiFi News has the most comprehensive

offer aclear evaluation of all types of
audio equipment - two-channel audio
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l'HE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about aproduct in our Verdict
section, with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the
sound (or picture) quality, the breadth
of features and facilities, the quality of
its construction are all allocated a slice
of the pie. Plus, and here's an important
extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming, power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound, Features. Build
and Economy slices are rated in percent;
the larger the segment, the better
the sound, the greater the number of
features, the higher the standard of its
construction and the more economic it is
to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as ' passive' devices like
speakers, cartridges and passive preamps
do not draw anything from the mains.
Similarly, we do not allocate speakers or
MM/MC cartridges arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching
figure for 'value' as this perception is
largely dictated by the priorities and
wallet of the beholder. Instead, products
are divided into three colour-coded price
bands - the pie-charts are coloured purple
for products up to £ 1000, blue between
E1001- E3000 and red for credit card
meltdown at E3000+.
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38 Group test: four big-ticket phonostages
SOUND or PICTURE QUALITY
For the diehard music and movie enthusiast,
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all
the passion you'd expect from our team of
world-class reviewers and their enthusiasm
is reflected in the score for the equipment's
sound or. indeed, picture quality.
As ever, this rating represents a balance
of subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will sound
identical, they will offer a better overall
performance than those ranked below.
Within each of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound quality.
60% is good, 70% very good while anything
over 80% is excellent. Only state-of-the-art
items will score over 90%.
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PIE CHART COLOUR KEY

EQUIPMENT
UP TO £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

TESTED THIS MONTH..

EQUIPMENT
OVER £3000

fight

it out

18 Consanance 2.2 CD player

22 Harbeth 7ES 3 speakers

26 Krell 600 monoblock amp

32 Audia Flight CD fç amp

-adage«,

SOUND

75%

FEATURES & FACILITIES

s
h

This slice of the pie is very straightforward
-the more inputs, outputs, knobs, bells
and whistles featured on the equipment,
the higher its score. A passive preamp
with little more than an input selector
and volume control will score close to
10% while a multichannel preamp with
digital, analogue and HDMI inputs plus a
host of DSP options will inevitably score
closer to 100%. The value of a high
score for features will depend on your
priorities, but a 50% rating represents
the average haul expected from a
product of its type.

FLAILIRH

75%
48 Musical Fidelity Supercharger 550K amplifier
"",41111110111.1r-

erve-innreerviegemmirECONOMY RATING
Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their
electricity
bills
tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. It's a littleappreciated fact that running a50in
plasma or LCD screen for several
hours a day can end up costing a
few hundred pounds ayear in power
alone. The power consumption
of CD and DVD players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and
projectors
may
demand
some
300W while the highest of hi-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of
500W. Our 0-100% scale covers a
power consumption from 1000W+
down to 1W. The smaller the green
wedge, the more it'll cost you to run
and the more CO, that will be on
your conscience.

BUILD

75%
ECO

75%

BUILD QUALITY
With
years
of
production
engineering and test experience
on tap at HiFi News, we are
uniquely able to assess the build
and component quality of all
our review products. Remember.
just because a product looks
pretty or is finished in astunning,
polished wood veneer, doesn't
always mean it's built like a brick
outhouse or designed to last as
long. To score in excess of 90%,
the equipment must be backed
by aminimum 5 year guarantee.

3dBeee.814444•4,.......0eibisà

54 Beauhorn B2 speakers

58 Conrad-Johnson PV15 pre

62 Super Systems: NAD M çeries with Tann •

Dimension speakers

OPERA AUDIO CONSONANCE REFERENCE CD- 2.2 LINEAR (£ 1395)
OPERA AUDIO CONSONANCE REFERENCE CD- 2.2 MICII (£ 1495)

Outwardly almost
identical, these two
CD players tread
altogether different
digital paths, with
alternative DACs,
filters and analogue
output stages
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Tested by Keith Howard

A

lot of rot is talked about the importance of
measuring audio equipment. On one extreme

are those who claim that if aproduct's basic
measurements are sound, then it must also

sound good — an article of scientific faith for some
but one that doesn't bear the scrutiny of real world
experience. Diametrically opposed are the hard-line
subjectivists who eschew measurements on the basis
that they tell you nothing useful. Often these are people
who have never performed an audio measurement in
their lives beyond using an SPL meter — but of course
that is coincidental.
Those of us who see the world in shades of
grey rather than black and white know that while
measurements can never tell you everything, they
certainly have utility. One benefit is that they can save
you making false assumptions about what exactly you're
listening to, and for an example of that you would
struggle to find better than this review.
FIR digital filters routinely used in oversampling players
A TALE OF TWO PLAYERS
On the face of it what we have here are two very similar
CD players from the same manufacturer which differ
principally in that one uses aconventional oversampling
DAC whereas the other steps back two and ahalf
decades to the dawn of CD by using anon-oversampling
DAC topology instead ( based on the ageing Philips
TDA1543 dual ' economy' chip, which can be 4x
oversampled but isn't here). The comparison promises
to be an interesting one because asignificant minority
of hi-fi designers and pundits claim that the linear phase

are detrimental to sound, and that aregression to the
pre-oversampling era is in reality astep forward.

ABOVE: Track
navigation is
through an
unusual pivotted

Intriguing as this premise is, you'd be amug
to expect to gain insights into it from these two
Consonance players because, as PM's measurements
show, there are other design issues that are likely to
dominate the comparison. Without the measurements
you'd never know this and walk blindly up the garden
path, drawing unwarranted conclusions along the way.
You probably know the name Opera as that of an
Italian loudspeaker maker but The Opera Audio Co Ltd
that manufactures Consonance products is one of the
growing roster of Chinese audio companies that hopes

tip control,
where the knob
needs to be
pushed toward
one of four
cardinal compass
points to control
play, stop,
previous and
next functions

to make up in low production costs what it lacks in
experience. Viewed from any direction other than the
rear panel these two players look identical, and they

consonance

also have similar names and asking prices. The

consonance

F5-88,2

(gg

Without the measurements you'd
never know this and walk blindly up
the garden path'
non-oversampling model is called the Consonance

OVERSAMPLING
When CD was launched in 1982/3 only Philips
players and their clones used oversampling. Today it

Reference CD- 2.2 Linear and costs £ 1395 while the
oversampling player is styled the Consonance Reference

is all but ubiquitous. Philips' motivation was

CD- 2.2 MkIland has the higher price tag of £ 1495.
Both display an Italian influence in their cosmetic

two-fold: to achieve 16- bit noise performance from

design with six slats of cherry wood arrayed across

its early 14- bit DACs, and to eliminate the need for

their gently curved top panels. The fascia is brushed

acomplex analogue output filter. Oversampling is a
two- stage process. Firstly the digital data from the

fluorescent display, to either side of which are

aluminium with acentral disc drawer and blue

disc is ' zero padded' with additional zero- valued

positioned two apparently rotary controls which are

samples between signal samples. In the original
Philips players 4x oversampling was used, so three
extra samples were inserted between each original

actually nothing of the sort. They are tip controls which
require the knob to be push up or down or from side
to side to engage various functions. The control knob

sample to increase the sampling rate to ( 4 x
44.1 = 176.4kHz). A steep digital low-pass filter

to the left toggles mains on/off when lifted and drawer
open/close when depressed. That to the right accesses

with an upper passband around 20kHz is then
applied to remove digital image distortion from the

four functions: play ( up), stop ( down), previous track

output. This filter is typically linear- phase and so has
atime- symmetrical impulse response with acausal

convinced of the ergonomic sense of this arrangement

pre- ringing. It's this pre- response which, some
claim, compromises sound quality.

(left) and next track ( right). Novelty aside, I'm not
and the control feel ( and sound) is certainly less slick
than you would hope.
Both players are supplied with chunky remote
controls that strike ahigher- quality note but, curiously,

SEPTEMBER 2007
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FILE

Two CD players,
one with a non
oversampling
DAC and
unbalanced
outputs, the
other with oversampling DAC
and unbalanced/
balanced outputs
Price:
£13951E1495
Made by: Gpera
Audio Co Ltd
Supplied by:
Alium Audio
Telephone:
01273 325901
Web: vvww.
operaudio.com

www.hifinews.co.uk
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CD PLAYER TEST

offer different additional functions and no numerical
keypad for direct track access. On the CD- 2.2 Linear, in
addition to the usual transport functions, you can vary
the display brightness and time readout format; on the
CD- 2.2 MkIlthe same buttons provide volume up/down
instead.lset the Mkll's volume control to its maximum
setting of 50 and performed level adjustment externally
using my DACT stepped attenuator passive preamp.
It is around the back that these two players become
visually distinguishable. Whereas the CD- 2.2 Linear
has only asingle pair of gold-plated phonos by way of
analogue output, the CD- 2.2 MkIlalso has the option
of balanced outputs via two three- pin XLR sockets.
Moreover, the choice of output provision goes deeper.
Whereas the unbalanced outputs on both players are

musically uninteresting results as aresult of its high

driven by asingle- ended valve output stage using one

'It has amellifluous — some have called
it analogue-like — sound that extracted
more atmosphere from the Nutcracker'

jitter while the MkIlvia its balanced outputs ( used
unbalanced for this review) would prove afine example
of modern CD player design. But it didn't turn out that
way. There is an underlying family sound that you hear
from both, and whichever output you use on the MkII.
Which is not to say that these two siblings - or the
unbalanced and balanced outputs on the Mk11- sound
the same. They don't. Of all three options, the Linear

half of aSovtek 6H30 double triode per channel, the

gives in some respects the most beguiling results. It has
amellifluous - some have called it analogue- like - sound

balanced output circuitry is solid-state. As the Lab
Report shows, the valve and transistor stages have very
different distortion performance, and the two players
differ considerably in their jitter behaviour. Which is why
the oversamplinginon-oversampling difference is very
probably swamped here. (There is, in any case, another

that extracted more atmosphere, for example, from the
CD layer of PetaTone's fine re-release of the Seiji Ozawa/
Orchestre de Paris reading of Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker

in aforthcoming Audio Exposed.) Both players offer

Suite [
PentaTone Classics 5186 107]. BLt there is no
escaping that the Linear's sound, for all its attractive
smoothness and lack of grain, is somewhat clouded and
dynamically reticent.

unbalanced SIPDIF digital outputs via phono only, with
no TosLink provision.

By comparison the Mk11 is tonally cooler and clearer
if in some respects less enticing. Via its unbalanced

way to perform this comparison, which I'll describe

cr_ID

outputs it sounds more matter of fact than the Linear

FAMILY TIES

Alerted to the measurement results before Ibegan

model but remains alittle blurred and lacking in
dynamics. Switching to the balanced output improves

listening, Iexpected the Linear version to deliver

matters but the sound belies the fine measured

hi-fi news

LAB

RESULTS

The power supply for the
e
'Linear' player (right) with its
single output is necessarily
simpler than that for the
'MkIP version with its
balanced and unbalanced
outputs (left)

The Philips VAM1202 CD
transport mechanism is
used in both players

P,
In marked contrast to
the 'Linear version of the
Reference CD-2.2, this 'We
version utilises asuperior
24-bit/192kHz CS4396 DAC
from Crystal (mounted under
the PCB)

.4à11.

1111L-

Four Burr- Brown
OPA2604 op-amps drive
the balanced output of
the mk11 player

A Sovtek 6H30 double triode drives
the (single-ended) channels of both the
Reference CD-2.2 Linear and MkIlversions
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Four of Philips' economy TDA1543
DACs are deployed in adifferential
mode to reduce distortion and
improve the SiN1 ratio of this ' Linear'
versiom of the player

LEFT: Differences

lost in the reproduction. Which is exactly the impression

between the
Reference

Igained from both these players. Instead of this being
acaptivating musical interchange it became something

CD- 2.2 models

more anodyne and run of the mill. A little dull, in fact,

can be seen on

although Idon't mean that tonally. Despite their

the rear panel:

disparate presentations the Linear and Mk11 both bled
life from the performance: leading edges were blunted,
dynamic contrasts softened and the sense of being in

the ' Linear'
model [ left] has
unbalanced RCA
outputs, while

the presence of something extraordinary was diluted.
Moreover, this was areaction Ihad time and again, to

the ` Mk11' model

different degrees, with every piece Iplayed. Something

[right] adds a

vital was missing.
So are the Linear and Mk11 bad CD players? There's
acase for saying that of the Linear because of its

balanced output
through XLR

performance by remaining less dynamically and spatially
informative than it should be. In the Tchaikovsky, for

sockets. Note

instance, the orchestra's relationship to the acoustic was
never clearly defined.
Underlying these presentational differences is e

style of remote

also the different
control

measured performance and more conventional sonics.
The problem is that, in acompetitive market, it doesn't
go the extra mile. By the highest standards its musical
performance is unexceptional, and for that reason I

common thread, apiece of DNA that prevents even
the balanced outputs of the Mk11- which are otherwise
best representative of modern performance standards
-earning my admiration. That trait is afundamental
lack of resolution, by which Imean the type of resolution

poor jitter performance ( how might it sound with this
fixed?) but the MkII, via its balanced outputs, has fine

can't recommend it either. '

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

that gives insight into the how and the why of amusical

These two CD players offer unusual

performance.
A recording which is always telling in this respect

aesthetics and a choice of DAC

is the Mozart Sonatas for Piano and Violin performed

standout sonics. The Linear is

by Gustav Leonhardt and Sigiswald Kuijken [ Seon 9SBK
62953]. Leonhardt was apioneer of the early music

enticingly euphonic but lacks

original instrument movement and Kuijken one of his
protégées. This disc scintillates with rediscovery and

technically superior Mk11 has

reinvention, the two players producing aperformance
of remarkable mutual understanding and interplay, all of

underwhelm audiophiles who

60 %

SOUND 40

souryi

65%

FEATURES

7rk

philosophies but neither delivers

resolution, while even the

BUILD

BUILD

84%

78%

a musical delivery that will
expect the best recorded

which is heightened somehow by the distinctive tonal

music to reach out and rivet

colours and dynamics of the period instruments. If tnis

their attention. For that you'll

music doesn't seize your attention and run off with it
then either you're flat- lining or something vital has been

have to look elsewhere.

ECO

ECO

75%

73%

pre- or post- echoes as aresult. With 2x

Because the Mklluses aCS4396

The Linear uses Philips TDA1543 DACs

outputs, reaching 0.0003% at - 10dBFs

either unfiltered or 2x oversampled to

through bass and midrange to just

DAC with integral digital filter, it offers

oversampling to 88.2kHz, the Linear'

~0.001% at the highest frequencies.

afull 108dB rejection of stopband

benefits from some 30dB of stopband

images plus avery flat HF response

attenuation and areduced - 0.8dB

(just - 0.08dB at 20kHz). This is not

droop at 20kHz. Nevertheless, any

88.2kHz and uses a6H30 valve in its
analogue output stage. The Mklluses

Distortion increases markedly to

asuperior CS4396 DAC from crystal

- 0.05%

with differential Burr- Brown op-amps

valve- driven outputs of both the Mk11

influenced by the choice of either valve

benefit of abandoning the digital filter

driving its balanced output stage. Like

and Linear players while the A-wtd SIN

(single-ended) or solid-state ( balanced)

may be clouded by both valve noise and

the Linear', it also uses a6H30 valve to

ratio collapses from the 110dB achieved

outputs. In 44.1kHz mode, and with no

distortion plus the massive 6700psec

drive its single-ended analogue output.

via the Mkll's balanced output to as low

digital filter. the ' Linear' player offers

of data- induced jitter suffered by the

as just 88.6dB through the valve stage.

virtually no attentuation of stopband

'Linear' in 44.1kHz mode. The 88.2kHz

the Mklloffers 4.92V from its solid-state

regardless of the DAC. The impact

images ( just - 1.6dB at 24.1kHz)

mode wins out for its improved S/N

balanced outputs and 2.24V from its

this has on the dynamic range of both

and incurs agently rolled- off treble

ratio, flatter response and slightly lower

tube- based single- ended outputs.

players is reflected in the 'squeezed'

response, reaching -3.2dB at 20kHz. Its

jitter (4200psec) but the Mkllis far

Distortion is low via the MkIrs balanced

floor of the lower, right-hand graph.

impulse response, however, incurs no

cleaner with just 120psec of jitter. PM

At its maximum ' 50' volume position,

through the midrange via the

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

,
e
fes
ABOVE: Digital filtering in the Mk11 version (
left) removes stopband

images released into the audio system by the ' Linear' version ( right)

Consonance Reference Co 2.2 ( version)

Linear

MU (balanced cr(p)

Maximum Output Level

2.08Vrms

4.92Vrms

A-wtd S/N Ratio

99.4dB/92.6dB ( L/R)

109.6dB

Distortion 1kHz, OdBFs f
-30dBFs

0.05% I0.02%

0.0006% / 0.004%

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.05%

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

+0.75dB to - 3.2dB

0.0013%
+ 0.0dB to - 0.08dB

Digital Jitter

6700psec

120psec

Resolution @ - 100dB

-5.1dB

t0.2dB
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Three's Company
HARBETH HL COMPACT 7ES-3 (
E1799)

Marking the company's 30th anniversary, the HLCompact 7ES is
relaunched in Mk 3 form. Will its ` BBC' pronunciation be well received?

22
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Tested by Christopher Breunig

M

ost of Harbeth's production now goes to
Japan and China. This, says designer Alan
Shaw, relates to the fact that homes are
mostly small and consequently listeners

sit close. Their music involves micro-tones and tiny
expressive nuances which require tonal and timing
accuracy in aspeaker.
Alan works on the principle that if you can get
speech right, almost everything else will fall into place
-apart from earth- shaking bass, which he'd rather forgo
than compromise mid- band quality. It's what he calls
'the BBC way of doing things', and it's unsurprising that
radio and television studios are interested in Harbeth's
professional Monitor series. Launched in Japan and
only now available in this country, the new Compact
7ES-3 sits next to the smallest speaker in arange of six
domestic options.
One of the features that derive from BBC designs is
the construction of the enclosures, not in glued or
pre-formed MDF but in tuned 'thin wall' cabinets. These
are assembled from damped ply panels with front and
back each fixed to bearers by twelve exposed screws.

AUDIO

This is said to result in a ' Iossy joint' structure with low
energy storage, that ' breathes' at low frequencies like
astring instrument. The 7ES-3 front- ported two-way is
520 x273 x315mm ( hwd) with cherry as the standard
finish, eucalyptus or tiger ebony to special order.
JUST AN ACRONYM
Harbeth's drive units feature RADIAL cone technology:

FILE
Stand- mount
two-way
front ported
loudspeaker
Price: £ 1799

Made by:
Harbeth Audio
Telephone: 0870
803 4788

patented blended polymer formulation.
The 200mmi8in mid- bass driver in the 7ES-3 has a
new rubber surround with revised, smoother profile
for superior damping. There's an entirely re- specified
crossover to the 25mm aluminium dome tweeter,
which is made by SEAS to Harbeth's specifications. Using
stranded OFC wiring in composite PVC sheathing, this

Web: www.
harbeth.com

London in April 1977, making the
press announcement via HiFi News.
Harwood had been akey figure in

listening with the grilles in place is recommended.
Indeed, the fabric is stretched over ametal angle frame
could easily damage the cabinet. The transparency of
grille cloth in the 7ES-3 has been increased to allow the
tweeter, in particular, amore open character. And both
the port tune-frequency and cabinet damping have
been revised to give better bass perfosmance.
(el LISTENING RAS ITS UPS AND DOWNS
As Isoon discovered, mounting this speaker for the
most natural tonal balance is quite critical - although
room placement is less so. Harbeth suggests aminimum
pressing them down on three small Blu-Tack blobs gave

In 1986 Harbeth was acquired by

his small-scale company in South

bi-', since only one pair of gold-plated screw terminals
is provided, so bi-wiring is not an option. Unusually,

spacing of 500mm behind the speaker. Routinely

CONES OF DIFFERENT FLAVOURS

took over from retiring founder
Dudley Harwood, who had set up

stand- height. A range of 375-535mm is suggested.
Harbeth spares us Hamlet's dilemma. 'to bi or not to

which beds tightly into agroove and levering them off

'Research And Development In Advanced Loudspeakers'
is the rather contrived acronym designation for a

enthusiast designer Alan Shaw, who

new cfrcuit is claimed to enhance vertical integration
of the drivers and to allow the user more flexibility in

Harbeth
HI Compact

The old trick of judging cabinet
vibration with the finger-tips
isn't meaningful here'

legendary LS3 / 5A two-way monitor,

abloated, bass- heavy character to Linn's new Claire
Martin recital He Never Mentioned Love.

which originally used treated paper
cones. He and Spencer Hughes,
who later formed Spendor, were

enclosures clearly does not with these! They need a
lightweight stand, and Ifound experimentation with

the BBC's development of the now

responsible for Bextrene drivers,
which achieved greater consistency
than paper. This in turn was
replaced by polypropylene - it was
lighter, did not require coating
and gave superior performance at
higher levels. Shaw subsequently
patented Harbeth's RADIAL drive
units, which incorporate ablended
polymer formulation claimed to
have ` no sonic signature'.

What seems to work in favour of most solid MDF

three oak cones ( Russ Andrews), points up or down,
brought significant changes. Ialso tried some 2in blocks
of balsa to no good effect... The old trick of judging
cabinet vibration with the finger-tips isn't meaningful
here - it's very substantial and the energy can be traced
being dissipated down through the stands, yet it doesn't
seem to signify coloration.
What better to start my listening Ulan an obscure
1983 Radio Franceillarmonia Mundi LP of Japanese Noh
Theatre? This has actors growling in akind of songspeech, shrill traditional pipes and wooden percussion
thwacks. It's adisc that's bemused visitors, yet the Ç-->
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HARBETH

HL- Compact 7ES-3 /£ 1799

RESULTS
Stranded oxygen-free
copper cables with PVC
sheathing are used in
the internal wiring, their
supple nature reducing thechance of cables ' buzzing'
de the cabinet

ABOVE: The 7ES-3 is designed to be used with the
crossover components
include ferrite-cored
inductors and polyestter
capacitors, mounted
on an FR4 double-sided
glass-fibre PCB with goldflash plating

acoustically transparent grilles in position. The fabric is
stretched over angle frames which slot into the fronts
decay of sounds, the immediacy of transient attack and
complex male voice sounds make it ideal test material.
The Harbeths passed with flying colours, just as
they did with - more genuinely enjoyable! - Weather
Report's ' Port Of Entry' with its hand- drumming and
electronic keyboards [ CBS]. There and in ' Dream Clock'
the timing, speed and imaging made for instant, foottapping engagement. An unusual amount of Kate Bush's
diction in ' Wuthering Heights' was crystal clear, as well
as all the reverberation layers in the mix.
With the new LSO Live Elgar Enigma Variations, the
Barbican platform was reproduced in depth- imaging
far surpassing the abilities of my old Quad ESLs - in
'Dorabella' the muted solo viola traced its wan little
theme under string flurries and the triangle, sparingly
used in the breezy ' ORS', was as easily heard among
all that percussion. At times, upper strings have avery
slight chestiness (the Elgar Variation 'Troyte' displayed
this) and amore extended bass would have been nice.
Even so, the 7ES-3 is good on solo piano. Iused Zoltan
Kocsis's Debussy LP from 1983 as atest, and aslight
hardening here and there Iwould blame on Philips' early
digital engineering rather than the Harbeths.
These are enormously tuneful, addictive speakers

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Although Harbeth's website includes

at about 27kHz. At the opposite frequency
extreme the output is very well extended
for aspeaker of this size, with adiffraction-

no specification of the Compact 7ES's
sensitivity, its downloadable (Japanese)
brochure specifies 86dB. This is slightly
optimistic against our measurements which
put it at 84dB, averaged over both speakers
from 200Hz to 20kHz. As can be seen from
the frequency response graph below, its

corrected - 6dB point of 38Hz ref. 200Hz.
Harmonic distortion figues are
gratifyingly low, particularly at 1kHz and
10kHz, and the Compact 7ES also presents

on-axis output is commendably flat and
ripple-free over the audible range, albeit

abenign amplifier load with relatively small
phase angles and aminimum modulus
of 5.7ohm. Harbeth's nominal 6ohm

with asmall shelving down above 2kHz.
The frequency response errcr for both

impedance specification is therefore on
the conservative side. At high frequencies

speakers 200Hz-20kHz was afirst-class

the cumulative spectral decay waterfall

±2.6dB and the pair matching accuracy
was also of ahigh order at just ± 0.9dB.
Although the high frequency response

is clean and has afast decay, albeit with
visible resonant ridges associated with tilt
small frequency response peaks at 1.5 and

extends to over 40kHz (- 6dB ref 10kHz)
the high- Q breakup resonance of the metal

3.5kHz. Resonances at lower frequencies
due to cabinet resonances appear to be
well controlled. KH

dome tweeter adds alarge wtrasonic peak

which can create deep soundstages with pinpoint
instrumental detail. Cu-iously, the sound seems, if
anything, to thicken slightly if you take the grilles off.
As with all listening you need to set the replay levels
correctly for accurate tone-colours. That said, they do
respond to quite high levels. Don't be fooled by the
'studio' styling - these Harbeths are designed to fit well
in ahome environment. J.
1000

401
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'

This is an addictive small speaker,

SOUND

its looks reflecting a BBC monitor

80%

pedigree. The midband is

Frequency »

0000
Frequency »

LEFT: A peak in the axial response at - 27kHz is due to abreakup resonance
in the metal- domed tweeter
RIGHT: Agood example of well-controlled cabinet resonances

uncoloured and soundstaging

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

excellent. Stand height and

Sensitivity (
SP!. at 1m for 2.83V rms input)

84dB

Impedance modulus mm/max (
20Hz-20kHz)

5.7ohm
2.79kHz
23.4ohm @162Hz

Impedance phase mm/max (, 0Hz-20kHz)

-45° © 78Hz
+41° @ 656Hz

Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

t0.9cB

construction are more critical
than room placement. To
get the most enjoyable
performance you need

BUILD

an amplifier which offers
refinement rather than one with

70%

a high power output. Compatible
with all kinds of music.
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IF/HF extension (- 6,16 ref 200Hz!1OHz)

38Hzi >40kHzi>40kHz

THD 100HzIlkHz110kHz (
for 90dB SPL at 1m)

0.7% I>0.1% > 0.1%

DALI UK + 44 ( 0)845 644 3537

DALI USA + 1360 733 4446

DALI Deutschland + 49 ( 0)6028 4390

DALI Denmark + 45 9672 1155

www.dali.dk

AMPLIFIER TEST

Rock around the Block
KRELL EVOLUTION 600 (
E12,900 each)

Boasting 600W of power, this massive monoblock continues
the Krell legend for creating heavyweight amps that deliver
current with clout, all held in check by asophisticated
microprocessor monitor system

26
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Tested by Ken Kessler

A

lthough it took adecade too long, at last
there's amajor backlash against the
three-watt brigade. Those benighted fools
who think that asingle-figure-wattage 300B

into some absurd high- sensitivity horn is asubstitute
for real-world power have been purveying compressed,
compromised sound for too long. With the likes of
Musical Fidelity's crusade via the ' Supercharger', the
success of Ayre's 300W MX- Rmonoblock, et al, a
growing number of audiophiles are rediscovering what
they've been missing: dynamics, speed, slam.
Power is something in which Krell always believed.
Although one of its greatest achievements was a50W
stereo amp, Krell's street cred is based on unbridled
power. And if it wasn't simply acase of sheer wattage
-the company still offers an integrated with ` only'
200W/ch - then it was anotion that Krells could drive
any load without complaint. With the Evolution series,
and the latest incarnation of CAST technology, the bar
has been raised substantially. But then, so has the price.
At atime when the green movement wants everyone
to feel guilty about everything, it's hard to talk about
hi-fi equipment that utilises so much of the earth's
resources in manufacture, and then sucks up alot of
juice when in use. But this is not New Scientist and I'm
not Jonathon Porritt, so let's just accept that such stuff
exists, and that it's far less contributory to the world's
ills than, say, the filth spewing out of factories in China.
WEIGHTY ISSUES
Utterly inexcusable, though, is manufacturing apower
amp weighing aludicrous 61.1kg: materials, shipping
costs, user- unfriendliness. Whatever sonic excuses Krell
may come up with, I'm not about to be convinced when
Ialso have before me agenuine 600W monoblock from
arival weighing 10kg. The Krell's 5000VA power supply,

massive construction, whatever: the words ' balls' and
'swinging' spring to mind. What morons judge hi-fi on

ABOVE: All
the Evolution

size and weight? End of rant.
But once you've manhandled the Krell Evolution 600
into place ( it would have killed them to fit handles?), a

series products
include what
the company

magical journey commences. Even ice-cold, the Krells

calls ' Krellcoat'

were doing something so right, and so impressive that

finish, intended
to ' give Krell

Iwas almost able to overlook the fact that apair costs
the same as aBMW 320i M Sport.
In order to experience the full- on Evolution ' event',
Ialso used the Evolution 202 preamplifier, connected

components
alook that is
timeless, with a

in balanced mode with CAST II in play. Ialso used other

feel that

preamps, but the serious listening involved the 202 and

is inviting and
built to last'

CAST II because, in my experience, it's the best way to
extract all that this amp can deliver.
NOTHING NEGATIVE
Krell employs what it calls Active Cascode Topology to
eliminate global negative feedback, using only nested

The words "balls" and " swinging"
spring to mind. What morons judge
hi-fi on size and weight?'
local feedback around individual gain blocks. This is said

\Mr
INTRODUCING THE CAST...
CAST ( current audio signal transmission) technology

to produce ' an extraordinarily open, liquid, effortless
sound.' No arguments here: for an overkill solid-state
amp, the sound is deliriously lush.

AUDIO

FILE

it adds an undeniable sense of command to the

Equally, Krell opts for - as it always has - arch detail,
control and precision, much of which can be credited
to Krell Current Mode and CAST II circuitry in the signal
path. Briefly, in Krell's words, CAST uses ' proprietary

proceedings. In this respect, older audiophiles
will recall the sheer presence of the first Krells a
quarter- century ago: they wee-wee'd all over the

multiple-output current mirrors in acomplementary
and balanced arrangement for extraordinary open loop
linearity.' Idon't know what that means either, but Ican

limp dross being hawked in the UK as state-ofthe-art. State of the arse, more like. Krell came
on like gangbusters with huge amplifiers offering

tell you this, having tried the 600 with and without: the
effect of employing CAST is like tightening up the screws

seemingly limitless power; CAST II via the Evolution
series bring back that phenomenon in away that

dislodge your speakers. It improves control and focus,

Telephone:
020 8971 3909

and the effect is not subtle.
Sheer complexity contributes, no doubt, to the
aforementioned weight. The massive power supply c+,

Web: www.
krellonline.com

took much stick when it first arrived, due to some
odd characteristics, but there's no doubt that

has been missing for some time.

in aheadshell, or ensuring that awrecking ball couldn't

600W monoblock
power amplifier
with Krell's CAST
II and choice of
balanced or SE
inputs
Made by:
Krell Industries
Supplied by:
Absolute Sounds
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section features ` extensive electrical and magnetic
shielding to keep radiated interference out of critical
amplifier circuits.' The Krell proved relatively indifferent
to the four types of AC rings in my room, thanks to
its internal line-conditioning circuitry, which filters RF
noise from the mains. Krell also points out that this
compensates for asymmetric power waveforms and
DC on the mains, so there are probably few gains to
be made by adding an outboard line purifier. Or even a
regenerator. Moreover, the rails powering the amplifiers'
low-level and gain stages are regulated twice, as Krell

Amps like the 600 allow you to reclaim
the high ground. Amps like this bring
back (deep breath) the reality of music'
puts it, ' for total immunity from fluctuations in the AC
mains and virtually noise-free output.'
Everything is monitored with the thoroughness of
the latest Lexus, with microprocessor control to monitor
continuously all critical operational parameters. These
include bias, load impedance, regulator output voltages
BELOW: Inside,
the Evolution
600 includes
microprocessor
control to
continuously
monitor output
current, DC

and operating temperature. The amps didn't misbehave
once. The only disarming thing about the 600 is that
the lights dim momentarily when you switch on the
primary mains toggle at the back.

CC WATTAGE RACE

ABOVE: The Krell evolution 600 can accept anormal RCA
unbalanced or XLR balanced input, or Krell's proprietary

For primary listening, Ifed the 202 preamp with the

current source connection, via afour- pin connector

Musical Fidelity kW two- box CD player and SME 30/SME

offset, rail
voltages and

Series V/Blue Angel front-end via the Audio Research PH5
phono stage. Speakers were Sonus faber Guarneri and

operating
temperature

Apogee Scintilla, wired with Yter cables. And it was like
athrowback to one of hi-fi's ' golden ages': 1983-90.

In that unashamedly non- green era, the wattage race
was like the arms race of the 1950s. Every month, a
humongous new amplifier would emerge. (At least, from
the USA. Prior to the arrivals of Musical Fidelity, Chord,
et al, the British were content to putt- putt along with
wimp amps.) Idistinctly remember being wowed by the
sheer presence that music had back then, rather than
the politically-correct, washed-out, downsized nonsense
that passes for it today.
Put it down to the iPod, or fear of upsetting
neighbours or whatever, the only sound systems with
guts today are, unfortunately, the in-car systems owned
by morons with backward baseball caps, listening to
that most hateful of music: hip- hop. Amps like the 600
allow you to reclaim the high ground. Amps like this
bring back ( deep breath) the reality of music.
If we are to be honest about what hi-fi should do,
then we must place realism to the fore. Whether
the speakers needed all that the 600s could muster
(Guarneris, Scintillas) or if Iwas just ' having fun' ( LS3/
5As, Quad ESLs), the sensation afforded by seemingly
limitless power is liberating beyond belief. Ican, in fact,
liken it to only one other experience, that of driving a
car with asurfeit of horsepower. When you floor the
pedal of aBentley Azure, and that behemoth glides
effortlessly past aPorsche Boxster, well, life takes on a
hue that's not entirely green.
SOFT AND SCARY
So, too, is the experience with the 600. And it wasn't
solely with music known for its bombast. Yes, Iused
some scary percussion discs, marvelling as much at
the Guarneris' refusal to break as at the phenomenal
extension and sheer freedom of the sound. But the
tear-in-eye/lump-in-throat moments arrived repeatedly
with the soft stuff, with the very material you would
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Quality redefined,
brilliant natural sound...

"One of hi-fi's true classics redefined: this
is the best Quad electrostatic design ever,
and atruly world-class speaker"
— What HiFi? Sound and Vision, January 2007

"1 have to say that this is the finest speaker
on the planet"
—Ken Kessler, HiFi News

"By the highest standards, the 2905s get

0. 0

everything right to adegree that had me
shaking my head in awe"
—Noel Keywood, HiFi World

QUAD
...the closest approach to the original sound
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd., IAG House, Sovereign Court, Huntingdon PE29 6XU, Tel 0845 4580011, www.quad-hifi.co.uk
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KREL

assume required little in the way of wattage. Incapable
as Iam of equating the power of, say, areal trumpet
with the audio wattage needed to reproduce it into a
given speaker, Iam equally unable to grasp what is the
'wattage' of ahuman voice. But even with awispy thing
of avocal from Art Garfunkel, or Joni Mitchell in one of
her more delicate moods, the absolute freedom from

LAB

Evolution 600 /£12,900 each

RESULTS

This central PSU resery
bank in:iudes sorre 3:6
electrolytic capactors,
amounting to 64.3300
at 160V
Located in aseparately
screened enclosure
underneath this
processing and
distribution bcard are
two massive torDicfal
transformers amounting
to 5000VA

concerns about headroom was still manifest. Voices
were open, natural, unconstrained. They enjoyed areal
space. They were free of artifice.
This is walking straight into Antony Michaelson's
web [ see HFN's coverage of his Supercharger, p48], but
there's no escaping it. The massed vocals of Mr Big's ' To
Be With You' swelled into the room to near- Gregorian
majesty, while The Byrds' jingle-jangled all morning, the
tingle of the signature 12- string Rickenbacker enjoying
clarity, presence and body that are denied it by a
struggling power source.
LILTING LADYLOVE
Every time I've reviewed aproduct, without fail, there's

Each differential half of this nono.
amplifier includes 19 pairs of hioh
current LAPT C4886/A1860 powertransistors bolted onto amassive
alloy heassink. These stages also
include extensive, local power
supply regulation

been one telling moment, one ' showpiece' track that
revealed more about the item than any other. It is
indicative of the talent that was Dusty Springfield that
'Son of Preacher Man' just may be the sexiest song ever
recorded. Yes, even more salacious than Peggy Lee's
'Fever'. That Dusty was also one of Sappho's sisters adds
to the mythos: Iam deeply amused that asong by a
deceased lesbian has the same effect on me as Viagra.
I've heard that song afew hundred times. But
through the Evolution 600, Idetected details Imissed in

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
While there's no debate over which is
the heaviest or the more sophisticated
in design, it's touch-and-go whether this
behemoth from Krell or the two-box kW550
from Musical Fidelity (
HFN, Jan 07) is actually

consumption is close to 1.4kW, into 4ohm
it's over 2kW. The output impedance is
low enough at 0.03ohm but, unusually,
drops far lower above 10kHz where some
'difficult' loudspeakers might also present a

the past. More crucial, though, was the reproduction of
one of the most effective musical effects in the history

the more powerful. The Evolution 600
achieves afull 670W/Bohm and virtually

reduced load.

of recorded sound: Dusty Springfield's breathiness.

doubles this with 1.32kW/4ohm followed

maximum of 0.02% at the 1W and 6130W

by 2.62kW/2ohm which must put it as the
'stiffest' power amp on the planet. However,

extremes but dropping to aminimum of

Which provided me with the one word Iwish to
use to define the Krell Evolution 600. With the ' g' in
place, without allusion to its current usage, with sole
reference to its effect on one's heart, soul and nervous
system: ' chilling'. How so? Because the Evolution 600
delivers that elusive 'tingle factor' more repeatedly
than any amp Ican recall in recent memory, right up
there with the kilowatt Musical Fidelity kW monoliths
and the 600W Audio Research Reference monoblocks.
Constantly dazzled was Iby its way not with bombast,

this extreme PSIJ regulation is traded for a
reduced headroom of 690W, 1.38kW and

Distortion is within specification, with a

- 0.003% at 50W/8ohm. This performanc:e
is broadly maintained at all frequencies (see

graph, below). The response is very gently
2.62kVV into 8,4 and 2ohm, if ' reduced' is a tailored to -0.5dB at 20kHz and - 1.9dB
plausible description. Either way, these 600- at 1004-1z but the 600-series has subtler
series monoblocks will comfortably drive
qualities. Even when dealing out peaks of
any speaker this side of insanity.
clean (< 1% THD) 46A current, the Evolution
Power consumption is alittle on the high
600 remains utterly silent - every other big
side, as you might expect, drawing 270W
power amp I've tested has emitted aseries
in standby mode and 425W when switched

of audible 'thuds' as the current surges

on but idling. At full output into Bohm the

through its output devices. PM

for which the only rivals are probably the bigger
Evolution models, but the sheer absence of artifice and
the heightened detail. Addicted as Iam to the works
of ludee Sill, it was an honour, aprivilege to hear even
further into the layers of sound on her deceptively
simple recordings.
This is the first product in years that made me want
to have acigarette after the act. (5
SOUND
85%

>>

trace), 4ohm (red), 2ohm ( blue) and lohm ( green) loads

anything more: regardless of

ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion versus frequency at 10VV/gohm

speaker, this amplifier never

FEATURES

85%

delivers less than unstressed
sound with huge dynamics
and slam. The surprise was the
sheer finesse when used with
a CAST II- equipped preamp.

BUILD
90%

The only downside is a slight
tendency toward the clinical.

the greatest Krells of yore.

1k

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output versus distortion into 8ohm ( black

The 600 begs the need for

That aside, it reminded me of

100

Dyrarruc Powe Output >>
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HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATION
Power Output, 8-14ohm (<1% THD)

670W/1320W

Dynamic Power, 81412f lohm

690W/1375W/2623W/2080W

Output Impedance (20Hz-201diz)

0.025-0.002ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100IcHz)

+0.0dB to -1.9dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdEtWf 600VV)

150mV/3725mV

A-wtd S/N ratio (for OdBW(full output)

90.6d13/115.5dB

Distortion (101A/113ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.005-0.01%

10k

20k .
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EB1
A serious loudspeaker that's
all about performance
"Effortless sound from the deepest
bass to the highest treble."
"Combining this openness with deep and
powerful bass extension is a good thing
and something few designers achieve."
"Revealing and precise."
"Remarkably entertaining."
Jason Kennedy, HIFI Choice April 07

See www.pmc-speakers.com
or 08704441044 for a dealer
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This superbly- crafted,
heavyweight CD and amp
combination from Italy lands
in the UK with aflourish
AUDIA FLIGHT CD TWO PLAYER (
f2000)
AUDIA FLIGHT TWO AMPLIFIER (£ 2500)

illhL
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Tested by Ian Harris

W

ith awinged propeller motif and the
word ' flight' prefacing its products there
is astrong aeronautical theme running
throughout Italian manufacturer Audia's

range. Perhaps the brand has been flying alittle below

the mass- market radar until now, but first impressions of
the new Flight Two CD player and integrated amplifier
suggest asteady climb into the limelight.
With solid, yet subtly sculpted, fascias and clean,
bright, easy-to- read multi- line LCD displays, both these
components punch hard in their class. Moving back from
the face- plate, the casework is superbly low- resonant
while both units feature nicely turned aluminium feet
with compliant rubber bases.
The Flight CD Two features an array of seven tactile
press- buttons for the main functions, these controls

'One benefit was that music
retained asense of vigour
even at late-night levels'
being duplicated on the stylish stainless- steel system
remote. The lack of track programming and repeat
functions disqualifies the player from gaining top

AUDIO

ABOVE: One rotary control knob controls volume, plus

CD player and
stereo integrated
amplifier, rated
at 100W/ 8ohm

input selection, channel balance and individual input
gain level, plus tape monitor selection and mute.

FILE

other user adjustable functions such as input source,
input gain level and balance

Rear connections include four single- ended plus one
balanced input, as well as two proprietary system links.
Control functionality on this unit really is flawless, with

marks on the features front but, for most listeners,
these absences will be of little concern. To the rear can
be found both single-ended and balanced analogue

Price:
£2000/E2500

outputs, plus asystem link to allow multiple Audia units
to be daisy- chained to unify control functionality. In

Made by:
Audia

while volume can be set in 0.5 dB increments.
Although the supplied remote handsets are genuinely

Supplied by:
Henley Designs

some of the classiest Ihave seen, their functionality
does leave amodicum to be desired. The amplifier

terms of construction, the plastic disc-drawer front and
slightly lightweight drawer action are the only niggles,
though the colour and finish of the drawer integrate
amazingly well with the rest of the fascia.
Moving on to the integrated amplifier, in addition
to six push buttons, there is one beautifully weighted
rotary control, which adjusts the function selected via
the appropriate press- button. On- unit controls include

balance for each channel being adjustable in 1% steps,

handset controls all functions apart from Tape Monitor,
Telephone:
01235 511166
Web: www.
audia.it

so no real problems there, but the nominally ' system'
handset supplied with the CD player only controls
amplifier input and volume. OK, the requirement to
adjust balance or input level on the fly might be rare,
but it is ashame that all remote functionality could not
be controlled from one handset.

e

DO THE STRAND

First impression of the Flight Two CD was of an
impressively clean sound. That is not to say that the

Audia player was sterile or over- controlled, rather that
there was avivid sense of clarity, and an overriding
feeling that each and every strand of music was starting
and stopping exactly on cue. While not truly startling
in terms of ultimate energy, transients were rendered
THE STORY OF FLIGHT....

exceptionally well, with good levels of both speed and
impact. One benefit of this behaviour was that music

1996 by Massimiliano Marzi and Andrea Nardini who had developed
anew circuit using current - rather than voltage - feedback which,

retained afine sense of vigour even at low, late- night
levels. Conversely, Iwas able to play the Flight Two at
ear- bending levels via my reference Musical Fidelity kW

they claimed, offered very high speed response and excellent control
of loudspeaker load. This circuit appeared for the first time in the

amplification with remarkably little of listener-fatigue.
Tonally, the Flight Two seemed admirably neutral,

Audia Flight 100 amplifier of 1997 and has formed the core of Audia's
products ever since.
In 2001, the Flight One integrated stereo amp was released which,

with absolutely no sense that any part of the frequency
spectrum was unduly emphasised. However, as a

when combined with the Flight 3.100 three- channel amplifier, gave

asubtle, almost indefinable, richness of tone. This had
nothing to do with midband prominence or excessive

Located in Civitavechia, 70km from Rome, Audia Flight was founded in

Audia an important presence in the burgeoning multi- channel sector.
The Flight Two amp and Flight CD Two are the company's new

balance to the unit's overt sonic accuracy, there was

euphonic warmth, yet it lent vocals and instruments an

entry level components, clearly tasked with bringing the company's

almost valve- like sense of expression. High frequencies

products to awider market. As always, they were designed and are

were well served by the unit's clarity and transient

manufactured wholly in Italy.

speed, providing afine level of detail without ever
sounding etched or fatiguing. c->
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ABOVE: Both Audia Flight 2CD player arid integrated
amplifier offer XLR balanced connectors
For all that, it did seem that the bass delved just a
touch deeper than absolute lop-to- bottom balance
would allow. Acase in point was Ton Amos' dramatic
take on Joe Jackson's ' Real Men'. This is an excellent
digital recording, and the piano has agenuinely striking
level of impact. Via the Flight CD Two, the left-hand
notes rolled out of the speakers with both athunderous
weight and an impressive sense of detail and control. It
wasn't that the bass had undue presence, rather that,
perhaps ironically, the Flight Two seemed to delve just a
little further earthwards than skywards.
One small note of caution is that, while the Flight CD
Two's bass output was admirably controlled via both kW
amplification and Audia's partnering integrated, some
less bass-capable amplifiers Itried seemed to struggle
more than usually with the unit's low-frequency output.
While this was acase of amplification limitations being
exposed, rather than afault of the CDP, it is awarning
that system- matching is important with this player.

PERFECT MATCH
The first few bars of Patricia Barber's smoky version
of ' Ode to Billy Joe' showed the Flight Two integrated
to be aperfect sonic, as well as aesthetic, match with
its CDP partner. The CD Two's bass output, which had
proved problematic with acouple of moderate-cost

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Tested via its balanced (XLR) outputs, the
CD Two offers up avery impressive technical
performance. This is not only thanks to
Audia Flight's custom Class A output filter
but also its inspired choice of Crystal's
CS43122 DAC - apersonal favourite of
mine but arelatively costly part that's only
infrequently implemented. The DAC is
driven at 192kHz via an AD1896 upsampler
that also includes adeal of jitter reduction.
In fact the 155psec of jitter recorded here
is only 20-30psec higher than atrue stateof-the-art figure because of ahint of power
supply-induced noise. These are the small
spikes clustered around the central peak on
the right-hand graph, below.
Otherwise, we have astory of low
distortion (just 0.002% at 20Hz, through
to 0.001% at lkHz and 0.002% at 20kHz),
awide 107dB SIN ratio and afull 115dB+

rejection of digital stopband images.
Incidentally, the left hand graph, below,
indicates that distortion decreases still
further to - 0.0003% at - 20eFs which
is arguably more important from the
standpoint of mean recorded levels on
today's CDs. Furthermore, the close
tracking of distortion through the midrange
(1kHz, black infill) with that at very high
frequencies ( 20kHz, blue infitl) is also
subjectively beneficial.
The player's frequency response is flat
to -0.5cFB at 20kHz with abalance within
0.02dB over the entire spectrum. Only the
stereo separation looks fractionally weaker
at > 72dB, thanks to some slight capacitive
coupling in analogue output stage. A full QC
Suite Report for the Flight CD Two player
is available by following the links on www.
hifineteszo.uk. PM

"

amplifiers, was here full, deep and perfectly controlled,
with the precision on offer transforming Michael
Arnopol's acoustic bass from something superficially
simple into alow-key work of genius. This 1heme

408
410

continued further up the spectrum, with Alison Krause's
vocal and peerless fiddle playing showing adegree
of expressiveness and warmth that was awelcome
addition to the pairing's unusual levels of clarity.
Cranking things, Paul Weller's 'Whirlpools End' from
Stanley Road showed the Flight Two combo to be
capable of rocking out with the best of them. The units'
clarity and speed imbued the track with irresistible drive
and intensity, while solid vocal and instrumental images
added an almost live ambience to proceedings.
Indeed, in spatial terms, the Flight Two combination
behaved exactly as their musical performance would
suggest. While soundstage expanse was undeniably
good, it was in terms of spatial precision that these
units really excelled. Listening to Mica Paris and Will

/ -130
-140
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HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level

4.5SVrms (balanced Dutpul

A-wtd SIN Ratio

106.7dB

Distortion litliz,OdliFst-30dith

0.0012%10.004%

Distortion 20kHt, OdRR

D.0617%

Digital litter

155Dsec

had palpably solid images acouple of degrees left and
right of centre respectively. However artificial such

Resolution @

t0.3dB
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ABOVE LEFT: Increasing distortion plotted against decreasing digital
(recording) level at lkHz ( black infill) and 20kHz ( blue infill)
ABOVE RIGHT: The Flight Two enjoys very low levels of digi:al jitter

Downing's take on 'Where Is The Love', the two vocalist

stereo images are, if the producers make the effort to G>

o

« Jeter F(equenry »

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

2dB
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Lucy just couldn't understand Tom's sudden lack of interest in an early night
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Superb HiFi
Just a little more desirable than the norm

Distributed in the UK by; Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, mialehenleydesigns.co.uk
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AUDIA FLIGHT
TWO INTEGRATED AMP /£2500

RESULTS
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Separete heatsinking for
each of the richly-biased,
left- and right-channel
power amplifiers

Logic-controlled input
selection, but switched
by relays, not silicon
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ABOVE: Slighty lightweight drawer contrasts with
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heavyweight look and feel of the rest of the CD player
create them, its pleasant when equipment allows us to
enjoy the effects to the full. Via the Flight Two combo,
the solid and precisely positioned dual images lent the
track awonderful extra level of intimacy, the sense of
proximity perfectly transmitted, with the performers
being cosy, but not conjoined.
UPPING THE LOAD
While Ilistened to the Audia Flight Two integrated
predominantly through the relatively easy to drive
JMLab Micro Utopia Be, Ialso connected my Martin
Logan Prodigy to see how the amp dealt with atruly
punishing load. The Flight Two runs fairly hot regardless
of load and, operationally, seemed able to shrug off the
challenge of the Martin Logan's quite happily. However,
while bass remained satisfyingly tight, the integration
with the panel was alittle lackadaisical compared to
my reference kW set up or, indeed, the prodigiously
endowed but bargain- priced Forbidden City Calaf (
HFN
July ' 07). To be fair, the Prodigy is an unlikely match for
the £ 2500 Flight Two components but, as with the CDP,
there is asuggestion that system matching is the key to
getting the absolute best from this amplifier.
In the final analysis, the Audia Flight Two
combination doesn't rewrite the rules in any particular
aspect of performance ( but, there again - in reality
-very few components do). What they offer instead is a
near-flawless balance of what, with some competitors,

Separate PSU smoott mg and
reguation for the Dre and Dower
sections of this dual- mono amplifier

Subszantial 520VA.transformer
lies at the heart of -this
encapsulated power supply

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
While Audia's CD Two is amodel of
low noise and distortion, its partnering
integrated amplifier offers aslightly more
'colourful' view of musical events. Iam glad
to report that it comfortably exceeds the
100W paper specification by delivering
2x120W/Elohm and 2x200W/4ohm, with
further headroom available under dynamic
conditions at 180W and 258W, respectively.
The amplifier is protected into lower
impedances, however, cutting off at - 180W
into 2ohm and - 105W into lohm. As a
result, the model Two amplifier is probably
best suited to speakers with an easy-going
load. Power consumption is moderate, the
amplifier drawing 45W at idle and 335W at
its rated 100W output.
The amplifier gain is higher at 35.746
than Audia's + 26dB specification but its
wide bandwidth performance is confirned

with aresponse from 201-lz-100kHz that's
goad to ±0.04dB! However, its output
impedance is higher than average at
0.22ohm, which might be enough to exert
amodification of the system response with
some loudspeakers. There's also some slight
variation between channels with the left
enjoying an extra 5dB SIN over the 81.9dB
recorded for the right channel.
Distortion is typically higher than the
rated 0.05% at closer to 0.15%. but this
spread of 2nd-5th harmonics is maintained
with impressive consistency right across its
rated100W dynamic range. Interestingly,
distortion is slightly lower through bass and
lower midrange frequencies but increases
slightly - but consistently - through mid and
treble. Afull QC Suite Report for the Audia
Flight Two amplifier is available by following
the iinks on wwwhifinews.co.uk. PM
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often seem to be conflicting sonic virtues. To be sure,
the clarity and cleanliness of the sound is what hits you
first, but play an atmospheric track, and the subtle yet
undeniable richness of tone will lull you relentlessly into
apleasant state of sonic euphoria. Recommended for
those prospective buyers who expect their hi-fi to please
the eye as well as the ear.
1k
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100
Dynamk Power Output a,

ABOVE LEFT: Distortion plotted against frequency for both left ( black trace)

A finely constructed

and right ( red infill) channels. ABOVE RIGHT: Dynamic power output into

and stylish pairing.

8ohm ( black), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and lohm (green) speaker loads

Sound quality

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

is in the top
drawer, with

Power Output, 814ohm (<1% THD)

acleanliness,

120W/200W

neutrality

Dynamic Power, 8/412/lohm

140W/258W/180W/105W

and enough

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.21-0.22ohm

Frequency Response (2011z-100kHz)

+0.04dB to -0.01dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdENI/Ifull output)

46mV/461mV

A-vvtd S/N ratio (for OdflWifull output)

86.2dB/106.1dB

Distortion ( 10M8ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.04-0.16%

BIRD

soul for all

BUILD

but those who
seek the most
rose-tinted of
presentations.
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ECO

86%

LCO

73%
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Lehmann Audio
Black Cube
Decade £ 1100
Tel: 01235
511166
www.blackcube.
de

Roksan Audio
Reference DXP SE
£1000
Tel: 01235
511166
www.roksan.
co.uk
Simaudio Moon
LP5.3RS £ 1150
Tel: 0131 555
3922
wwvv.simaudio.
Corn
Trichord Diablo
with Never
Connected PSU
£1242 total
Tel: 01684
311600
vvww.
trichordresearch.
COT
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£1000-1250 PHONO STAGES
Four of the finest phono stages under £ 1250 are put through their paces
LAB TESTS BY PAUL MILLER

REVIEWS BY KEN KESSLER

H

ow utterly devious of Editor Miller to supply
as a reference product for this group test a

Two stage gain circuit
based around two
dissimilar op-amps.
including the OPA134
from Burr- Brown

model that all but rules the sector of phono
stages around the £ 1000 mark. PS Audio's

GCPH is so good that Ididn't want to take it out of my
system in order to listen to the others.
Rightly adored by Christopher Breunig in the May
2007 issue of HFN, it really does set the standard:
fabulously constructed, sensibly attired, sonically...
a dream. You get just what you need on the front: a

Class A output stage
based around a
complementary pair of

Passive RIM eq. section o
between the two gain
stages includes MKP
capacitors

BD139/140 transistors
per channel

mono button, polarity inversion and an on/off volume
control, the latter allowing you to use it as a preamp in
a phono only system.
Equally satisfying and intelligent is its back panel

LEFT: The Lehmann

complement: separate IEC mains input, both single-

Black Cube Decade

ended and balanced outputs, a pair of stout phono

is atwo- box design

sockets and an earthing post for the turntable feed

with external power

and two rotaries for cartridge settings. One knob

supply [ bottom].

addresses four gain settings of 42/48/54/60dB

Inputs and outputs

unbalanced or 48/54/60/66dB balanced, the other for

are all through RCA

loadings of 100/500/1k/47kohm. No messing about,

phono sockets,

just common sense.

while power from
the PSU is via four-

PS ILOVE YOU...
Most important of all, it sounds staggeringly good.

pin XLR connectors

a

V,
Jhat really made it athreat to the four units in
this round- up is the dual- mono, balanced signal
path. While one of the review quartet also provided

a

o

balanced outputs - and balanced beats singleended every time - Ihad to level the playing field by

Lehmann Black Cube Decade
Fitting in-between the Black Cube SE and the Silver Cube, the
Black Cube Decade is atwo- box design, each module measuring

auditioning all of them in single- ended mode only.
Otherwise, the Simaudio Moon LP5.3RS would walk
away from the rest.
Other levellers included the use of a Shure V15 V for

280x110x44mm. With input stages derived from pro mixing consoles

the role of ' classic moving- magnet' to try the 47k ohm

and mic preamps, the Lehmann possesses awhiff of the studio

setting, and aselection of moving- coils, with primacy

about it, not least being the front- panel- accessible soft bass roll -

given to a device comfortable at a nominal 100ohm,

off of 6d13/oct at 40Hz - handy if you have aturntable with a bit of

the Blue Angel. Also employed were the sublime

rumble, eg, well- used idler- drives. Its workings include a passive filter

Transfiguration Orpheus and the heart-stoppingly-

network between two linear gain stages and the design uses zero

good Air Tight PC- 1, two of the finest cartridges on

global feedback and aClass- A output stage. User adjustment includes

the market. Turntable/arm packages included the SME

resistive loads of 100 and 1kohm and capacitive loads of 1nF/220pF/

30/Series V, SME 20/12 and the Trio-Kenwood L- 07D

100pF, plus front panel switchable gain of 36 or 66dB and an onboard

with its own arm. And Ialso used the Audio Research

slot for custom impedances; Decca users who want that 68kohm

PH5 and AudioValve Sunilda phono stages from the

load take note. The PWX Il power supply has outlets for two audio

next price sector up, along with the MM phono stage

..eigil

ibtrctions,

and is based around a 30VA

toroidal transformer, with chokes
e

e

Leh man naudro

BAG,

W

e
e

W

e

Lehmanneueo

e

All of the above were fed into the Krell Evolution

before and after the voltage

202 pre- amp and Evolution 600 power amp, driving

regulation. Additionally. Lehmann

either Sonus faber Guarneris or Apogee Scintillas. And

operates with defined upgrade

while this may seem like overkill for a batch of phono

paths. This model is downward

stages that cost less than the Yter speaker cables or

compatible with the PWX, and

Acrolink interconnects, Iwanted as clear and open

Black Cube SE audio sections can

awindow as possible. This was gonna be one tough

be connected to the PWX Il; Black

listening marathon, with incredibly fine degrees of

Cube standard versions can be

variation to detect.

upgraded with an XLR plug. This

e

built into the McIntosh C2200 pre- amp.

unit is offered in black or silver.

One other thing: Istuck with RIAA equalisation,
even though the Simaudio allows the use of the IEC EQ
curves. This is an increasingly popular option, but life's
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Encapsulated maims

complicated enough, so why bother? RIM is the global
standard ... for areason.
Aside from one mildly sadistic point regarding the

The four gain options
(40dB, 54dB, 60dB
amd 66dB) are set via
these ‘ umpers

transformer iloraws just
3W in rase) with local
power supply filte -ing

Simaudio, these couldn't have been easier to use.
The Simaudio and the Roksan are single- box types,
the Lehmann and the Trichord two- box affairs with
no-brainer umbilical connections. All four employ
detachable IEC mains cables, so experimenters can
have some fun. The Roksan and the Lehmann have
rear- panel on/off rockers, the Trichord afront panel
rocker, and the Simaudio Moon is powered when you

Five alternative input

plug it into the wall; all have LEDs to indicate on status,

loading options ( with
either OpF. 100pf or

while the Roksan has adisplay that indicates various

470pF) are determined
via this array of jumpe -s

functions if you also have it fitted with the turntable
power supply. In the case of the two- chassis models,

A sophisticated multi nage
gain block and RIAA/IEC eq.
employs aBurr- Brown N.A163

Iseparated the power supplies as far away from the
main units as possible.

instrumentation op-arrp with
OP97 and OPA2227 low- noise
audio op- amps

CUT-OUT FOR THE JOB
Set-up was utterly user-friendly regarding cartridge
matching in each case, bar the Simaudio Moon
LP5.3RS. Roksan, Lehmann and Trichord made their

Oullinagem,

DIP switches accessible from the outside. Each had
cut-outs on their undersides, exposing separate left-

INPUT

••

and- right switch banks for capacitance and impedance;
in Roksan's case, there were also specific settings for
their own cartridges. The Trichord has two pairs of
switches, one set for loading and the other for gain. All
of the units had the settings tables printed on the case,
so you don't have to approach them armed with the
owner's manuals. Except for the Simaudio....
Not only do you have to take out eight screws to

'-u«111•111111111111111111IIIIIIN

• .
0 -

ni

p.ne-r

LEF:“ OUTPUT

•
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remove the Moon's cover, once inside you have to futz
around with those horrible computer-style miniature

ABOVE: The Simaudio Moon LP5.3 is the only unit in this group to offer XLR

plastic bridging links that require the skills of Abraham
Louis Breguet to manhandle. Unnecessary, irritating

socket at top right is for an optional external power supply upgrade

balanced outputs, alongside normal RCA phono connectors. The four- pin XLR

Simaudio Moon LP5.3
This single- chassis model combines hair- shirt minimalism outside
with audiophilic tweakability inside. The LP5.3 was conceived to offer
extensive flexibility with the added fillip of balanced outputs. As with
the reference PS Audio, the Moon is better suited for playing with
high- end amps with its XLR balanced inputs. While Ihad to downplay
that in the test, it must be taken into consideration when you shop
for aphono stage at this price. Housed in acustom-made chassis
with a3/8in brushed and anodized silver or black front panel, the
unit occupies aspace of only 200x80x280mm. Inside is alarge, well

-you get the drill. This is 2007, not 1979, and I'm no
masochist. Two things, though, in Simaudio's defence.
Firstly, Simaudio firmly believes that cut-outs in
the case will affect its immunity to air- borne grunge,
magnetism, etc. Iwas assured by an engineer this is
not mere audiophilic paranoia. Even Trichord makes a
point about its case construction's resistance to eddy
currents. So, fair dues to Simaudio for sticking to its
guns. Secondly, the adjustments on offer are absolutely
comprehensive, with the end- user able to tine-tune
impedance, capacitance, and separate gain settings for

isolated power supply on aseparate circuit board with two stages of
voltage regulation, and four- layer PCBs with dedicated earthing and

moving- magnet and moving-coil with greater flexibility
than the others. Oh, and it has those selectable

power lines using pure copper for low impedance. The Moon offers
impedance loadings of 10/100/470/ 1k/47kohm, capacitance of

equalization curves for both the RIAA and the IEC
standards. Considering its price, you have to marvel at
such acomprehensive range of options, more typical

0/100/470pF, and separate gain settings for moving- magnet ( 40dB)
and moving- coil ( 54/60/66dB). Additionally, there are selectable
curves for the RIAA and IEC standards. ' RS' denotes superior parts in

of the Sunilda, atop- of-the- range EAR-Yoshino or a
Manley Steelhead - all much dearer.

certain areas, eg, capacitors with improved dielectric materials.

And Ihave to confess to tunnel vision: as one
observer pointed out, when Iwas grumbling about the
need to remove the lid, ' Only reviewers, retailers and
manufacturers need quick access to cartridge settings.
Normal users probably change cartridges once ayear,
if that. Get over it.' Iam suitably chastened.

MOON
•

LP 53

RS

PHONO PREAMPLIFIER

S
e

MOVING- MAGNET FIRST

Thanks to alistening room with 42 outlets, Iwas able
to fire up all of the head- amps at once, giving them
equal burn- in time. Although Iwas tempted to dive
straight in, Ilet them run for acouple of hours before
auditioning them, during which Ifamiliarised myself G>
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with the PS Audio, which served as the test's ' control'.
Trying to create asemblance of order, Ispent the first
evenings dealing with the MM settings.
Bless the Shure: it's so unfussy that Ididn't have
to tweak any of the preamps unnecessarily beyond
precise gain matching. Moreover, the cartridge is so
good ( and so underrated and such amazing value - you
were warned: they're now sold out globally), that it
was able to reveal the unit's distinct personalities,
however subtle the ' mood changes'.
With apristine original pressing of The Byrds'
Sweetheart of the Rodeo and Sundazed's fabulous
reissue, Ifed them all some of the finest pedal steel
ever heard, the liquid swooping courtesy of Lloyd
Green on ' You Ain't Goin' Nowhere'. Too often, this can
sound abit brittle, and the fluidity can be smeared.
Then there's that wonderful, ringing chiming overtone
which adds so much character.
Each of the four handled it abit differently, and in
ways Icouldn't predict. Via the Roksan, the emphasis
was on the attack, the crispness of the plucking.
Through the Trichord7 It had more body. The Lehmann
had the edge for clarity. The Simaudio? Almost a
valve- like shimmer to the chiming.
Using such specific terminology suggests that the
four stages were different enough to alter the sound,
away from the goal of neutrality. And it did, indeed,

Roksan's tried-andtested ArtaXerxes
MM/MC RIM board
is located under this
screening can. The
board features low
noise regulators from
Linear Technology with I
amix of fully discrete
and op-amp based
gain stages for MC and e
MM RIM equalisation.
Two Burr-Brown
OPA604APs are the
op-amps of choice.

A pair of 8-position
DIP switches are
located under the
board. offering a
choice of one MM and
two MC gain settings
plus various input
Mading options

Primary power supply
recification and
regulation for the MMMC phono board

Oversized and
comprehensively
screened mn
power supply

sound more like areal pedal steel through the PS
Audio. But the above traits are matters of the merest
degree. There was no disguising of the instrument,
no trammelling of its character. And no time did you
mistake it for aDobro. We're faced only with the sort
of microscopic variations about which we obsess.
Still with the Shure, Itried something as texturally
removed from the peal of the steel as Icould
find: the sheer raunch of Jethro Tull's Aqualung,
courtesy of the sublime new pressing from Classic
Records. Ian Anderson's sneering, nasal vocals, the
oft- screeching flute, the pile-driver bottom-end of

ABOVE: The Roksan Audio DXP SE is the only full-width unit in this group, styled
to match the Caspian series electronics, and is also available with built-in
power supply for the company's Xerxes turntable

Roksan Audio DXP SE

'Locomotive Breath'. While the transients of Green's
pedal steel on The Byrds LP were useful in gauging

Uniquely in this group, the Roksan DXP SE is available in various
iterations dedicated to the company's own cartridges and turntables,
hence dimensions in common with full-width, 440mm components;

the head- amps' speed and recovery, it posed less of a

the others in this group look absolutely dinky in comparison. The

vocals and flute created an interesting set of conflicts.
Iwas curious to see how they'd be resolved.

version on test had its Roksan-turntable-specific power supply outputs

challenge regarding dynamic contrasts. With the Tull
masterwork, the sheer mass of the sound behind the

blanked off, with only those related to its use as aphono stage fitted
with socketry. Despite the underlying agenda for use in an all-Roksan
set-up, it is no less ' universal' than the others; the added real estate
and huge power supply serve to its advantage.
It's acomplementary, fully-symmetrical dual mono design for
superior channel separation, distortion and signal-to-noise ratio, based
on the Artaxerxes X module. In this form, it features three cartridge
gain settings, one for MM and one for standard output MCs, with a
third dedicated to Roksan's Shiraz and higher output MCs. This unit

FEEL THE FORCE
Interestingly, there were more similarities than
variations this time, two pairs rather than four distinct
units: the Trichord and the Lehmann seemed to
make up one side, the Simaudio and the Roksan the
other. The former bettered the latter in retaining the
contrasts, keeping low-level information from being
swamped by the bombastic. Those who rate the sound

can be adjusted for MM, MC and higher output MC gain settings of
5mV, 0.25mV and 1mV, with input capacitance settings of 47pF and
147pF and resistance settings of 10/ 100/ 1k/47kohm. Gain is specified

of Tull according to the breathing sounds issued by the
frontman will vote firmly for that camp. But the latter
pair of head amps exhibited slightly greater force, the

as 40dB ( MM), with MC1 providing 54dB and MC2 yielding 60dB. The
Roksan is available in silver or black.

instruments possessing greater mass, the combination
adding visceral presence to the impact of both the title
track and ' Locomotive Breath'.
Again, we're addressing subtleties, and acartridge
set-up wizard probably could dial in even greater

um111111111M.

changes with VTA tweaks or loading, but such is the
difficulty of dissecting sound quality of this level. Imust
repeat: we're talking about aquartet of remarkably
capable phono stages, the likes of which would have &>

••••••••
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A second series of

cost £ 2000- plus even 20 years ago. And which showed
no weaknesses in asystem costing over £ 75,000. Think
about it. In the real world, you'd slip a £ 1k phono
stage into asystem costing atenth of that.

DIP switches under
the PCB select up to
I've different oaini

DIP switches under
the PCB adjust the
Input loading for
MM/MC zartridges

options ( two MM .
three MC)

A ' High Fidelity'
headphone amp IC,
sourced from Texas
Instruments, drives
the Diablos outputs
with sufficient
curent reserve to
cope with both long
interconnect runs
and sub-10kohm line

ON TO THE MOVING COIL...
Moving- coils, being far more ornery than
_
''

moving- magnets, turned the tables. Although I
detected no great disparities between the four units

AD8251-FET op- amp
forms the first stage
in the gain block

stage inputs

nil]
.
_

when comparing different loadings, there were wider
variations from phono stage to phono stage than I

Two- stage regulation
based around the

found with the Shure. Maybe moving- magnets are
simply less temperamental? What Ilearned, though,
is that every model in this grouping had more than
enough gain, more than enough finesse to handle MC

same AD825 I-FEf op
amps ( from Alalog
Devices) used in the

x,

RIM gain stage

cartridges with far lower output than the V15.
Hands down, though, the Trichord was the quietest
of the lot, amatch for the PS Audio and the one I'd opt

LEFT: The

for if Iwas prone to using absurdly low- output MCs, or

Trichord

vintage amps with enough of their own noise. It's not
that the others were raspy or grainy or intrusive - each

Research Diablo
is available with
basic external
power supply

was more than acceptable. But when Ilistened to
Pure Pleasure's terrific reissue of Peggy Lee's Is That All
There Is?, with its masterful background silences and

(£769) which

open spaces, the Trichord simply bettered the rest with
uncanny, almost CD- like tranquillity.

can be upgraded
later with the

Given, though, that all had more than adequate

NE PSU [ bottom]

gain for any but the oddest of cartridges, this concern
with background noise would be entirely systemdependent. Remember: Iwas auditioning these

for £ 499; or
the pair bought

through adeliciously wideband system with vast

together for

power on tap. In essence, Iwas adding no noise after

£1242

used in this test

the phono stages. Be that as it may, the Trichord stood
out, with the Lehmann aclose second.
When it came to replicating the great soundstages
of which the best moving-coils are capable, it was the
Simaudio that took the honours. However raucous is

•••••••••••

Trichord Research Diablo with NC PSU
So- British- it- hurts, the Trichord offers comprehensive adjustability, an
outboard PSU and an impression of purist- pleasing minimalism But
flip it over, and two pairs of DIP switches allow selection of loading
33/100/1k/47kohm settings and gain of 74/70/63dB for MCs or
48/52dB for MMs; achart underneath tells you what to choose
according to your cartridge specs. The Diablos circuitry uses high
performance bipolar and WET opamps, metal oxide resistors and ultra
low impedance capacitors; the RIM network is part passive and part

'Nun,

The Who's Live At Leeds, Classic's 200g pressing oozes
ambience. Through the Simaudio, it simply sounded
bigger, more powerful. You couid hear the venue with
greater authority. As ever, though, there are tradeoffs:
Keith Moon's percussion possessed greater energy
and slam via the Roksan, Entwistle's bass was leaner,
tighter, punchier through the Lehmann.
Iwish Icould say that the choice of cartridge
made ahuge difference, but it didn't. The behaviour
was absolutely consistent, but this in turn serves as

active. Trichord attributes the sonic performance to four ultra- low-

an aid for any potential buyers: those with apassion

impedance, low- noise, wide- band voltage regulator circuits powering

for aspecific cartridge should simply match its sonic
signature to the most sympathetic step-up.

both channels. Three power supplies are offered; we auditioned the
Dino ' Never Connected' PSU, with the regulation circuit physically
connected to the mains, but
disconnected electrically. A

o

o

41111110, ,*

circuit detects the portion of
the sine wave charging the first
of apair of electrolytics; once
the first cap is fully charged, the
rectifier turns off and aMOSFET
switching circuit transfers the
charge from the first cap to the
second. As Trichord emphasises,
'At no point is the regulation
circuitry electrically connected
to the mains. The overall result
is alarge and measurable
reduction in mains borne noise.'

Cases in point: every Koetsu and SPU-era Ortofon
I've ever used has arosiness that might turn to softness
through the Simaudio, so look to the Lehmann or
the Trichord ( or the PS Audio). Denon 103s possess
amassive soundstage that begs for the clarity of the
Lehmann. Deccas? Probably too shaep for the Lehmann
and the Trichord, so consider Roksan or the Simaudio.
But that is to suggest aregime of interminable
auditioning that would drive your local hi-fi retailer to
distraction. Instead, it's best to remember that all of
these are flexible enough to match and/or fine-tune
to levels of utter precision that can accommodate or
counter most minor weaknesses. The Simaudio comes
closest to the sheer versatility of Manley's Steelhead,
AudioValve's Sunilda or top-level EAR-Yoshino, but
they're between three and five times the cost of these
phono stages. And as for the EMT, the Boulder....
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GROUP TEST

PHONO STAGE VERDICT
So good are the units in this group that it
seems downright petty to create apecking

start obsessing about groove noise.

order. Each has unique virtues: the Roksan
is amust if you have its turntable and/or
cartridge; the Simaudio is the only choice
if you want to tune your cartridge to the
nth degree and want to exploit balanced
operation; Lehmann's roll-off filter is aboon
if you have aGarrard 301 or similar; the
Trichord is so intrinsically quiet that you'll
LEHMANN BLACK CUBE DECADE

preamp. But that's not under review.

And yet the PS Audio remains the most
sensible purchase, the one I'd buy even

So think laterally: the Trichord's
quietness, the Lehmann's precision and
detail, the Roksan's slam and the Simaudio's

with the range of cartridges Iuse. Its build
quality is the best, the sound is utterly

warmth are specific strengths that you can

neutral, it has balanced outputs, there

apply to your cartridge of choice. A Koetsu

are enough adjustments - knobs instead
of teensy DIP switches! - to cover most

with the Trichord, atop-flight moving -

cartridges bar freakish anomalies and it

use your imagination. Whatever you choose
from this collection, you won't regret it. (5

magnet with the Roksan, and so on - just

has avolume control to allow it to act as a

ROKSAN AUDIO REF. DXP SE

SOUND

SIMAUDIO MOON LP5.3 RS

SOUND

70%

TRICHOFtD DIABLO

SOUND

60%

SOUND

75%

70%
FEATURES

is

BUILD

68%

BUILD

ECO

89%

75%

lin
70o/0

ECO

97%

ECO

93%

BUILD

ECO

85%

93%

BUILD

74%

LEHMANN AUDIO BLACK CUBE

ROKSAN AUDIO REF DXP SE

SIMAUDIO MOON LP5.3 RS

The standard + 36dB (+ 35.5dB

This is avery clean, solid-state design

measured) MM gain is alittle lower

Tested at its + 60dB ( measured

offering standard + 40dB (x100) and

Flexible but mixed in performance,

+58.5dB) MC and + 40dB MM

the Diablo benefits from three

(measured + 40.3dB) sensitivities,

accurately-defined MC gain settings

than normal, requiring a 16.9mV

+57dB (x700) gain settings for MM

input to achieve aOdBV output,

and MC cartridges, respectively,

so the ' High' switch offers auseful

with 10ohm. 100ohm and lkohm

increase in gain to + 45dB, requiring

loading options for the latter. The

alower 5.6mV MM input. Both MM

RIM accuracy is within ± 0.2dB from

and MC responses are flat to within

20Hz-20kHz and within ± 0.3dB over

+0.2/-0.7dB, while the LF filter

afull 20Hz-100kHz while distortion,

option rolls the low bass away to

particularly via MM, is especially low.

-7.5dB at 20Hz if you are plagued by

With amaximum of just 0.0013%

infrasonic noise. Distortion is very low

at 20Hz and 0.0003% through the

at

midrange, the Reference DXP SE is

- 0.0003%

on the right channel

TRICHORD RESEARCH DIABLO

the LP5.3RS provides aflat RIM

(the + 63dB option measured + 62dB

response, very low noise (the MM,

here) plus two MM gain settings

A-wtd SIN of 95dB is the best in this

(the + 48dB High MM setting is

group) and excellent > 80dB stereo

+47.3dB). This translates to auseful

separation. Along with the limited

4.4mV and 0.8mV MM/MC sensitivity

MM and MC input headroom of

which further benefits from awide

62mV and 6.5mV. respectively, is

94dB and 75dB AMd S/N ratio,

an output limit that's frequency.

respectively. Distortion is highest at

dependent. So, while the LP5.3RS

low frequencies ( see graph, below)

but typically higher at up to 0.02%

knocking on the door of PS Audio's

is capable of delivering afull 6V

but the main problems are limited

on the left (dotted trace), still far

GCPH - our benchmark for this test.

at lkHz, this is limited to

input overload margins (just 38mV

- 700mV

lower than any phono cartridge but

The A-wtd S/N is also good at 91dB

at 20kHz. Below this output level,

for MM and 7mV for MC) plus an

anomalous nonetheless. Otherwise,

for MM inputs, although rather

distortion is impressively low - just

excessive 30-40mV DC offset on its

the 92dB S/N ( MM), separation and

noisier at 64dB (A-vvtd, re. OdBV) for

0.0003% through the midrange,

outputs. Trichord has indicated it will

balance are all in the top-flight.

MC cartridges.

rising to amere 0.005% at 20kHz.

address these issues.

MM Response (blue): Distortion vs Frequency

MM Response (blue): Distortion vs Frequency
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,, 00000 ,
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TRICHORD RESEARCH
DIABLO

Input Loading, MM/MC (
as tested)

47kohm / 100ohm

47kohm / 100ohm

47kohm / 100ohm

47kohm I100ohm

Input sensitivity, MM/ Mc (
re. OdBV)

16.9mV I1.88mV

9.75mV I1.3mV

9.7mV / 1.2mV

4.32mV / 0.73mV

Input Overload. MMIRAC

155mV / 17mV

125mV / 18mV

62mV / 6.5mV

38mV / 7mV

Aietd 5/N ratio, MM/MC

92dB I77dB

91dB / 64dB

95dB / 82dB

94d8 I75dB

Frequency response, 20Hz-201diz

-0.67c18 to + 0.15dB

+0.2d13 to - 0.2dB

-0.25dB to + 0.35dB

-0.5dB to + 0.1dB

Distortion, 20Hz-201db (re. OdBV)

0.016% - 0.0003%

0.0013% - 0.0003%

0.005% - 0.0003%

0.019% - 0.0005%
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Is your amplifier feeling the strain? Not really man
enough to wrestle with your choice of speakers?
Then give it aboost with MF's add-on Supercharger

Tested by Paul Miller

M

usical Fidelity's Antony Michaelson is a
man on amission. His quest to rescue the

audio enthusiast from the limitations of
under- powered amplifiers and realise the
true dynamic range of modern day recordings is rapidly
becoming something of acause célèbre. There will
always be audiophiles that maintain that a20W singleended triode amplifier is sufficient when, in practice, it's
unlikely to raise more than awhimper unless partnered
with some super-sensitive, horn- loaded monstrosity of
aloudspeaker. As you might gather, I'm alittle more
sympathetic to MF's world view.
Its latest weapon in the crusade has just emerged,
clothed in afamiliar cylindrical case but minus the
glowing blue feet that support its costlier amplifiers.
This is the aptly- named Supercharger 550K, amono
power amplifier with the distinction of two input
connections, aphono socket for preamplifiers and 4mm
sockets to accommodate the speaker level output of
an existing, but less substantial, integrated or power
amp. A switch distinguishes between the two input
options available to the Supercharger, whose £ 1499
ticket ( each) seems positively reasonable in the light
of its 550W specification. In practice, this figure is very
conservative — turn to our exclusive Lab Report for the
real results!

FOR MY NEXT TRICK

ABOVE: Only one

To help things along, Musical Fidelity supplies each
supercharger with a 1m length of spade-terminated
speaker cable, the anticipation being that each amplifier

set of speaker

will be inserted into the system right up close to the
speaker(s). Just unhook your existing speaker leads

bi wiring. The
uppermost 4mm

from the speaker and plug them, instead, into the
Supercharger's 4mm inputs. Then connect the 550K to

sockets are
high-level inputs

the vacant speaker terminals using MF's heavy-gauge
cable. Hey presto, this simple daisy- chain of products

for connection

delivers ai instant 550W upgrade in power while

output of your
existing amplifier

retaining the familiar interface and volume control of
your existing amplifier.

PUFF AND FANFARE
MF's justification for the Supercharger is pretty
straightforward. Even with the increased sensitivity
of today's loudspeakers, the minimum power output
required of the partnering amplifier is still surprisingly

outputs, so no
provision for

to the speaker

'The Supercharger is adirect copy of
MF's all-conquering kW550, albeit with
asmaller, embedded power supply'
So what are the practical issues in adopting apair
of MF's Superchargers, aside from the £ 3000 dent to
your wallet? If they are to replace an existing pair of

AUDIO

FILE

four-part Audio Exposed feature ( part 3 begins this

monoblocks then the transition will be seamless, but if
they are to augment alower- powered integrated model

month on page 94), researched with characteristic

then you're going to need acouple of extra 240V power

amplifier

high if realistic musical peaks are to be achieved. Our

Mono power

scrutiny by Keith Howard, clearly indicates that the need

sockets, preferably bang up alongside each of the

with line and

for capacities in the order of several hundred watts

stereo speakers. Less ideal, but possibly more practical,

are not unrealistic when partnered with speakers of a

you might locate both ' chargers up with the existing

high-level
inputs, rated at

typical 88dB sensitivity, for example. Viewed in that

integrated and retain the same long speaker leads down
the length of the room.

light, any traditional 50W integrated amplifier will have
run out of steam long before the musical party has its
knees up. In practice, and according to your tastes in

ECONOMY OF SCALE

550W/8ohm
Made by:
Musical Fidelity
Ltd

music, the need for this significant dynamic headroom
may only arise for amere few percent of the recorded

While the supercharger offers the novelty of both
high- and low-level inputs (facilitated by low and higher

Telephone:
020 8900 2866

performance. But that freedom from momentary
compression, however brief, can make for an altogether
more relaxed and realistic musical experience.

levels of gain, respectively), the amplifier itself is a
direct copy of MF's all-conquering kVV550, albeit with

Web: www.
musicalfidelity.
corn

an appropriately smaller, embedded power supply. The (_->
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o LIVING WITH THE SUPERCHARGER

F

.KEN

KESSLER'S STORY

sound of the donor amplifier it is meant

.
,or

some years, Musical Fidelity's
Antony Michaelson has been

dal

Using a number of tracks with

to augment. Surely, if someone wants

expansive dynamics, but - more

banging on about the need

the sound of a big Musical Fidelity amp,

importantly - auditioning a lot of

for more power than has been

they should just buy one instead of

material with distinctive voices, Iplayed

adding a second amp in series.

first the Quad/Sonus faber combo,

considered necessary by the audio
community. It wasn't just the single-

Antony played to my anachrophilia.

then the same with the 550K in line.

ended triode brigade that incensed

He knows that Iuse the very hungry

Back and forth, it was proven again

him, with claims for the adequacy of

Sonus faber Guarneris, and that I

as few as three watts; he bristled, too,

and again that Antony's concern for

cherish a handful of aged amps from the

the preservation of dynamic contrasts

about the dishonesty of manufacturers

days when 15W or 20W would be used

has been neglected, and that power

incapable of designing units able to

to drive speakers needing negligible

starvation is infinitely more important

yield decent amounts of power, and

power. His entire point is that the

than imaginary bull like pace/rhythm/
timing ( which anyone with a shred of

rsarva ion is in ni eymore
portant than imaginary nonsenstm

logic will know is only affected by speed
inconsistencies in the source). The
550Ks did just what he said they would.
The noise floor dropped, images grew
more solid. Air and space increased.

how they'd counter it by distracting the

Supercharger 550K would preserve the

What Ididn't expect was a near-

consumer with other concerns.

sonic flavour of the amp that precedes

total preservation of the Quad's tonal

Antony ' amped up' his campaign
for ' real amplifiers' around the time of

it. So Iopted for a classic with a sound

character. Ienlisted a second pair of

so distinctive that any tampering would

ears - Jim Creed's - and we agreed that

MF's brief foray into speakers. In the

be revealed immediately.

the only detrimental indication of the

intervening years, to prove his point,

Make no mistake: the reissue of the

he's developed models delivering up

Supercharger was atiny hardening of

Quad II is one hell of an amp by any

the treble. Beyond that, it was exactly

to a kilowatt. All of which addressed

measure, bar one: it simply will not

as Antony promised: the effortlessness

his virtual religion: Antony is convinced

drive a speaker like the Guarneri to

of unlimited power, real- world dynamic

that even at ` normal' levels in the home,

satisfactory levels. Iknew that their

contrasts, slam that never came out of

huge amounts of power are needed to

sonic traits were complementary, but

the arse- end of a Quad II.

need with dynamic swings - not just
maximum SPLs.

the marriage was never to be realised.

My only concern about the

And Antony also addressed my point

Not so, said Antony. ' If you insert the

about simply buying a big enough amp

550Ks between Quads and Guarneris,

in the first place: the 550K is, especially

Supercharger 550K was that its

you'll hear the sound of Quads driving

insertion into a system would mask the

if you adore the sound of a particular,

Guarneris. Only with power.'

low- powered classic, a miracle upgrade.

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
hi-finews

LAB

RESULTS

A 620VA toroidal mains
transformer is buried
deep into the base
of the Supercharger's
cyclindrical case

So is the Supercharger the
The Supercharger includes
an input sensing circuit
from the M250 power
amp, switching the amp on •
instantly any signal (< 1 mV) .
is detected. The mute relay
t
'
takes asecond or two before I:
f.i switching the speaker outlets
• e on, but the amp will then •
•le remain in this state unless no•
signal is present for at least
30 minutes

A total of 12 devices, as six
complementary SAP transistors,
are deployed in abridged
configuration to double the
Supercharger's output voltage, if
not double its capacity to drive
difficult loads

011111011111~.....t. 14'

most powerful ( domestic) hi-fi
amplifier available at under

much lower impedances, the

£1500? In short, yes, but

additional current available

it's not quite as beefy as the

from the kW550's huge external

costlier kW550 that formed

power supply is more telling.

the inspiration for its design.

Into 2ohm and lohm loads,

The Supercharger delivers well

the kW550 swells to 2200W

in excess of its 550W/8ohm

and 2550W, respectively, while

rating with 640W/8ohm and

the Supercharger settles for

910W/4ohm, although the

2140W and 2130W. It's the

kW550 achieves 2x695W/8ohm

difference

and 2x995W/4ohm under the

46.2A of clean, undistorted

same conditions.

current (< 1% THD). But let's not

RIGHT:

r.et••.'•
F

•

Detween

50.5A and

1.000

Increasing
dynamic
power output

:

Under dynamic conditions,
and asked to drive very

0.100

into 8ohm
(black trace),
4ohm ( red),

0.010

2ohm ( blue)
and lohm
loads ( green)
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100
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KEITH HOWARD: A HARD MAN TO PLEASE

A

saway of buying amplifier
muscle, the 550K Supercharger

Ihad only one amplifier on hand to

is actually no different from any other

try the Supercharger with: the ageing

amplifier. You have to be certain that it

is fine value even by Musical

Exposure XVIII Monos that Iown and

lights your fire before purchase, and be

Fidelity standards. A kVV750, for

which serve as a long-standing point

sure to consider alternative means to
give your existing amplifier afillip.

instance, costs £ 4 per watt per channel

of reference. Whatever its faults

whereas each Supercharger watt

-and it certainly has them - Ilike the

costs just £ 2 73 per channel. In large

XVIII Mono's essential musicality, the

Sound quality, of course, is a very
personal thing. But there are more

part that disparity is explained by the

way it cuts through to the essentials

mundane aspects of the Supercharger

Supercharger's less meaty power supply

of a performance. Hooking up a

which Ithink could be improved. MF's

but, any way you look at it, it represents

Supercharger to each channel - using

decision not to provide the two pairs of

fine value for its power capability.

B&VV 8055 speakers - didn't perpetuate

paralleled outputs to facilitate bi-wiring

this quality but instead gave a very

is, in my opinion, a mistake. Whatever

That aside, though, why would

MF's own take on bi-wiring's benefits,

oun
emusic-ma mg on o er a
uch bland, lacking the insight that
I

•

particularly over the short cable lengths
that will normally be used with the
Supercharger, the plain fact is that
many potential buyers will be using it

01

already and would probably want to
you want to take the idiosyncratic

different sonic result. On the plus

continue using it. Other amplifiers in

Supercharger path to extra power by

side, the soundstage widened and

the MF range provide for bi-wiring so it
seems perverse not to do so here.

keeping your present amplifier rather

the unmistakable sense of flusterless

thar selling and upgrading it? The

equanimity that accompanies ample

obvious reason is that you like the
sound of your current amplifier setup

power reserve was abundantly evident.

and hope that adding the Supercharger

atouch bland and lacking the insight

Ialso wish that MF would make its
music sensing switch- on feature userdefeatable. Eons ago when Ireviewed

But Ifound the music- making on offer

the John Bowers Active 1 loudspeaker

might allow you to retain those

that keeps me revisiting the Exposures.

it drove me to distraction with a

qualities while reaping the benefits of

This difference in presentation was

similar circuit. If you use an LP source

extra oomph.

heightened when Icompared the

then dropping the stylus will probably

Superchargers to bi-amped XVIII Monos

activate the power- up process before

disabuse you of it. Unsurprisingly, the

-an alternative way to go about an

the music begins. With digital sources

Supercharger imposes its own quality

amplifier upgrade and one which

you may lose the first bars and have to

on trie sound, and it's by no means

retains and builds on the sound quality

restart the first track to hear it whole.

certain that this will match that of the

you already have.

That is not a hassle I'd be prepared to

If that's your idea, though, Ihave to

amplifier with which it is daisy- chained.

live with despite the electricity saving.

In this key respect, the Supercharger

be churlish - the 550K will still drive

power amplifier, the 550K offers a

the Supercharger offers aconsistent

20kHz and - 1.0d13/100kHz versus

almost any loudspeaker out of its

+30d8 gain (with a33kohm input

<0.005% through bass and midrange.

-0.2dB/20kHz and -2.8dB/100kHz for

endstops with greater force than the

impedance), requiring 2.14V from a

only increasing to

the kW550) with amuch improved

mightiest amplifiers under El Ok, except

preamp to achieve a550W output. In

- 0.1%

the kW550 and kW750 from Musical

its high-level mode, gain drops to just

performance at IOW/Bohm. although

(both re. 1W/8ohm). It's this far wider

Fideli4, naturally!

+6dB (with a50ohm input impedance)

distortion typically increases very

'window' offered by the newcomer that

Economy depends on output - in

which means your integrated or power

gently with increasing power output,

may explain why fans of the kW550

standby mode, the Supercharger draws

amp must be capable of delivering 33V

from 0.002% at 1W/8ohm to 0.009% at

may not necessarily appreciate the

just 2VV, increasing to 46W when a

to drive the supercharger to its rated

550W/8ohm.

subjective impact of the Supercharger.

signal is detected and afull IkW at its

550W. This suggests aminimum 16W

rated 550W/8ohm output. At which

integrated amp is required.

point your speakers and/or ears will
have cooked.
Used as aconventional ( mono)

1:31.see
RIGHT: Distortion
versus frequency,

1.100

measured at
10VV/8ohm, showing

0 010

gentle rise at higher
frequencies

0.001

The trend of distortion versus

at 20kHz and

Subtle differences do exist between

A-wtd S/N ratio of 91.2dB versus 80dB

Naturally, the converse is also likely to

the Supercharger and kW550 in respect

be true. Readers may download afull

of both noise and response, however.

QC Suite report for the Supercharger by

frequency ( graph, below) follows that

In practice, the Supercharger has the

logging onto wwvv.hifinevvs.co.uk and

first observed with the kW550, as

flatter ultrasonic response (- 0.1dB/

following the links. PM

IMP

0.000
20

- 0.05%

at 40kHz. These figures reflect its

100

1k
Frequency »

10k

20k

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output, 8/4ohm (<1% THD)

640W/910W

Dynamic Power, 8/4/2/1ohm

850W/1410W/2140W/2130W

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.023-0.15ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to-0.98dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBINISSOW

89mV(2136mV

A-vvtd SIN ratio (for OdB111// 550W)

91.2dB/122.5dB

Distortion ( 10W/8ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0024-0.046%
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KEEPING THE FLAVOUR?
One benefit of mono power amplifiers is the opportunity for closecoupling to the speakers, utilising long interconnect runs from the
preamp and very short leads to the speakers themselves. If your
integrated amp also has preamp outputs then you might care to drive
the Superchargers from these instead of its speaker outputs. At least
MF's dual- gain approach is sufficiently flexible to entertain either
option. Nevertheless, it's doubtful these Superchargers will retain the
'flavour' of your existing gear, albeit at higher power.
Crucially, your favourite low- powered amp will no longer be
driving acurrent- hungry and, likely as not, reactive sub-8ohm load
but will instead be faced with the comparative ease of apurely
resistive and uniform 50ohm input. Distortion will fall away, the
amplifier's response and extension will flatten back out while the full
potential of its ( voltage) output will finally be realised. The point is,
the sound of your system will now be dominated by the interaction
between the Supercharger and partnering speaker unless the driving
integrated or preamp is terribly coloured.

PAUL MILLER: FROM LAB TC LISTENING

1

fact that apair of Superchargers are still significantly
lighter than the back- breaking 60kg total of the two-

of the accompaniment was not

box kW550 is not all down to the smaller transformers

limited in its scale, in its freedom
to breathe. to soar if only for
fractions of asecond? The

bolted to the inside base of each cylinder. The
functional, curved heatsinking that forms much of the
body of each Supercharger is also less substantial than

rasping synth line that carries
the sound of guitar and cello into
the room throughout ' Kaamos'

the massive slabs of alloy that encase the kW550 and its

is substantially clearer and more
vibrant in tone with the Super

not just down to the absence of glowing blue feet.

hard up against my B&VV 802
speakers, could either drive or be
replaced entirely by the 550Ks.

in charge, lending an added
gravitas and momentum.

complement of 12 power transistors and bridged

have used monoblock
amplifiers in my multichannel
system for the past decade,

so the transition to MF's
Superchargers was about as
painless as it's possible to get.
In this instance, the Arcam
Pl amplifiers, already located

Anyone who's already
upgraded to an awesomely
powerful amplifier will know
what's coming next - effortless
dynamics, the ability to play
loud without the music sounding
loud, increased depth, detail

outboard supply. This is the simple reason why apair of
550Ks are still more affordable than akW550, and it's
Otherwise, the kW550 circuit with its substantial
output, is retained intact. The design of its thermal and
DC offset protection is made easier by the balanced
configuration, although you should not connect it to

David Chesky's recordings
have areputation for freedom
from compression, overdubs,

the 5th ( ground) terminal of speakers like the Tannoy

multitracking and the like, so

Dimension range featured in this month's Super System.

they make for ideal candidates
in the search for the dynamics

STANDBY FOR ACTION

of ' real life'. The first movement

In afurther twist, the Supercharger includes an input
sensing circuit culled from MF's earlier M250 power
amp, switching the amp on only once asignal is
detected. Hence the series of LEDs near the base of its
cylindrical casework, with the ' mains' LED preceding
'operate'. Incidentally, and likely as not, your speakers
will be asmoldering pile of ash long before the final

and security of images within

to his Concerto for Orchestra

avoluminous soundstage. The
Supercharger offers all this, in

(from the Urban Concertos SACD)
paints acomplex picture.

line with its brother kW550.
rhe Helsinki Project
(Naim C0102), has adeep

With alarge and relatively
demanding speaker like the 802

'temp' LED lights up! I'll sign off by offering one final
word of caution to anyone thinking of upgrading a
multichannel audio/home theatre system with aclutch
of Superchargers - check the depth of your pockets
before auditioning. (N

and authoritative bass line

it's pretty easy to hear even
a 150W amplifier struggling

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
The Supercharger is an
exceptional power amplifier,

underpinning several of its

to realise the tumult of the

tracks that has many amplifiers

orchestra in full flight. The fact

sounding just alittle ' fluffy'
once the 802s are advanced to

that subtler interludes sound
rather more open, spacious and

amoderate level. Introducing

communicative is always abit

the Supercharger resulted in a
very different sound - one that
was leaner, tighter, perhaps
alittle harder but arguably

of agiveaway. The Supercharger
however, delivers aconsistently
big and effortless sounding

but you'll still find nothing
under £ 5000 that comes
close to matching its power
output. Like Isay, this is an
exceptional amplifier, but the

performance whether ahandful
of flutes are occupying the stage

fact that you can also drive it
from the speaker output of an

or whether the entire orchestra
is steaming through your

existing amp is anovel bonus

notes were better handled or
because the percussive nature

listening position.

reason for its existence.

better composed. But was this
because those subterranean bass
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SOUND

84%

hardly cheap at £ 3000 apair,

rather than the prima facie

FEATURES

ono/
7u to

BUILD

ECO

71%

74%

NEW CD2

From Bel Canto

discover

The CD-2completes the core
components in the new e.One
series products, providing top
performance and system flexibility.
•Internal 24/96 Sample Rate
Conversion and Ultra-ClockTM

feel

provides 24/96 digital outputs for
high stability and ultra- low jitter.
•High performance digital output
provides optimum drive for Dac3

mime

•Adjustable 4VBalanced and 2VRCA
Analog outputs drive amplifier's
directly.
•AES, BNC SPDIF and Toslink 24/96
digital outputs.
•Ultra-ClockTM 0.0001% accuracy
with 1pS RMS jitter.

Wonderful Opportunity
to own one of the best

N.

CD Players in the world!
Ex-demo Weiss CD
Transport & DAC

Paul Benge

riginal price: £ 180004 ,4,,
Special Price: £9995

.

)

English Valve Amplifiers
67 Springfield Road
St Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex, TN38 OTU

English valve amplifier
T: 01424 445107

brands

M: 07842 126218

include

Advanced Acoustics, Anatek Audio, Amphion Loudspeakers, Custom Design, DH labs cables, English Valve Company. Isophon Loudspeakers,
LED Audio, Spiralex, Stellavox. Stereovox, Weiss Digital Audio and many more...

E: paul@valve-amps.co.uk
W: www.valve-amps.co.uk

LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Beau Belles
BEAUHORN B2 RHAPSODY (£2750)

You can't accuse Beauhorn of
skimping on the style with its
B2 range of speakers, but
choice of amp is critical
if these horn- loaded,
single- driver designs
are to deliver

Tested by Keith Howard

H

orn theory requires that the horn's axis
be straight and its cross-section circular.
At midrange and high frequencies, this is
practicable. At low frequencies - where the

horn would need to be metres long and have avery
large mouth area - it is not. So domestically acceptable
full- range horn speakers have had to employ folded
horns of rectangular cross-section, and as soon as you
bend and square- off ahorn internal reflections and
resonances intrude on its benign theoretical behaviour.
To what extent these undesirable effects can be
ameliorated by careful design remains acontroversial
topic. And there is, inevitably, an element of personal
preference to this. Horn aficionados are often prepared
to forgive elevated levels of coloration in order to enjoy
horns' claimed dynamic advantages; others are not.
NOT A HORN SPEAKER AT ALL
With Beauhorn's latest B2, the B2 Rhapsody, the
trade-offs become even starker because it uses asingle
drive unit - aFostex FE 168 Sigma - and only asingle
horn, loading the rear of the driver. Horns have alimited
operating range, making it impossible to cover the
complete audible spectrum using just one. So the B2
Rhapsody is not really ahorn speaker at all but rather a
direct radiator with an element of horn loading at low
frequencies. Isay ' an element' because the efficacy of
the Rhapsody's horn at LF is open to question. It isn't

problem. But the front and rear plywood walls are

ABOVE: The B2

mostly straight, tracing out asimple conical %are. The
two MDF side walls are parallel through the curved
sectioc and diverge only very gradually beyond, again

asingle driver, a

with straight walls.
Sound escapes from the horn through two large
floor- level cut-outs on either side, so it could be argued

Rhapsody features
Fostex 168 Sigma
unit from Japan

that the Rhapsody's bass loading is actually an odd
horn- reflex hybrid, and its double- humped impedance

long enough, nor does it have alarge enough mouth
area, to function well at long wavelengths. Nor does it
have anything more than avery basic profile.

curve tends to support this.
You'd expect this arrangement to support multiple

In its favour - because it looks like aBBC2 trailer in
profile - the horn is gently curved rather than abruptly

strong resonances and it does. Not only within the
air in the horn but within the structure of the speaker

angled, which should lessen the internal reflection

too. One of the advantages of folded horns is that
their labyrinth of internal panels acts to stiffen up the

IMWMONeeekel....

enclosure. There is no such stiffening in the B2 which
has only asingle wood batten near the mouth of the

410

11111111,
CURRENT DRIVE
Conventional amps act as voltage sources. They

horn to brace the two large side panels. Elsewhere
they are predictably lively when subjected to the

'Poor Peggy Lee had such ahead cold
she was singing from behind acurtain
so as not to spread the infection'
knuckle rap test. Measurement shows strong breakup

have low output impedance so that variations in
load impedance do not affect the output voltage.

resonances in the full- range driver diaphragm too.
In fact in the B2's measurements can be seen
evidence of numerous resonances; put this together

Most speakers have highly frequency- dependent

with its highly uneven frequency response and expect

impedance, and the use of avoltage- source amp

this speaker to sound coloured. Which is precisely how

prevents this impedance characteristic being
imposed on the frequency response. Current- source

it does sound - coloured, with acapital C. Firing up
the Rhapsodies is like stepping back 50 years, and I

amps, by contrast, have high output impedance,

don't say that as someone who reminisces fondly about

so their output voltage is affected by frequencydependent load impedance. This makes them

hostess trolleys and fins on cars.

unsuitable for use with most speakers which have

e
CONVENTIONAL AMP
Ibegan my I.stening using aconventional voltage-

been designed assuming use with avoltage- source
amplifier. But current- source amplifiers have some
advantages: they can reduce certain drive unit
distortions and they prevent power compression
due to voice-coil heating. Current- source amps are

source power amplifier - Musical Fidelity's kVV750 - and
adisc of tracks from old Capitol masters, the first of
which ' sPeggy Lee's ' Fever'. The moment it started, the
infidelities heaped on one another. The tape hiss didn't

most often used with full- range moving-coil drive

sound like tape hiss at all but, because of an obvious

units, whose treble output in particular benefits as
the result of rising driver impedance.

lack of treble, more like unlit gas from ahob. Someone
had taken the tension off the bass drum skin so that the

AUDIO

FILE
Floorstanding
single-driver
loudspeaker with
rear bass horn
Price: £ 2750

Made by:
Beauhorn
Loudspeakers Ltd
Tel: 01424
813888
Web: www.
beauhorn.com

double-taps sounded weak and flabby. And poor Peggy
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LAB

BEAUHORN

B2 Rhapsody / £2750

RESULTS
Simple internal design
obviates the sharp corners of
afolded horn but is not well
braced against resonance.
Use of mostly flat panels gives
the horn a simple conical
flare profile

ABOVE: Keeping it simple with asingle set of speaker
terminals connecting to the Fostex drive unit
had such ahead cold that she was singing from behind
athick curtain so as not to spread the infection.
Icould cite more examples but there is no point

•

in piling on the agony. Iturned to the prototype Pure
Music TCA (transconductance amp) which Beauhorn had
supplied. A current- source amplifier with ahigh output
impedance, the TCA promises to boost the B2's output
above lkHz in response to the driver's rising impedance.

Fostex FE 168 Sigma
full- range cree unit
incorporates awhizzer
cone to surtain high
frequency output

A TRANSFORMATION
Ah, this was better - much better. The promised
treble boost had lifted the dead hand of bandwidth
restriction, while the twin LF impedance peaks added
alittle welcome heft to the bass. Now you could begin
to hear the openness and effortless dynamics for which
horn speakers are renowned. But profound as the
transformation was, the Rhapsodies' coloration kept
intruding on the illusion. Iwas aware of hearing more of
the Beauhorns than Idid of the recording.
This was most obvious when there was sufficient
upper bass content to set off the cabinet resonances,
which added athickening ' boing' to the sound. But
even on material that didn't provoke this there was a
sense of timbrai inaccuracy and textural muddying that
would occasionally stray into harshness if the driver's
cone resonances were excited. And there was never a
persuasive sense of treble airiness, probably because
the driver's constrained directivity at high frequencies
denudes the reverberant field of treble energy.
This didn't prevent the B2 Rhapsody being enjoyable

Sensitivity is high ( 94dB
claimed) bat excursion
capability is limited at
only 1.25irm peak

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
While Beauhorn's quoted 98dB sensitivity
is credible for ahorn speaker, over much
of the audible frequency range the B2
operates as adirect radiator and so
its sensitivity sdictated by that of the
Fostex drive unit. Quoted as 94dB; our
measurements averaged 92dB for both
samples, 200Hz to 20kHz. Because the
propagation delay through and from
the horn prevented its low-frequency
contribution being included within the
measurement time window, the frequency
response traces ( left graph) appear to
roll-off below about 800Hz - afeature
which should be discounted. This doesn't
affect the sensitivity, but it does slightly
worsen the quoted frequency response
errors. Over 800Hz to 20kHz these reduce
to ± 6.4 and ± 7.2dB respectively - still high

figures because of the switchback response
between 4 and 7kHz, which is associated
with strong breakup resonances in the
driver diaphragm.
Pair matching is quite good at HF but
below 3kHz there is aclear driver mismatch
of about 2dB. All these measurements were
made using aconventional voltage-source
amplifier ( blue trace, right hand graph).
Substituting the Pure Music TCA gave the
result shown by the red trace. Although the
irregularity of the response remains, it is
better maintained to high frequencies. The
B2 Rhapsody presents abenign amplifier
load but the modulus and phase plots both
evince significant irregularities between
100Hz and 1kHz due to strong resonances,
which are also apparent from anear-field
measurement of the driver and horn.

in some respects, particularly on open-sounding
classical recordings where the sense of alarge acoustic
space was unusually well portrayed, as in Decca's
1959 recording of Peter and the Wolf with Sir Ralph
Richardson narrating. But to enjoy this aspect of the
B2's performance you would have to forgive and forget
its less welcome imprint on the sound - and that's
something that this listener, at least, could never do. C
D
I
11,
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ABOVE LEFT: Erratic response but good pair matching above 3.5kHz

With aconventional voltage- source

ABOVE RIGHT: Using the TCA amplifier ( red trace) boosts the loudspeaker's

amplifier, the 82 Rhapsody is too

high-frequency response above 2kHz

coloured to be taken seriously.
Partnered with the Pure Music

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

TCA current-source amplifier it

Sensitivity (
SPI at lm fo' 2.83V rms input)

is tonally improved but cabinet

Impedance modulus min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

and driver colorations still
intrude. Although the B2 offers

92dB
10.60h7e 624Hz
56.8o -un Ett 54Hz

Impedance phase min/ max (
20Hz-?OkHz1

-48° Et) 1001-lz

Pair matching 200Hz-20 kHz)

t5.2dE

glimpses of the spaciousness
and dynamic acuity which
horn aficionados crave, it is just
too compromised for general

www.hitinews.co.uk

LF/HF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz110kHz)
THD 100HzilkHz110kHz (
for 90dB SPL at

recommendation.

56

46° (gt 42Hz
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-

1.5% / 0.2% / 0.5%

Sonus faber ... because one picture says athousand words

Tel

Sonus fa ber

01865 790 879

Fax 01865 791 665
info@oxfordaudio.co.uk
www.oxfordaudio.co.uk
Oxford Audio Consultants, Cantay House,
Park End Street, Oxford, OX1 11D

OXF/HFN aye-

offering abuilt-in phono stage,
only this time with aseparately
regulated power supply

Tested by Steve Harris

T

oday's electronically- switched remote- control
preamps are afar cry from the manual
monsters of 30 years ago, although the
basic tube circuits aren't so very different.

Conrad-Johnson has painstakingly transformed
their performance by moving towards the ideal of
zero feedback and using better and better passive
components. The PV15 offers areturn to the concept
of asingle- box preamplifier with phono stage built in

Cd

-unless you choose the line- only option ( see boxout).
The line- level model costs £ 2450 and the optional

video
ati)(2

phono section an extra £ 650.
Dominating the fascia of the PV15 is the round
window containing adual level display, which shows
afigure between ' 00' ( mute) and ' 99' ( maximum)
separately for each channel, useful when adjusting
balance. To the rear can be found five ( unbalanced)
line inputs, with 'Aux 1' becoming the phono input
when aphono stage is present. Two gain options for
the phono stage cover MM and MC requirements. Low
gain ( 40dB) is recommended for cartridges of more
than lmV output and high gain ( 54dB, as on the review
sample) for cartridges of lmV or less. The setting can be
changed at alater date by the importer if necessary.
The PV15 caters for systems which combine audio
with home cinema with two further pairs of inputs and

AUDIO

FILE
Valve preamp
with five inputs

outputs to provide an EPL ( processor loop) facility, and
apass-through ' Theater Out' connection. Our PV15,
apparently aveteran of several reviews, ' motorboated'
when switched on from cold, although once left in
standby for atime it was fine.

e

GET REAL

Iused the PV15 with various system combinations,
but mainly with the robust and hearty- sounding

Audio Analogue Donizetti power amplifier. CD sources
included the Resolution Audio Opus 21 as well as the
Arcam CD36 and Rega Apollo. With this player, Istarted
with the now inevitable Jazz At The Pawnshop [
Proprius

Price: £ 2450
(optional phono
stage £ 650 extra)
Made by:
Conrad-Johnson
Supplied by:
Audiofreaks
Telephone:
020 8948 4153
Web: vvww.
audiofreaks.co.uk

ABOVE: Logic-controlled selection of phono, four line
inputs and a 'Theater' tape loop. The EPL ( external
processor loop) still functions if the PV15 is powered off
PRSACD 7879]. Ifound that now Icould enjoy this
recording again not just as apleasant audiophile tinkling
but as areal performance, delightful in its glories and
its imperfections. It had intensity and drive, that foot
tapping quality that makes you feel the musicians really
meant what they were doing. Arne Domnérus' clarinet
on ` I'm Confessin' was convincingly woody, the squawky
peaks on high notes sounding real, intense with the
sharp clarity of alive sound, yet never uncomfortable on
the ear, while the low register was full of reedy warmth.
Similarly, Lars Erstrand's vibes had both astrong attack
and amellow body.

DIFFERENT PLAYERS
The easy transparency of the PV15 certainly allows the
listener to discriminate readily between CD players.
For example, it very quickly helped me confirm my
feelings about the Resolution Audio Opus 21 player. This

•
conned-Johnson

EVOLUTION, NOT REVOLUTION
By 1983, Conrad-Johnson was using its own CJD polystyrene film
capacitors extensively in the Premier Three preamplifier, and in 1988
came the first preamp to claim zero overall feedback, the PV8. Over
the years, improvements in components, circuitry and choice of tubes
have tended to filter down from the Premier models. So the relatively
low-cost PV10 and successors drew on the technology of the elaborate
two- chassis Premier 7a, a 12-tube, multi- power supply'd dual- mono
model. In 1993, when Conrad-Johnson was offering the Premier 7a at
$8950 and the PV11 at $ 1895, the PV10A cost only $ 995.
Refined from the PV11, the long- running PV12 and PV12A could

produced avery fine, detailed sound, yet it did not have

'There was ajump- out-at-you
realism on the dead-studio
speech of " Comin' Back Again"
the rhythmic urgency and life that came bustling out of
the Rega Apollo, for example.
Listening to Rickie Lee Jones [
Warner 256 628] with
the Opus 21, the empress of the audiophile blues came
over movingly on ' Company' but1felt that ' Easy Money'
betrayed some softness or imprecision in the bass, while
'Last Chance Texaco' didn't quite display its ultimate
sweep or grandeur. On arather brighter- sounding
modern recording, Eric Bibb's ' Diamond Days', the

be called the last of C-J's 'traditional' preamps. Very different was the
PV14L of 2000, aremote- control line- level preamp intended to be

Resolution player produced alittle too much brightness
or fizz through the PV15.

partnered by the separate [Vi phono stage.
The PV15 is the first C-1 preamp to offer aretro-fittable MM/ MC
phono stage benefitting from aseparately regulated power supply
within the same chassis.

and rhythmically natural bass and afoot-tapping beat.

Reverting to the Rega player, Ifound amore
enjoyable sound, well-balanced tonally with an
unexaggerated yet pleasantly shimmering treble, asolid
Now Icould happily accept the squealing harmonica I>
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PREAMPLIFIER TEST

LAB

CONRADPVI5 PREAM

• Russiar-made 12AX7E
double triodes feature in
the RUM phono stage

RESULTS
'dullard M8080 double t'iodes
i
made in :he UKli drive tile
areamplifer outputs. Note the
red damping rifles

ABOVE: Dual- level display shows volume
levels for right and left channels with half
steps indicated by adot after the number
and outrageously distorted guitar on
'Destiny Blues', sounds which had gone
slightly over the top with the Opus 21.
Meanwhile, aquick burst of Jake Stigers' Do

Main PSU and standby
mode transformers

Ir

C-is trademark
polystyrene capacitors
; are much in evidence

You Feel High [
Lil' Pony LPROO1CD] showed
that the PV15 had no trouble untangling
complex and grungy rock and offered a
jump-out- at-you realism on the dead- studio
speech that introduces ' Comin' Back Again'.

PHONO PERFORMANCE

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
From the PV7 and Premier 7onwards, all

the output level remains the same. The

C-l's preamps have been phase- inverting
and this PV15 is no exception, so care

distortion versus frequency graph (below

needs to be taken when auditioning against
any phase- positive competition. Also,
our sample required agood 30 minutes

some slight increase in distortion from
0.065S to 0.11% as the volume control is
advanced from ' 71' ( black infill) to ' 99'

of warm-up before its LF noise floor fully
settled to achieve the wide 91.1dB S/N ratio

Conducts English String Music [
EMI ASD 521].
The gutsy, no-nonsense midrange projection of the
Koetsu seemed to combine with the subtler warmth
of the C-1 preamp to create avery strong and almost

(blue infdl) at acommon output level of
1Vrms. Similarly, while the response is flat

recorded in the lab tests. Once ticking-over,
the PV15 draws some 35W from the wall
-equivalent to an Eco Rating of some 74%.

and extended at volume ' 71' (-0.0dB at
20k1-le and + 0.35dB at 100kHz), there's
aprogressive HF rolloff at higher settings,

palpable string sound in the room. If anything, Iwould
suggest, this combination could become alittle too rich

Distortion is not vanishingly low but it
is low for avalve design employing very

reaching -0.5dEt at 20kHz and - 7.0dB at
100kHz at volume position ' 99'.

little corrective feedback. Furthermore, it
is remarkably consistent right across the
frequency range, registering some - 0.06%

One advantage of this 'digitally
controlled' volume is the excellent channel

from 20Hz-20kHz at volume setting ' 71'.
This, incidentally, represents unity gain for

complemented by C-.1's thoughtful PCB

To assess the PV15's phono stage, Iused the
SME Model 10 turntable and Koetsu Black
cartridge. It was amisty, dewy morning,
the trees were green outside and it was the 150th
anniversary of Elgar's birth, so Ihad to put on the
'Introduction and Allegro' from Sir John Barbirolli

if you were to use apower amp or loudspeakers which
tend to sluggishness.
Turning to another favourite, Jennifer Warnes"Ballad

the PV15, where 1V in yields 1V out. At the

Of The Runaway Horse' from Rob Wasserman's Duets

maximum '99' volume position, the overall

[GRP 97 121], the accompanying bass was rock- steady,
believable, and Warnes' voice shaded nicely in what
seemed aperfectly- balanced performance.

gain is + 28.4dB via the line inputs.
Both distortion and response are mildly

The truth is never quite so simple as ConradJohnson's slogan, ' It just sounds right', but the PV15

influenced by volume position, even when

left) illustrates this quite clearly, showing

balance matching (just 0.02dB). This is
layout which maintains ahigh degree of
channel separation - better than 75dB
from 20Hz-20kHz. A full QC Suite Report
for the Conrad-Johnson PV15 preamplifier
is available by following the links on www.
hifinews.co.uk. PM

[IItwo

goes agood way towards justifying that assertion. Ifeel
that the PV15 scores strongly on balance, proportion,
revelation of musical structure and ageneral ability to
involve the listener, rather than ultimate detail.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
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ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus frequency at volume ' 71' ( unity gain, black

Conrad-Johnson has created a
neat, fully-featured preamp

infill) and full volume ( blue infill). ABOVE RIGHT: High resolution spectrum

that's adaptable to home

showing extended ( 2nd- 9th) distortion harmonics at 1Vrms output

FEATURES

cinema setups yet still offers a

77%

built-in phono stage. The dual
volume control display is a
useful feature that works well.
Above all, sonically, it was very
good indeed, involving and yet
well-mannered on line sources,
and with a phono section that

ECO

BUILD

74% 73%

produced very good results too.
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Maximum gain

+28.3dB

Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz ( .71' volume. 1V output)

0.059-0.070%

Distortion at 1kHz, 10mV- 5V out put

0.007-0.34%

frequency response, 20Hz-100kHz

-0.02dB to + 0.37dB

Channel separation, 20Hz-20kHz

>75dB

A-wtd S/N ratio (line Input)

91.1dB

10k

Beauty is in the eye
of the beholder
Today's top end audio equipment doesn't just sound fantastic - it looks
amazing too. At Unilet we can demonstrate the very best designs because
we are one of the few dealers who keep the really special brands in stock.
With the latest models from companies such as Chorc, KEF, Wilson Benesch,
Meridian, Quad, Bryston, Esoteric, PMC and Marantz, you can hear for
yourself what the Hi -Fi News reviewers are waxing lyrical about.
When it comes to choosing the best hi-fi and audio visua components,
we have a good ear for sound quality and an eye for what is stunning.
Call us to arrange a demonstration now on 020 8942 9567.
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Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street. New Malden. Surrey KT3 4BY

Tel: 020 8942 9567

www.unilet.net

Hi Fi • Audio Visual • Multiroom Specialists

Check out our website
where you'll find all the
best brands we stock
including:
Acoustic Energy • Arcam
AudioLab • B&W • Bryston
Chord Electronics • Denon
Esoteric • Jamo • KEF
Lehmann • Marantz
Meridian • Michell Engineering
Mission • Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity • Panasonic
Pioneer • PMC • Primare
ProAc • Pro-Ject • Quad
REL • Roksan • Rotel • SME
Spendor • Stax • Tannoy
TEAC • Wilson Benesch
Wharfedale • Yamaha

BADA

SUPER SYSTEMS
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BUDGET £20,000

Multichannel music is the name of the game with this
costly five- channel setup for playing surround-sound
SACD. Richard Stevenson unites his preferred Tannoy
loudspeakers with NAD's flagship AV separates
Tannoy Dimension TD12 (£6500)
The flagship TD12 Dimension is avisual and physical
feast standing over ametre and aquarter tall and
weighing 53kg apiece. The birch ply cabinet is a
multi-faceted trapezoid shape to reduce standing
wave colorations, with twin bass ports filled with
open cell-foam. The 12in DC driver is both ahigh
efficiency and high power design featuring anew
composite fibre cone material and twin- roll surround.
Finished with ablack velvet baffle, the biggest
Dimension is imposing on every sensory level.

0

Tannoy Dimension
TDC1 (9250)
Centre channel speakers don't come much larger or
weightier than Tannoy's TDC1. The deep sealed- box
cabinet is fitted with an 8in DC driver surrounded by
two auxiliary 8in bass units to keep efficiency and
power handling up to its floorstanding partners. The
top- mounted super-tweeter matches the unit used on
the floorstanders. This centre speaker requires three
speaker stands for optimal support.

62
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Tannoy Dimension
TD10 (£5000)
The middle of the three- strong
Dimension floor standing speaker
range marries atop- mounted supertweeter with Tannoy's latest 10in DC
driver in asubstantial ported cabinet.
The super-tweeter utilises a25mm
titanium dome, just 25 micron thick,
driven by aneodymium magnet and
mounted in asolid aluminium ' pod'
moulding. The complex crossover
uses a3rd- order high-pass filter to
switch from the DC unit's HF driver
to the super-tweeter at around
14kHz. Tannoy claims an extended
response of some - 6dB at 50kHz for
this top- mounted tweeter, afigure
largely supported by our Lab Results.
Common to all the Dimension range,
this super-tweeter and the DC chassis
are grounded to afifth 4mm binding
post on its rear circular terminal block.
The idea is to ground this terminal,
the chassis and super-tweeter to the
power amplifier to reduce RF pick-up
in the driver's voice coils.

M

ultichannel music
is still anathema
to many hi-fi
enthusiasts — but

:shouldn't be. The idea of
eproducing recorded music in

decades and have similarly
established areputation for
quality and value. While the
Masters Series represents a
move into the higher- end
market for NAD, the Dimensions

their inception in 2002. The
range was its first to offer
wide bandwidth reproduction,
extending the upper response

at the rear. The TDC1 combines

beyond 20kHz with the use of
pod- mounted super-tweeters.

ability of the TD12 in asmaller

nultichannel to recreate spatial
lformation has been around

sit in the middle of Tannoy's
enormous range of speakers

Today it is almost impossible to
buy an amp or speakers that are

ince the days of quadraphonic

from budget bookshelf designs
to the barking- mad Westminster

not 'wide bandwidth' in design,

)ut SACD has finally done the
oncept justice. So assembled
iere is amultichannel super

Royals. The £ 20,000 spend
may look alittle ' speaker- heavy'
but few systems Ihave had

with many AV receivers quoting

and makes for much comedy
when it comes to placement
with asuitable speaker stand

The TD12 and TD10 are
practically from the same jelly

is claimed at 92dB thanks
primarily to the tulip waveguide

mould, the marginally smaller

and tuned bass ports.
The Dimensions' circular

vas aconvincing argument for

quite so decisively.

model using a 10in Dual
Concentric unit compared to

FAMILIARITY BREEDS...
RESPECT

vith longstanding audiophile

Iam intimately familiar with

iistories. Both companies have
lad profound influence on
.
he global hi-fi scene for many

Tannoy's Dimension range
of loudspeakers having used

the 12in affair in the flagship
model. Either way they are not
small and level adjustment is
made all the trickier by the
jauntily angled cones for feet at

them as my reference since

the front and horizontal spikes

The combination of NAD and

cabinet. It remains absolutely
enormous for acentre speaker

—Iended up using three.

the pleasure of hearing have
exceeded the sum of the parts

'annoy is amating of brands

auxiliary 8in mid/bass units in
order to recreate the air-shifting

a 10Hz-90kHz span with barely
a6dB roll- off either end.

ystem, set up purely for
nusic without the diversion
)f home cinema. If ever there
nultichannel audio, this is it.

an 8in DC driver with two

Sensitivity across the range

speaker terminals are awork
of art but the effect of the
fifth binding post, designed to
ground the driver chassis to the
amplifier, is avariable feast. In
the past it has had asignificant
cleaning and polishing effect on C÷,

NAD M5 SACD player (£ 1250)
The M5 is the most recent addition to the Masters
Series line up and benefits from balanced analogue
(XLR) and balanced digital (AES) outputs in addition
to six-channel RCA and independent stereo RCA
connections. The design uses discrete power supplies
for analogue and digital sections and has NAD's ' Pure
Class A' output stages. Acomposite video connection
is included to access the setup menu for channel
configuration and other audio options.

NAD M15 AV processor/preamp
(£2000)
The M15 is essentially amultichannel analogue
preamplifier with discrete and switchable DSP
sections for AV processing. The majority of its silicon
includes bought- in high-end devices from the likes of
Burr- Brown and Wolfson and it implements four sets
of stereo DACs rather than asingle 8-channel device
for improved sound. Gadgets and gizmos such as EQ
and auto- setup are absent (thankfully) but in terms of
specification the M15 fights well above its price.

"

FILE

NAD Electronics
Armour HE
Stortford Hall
Ind. Pk.
Dunovv Road
Bishops Stortford
Herts
CM23 5GZ
TEL: 01279
501111

r
0 Cli

AUDIO

WEB: www.
nadmasters
series.com
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Tannoy Ltd
Coatbridge
North
Lanarkshire
ML5 4TF
TEL: 01236
420199

NAD M25 7-channel power
amplifier (£2000)
This 44kg beast claims to deliver afull 160W from
all of its seven mono channels, fed by amassive
toroidal transformer and multiple 100,000pF
capacitors. Asystem that NAD terms ' Power Drive' is
claimed to double its short term dynamic power by
implementing asecond high-voltage power rail ( see
Lab Report). Specification, fit and finish is superlative
for the price and nice touches include a12V trigger
and binding posts that would not shy from zero
gauge cable.

WEB: www.
tannoy.com
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the sound of asingle- ended triode
amp; added evil treble nastiness
using aclass D digital drive; and has
negligible effect hooked up to my
regular solid-state devices. A quick
test with the NAD M25 fell into the
later camp and so the grounding
was left disconnected.
Finally you cannot mention the
Dimension range without comment
on their challenging art-deco
aesthetics. The cherry finish, the
polished aluminium ' poles', the shiny
super-tweeter pod and the surreal
black velvet baffles certainly don't
sit on the fence style-wise. They
have grown on me since the initial
shock- horror, although they will
polarise opinion.

'At its best thi
recording all
but paints the
Hebridea
landscap
afore you
its swee
majesti
grace an
open, rugge
wilderness'
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MASTER STROKES
On the other hand NAD's Masters
Series are products of much beauty.
NAD's traditional battleship grey
boxes with sharp corners and feet
that fell off have been ousted and
the entire range is built on 2mmthick steel chassis with extruded
aluminium and die-cast zinc parts.
The fit and finish is worthy of
brands asking twice or thrice the
cost per component and the feet
are now solidly fixed and offer a
good degree of damping to isolate
the electronics. Internally there is
liberal use of glass epoxy circuit
boards with deep copper tracks,
heavy copper bus- bar rails, and
power supplies clearly designed for
industrial smelting duty.
Assembled here is the M5 SACD
player, M15 multichannel preamp

CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP: The
M5 SACD has

amajor issue but slightly frustrating

bit as emotive and emotionally

that you must switch inputs when
swapping between CDs and SACDs.
The whole system can of course
be complemented with asubwoofer

involving as alive music experience.

processor and the unfortunately

six analogue
outputs for 5.1

titled M25 power amplifier. Iwould
love to say it sounded ' congested'

connection

to reproduce the LFE content on

to the M15

just for the pun - but it clearly

AV processor;

multichannel ( 5.1) SACD discs if
desired. Many multichannel SACDs

doesn't. The matching £ 1300 M55
DVD player is on leave of absence
for this test but represents afairly
small cost to lend this system

the Tannoy

stunning home cinema abilities.

super-tweeter
mounted above
the full- range

Technically the M15 processor is
straightforward to set up using the
basic on-screen display output over

Dimension
speakers include
aseparate

are actually recorded as 5.0, and
those that do feature . 1LFE content

this recording all but paints the
Hebridean landscape afore you with
its sweeping majestic grace and
open, rugged wilderness. The effect

mastered discs designed for impact
over musicality. For the sake of

with the NAD/Tannoy combination is
supremely tangible - you can almost
smell the heather on the hills. By
the Hebrides' crescendo, not nine

composite, S-video or component

main driver; an

video connection. After the initial

extra post on the
Tannoy speakers

0

the front panel display. On the front

allows the driver
chassis to be

simply takes your breath away. Put

and replicated on the remote is a

earthed

setup all the main controls and
adjustments can be accessed using

and precision and Lnderpins the
mix with potent bass. At its best

are frequently the appallingly

completeness, aREL Stentor Ill sub
(£2500) was drafted in from my
system on the few multichannel
SACDS that required it.

Dual Concentric

This very physical and articulate
presence etches individual
instruments with fine separation

LANDSCAPE PAINTING

Cutting to the chase, this system

minutes in, I'm tightening my hiking
boots and searching for Kendal Mint
Cake down the back of the sofa.
And what acrescendo it is.
With all five channels pumping out
the full power and passion of the

on abig work like Mendelssohn's

multichannel direct input mode that
bypasses the MI5's digital circuits

orchestra Iwould defy any music

Hebrides Overture (
Linn CDK 216)
and few multichannel systems can

fan not to be moved by the work.

and bass management to leave

match the energy and sheer visceral

The system will reach 105dB-110dB
in room with ease while retaining

asimple analogue multichannel
preamplifier. The M5 is connected
to the M15 with six phono cables for
SACD and another two RCA or XLR
cables for stereo CD replay. It's not
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impact of this NAD and Tannoy

its rare grace and pinpoint imaging

partnership. In terms of creating
realistic peak levels, realistic
dynamics and realistic imaging this

under pressure. Volume levels this
high might be considered ' hooligan'
in adomestic environment, but

super system has asound every

these peaks are typical of front row c+>

Our new CDT- 777 (Compact Disc Transport)
This transport (with DAP- 777) combo produces exquisite sound.

SUPER SYSTEMS

at the orchestra or rock concert. However,
the real defining beauty of this system's
multichannel abilities is not simply its
incredible dexterity. It is the genuine

listening hot spot. However, it is the DC
driver that defines the sonic signature with
abold bass register and forward- sounding
upper midrange. ' Flat' they are not, and
the character has adistinct penchant for

three-dimensional ambient and spatial
detailing that immerses you in music
at any volume. With awell- mixed SACD

certain musical styles. Large-scale classical,

this system's projection and seamlessly
matched voicing builds on the suspension
of disbelief and crafts the illusion of being
at the performance.

NOT PERFECT
You may have deduced by now that I
really like this system, but it's not perfect.
In fact it has quite asonic character
and those preferring hi-fi neutrality over

rock, female vocal and trumpet jazz are
firm Dimension favourites. Suits me sir.
In two- channel mode the M5 is avery
well put together CD player in its own right
and the system ports much of its dynamic
energy and detailing into stereo with ease.
Epica's The Score (
Transmission TM- 058)
plays to the system's strengths mixing
bombastic orchestra with rock riffs and the
mezzo-soprano vocal of Simone Simmons.

it's worth every penny. The space, clarity
and truly three-dimensional imaging on
the acoustic version of ' Candle in the
Wind' is conclusive proof of not only
the outstanding performance of this
NADiTannoy system but the validity of
multichannel music itself.15

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
For passion, excitement
and sheer musicality,

partnership at any
price. Okay, it's
not neutral, not

breathtaking and orchestral swells possess
all the weight of shifting continents. The

easy to live with

sheer pace leaves you in no doubt about

but in terms of

has arich sound that plays to the M25's
ebullient strengths and combines to craft
something of alarger-than- life effect.
Then there are the Tannoy Dimensions:

the system's incredible dynamic dexterity.
Despite the obvious penchant for more

grin on your

boisterous music, the system's epiphanal

face this superb

moment came with an acoustic guitar

NAD/Tannoy

loudspeakers of character in every sense.
The rear-firing ports make room placement

classic. Legend has it that Elton John's
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road on SACD cost
100 times more to remaster than it did to

combination ranks

enthralled. While the M15 preamp is the
most neutral of the trio here, the M5 SACD

more complex and the super-tweeter is
laser- beam directional, creating atight

88%

Series and Dimension

The projection and imaging remains

slightly coloured passion may not be so

SOUND

little tops the Masters

FEATURES

87%

and not cheap,
putting asatisfied

BUILD
ECO

55%

as afirst class

80%

bargain.

cut the original vinyl back in 1973 - and

LAB RESULTS: PLAYER/PROCESSOR 7-CH POWER AMPLIFIER

LOUDSPEAKERS
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While the M5 CD/SACD is generally atextbook
model with awide 109dB S/N ratio, low < 0.001%
distortion (at - 20dBFs) and excellent uniformity
across the 20Hz-20kHz range (see THD versus
frequency graph, above), its copybook is marginally
blotted by amoderate 700psec jitter with CD.
SACD looks far cleaner with arolled-off ultrasonic
response (-8dB/60kHz and -30dB/100kHz) and low
<10psec jitter.
Jitter is also moderate through the M15
processor at 1280psec (48kFs) and 680psec
(96kFs). The M15 has an overall S/N ratio of 102.5dB
with harmonic distortion ( mainly 3rd) impressively
consistent at - 0.009% from 20Hz-20kHz and a
response flat to -0.75dB at 20kHz. Sadly, aflawed
bass management (centre channel set to 'Small')
causes the front channels to suffer - 2.8% distortion
at LF with - 18.6% possible through the midrange
during 5.1 channel to 2-channel downmixing. PM

NAD rates its M25 at 7x160W/8ohm which is met at
1x255W, 2x250W and 7x225W, with each channel
drawing something like 370W from the wall at its
rated output! Under dynamic conditions, there's
ahint more available at 2601M8ohm (black trace,
above) but considerably more headroom delivered
into lower impedances at 500W/4ohm ( red trace)

loo
Frequency in Hz »

kok

According to Tannoy's specifications for the TD12,
1010 and TDC1 their sensitivities are within 1dB of
one another at 92, 91 and 92dB respectively. Our
measurements indicate aslightly wider spread of
88.5, 90 and 90.5dB but the exact result depends
on the measurement axis.
Because of the relatively large spacing of the

and 910W/2ohm ( blue trace). It is protected into
loads below 2ohm with amaximum current of 21A
per channel. As part of the ' Soft Clipping' regime,
distortion climbs slowly with output, from just

tweeter and supertweeter, all three speakers display
position-dependent response ripples in the extreme
treble, which also result in enlarged frequency
response errors. As the superimposed response

0.0015% at 1W/8ohm to 0.016% at 160W/8ohm,
but this remains consistent from 20Hz-10kHz. The
output impedance is usefully low at - 0.025ohm
and the response gently tailored, rolling off to
-0.2dB/20kHz and -3.4dB at 100kHz. If you are not
using all seven channels then avoid channel 1by the
mains inlet as this has some 8dB worse SIN than the

green TDC1), the 1012 and 1010 have quite similar
response trends, and hence tonal balance, over
much of the audible frequency range. The exception
is the TDC1 which has aslightly downward trend
and larger response ripples. All three speakers

other channels at 85dB vs 93dB, respectively. PM

plots show (above - red trace TD12, blue 1010,

present challenging amplifier loads as the test table
(TD12 featured) clearly indicates. KH

HI-FI NEWS SECIFIC
. . TIsN
Maximum output level

4.15Vrms

Power Output,13l4ohm (<1% THO)

250W/235W

Sensitivity (SPI. at 1m/2.83V)

88.5dB

A-wtd SiN Ratio

109.3dB

Dynamic Power, 8/4/2ohm

260W/500W/910W

Impedance modulus (min/max)

Distortion 1kHz, OdBFsl-30dBFs

0.0017%/0.0039%

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.024-0.05ohm

Impedance phase (min/max)

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.002%

2.3 ohm
20kHz
-66°
2.5kHz

Freq. Response (2011z-100kHz)

0.0dB to -3.4dB

Freq. rest>. error (200Hz-20kHz)

±4.8dB

Digital litter

700psec

Input Sensitivity (OdBM/1160W)

99mV/1280mV

Bass extension (-6dB re. 200Hz)

58Hz

Resolution @ -100dil

±0.5dB

A-vvtd SIN ratio (OdB1N/160VV)

93.2dB/114.9dB

Treble extension (-6dB re. 101cHz)

>40kHz

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>105dB

Distortion (10M/, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0011-0.014%

THD 100Hz/1 kHz/10kHz »

U.3%/0.3%/1.4%
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Mat

Irm

50 ohm
1.4kHz
+41°
e476Hz

Trade-in IPart exchange
We offer excellent trade-in and part

Shadow Audio

sales line:

0844 800 0073

20 - 22 Cadham Centre

sales line:

Glenrothes KY7 6RU

0844 800 0074

Scotland

exchange facilities.
Visit the web site to view our used
items listing, which changes daily.

after sales:

Excellent parking facilities at

0844 800 0075

FREE Newsletter
Sign-up on our web site to

the front of the shop.

email:

info@shadowaudio.co.uk

receive the free Shadow

Relax and audition

e- newsletter.

products in our beautiful

web site:

demonstration suite.

www.shadowaudio.co.uk

Supercharge your speakers
The NEW Musical Fidelity 550K
Supercharger boosts alower- powered
amplifier ( 50W to 200W) to 550W for up to
10dB increase in dynamic range.

e

The NEW reference CD Player,

JAS Audio

Pre- amplifier and Monoblock

Plato is the
flagship
reference nodel
and our favourite
loudspeaker.
It takes on the
best at any
price and that's
really saying
something!

Amplifier contain every Marantz
technological advance to date. The
result is unquestionable music
making heaven...

Legendary

Marantz launch new series

e OP OP

Eastern Electric
A long-standing favourite of Hi Fi World, the
Eastern Electric Phonostage when you hear it,
begs the question, why spend more?

I
soTe k

Shanling MC- 30
The performance from this beautifully compact
al!- in- one system is first class. You should hear
them with ATC or JAS- Audio speakers!

eeee
Free UK Delivery

e

1) Customer spend has to be £ 500 or
over. ( 2) Customer entitled to afree one
year subscription to Hi Fi News or aselected
magazine from the Shadow Audio list,
starting with next available issue. ( 3) Each
issue will be sent to the customer by post.
(4) Applies to UK only. ( 5) Promotion cannot
be usedl in conjunction with any other
promotion/trade-in or part exchange.

**

Subject to conditions. Please call for

further Jetails.

30- day money back guarantee**

•

Free cable

Free 1year
subscription
to Hi Fi News
When you spend £ 500 or,
more at Shadow Audio*

Mains interference kills asystem and leads to
asound that really disappoints. The solution
is IsoTek! It is surprisingly affordable and the
improvement in performance is anything but
subtle.

Olie

Free magazine subscription"

HI-FI @ HOME

Meet areader who's pulled more than afew
strings on his way to the superlative system
he enjoys today. From aTrio amp and Sony
Discman lash-up rig to the full-blown Nagra
set-up here, this ex- professional bass player
should certainly know an accurate sound
when he hears one. Steve Harris met him...
are is the musician who is also aserious hi-fi
enthusiast; rare too is the musician who is
amassive collector of music on CD. But this
month we meet aformer professional jazz and
rock bass player who not only has afabulous system
but atruly amazing CD library too. And when he's not
listening to jazz in his living room, Gareth enjoys early
music on abedroom system that's far better than most
people's main one.
'You do find that alot of musicians just aren't much
interested in hi-fi and the nuances of recorded sound,'
says Gareth. 'They just have the records they like, and
whatever they can play them on, that's fine. There
aren't usually ahuge number of those records either.
But maybe I'm over- generalising!'

know if this is true for alot of people who play for a
living, but Iwasn't listening nearly as much.

ABOVE RIGHT:
An Arcam
DT26 DAB
tuner crowns
the left-hand
rack below
which sits
an Alesis
ML- 600 disc
recorder and
aGrace M902
headphone
amplifier
feeding apair
of Grado RS- 1
headphones

After university, Gareth spent several years happily
gigging around Europe, but eventually decided it was
'time to get aproper job'.
`So Idid an IT training course. Istill play abit here
and there but it's pretty much dropped off now. But
from those days I've just been amusic obsessive really.
And right the way through, I've bought alot of CDs.
'I have to give abig shout to my dad, as he bought
me my first hi-fi. Which was aPioneer PL- 112D
turntable ( not the PL- 12D, the later one!), aTrio
KA1500 amp and pair of Bose Studiocraft 220
speakers - and it stood out from all the Wharfedale
Dentons and so forth. That was agood system, it stood
me in good stead through my university days.
'But after university, scratching around trying to
make aliving as aplayer, Isold off that system and
Ididn't really have much hi-fi in those years. Idon't
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'I suppose the catalyst then was giving up playing
and getting my tirst IT job. Pretty much with my first
wage packet, Iwent out and bought aCD player. It was
the first Sony portable Discman, the D-50. Sound quality
wasn't very good. But Iliked the portability of CDs, and
that they were fairly impervious to damage.

A REAL BUZZ
'I used the Sony in areal lash-up system, with bits and
bobs Istill had left over. But finally, after reading a
few hi-fi magazines, Idecided to get aproper system
together. Iended up buying aPhilips CD player ( can't
remember which model), apair of [annoy Eclipse
speakers - and there is agood story attached to the
amplifier, which was aKenwood.
'I came out of the shop with all : he boxes, got
them home and stuck some records on. There was one
particular disc, Bruford's Gradually Going Tornado which
Ialways loved, and there is atrack on it (' Palewell Park')

401100

•
.••••••*
THE ROOM
Ret,_

Gareth's system is placed
in the 3.5m wide leg
of his L-shaped room,
with cylindrical diffusers
in the corners. The
longest dimension of the
room is 6.25m

>
Jeff Berlin had abeautifully set-up Fender bass,
but the penultimate note in the piece had this tiny
_3uzz! Now Irealise it was areal musical sound'
which is just electric bass and piano. And right at the
end of the track Icould hear what sounded like alittle
bit of distortion, Icouldn't quite make it out.
'So Ilistened to it abit longer and did abit more
reading, and Irealised that probably I'd made the wrong
decision when it came to the amplifier. Everyone was
saying that there was better stuff around. So Iwent back
to the shop and they kindly changed it for aQED A240.
'And when Iplayed the Bruford track through this,
it was obvious that the " distortion" at the end of the
track was just the tiniest bit of fret buzz. Jeff Berlin had a
beautifully set-up Fender bass, but the penultimate note
in the piece had this tiny buzz!
'It made me realise that some amplifiers will resolve
that kind of detail and others won't. Now, instead of
being bugged by it, thinking it was some kind of glitch

or something nasty, Irealised that it was areal musical
sound. That system served me pretty well for awhile.
The first thing to get upgraded was the front end.
'Pretty early on Idecided to go for aseparate
transport and DAC, so again Iwas an early adopter! I
bought the original Kenwood CD transport, the
DP-X9010, and an Arcam Black Box.
'Then the amplification finally got upgraded to
Exposure. Ihad the Exposure IV, can't remember what
the preamp was, and Iwent up to the bigger Tannoys,
the DC2000. So that was apretty raucous system, but
very enjoyable. Then those got geplaced with some
PioAc speakers, the Studio 1.
'I sort of had atime fiddling around, then. Igot

ABOVE: Not one
to trade in old
equipment for
new, apair of
fully restored
Quad II power
amps salvaged
from ajunk
shop remain
on show at
the bottom
of Gareth's
racks. These
supports zre
the RDC Aspekt
from Clearlight
Audio

myself an Audio Innovations valve amp. Iwas just into
experimenting, Ididn't really have any sort of ethos, or G)
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RIGHT: On top
of the righthand rack sits
the Esoteric

any idea of aprogression, Ijust wanted to try these
things out. The Audio Innovations was quite anice
amp, but the system wasn't optimised for it.

UX3 universal
DVD player

'Then Iupgraded the front-end again to the final
Arcam combination, Delta 3transport Ithink and the
Black Box 500, with volume control. Ihad decided

(as transport)
above the

that Iwanted to do away with the preamp. It's only
recently that I've realised that this was probably

Nagra DAC

misguided, but it drove the thinking for awhile.

converter
and PL- Ltube

'I got rid of the Exposure amplifiers. The Quads
came in then, Istill have the pair of 57s Ibought in

preamplifier.

ajunk shop, Iused those for awhile. And then in the

Sennheiser
HD600

end, Ireplaced the Quad Ils Ihad with apair of Moth
monoblocks - which, incidentally, Isold to afriend and
are still going strong!

headphones
can be seen

'Then Ihad astint abroad, working in Denmark for

behind the

ayear. Ibought alittle NAD and B&W system while I

Nagra DAC

was over there. It was rather nice actually! When lgot

'One of the
problems for a
chap like mysel
buying hi-fi is
just getting to
listen to it. It's
horrible amount
of investment...'

614
people with aDAX Decade in the bedroom, but Gareth
uses his with an exotic Orpheus Labs Four integrated
(from Switzerland) and apair of LS3/5A speakers. ' I've
got acouple of pairs of those. Ilove LS3/5As,' he says.
'The Sirius D200 probably will get sold. But Idon't
tend to trade in very much, Itend to buy and then
think about what Ican do with the old gear. So alot of
friends have benefited from it.'
For this last major system upgrade, Gareth went to
Stephen Harper of Audiophile Consultants.
'He was adamant that Ishould listen to apreamp

back, Idecided to go and upgrade the whole thing,
rather than mess about. So Igot an Audio Synthesis
front-end, the Transcend and the DAX Decade. Ialso
got the Sirius D200 amp and Quad ESL- 63 speakers.
That was all lovely, until we moved to asmaller house!

DOWNSIZE DILEMMA
`When Ifirst came back from Denmark, we'd lucked
out and got aflat in the upstairs of abig old stately
home. It had enormous rooms - the Quads sounded

BELOW: The
latest addition
to Gareth's
system has
been apair
of Nagra PMA
mono power
amplifiers

great in there. But then we moved to asmall cottage,
so Ichanged to Sonus Fabers, the Grand Piano and
then the Electa Amator II. They were nice speakers.
'And that really was my system for the last few
years. But it was all getting abit long in the
tooth. And Isuppose then that the real
catalyst was that I'd decided to go in
with the hi res disc formats. The DAX
decade doesn't do anything other
than Red Book rate. Well, it does

in the system, because I'd been driving it direct. Idid
have the passive control unit for the Sirius for awhile,
though, as I'd felt that if you were going to have a
preamp apassive was probably the best. But Stephen
recommended that apreamp would do good things.'
Gareth knew about Nagra pro equipment from his
playing days and, he says, ' Ever since Irealised that
Nagra made apreamp. Ireally desired it. There was
something about it, and Ireally wanted one.
'I borrowed that preamp and checked it out against
acouple of others. And they were nice too. The other
thing that Idid like, even though in the end it was
not so suitable for me, was the Pass Labs equipment.
Ifelt that was really good gear. But the Nagra, Ijust
thought sounded delightful.
'Then, when it came time to upgrade the DAC to
get something that would deal with higher sampling
rates etc, the Nagra was the obvious choice, apart
from the horrible cost of it. I'd bought into the whole
thing really! It gave me good facilities, everything I
wanted, lots of inputs, which Ineeded.

48kHz, but it doesn't
do any of the high
resolution formats.
'So Idecided to
upgrade. The DAX
Decade has been
filtered down into
the bedroom
system...'
There can't
be many
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PYRAMID POWER
'The final thing to happen to the electronics was the
arrival of the ' pyramids', the Nagra PMA power amps.
It seemed to make sense, seeing that Iwas so happy
with the Nagra stuff Ialready had. You feel that you're
getting quality back up and so on.
'One of the problems for achap like myself buying
hi-fi is just getting to listen to it. Because it's ahorrible
amount of investment unless you are sure you're doing
the right thing. So you really totally rely on adealer

with the Grace Ican take feeds from the radio and
from the hard drive, so Ican use it when I'm mastering
recordings and stuff. It's much easier to switch
between sources. It's more of atool really, whereas if
I'm in for asession of proper hardcore disc listening,
then the EarMax would be on, probably with the
Grado RS- 1headphones. The Sennheisers 650s are OK,
but Iprefer the Grados.
'I've also got Shure E500 in-ear monitors, and they
sound great. They sound particularly good with the
iPod, but they also sound pretty good with the big rig.'

WIRELESS TOO...
Since Gareth is ahigh-level IT consultant, you'd hardly
expect him to be ignorant of the possibilities of harddrive music storage, and indeed he is already happily
using amusic server - though it's not likely to replace
those thousands of CDs.
'It is already sort of integrated with the hi-fi. I've

ABOVE: The

a) to guide you and b) to allow you the facility to try

cables include
Cardas Golden

stuff out at home. You can only get asmall taste of
something from ademo in ashop.'
Finally, to replace those much- loved Sonus Fabers,
Gareth chose the Danish Gamut L5 loudspeakers.

got awireless network running for regular laptop
usage. Istuck a 160GB hard drive on the network, and

interconnects
and Nordost
SPIVI speaker
cables; the
sound diffusers

These have arelatively slim profile but they're very

Apple. This receives the streamed music signal and
plugs into the system. And it works fine. Ican select

are the DAAD
models from

So has Gareth finished upgrading?
`Yes. There's not really much else Ineed to fiddle

Acoustica

with. The one thing that Iam toying with - and you're

Applicata
BELOW: The

going to laugh at this - is going back to FM! Irecord
quite alot of the Jazz on 3 concerts. Ioriginally had
one of the little Denon budget tuners, the TU 260L,

Gamut 15

and I've still got some recordings from that which

online (which use FLAC for uncompressed sound). You

sound way better than what I've recorded from DAB.
The problem was that there is an airbase fairly nearby,
and Iwas getting afair amount of nasty noises coming

the discs, and hey presto!
'And there's still something kind of nice about

Reference and
Golden Cross

heavy, and now they've been placed precisely they're
not likely to be moved for awhile.

BACK TO FM?

through. That's why Iwent for DAB. But I'm tempted
to go for an Accuphase FM tuner, or aMagnum
Dynalab, something state-of-the-art.
'If Iknew exactly when FM transmissions were
going to cease, Imight think twice about it. But as
long as Icould get rid of the funny tweeting noises
from the helicopters I'd

'I'm certainly
not averse to
having music
on hard
drive. And I
have bought
albums
online'

be happy. So that's really

now Ican stream music from that via iTunes to the
stereo, thanks to the very useful Airport Express from

anything from iTunes on the laptop and run it straight
through to the stereo.
'Of course, that's when you start running into the
problem of compression. Ideally, I'd store everything
lossless. But then, well, they're all my discs anyway, so
you could say what's the point of having them on the
hard drive as well as on the shelf?
'I'm certainly not averse to the concept of having
your music on hard drive. And Ihave bought albums
download aPDF of the cover and print that off, burn

leafing through your collection, finding adisc you
haven't played for awhile and putting it on.'
Amen to that.

I

BELOW: Bedroom system with Sony CDP-X13930E
CD player used as transport, Audio Synthesis DAX
Decade, Orpheus Labs Four integrated amplifier and
Stirling Broadcast LS3/5A loudspeakers

the only thing on the
horizon.'
When not listening to
the Gamuts, Gareth can
choose from accuple
of rather high-class
headphone setups.
'The Grace M902 is a
studio monitoring tool, if
you like. It takes acouple
of analogue inputs and
three or four digital inputs
for different types of
connector, and you can

run it as alittle preamp, or as aheadphone adaptor.
It's very nice. It doesn't quite have the cuddly
warmth of the EarMax Anniversary.
'The problem is that the EarMax is aone-trick
pony, it only has one input and one output, so I've
got to start messing about and re- connecting it. But
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Controlling bass in your
system is crucial to tempo
and timing, even if your
favourite music has no
deep bass. Why?

Geg

Eke

be‘55 rLqkL

WHAT'S

Customers sometimes sa>rdon't
like bass." Usually it's because
they've had poor speakers, aroom
that's difficult or limited space.

il

AT THE
SHOP

Yet getting bass right is one of the
most difficult parts of INTEGRATING
asystem into aroom — something
we take seriously with customers.
The problem is that bass below
30Hz starts to "
EXCITE" THE ROOM
which then adds its own character,
exaggerating bass. Music becomes
ponderous, lacking drive and energy.

They're now
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Sinply the hest!"

Deep frequencies from the studio
acoustic may have MODULATED THE
AUDIO RANGE which gains presence
when the system is bass- capable.
We always like to install one subwoofer ( or better two) whether
main speakers are large or small to
control bass and DRIVE THE ROOM.
These are not bass-blasters but subtle
devices placed carefully.

Rol Gregor!- F11Fi+ magazine

Results can be awesome!
Large speakers with deep bass
output can be problematic in overdriving the room into resonance.
Now sub-woofers, FINE-TUNED to
the room, liberate the recording.

Cryogenically treated tubes

The
Right
Note
Music in the home

Let us advise you about your bass.

V.

Customers say we make some of the
BEST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is

BATH

needed, in stages you can afford. You AVOID
EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy music along the

way and save money in the long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

0by ,
Ourne

WM SHOP

Music gains space and pace, rhythm
is tight and the whole performance
is more INVOLVING.
Subs are especially successful when
room space is tight and there's little
scope for moving speakers.Then the
best option is smaller main speakers
placed close to the wall, supported
by subs TAILORED TO THE ROOM.

C3

01225 874728
or lo-call
0845 230 7570

C D:
ACCUSTIC ARTS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS, Pu RC ELLVERDI,VERONA, P
8I),
GAMUT, RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO, W AD IA. VIN TL: AESTHETICS, AVID, CLEARAUDIO,
DNM,GRAHAM. THE GROOVE. LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT
SPEC IAL, TRANSFIGURATION. Am PLI FIERS: BEL CANTO, CAT,DNM,
GAMUT, HALCRO,
HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, DAU, ETHOS, GAMUT,
NEAT,
Tarem. CAB LES: CHORD CO.. DNM,NORDOST, SILTECHNERTEK AQ M AINS
Vertex AQ. SUP PO RTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ

really make acrifferencel
Read all about it online:
www.cryogenictubes.com

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Classical
Albun
mono,
OFTH E

BEETHOVEN

Orchestral works Vol.9
Swedish CO/Thomas Dausgaard Simas PSC 1282

Modern instrument performances
infused with historic awareness,
Dausgaard's Beethoven cycle is almost
complete. This volume adds two more
symphonies - aspirited, witty Eighth
and Wellington's Victory, which
sounds all the more musical when
there's an absence of overdubbed
artillery. Here, drums replace
cannons but there's ample stereo
separation between English and
French forces. More importantly,
there are genuine rarities. How
many know, or have even heard
of, Beethoven's music for
Kuffner's tragedy Tarpeja, given
in 1813? And we have two
marches as well as the overture

[LOAR

Enigma Variations, Introduction and Allegro
LSO/Sir Colin Davis, LSO Live LS00609 (SACO hybrid)

Colin Davis's first LSO Enigma (
Philips
1965) gave few hints of the Elgarian
he would become. Eighty this month,
he conducts aspacious, expressive
reading, very restrained in ' Nimrod'.
Although full of interesting, finely
executed detail - the LSO's principal
clarinet often catches the ear - neither
it nor the strings piece, which he also
recorded when with the Bavarian RSO,
has quite the richness and fluency of the
various Barbirolli versions. The Barbican
recordings offer plenty of soundstage
information and impact but strings are
not ideally reproduced. CB

to King Stephen. CB
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Violin Concerto, Double Concerto
Fischer, MüllerSchott, Netherlands PO/ Kreizburg,
Pentatone PTC 5186 066 (SACO hybrid)

Julia Fischer's admirers will doubtless
want her ' double' foray into Brahms,
with Daniel MüllerSchott. Their phrase
matching is certainly consistent
and in the Violin Concerto Fischer's

STRAVINSKY

RUDOLF SERKIN

The Rite of Spring, Violin Concerto etc

Piano works by Beethoven, Brahms, Mendelssohn

Jennifer Frautschi, Philharmonia/Robert Craft. Naxos 8.557508

BBC Legends BBC1, 4211-2

No-one knows more about Stravinsky

This 1969 Festival Hall Diabelli Variations

than Robert Craft, whose Moscow
recording of Le Sacre (
not widely
circulated) won his approval. Even if

confirms Serkin's unique mastery of this
late piece. As it happens, Music & Arts

you didn't like these new recordings the
money would be well spent on his liner

has just issued a 1954 Prades Festival
performance. But the preserved tape is
much inferior to this one from Serkin's

control of intonation is pretty acute.
But if you asked what else does she

notes! Aforthright account of the Violin

66th year, remastered by Tony Faulkner.

Concerto certainly marks the California

There's also Brahms's Op.119 ( RFH

bring to this piece, apart from strict
accuracy, I'd have to say not very much.

violinist as someone to look out for.
This disc also has two pieces done in NY

complex harmonic constructions rather

Other problems are the very square
orchestral accompaniments and arather

some years ago: Symphonies of Wind
Instruments and ashort Balmont setting

'studiophonic' recorded sound. CB

for chorus and orchestra, Zvezdolikiy. CB
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1975), suggesting that he saw them as
than intimate confidings. A composer
Serkin much admired, Mendelssohn is
represented by aPrelude and Fugue. CB
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e. select.audio@tiscah.co.uk

RENY° PAT-777 300B

AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

PAT-777 300B Single Stereo Power Amplifier
One of the most amazing Harmonix products ever - asingle-ended power amp that truly
fulfills the 300B promise! It delivers articulate, clean, fast treble with an abundance of musical
detail. Add exquisite bass control with superb transparency makes this amplifier punch way
beyond its 7-watt power source. It's performance is far beyond any other single ended
creation using the 300B output valve. The simplest and most effective power amp in its
class, bar none!
Put simply, this amplifier has no rivals at any price point.

©2006 selectaudio

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Jazz
MEL TORME

0,THE mor

The Very Best of Mel Tormé
Rhino/Warner Jazz 5144215752

91

Not the only Tormé '
best of' but a
well- planned, semi- chronological
sweep through his career. The earliest
item here is his own song ' Born To
Blue' 1945, where one can hear that
beautiful tone and perfect diction
already on display. But to hear how
Tormé's virtuosity encompassed
rhythm, melody, harmony and
the handling of lyrics, listen to
his hit ' Mountain Greenery' - or
'Fascinating Rhythm' with Marty
Paich, where he plays with the
whole thing, flying high and in
total command. And to end this
collection, which comprises no
fewer than 22 tracks, what else
but ' The Christmas Song'? SH

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
Vol 8: Sing It Satchmo ( 1945-1955)
Naxos Jazz Legends 8.120818

Arranged chronologically, it's true that
some of the 20 vocal tracks here don't
stand repeated listening, but there
are certainly gems to be enjoyed. You
smile at his timeless ' Gone Fishin" duet
with Bing Crosby and enjoy the All Stars
at their peak with ' Mack The Knife' and
'Ain't Misbehavin'. Then Louis trades
verses with Louis Jordan on ' I'll Be Glad
When You're Dead You Rascal You' and
with Billie Holiday on the salacious
'My Sweet Hunk O'Trash', here in the
version which producer Milt Gabler
re- cut to prove Louis hadn't said arude
word. As if he would. SH
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TIM GARLAND/CHICK COREA
NORTHERN SINFONIA

FELIX BALOY
Baila Mi Son

MARCO PEREIRA
Essence

Pure Pleasure/Turn! PPAN005 180gyinyl LP

The Mystery

As ateenager in Cuba, Baby fell under

Audio bABCD 5020

the spell of the legendary Beny Moré,

Garland is the saxophone voice of

Brazilian guitarist Pereira combines an
unbelievably clean and precise technique

then sang with everyone who was
anyone in Cuban music - eventually

Acoustic Triangle, as well as Composer

with passion and drive. Paul McCandless

In Residence at Newcastle University.
He's also had along working relationship

(of Oregon fame) guests on four tracks,
contributing ahaunting soprano sax
to Pereira's melancholy ' Plainte' and

including the Afro-Cuban All Stars put
together by Juan de Marcos. With them,
he made this, his first solo album in
2000. On these 10 tracks, Baby revisits
the dance styles ol earlier years from Cha
Cha to Bolero, so there's tremendous
variety but the pace never lets up. As
much an audiophile release as jazz, you

Kind Of Blue KOB 10018

with Chick Corea. So while Garland's
compositions are realised orchestrally
by the Northen Sinfonia, there are also
contributions from Corea. The sound
is impressive, although in terms of
ambience terms it suffers inevitably from

aluscious bass clarinet to ' Luz Negra'.
Drummer Marcia Bahia and bassist
Natallino Neto both drop out for Pereira's
extraordinarily orchestral solo numbers.
Occasionally there's afeeling of virtuosity

can buy this as aCO, but why not have

(New York and Gateshead), but this is a

for it's own sake, but Pereira's solo
ballad performance of ' Be My Love' is a

the Pure Pleasure of vinyl? SH

minor quibble. It's exciting stuff. SH

masterpiece of taste. SH
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The way to- play viAlyl.

PINEWOOD
MUSIC
KRELL INDUSTRIES
and
WILSON AUDIO
Almost 20 years ago the Wilson WATT- Puppy
driven by Krell amplification set the defining
standard for high end sound: immediacy,
transparency, dynamics, detail but, above all,
and sheer musical enjoyment.
But - and it is a big ' but' - such a system
needed to be set up properly or the results
could be less than wonderful.
That, of
course, applies to all high end systems - but
perhaps in particular to the exacting set-up
requirements of the Wilsons.
Fast-forward to today and the Wilson System
8 driven by Krell Evolutions builds on the past
to give us
what is a truly spine-tingling
performance.
Pinewood Music has lived with Wilsons and
Krells for 20 years. We know them, we love
them, we can make them sing for you - and
we take away the heartache of expensive
guesswork.
The concept of ' high end' has become
somewhat blurred over the years, but Wilson
and Krell remains
a classic system for
producing music at its finest and most
enthralling.
Brian Rivas and Alison Holmes invite you to
contact them to discuss Wilson and Krell and,
if you are serious, to visit our West Country
listening room to experience a classic in all
its glory.

The Pinewood Music
Company
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Ask for details of this superb range:

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321

fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email sales@sme.ltd.uk or visit our vvebsite vvvvvv.sme.ltd.uk

We always try to give more than you expect

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Rock
Album
OFTHE

Ilion

NICK HARPER

Miracles For Beginners

Sangraal SR0007C0

BLUE STATES

I'm usually unimpressed by the musical

First Steps Into...

efforts of children of over- the- hill rock
stars, but I'll make an exception for
Nick Harper. Most of these second

Memphis Industries MI090CDP

Andy Dragazis, head honcho of Blue
States, admits that his musical inspiration

generation wannabees simply trade
on the family brand loyalty but young
Harper has moved so far beyond his

comes from Aphrodite's Child and The
Moody Blues. Isuggest you pretend
you don't know that and embrace this
fabulous album wholeheartedly. Dragazis
is aone-man electronic army whose fifth

legendary folksinger dad, Roy, that the
connection barely matters. On this, his
sixth album, he's averitable one-man
dynamo, having written, arranged,

album sounds like Saint Etienne, Moby
and the Cocteau Twins jamming in a

performed, recorded and produced

chintzy lounge, totally oblivious to their
audience. With gorgeous vocal melodies,

the whole caboodle. Nick's acoustic
guitar picking is stunning, his

genius production wizardry, brilliantly
chosen samples, and amillion different

soaring vocal melodies are
wonderfully uplifting and his

delay and distortion treatments, this is

lyrics always sharp and insightful
with asensitive edge. Buy it. JB
▪
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one mind- meltingly sonic trip. JB
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MUTE MATH

JEB LOY NICHOLS

TO MY BOY

Mutemath

Days Are Mighty

Messages

Teleprompt/Warner Bros 44462-2

Anhrefn Records ANHREFN 016

Abeano Music AXL269

Coming on like the electro punk bastard

Born in America's heartland of Missouri

This one makes me very happy indeed. An

children of The Police, Mute Math have

and raised to the sound of bluegrass
music, leb Loy Nichols now lives on

electropop duo hailing from Liverpool,

aWelsh farm. This, his fifth album, is
probably his least ambitious but it's also
his best yet. Nichols eloquently describes

In The Dark might seem obvious but
there's definitely something of the very

its lyrics as being ' about life outside

ahint of Sparks- like vocal lunacy thrown
in for good measure. Check the huge

caused astir in America with their
unlikely musical hybrid, which places
them firmly in umpteen different
musical camps - emo, power pop and
retrosynth - to name just afew. This is
an easy album to love because multi-

comparisons with Orchestral Manouevres

early punkoid OMD here, with more than

fashion' accompanied by music on a

instrumentalist frontman Paul Meany has
an affecting and emotionally- charged

scale that could 'fit in my kitchen'. So

voice, while his main musical partner,

finely- detailed acoustic miniatures,
rather than vast rock anthems. Think of a

Darren King, works minor miracles in the
drumming, programming and sampling
departments. Destined for greatness. JB

...ELI
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these are delicate cameos and

modern Al Green, Bill Withers or Eagle-

tribute to Vic and Bob?), or the primitive
electro riffs of Model. Noel Fielding of

Eye Cherry and you're getting warm. JB

The Mighty Boosh will love them. 113
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clattering drum intro of the stop-start
staccato ' Eureka' ( sample lyric, ' Sing to
me, Eureka ka- ka', possibly athinly-veiled
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Music Audiophile
Album
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THE BYRDS

Sweetheart of the Rodeo

Sundazed IP5215 ( 180g vinyl)

Though not the first example of
'country rock' - rock'n'roll was, after

JETHRO TULL
Aqualung

all, part Country & Western and part

Classic Records 1LPS9145 200g vinyl

Rhythm & Blues - the years have

One of the best-sounding editions

identified this LP as the genre's debut.

ever of this oft- reissued masterwork,

Poorly received when it appeared in
August 1968, Sweetheart of the Rodeo
suffered because hippies regarded

Aqualung on 200g vinyl is an absolute

C&W as music for rednecks. Those
not bound by misguided politics saw
the LP as adelightfully unapologetic
marriage of rock sensibilities and
country instrumentation and
material. Forget the unjustified

lyrics back in 1971 discovered through
their druggy haze something far darker
than the sound itself, athen- unique mix
of heavy metal riff- rock and traipsingthrough-the-woods-with- elves British folk
elements. The LP had atale to tell - not

Sundazed has nailed it beautifully

the first time rock confronted religion,
but certainly one of the most eloquent.
Maybe it's time the world forgave
Aqualung for over-familiarity. It's too

with this 180g vinyl re- issue. KK

good to be filed under ' stale'. KK

Gram Parsons hype: this is a
masterpiece despite him. And

Ill
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treat. Those who actually listened to the
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California Dreaming

Is That All There Is?

PEGGY LEE

VAN MORRISON

Cisco Music/Verve CLP-8672 180g vinyl

Pure Pleasure/Capitol PPAN S7-386 180g vinyl

Sundazed LP5214 180g vinyl

Snotty jazz purists bemoan the fact that
Montgomery's music was commercially
successful. To their dismay, long before

Lee had no qualms about covering
pop music. What few recall is her

A semi- rarity from 1967, this LP, originally
issued on Bang, was released against
Morrison's wishes. Which is not so

it was acceptable, he developed aclassy
form of crossover. And it worked well
because Montgomery had an ear for pop
classics, issuing his interpretations while

ear for young talent. This LP from
1969 boasted two Randy Newman
compositions long before his reputation
as asongwriter was established, as
well as his arrangements of the Lieber/

Blowin' Your Mind!

unusual when you consider that he's
hardly considered to be rock's Mr HappyGo- Lucky. Despite his reservations, it

the songs were still fresh. This 1966
set, which included Herbie Hancock on

Stoller- penned title hit. While those who
worship her 1950s classics might find

yielded his first classic - ' Brown- Eyed
Girl' - and paved the way for the massive
career that would follow. Thanks to its

piano, Bucky Pizzarelli on acoustic guitar
and Grady Tate on drums, followed The

this set heretical, Lee was incapable
of embarrassing herself even with

high blues content, it owes more to his
first group, Them, than ' Brown- Eyed Girl'

Mamas & Papas' original release of the
title track by amere six months. Ignore

seemingly- ill-suited material. She even

suggests. Blowin' Your Mind is not the

conquers Neil Diamond's ' Brother Love's
Travelling Salvation Show'. KK

abortion that purists, or Morrison himself,
would have you believe it to be. KK
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ATLAS RETAILERS

mom
London & South East England

•Ashford (
Kent)
01233 624441

Central England

Soundcraft Hi Fi
www.soundcrafthifi.com

•Aylesbury

Noteworthy Audio

01296 422224 www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

•Guildford

P. J. Hi -Fi Ltd

01483 504801

www.pjhifi.co.uk

•Harrow

Harrow Audio

020 8863 0938

www.harrowaudio.com

•London N7

Bartletts Hi -Fi
www.bartlettshifi.co.uk

020 7607 2148

•London SW11 1st Stop Audio Visual
020 7978 6262

www.1ststopay.com

•London SW14
020 8876 7632

Introducing the new Atlas Hyper
advanced speaker cable.

• London W1

Lasyl

Hi -Fi Care et Shasonic

0845 634 0340

•Sevenoaks

Hyper is the latest in our awardwinning range of interconnects.
speaker cable and digital connects. Available in single or bi-wire,
you'll be amazed by the difference.
Listen for yourself at one of oLr carefully selected retailers.
Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.
Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience.

01732 456573 wwwsoundseduction.co.uk

•Worthing
01903 245577

01202 555512

•Bournemouth
01202 529988

•Poole
•Salisbury
01722 322169

•Southampton
02380 228434

•Weymouth

atlascablei.corn

Phase 3Hi -Fi

vvww phase3h if i
. com

South West England
•Bournemouth

01202 730865

ATLAS Cables

Sound Seduction

01305 785729

.
Suttons HiFi

www.suttonsh if i.co.uk

Movement Audio
www movement-aucho.co.uk

Movement Audio
www.mowment-aucho.co.uk

Salisbury HiFi
www.salisburyhifi.co.uk

Phase 3Hi -Fi
www.phase3hifi.com

Weymouth Hi -Fi
www.weymouthhifi.co.uk

Overture

•Banbury

01295 272158

www.overture.co.uk

•Birmingham

Music Matters

0121 429 2811

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Solihull

0121 742 0254

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Stourbridge

Music Matters

01384 444184

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Sutton Coldfield
0121 354 2311

•Wilstead

01234 741152

Music Matters

vyww.musicmatters.co.uk

British Audio Products
www.britishaudio.co.uk

•Market Harborough Divine Audio
01858 432999

www.divineaudio.co.uk

North England
•Halifax

Huddersfield HiFi

01422 366832 www.huddersfieldhifi.co.uk

•Hull

01482 223096

A. Fanthorpe Ltd.

www.fanthorpes.co.uk

•Gateshead

Li ntone Audio

0191 477 4167

www.lintone.co.uk

•Gateshead (metro)

Lintone Audio

0191 460 0999

•Sheffield
0114 275 6048

wwwlintone.co.uk

Moorgate Acoustics
www.morgateacoustIcs.co.uk

Scotland
•Aberdeen
01224 585713

•Glasgow

0141 332 4707

Holburn HiFi
www.holburnhifi.co.uk

Glasgow Audio

www glasgowaudio.com

North Wales
•Wrexham
01978 364500

Acton Gate Audio
www.acton-gate.com

ODIN
Guildford Audio are offering special trade-in deals for existing Nordost VALHALLA
owners who wish to upgrade to Nordost ODIN. Please contact us for more details.

sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk

www.guildfordaudio.co.uk

01483 537 577

KEN KESSLER

/r-

The hard sell

Should hi-fi be sold as aluxury good? No question, says Ken Kessler, who
argues that if the audio industry is to keep on growing then its products
must seduce in the same way other luxury items do. And it seems like
one or two manufacturers are beginning to agree...

[Ken Kessler
Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything...

F

or at least adecade, I've been
banging on about the hi-fi
industry's inability to grasp the
simplest of notions. They do
not like having this rammed down their
throats because they know the following is
inarguable. As is the logical conclusion:
1) Hi-fi is aluxury. ( Note: A luxury item is
anything more than you need.)
2) High- end hi-fi is an ' extreme' luxury.
3) Expensive cars, watches, cookers,
cameras, scent, suits, shoes, jewellery,

right, while the audio industry is doing

UK high- end stores, per se. Ihappened to

something wrong? Is it not equally logical,
then, to assume that it might help if the
high- end vendors were to adopt Maserati's

be in Germany in June where Istumbled
across anew high- end specialist. The

or Patek Philippe's approach to selling?
Before you accuse me of afailure to
address price disparities, please note that
aMaserati Quattroporte - currently the
most desirable four- door luxury car on the
planet - costs less than apair of what are
considered par-for-the- course high- end
speakers: less than £ 80k.

much thought had been spent on it as in
one of those tat- holes that sell knock- off
jeans in temporarily-vacant premises on
most UK high streets. (You know the type:
day they open for business.)

address issues regarding the distribution
of wealth. Suffice it to say, there are,
according to one source. over 60.000

Why is this important? You might say, ' It

millionaires in the UK. That's 60,000
people who could easily buy sound
systems for more than £ 1000. Way more.
Iuse prices only to point out that

Korea. Why can't the hi-fi industry see
what's happening? Ican think of 50 or

as busy as airline ticket queues for North

100 high-end audio manufacturers who
clearly know the difference
between aCorneliani suit and one
from Brioni. So why do they allow
those who represent their products
-the retailers - to treat their wares like
tins of beans? Actually, that's not fair:
Morrison's and Tesco have alot more
respect for acan of Heinz.

IN -STORE SEDUCTION

SHEER HABIT
isn't' because you're an audiophile and
you know what you want and you simply
require the store to demo the stuff in
reasonable sounding premises. But that
misses the point entirely. You're the known
quantity they don't need to charm. You're
one of the soft touches who has been
keeping hi-fi alive out of sheer habit. But
there aren't enough of you.
To tap into the 60,000, hi-fi has to
have the same seductive power as a
Montegrappa fountain pen ( price: less
than apair of decent KT88s) or aValextra
flight bag ( price: less than ahalf- decent
tonearm). But more importantly, the
individuals selling the products and the
venues in which they ply their trade must
match the buying experience of similarlypriced goods from other fields.
It's this simple: If you were about to

It really is down to the retailers, because
many serious high- end manufacturers

spend £ 50,000 on aBMW, you would

have gotten their acts together. Iwas

they were talking about and expect the

staggered by the quality of arecent B&W

showroom to reflect the sheer class of the
product. Now ask yourself one question:

press kit, Meridian's current brochures,
product sheets from Wilson and KEF,
websites from Dynaudio and Gryphon.
And the latter's Mirage
preamp! Now that's how you seduce
aguy who crosses the water in aRiva,
rather than galoshes.

SEPTEMBER 2007

But the shop itself? As inviting as aloo
at amotorway rest- stop. It looked as if as

they have ' Closing Down Sale' signage the

waiting lists and premium prices.

80 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk

tasty vintage products.

subjective. Neither is this the place to

Maserati, Patek, et al, can't keep up with
demand. But hi-fi emporia? They're about

ABOVE: Staggering - the new B&W press kit

Lab, Spendor, Quad. McIntosh and Musical
Fidelity, awall full of vinyl, asmattering of

Now this is not to debate whether
the above are worth the money; that's

wines, etc, are also ' extreme' luxuries.
4) All, bar high-end audio, are selling so
well circa 2007 that they are subject to
Is it not therefore logical to assume that
the others must be doing something

selection was mouth-watering: Wilson, 47

What's triggered this tirade is sheer
happenstance, and it's not even about

expect the sales staff to know what

Why should spending £ 50,000 on hi-fi
be any less enjoyable an experience than
buying acar for the same money?
The answer? It shouldn't. But as long
as buying hi-fi emains as miserable an
experience as it is today, the longer we'll
keep haemorrhaging customers. To say
nothing of failing to attract new ones. (:)

ANDREW HARRISON

BARRY FOX

Conserving
centuries of
sound...

Polishing the Silver

Love 'em or just use 'em, every hi-fi system needs cables.
Exotic materials are sometimes included, helping justify
high costs. But as Andrew Harrison has discovered, the
entry point for the best conductor has just been lowered

[Andrew
Harrison
Andrew Harrison joined
HiFi News in 1998. Now
deputy editor, he loves
all audio from iPods
and computer audio to
analogue and vinyl

Tasked with archiving sound
for future generations, not only
is the British Library converting
all recordings to 24- bit 96kHz
but it's doing so in ahuge
new complex built on rubber.
Barry Fox takes apeek inside

being set up, potentially providing
British listeners with the opportunity of
experiencing the cables before they buy.

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

So what's so different about Albedo?
What caught my attention was the
company's use of pure silver, not just in
its higher- priced wires, but right across
the board. The use of silver is not a

ables are adivisive subject.
There are listeners who

panacea to good audio reproduction
of course, but for many listeners it can
bring an intangible quality to music, a
transparency and sweetness not found

would deny the influence of
specialist cabling — referring

seen except at dizzying price levels.

new Centre for Conservation,
alongside the BL's main building in the

ALL THAT GLISTENS

Kings Cross area of North London. The
2600m 2 centre cost £ 13.25m and took

C

to the principles of Ohm's Law, whereby
the key parameter is cable resistance
—with some acknowledging the effects

in vanilla copper. Pure silver is rarely

T

he British Library's collection
of sound recordings finally has
apermanent home. It's in the

of capacitance and inductance. Anything

Albedo's core cable line-up has four
analogue interconnects and six speaker

else is window dressing, they might say, a

cables, with prices starting at just £ 85

two years to build. It has three floors, two
for book restoration and one for sound.
The complex of 11 sound studios will now

ploy to separate us from our money. Yet

for ahalf- metre Blue interconnect. The

the majority of people with experience of

matching Blue speaker cable is £ 340 for

be used for the recording and transfer of

assembling asystem will admit that choice

a3m pair. Topping the interconnects

old recordings to the BL's preferred format

of connection can make or break it.
Evaluating audio cables is atricky

is its Monolith at £ 680/ lm, which I've
recently been trialing with match;ng

for long-term archiving — 24- bit. 96kHz

business, mind. With many variables to

speaker cables, and it's obvious that

broadcast WAV standard that allows PCM

take into account, starting with the source
and output impedance of electronic
products, and continuing with factors such

here we have acable loom that can
stand amongst the best.

to store metadata as well as audio.

Albedo pays attention to the details
of cable construction too, namely the

GOOD NOISE AND BAD

as environmental RFI levels, it's impossible
to provide decisive value judgements
that'll be true in all applications. So while
amagazine review of cables can give a
starting point, it can't be the arbiter. The

use of air- spaced dielectrics in some
models, triple insulation techniques to
reduce mechanical damage and the

bottom line for cable selection — as with

effects of microphony, and it even builds
its own RCA phono plugs. These include

any hi-fi product, only more so — is that

acentre pin of 94% silver/6% copper, in

apersonal trial is required to ensure a
chosen cable will work well in your system.

square non-magnetic alloy surrounds.
The catch? At time of press.

SILVER LINING

information is limited, unless you
understand Polish. Try UK distributor

It was almost ten years ago that Ifirst
came across Albedo cables, at the annual
audio show in Warsaw. The company was
comparatively new to the scene, having
started production in 1997, and until

www.runetaudio.co.uk whose site
should be live by July. And since silver
has the highest electrical conductivity of
any metal, maybe even the Ohm's Law
brigade will see the possibilites... (I)

computer files, using BWAV, the EBU's

Significantly the BL has abandoned its
policy of copying to CD- Rs, and is now
transferring its CD- Rtransfers to Broadcast
Wave Files ( BWAV) and hard disc.
'Converting to 24- bit 96kHz is in many
cases overkill,' says Richard Ranft, Head of
Technical Services at the Sound Archive.
'Often there is no useful audio over 15kHz,
so we are just preserving noise. But in the
future there may be algorithms that can
extract useful information from the noise.
We don't want then to wish we had used a
better archiving standard.'
Five different train lines run directly
under or past the building, generating
loud bursts of ground- borne noise at

recently the brand was almost unknown
outside its home market in Poland. So it
was with much interest that Idiscovered

least once aminute. So all the studios
sit on asandwich of concrete and thick
neoprene rubber beds for soundproofing.

at last November's show at the Hotel

The studios are named after audio

Sobieski that UK distribution was

pioneers such as Alan Blumlein. There is
no statutory deposit for sound recordings

RIGHT: The Albedo Monolith RCA

in the UK; whereas book publishers areG.
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JON THOMPSO

Apple rings
the changes

Jon Thompson on why the
success of the iPhone could
hasten the death of CD and
how Apple now has aDRM-free
track with your name on it...

[Jon Thompson

ABOVE: Alook inside one
of the British Library's 11
new sound studios
obliged to provide a
copy of everything they
print, the Sound Archive
has to rely on voluntary
donations.
The BL reckons it can
play any type of recorded
material, from cylinders
to modern formats.
After transfer to BWAV,
with mirrored copies

'The Archive
has 3.5 million
recordings,
with 0.5 million
hours playing
time. It would
take 60 years to
listen to it all'

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for
his company The Hat
Factory. He brings you
the inside view on AV

but not aggressively.
After play- readout the
decoded audio signal
is computer- processed
to identify and remove
the background noise.
Similar techniques can
be used to remove
impulse noise caused
by damage. If necessary
the best samples from
several - differently
damaged - copies of

A

sDRM bites the dust following
Apple's deal with EMI to allow
the label's catalogue to be
downloaded from the iTunes

store protection-free, it now transpires

that Apple is encoding the name and
email address of the purchaser into the
files they buy. This means that if any file
bought from the iTunes store turns up on
file sharing sites it can be traced back to

stored at three or sometimes four secret

the same recording are
stitcned together. This should allow full

the person who originally downloaded
it. Potentially, the person could be

locations round the country, the originals
are put into deep store. Record covers are

recovery from broken discs or cylinders.
An underestimated advantage of

prosecuted for distributing the file illegally.
The tracks without the DRM digital

digitized, and the originals stored. too.

optical play, says Richard Ranft, is that
while amechanical stylus physically

locks went on sale on the 30th May under
the iTunes Plus banner. Atrack costs

moves muck as it plays, it is also bounced

99p in the UK as opposed to 79p for the
version still carrying DRM. Apple uses a

The main challenge has been to build
up areserve cf obsolete format hardware
and spare parts so that old and obsolete
audio systems - such as Betamax PCM
recorders - can be kept working for long
enoLgh to play and transfer everything
recorded in those formats.
The BL is working with Southampton
University to develop asystem which reads
grooved recordings optically, similar in

slightly by any blemish in the groove.
Tnis creates tiny gaps in the sound.
Optical playback is continuous.

THREE MINUTES A DAY
Tne Archive currently has 3.5 million
recordings, with 0.5 million hours

technology known as Fairplay to limit what
people can do with its DRM'd downloads,
though Fairplay can be circJrnvented by
first burning tracks to make amusic CD.
Tracks by artists such as Coldplay, Joss
Stone, Frank Sinatra and Pink Floyd are

playing time. It would take 65 years
to lister to it all, but for every minute

available without DRM technology.

The problem with optical readout is that
whereas astylus physically shovels groove

of sound in the archive another three

LET'S NOT GET PHYSICAL...

minutes is acquired every day. So at the

With the iPhone being launched in the US,

dirt to one side, alaser beam just reads

current rate of acquisition it would take
200 years from today to listen to it all.

music could soon be download- only. Might

concept to the old Final laser turntabfe.

the dirt as signal.
The Finial relied on meticulous cleaning
of all discs before play. The BL is taking
adifferent tack. The disc .scleaned,

Visitors to the library need only photo
ID to gain access to the Centre, and can

items? So far no-one in the UK has

then have free 'walk-in' access to 13
headphone terminals dotted round the

confirmed that they will be distributing
the iPhone. Ithink the main reason for this

BL which play 128kbis MP3 copies of

is that the deal Apple is looking for is seen

35,000 archived recordings.
Iwas intrigued by one sci-fi touch. All
newly acquired recordings - and books
-are temporarily stored in aquarantine
room to ensure that no dangerous

1.'I.1
.
Plat
111111110, 11111, tr

moulds contaminate existing material
- much as early astronauts were

'‘dillidlilt

quarantined after returning from space. (5
LEFT: The British Library's Conservation
Centre cost £ 13.25m to build
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physical media become athing of the past
and CDs. like vinyl, become collectors'

.011rungular

Miraculous and moronic

%vdt

Mao,

Buying acomponent packed with features you'll never need is
one thing, but complexity that proves ahindrance rather than
ahelp is quite another. Barry Willis blames the engineers...

la.
ram.a.

•

wilderness, rescuers might find me via its

[Barry Willis

Ite X rill

Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also wites about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theatre. He lives
in Marin County, California

(71

ABOVE: Could the iPhone see consumers
abandon physical media altogether?
by many in the mobile phone industry as
good for Apple, but not too favourable
for them. Apple not only gets asale of
aphone but also future revenue from
each download and data function that
can be charged for by the network. It
is said Apple also wants aslice of the
subscription that auser pays to the
mobile phone company each month.
At the moment the iPhone is one

Global Positioning System interface.
Truly afistful of high technology, the
little device has features I'll never begin
to explore because the menu structure
behind which they lurk is an impenetrable
labyrinth. And there are functional
problems so annoying that I'm baffled
how it ever got approved for production.
There's no way to access saved messages

T

he notebook computer on which
,'m writing this month's column

unless anew, unanswered one comes
in. Worse, three of the most important

is awonder of engineering: fast,
sleek, beautiful, with ahuge capacity miniature hard drive, oodles of
memory, and every feature under the sun.
It also has aterribly sensitive and badly
misplaced touchpad that with the slightest

function buttons are on the outside of the
phone, so that when it's in my pocket,
normal movements can set them off.

brush from an errant thumb can launch
emails into hyperspace before they are

PLUG'N'PLAY PARADISE?

Friends often ask why Icalled but didn't
respond when they answered.

Such annoyances are daily fare for all of us.
Recently Iwas reminded how far away is

world and this factor is one of the

ready for viewing.
The cellphone that is my primary

main reasons Apple is pushing such

communications device

paradise. Iagreed to help

ahard deal for the iPhone. It knows
that if it works the company will make

can store the vital

anon-techno friend set

more money from the iPhone than its

people to populate asmall

computer and iPod sales combined.

city. It can access the

of the most desired gadgets in the

information of enough

internet and schedule

NEAT FEATURES
Apple is preparing at least two versions
of its iPhone, according to reports from

my appointments for
weeks in advance.
If Iwished — please

sophisticated software on the iPhone

shoot me if Iever do
—Icould listen all day
to highly compressec

had forced it to make some difficult

low- bandwidth digital

component suppliers in Taiwan and
Japan. In astatement. Apple said the

choices about where to concentrate its

music beamed directly

development and engineering efforts.

to my phone. Were Ito

Because of this, the next generation

get lost wandering in the

operating system for the company's
computers, called Leopard, has been
delayed by months ana will probably
appear aroLnd October.

nnn n

the AV realm's long- imagined plug'n'play

'The setup
options and
calibration
were buried
so deep they
required a
North Sea
drilling rig.'

up her new AV receiver,
one with more channels
of amplification than
she'll ever need and
more bogus surroundsound options than Iever
imagined possible. It also
offers semi- automated
setup and calibration,
provided the installer
is clever enough to
decipher atechnical
manual written in English
as aSecond Language e.

r) nñnnnnnn

Apple seems to be on course to take
alarge slice of the next generation
multi- media market which is pst about
coming into its
1111111110111110111111.
own. Apple iS
gofeingng
The
for yWar whOk wori

on aroll; let's
hope no-one

Or b _ b 0
r
r

'
n'r,
ocpeoepnnnn

can remember
the original
Newton...(!)
LEFT: An

IPE

advert for
Apple's
Newton,
an early
handheld
PDA
Your
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CHRISTOPHER BREUNI

(Inputted device will not
default unless set to enter.')
and to discover setup options
buried so deep they require a
North Sea drilling rig.
Despite having set all the speaker
sizes and distances properly, and then
having run the auto- calibration program
that clearly activated the system's
subwoofer, we got nothing out of the

Play it again,
Sony...

Could anything else be done
with Sony's iconic Glenn
Gould 1955 Bach Goldberg
Variations? Yes — re-record it.
Christopher Breunig explains

sub during normal playback. The reason
-revealed by athird friend more adept
with this particular piece than I - was
that the subwoofer had to be enabled in
ahidden setup subroutine called ' Main
+ Sub'. Once done, all worked well, and
sounded surprisingly good.

WHY SO COMPLEX?
My friend asked why manufacturers make

[Christo her
Breuni
HFN's Music Editor from
1986-2000 used to be an
architect, but music was
always his first love. He's
been collecting records
for almost 50 years

repackaged with the Canadian
pianist's 1981 remake [ Sony
SM3K 87703]. He scripted every
word of the included interview with Tim
Page, questions and answers! That later
version too has been issued and reissued,
from both digital and analogue backup
tape sources. By then, Gould had long
withdrawn from concert platforms but
he played for television cameras and in

products that can stymie even those with
decades of experience. My reply: ' It's
easier to make them complex than it is to

ook at the YouTube clips and
you have to conclude the guy

the recording studios, and made regular
music documentaries.

make them simple.'

was agenius. And 25 years

Later in his career he was persuaded
to move from Steinway to Yamaha

Engineers love puzzles. Advanced
microprocessors at the heart of everything
from notebook computers to cellphones

after his fatal heart attack, his
artistic legacy is still celebrated annually

instruments. For these Zenph/BMG

in To -onto. Last year something unique
happened - an audience listened again

Sony sessions aspecialist in voicing,
Marc Wienert, was asked to simulate

to Glenn Gould's performance of the

Steinway characteristics - to achieve
ablend of the two ( see zenph.com/

Bach score that put him on the musical
map, but with no-one at the Yamaha
keyboard, just asmall box of electronics
sitting under the pianoforte.
Then aSony team spent 14 hours
making anew recording of that
same interpretation. Set up at CBC's
Glenn Gould Studio last September,
the S160,000 Yamaha Disklavier Pro
reproduced every nuance - timing

mwienert.html). The DSD recording has
been issued in two- and multi-channel
SACD, 16- bit CD and, additionally,
binaurally. The Neumann KU 100
dummy- head microphone was set to
give the impression of Gould's own aural
viewpoint. In fact, the height dimension
calculated from his customary extremely
low seat had to be raised slightly to

inflections, dynamic gradations and use
of pedal- of the June 1955 Goldberg

achieve asatisfactory sound.

ABOVE: The tyranny of the button runaway complexity in the remote control

Variations that marked Gould's Columbia
recording debut, by means of painstaking
computer analysis. Even the minuscule

MORE TO COME

to AV receivers let them create all the

fluff in Variation 27 was replicated,

Preliminary reports have suggested there

puzzles they can - to the dismay of end

is marginally less impact than with the

users. Surplus processing power, in fact,

experimenting with the coding until a
perfect match was arrived at.

allows engineers to load products with
myriad near- useless features that can be

Originally produced by Howard Scott,
that mono LP has continued to sell in

response to its quite hard, slightly hissy

passed off as benefits.
The classic example is the remote

several subsequent remasterings - in
electronic stereo on vinyl, on CD, then

control encrusted with tiny buttons for
rarely used functions. 'Why?' you ask when

We'll report on the effect when areview
copy is available [ 88697-03350-2].

1955 original, but that may be partly a
quality versus the more ' comfortable'
sound of amodern instrument digitally
engineered. Producer Steve Epstein,
of course, claims that the tighter
pitch control also helps make this an
altogether superior product. Ana that

confronted with such athing, and the
answer is ' Because they can'.
It's understandable from the
perspective of young engineers, who must
fill their hours with seemingly productive

it's nothing like the Welte Mignon
mechanical player reproducing historic
piano- rolls - which Ifind ghoulishly
unmusical!

work. But it's not understandable from the

Zenph software technology

perspective of upper management, who
ostensibly wish to deliver solid, reliable,

company's President John Walker
had studied pianoforte with the

easy-to- use products.

Rachmaninov pupil, Ruth Slenczynska.

The cure for runaway complexity: take

He hopes to realise ' new' recordings py

final design approval away from senior

Alfred Cortot, Fats Waller and Art Tatum,
and anticipates arevelatory catalogue

engineers, and make it dependent on
real-world utility - as determined by real
users. I'll gladly volunteer. c5
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progiamme with BMG Sony under the
ABOVE: Glenn Gould in the CBC TV studios

trademarked ' Re- performance' logo. »
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NEW ITALY Series from Zingali
Speakers that take you on a
musical journey of real discovery..
Prices from £995 to £2995 (pair). Call Audio Salon on 0845 4000 400 or visit www.audiosalon.co.uk to find out more.
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Correspondents express thee ou
opinions, not those of HiFillIews.VY,2
reserve the right to edit leners for
publication. Correspondent . using
e-mail are asked to give theU full post.
-ldress (which won't be published).
Letters seeking am/ice will

Send in your views on all things h-fi to: Letters, Hi Fi
News, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9
1HZ or send your views to: hi-finevvs@ipcmedia.
corn - please name your e-mail ' Letters'

Q&A pages, but cue to tím.
constraints we Regret were
unable to answer question,
on buying item!

Jf

hi-fi or

any other hi-fi cl.teries by
telephone, post er via ema.

HARD- DRIVE HI-FI: TOO PC?
connection from PC to hi-fi,
thereby eliminating digitalto-analogue conversion
in the computer, is there
still adifference in sound
quality between different
computers?
2) How does adigital
connection compare to
analogue (assuming that a
top quality sound card is
used in te PC)?
3) Are there subjective
differences between
different music player
software (Iconfess to
apreference for Sonic
Stage on my Sony Vaio
when compared to
Microscft Media Player, for
instance)?
4) How do 320kb/s MP3
downloads or. for that

GLAD

0 SEE MAC IS BACK ON TRACK

be answered in a•int on oui

REGULAR COVERAGE OF COMPUTER- BASED SYSTEMS?

Ithink Idetect agrowing
interest amor.g readers
(and contributors) in using
acomputer or music
server as ahi-fi source
(evidenced by your Hi-fi @
Home article in May and
the letter from Mr Jordao
in June), and Iwonder if it
is time for your magazine
to feature some aspect of
computer-based hi-fi as a
regular feature.
For example, picking
up Mr Jordao's point, how
about an investigation into
whether S/F'DIF or USB
connection g:ves the best
results, given that both are
increasingly available with
modern computers and
DACs. Other possibilities:
1) If we assume adigital

Another SMSB
repins
.
the fray

matter, Linn Studio Master
VVMA files compare with
WAV files that have been
created from aCD?
5) Does acomputer and
agood quality DAC offer
similar performance to a
dedicated hi-fi component
(such as the Media Engine
from Chord, for instance)?
6) For home use, is there
any point in connecting an
iPod or MP3 player to a
hi-fi via adocking station,
rather than connecting
the hi-fi to the computer
that was used to load the
portable device in the first
place ? And so on...
I'd be interested to
know the thoughts of other
readers on these ma:ters.
Jack Bolton, London

Having read your magazine since
the mid- 1960s, this is the first time
Ihave written to you. The occasion
which prompts me to do so is
my delight at seeing Ken Kessler
return as contributor. Ihad of late
been dismayed at the direction the
magazine was taking following the
departure of the excellent Steve
Harris. Ken's leaving was the last
straw and Istopped buying HiFi
News. Whatever decisions were
made by editor Miller they appear
to have done the trick and Ishall
now continue to follow HFN.
Despite his unashamed
prejudices and sometimes racy
prose style, Kessler writes with
passion, humour and honesty,
even if his horological or motoring
analogies are alittle arcane to me.
If Ken were to use photographic
metaphors in liking the difference,
for example, between two
cartridges as being in some way
parallel to the difference between
say Zeiss and Steinheil or Leitz
optics, or between Kodachrome
or FUjichrome film, that would be
equally arcane but would have
more meaning to me. A glossary
of Yiddish slang would also help.
In the July edition, Ken refers
to ' The Saturday Morning Sad
Bastards', and suggests criteria
for membership. Since Itoo listen
to Quad 57s, playing records on
either an EMT 930st turntable,
or on one of three Thorens 124/11
decks fitted with Breuer and SME
9in and 12in arms, or to tapes
recorded myself on aFerrograph
deck using triode circuitry and
now played back on aNagra 4s,
does this make me an SMSB?
Editor Paul Miller is to be
congratulated in 'rescuing' the
magazine for this reader.
Barry Hunt, via email

RIGHT: Chord Electronic's
Media Engine offers 2.4TB
of audio and video storage
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ABOVE: Thorens 124/11 turntable

LETTERS

Vinyl to CD: some burning issues
ADVICE ON TRANSFERRING VINYL TO OPTICAL DISC ' DISHONEST'

Food for
thouet
HI-FI AND THE LIV

Ihave some questions
regarding the article Keith
Howard wrote awhile back
called ' Re-record:
Don't Fade Away'. I
agree that in theory
the best approach
when transferring vinyl to
optical disc is to use the
highest sample rate (that
is, 96 or 1921d1z) but not all
ADCs are created equal.
It is dishonest to let your
readers think that ADC
product x converting at
24/96 is better than ADC
product ' y' converting
at 16/44. You can only
assume that within the
same brand agreater
resolution and agreater
sample rate should give
you better quality (that is,
a24/96 conversion better
than 16/44 conversion from
Lynx). When you compare
two brands, things are
not that obvious. For the
serious amateur wanting
to transcribe his/her LP
collection to digital the way
to go is to hire apro ADC.
As for burning speed,
while it's true that you have
to burn at your CD/DVD
writer's recommended
speed, if you have to play
the disc using an old CD
transport it is best not to
burn at less than 8x.

A way to make things
easier is to connect your
soundcard and your
turntable/phono preamp/
preamp with balanced
lines. Also, as applying
the RIAA correction curve
means using filters, would
it not be preferable to have
this correction made in
the digital domain as in
theory it implies no phase
shifts compared tc having
the correction made in the
analogue domain using a
phono stage?
Some audio editor
software already offers
aRIAA preset, others
accept plug- ins and
there is the possibility to
adjust the RIAA curve.
Of course, apart from the
RIAA correction some
amplification has to be
done. Is it reasonable to
do it in the digital domain?
. Mr Xerri, via e-mail
Keith Howard replies: Yes,
of course, you may achieve
better results at 16/44.1
with atop-quality
sound card than
at 24/96 with
apoor one. My

that the sound card had
already been chosen. In any
case, Iwould always expect
readers to try the comparison
for themselves.
No, no not consider it a
good idea to perform RIAA
filtering digitElly because it
can sacrifice :he available
dynamic range. Certainly
you would nor want to use a
linear phase digital filter to
do this Decarnse it would not
then cancel the phase shift
introduced by the recording
(pre- emphasis) filter.
The best way to perform
RIAA filtering digitally is
off-line, in pest-processing,
because he mathematics
can be performed using
doulie- precision floating
point arithmetic and the file
then normalised to full-scale
prior to requantising with
appropriate dither.
Idoubt that all the available
RIAA solutions perform this
way - certainly those realised
in real rime cannot.
BELOW: The Lynx L22 sound
card as used in the article
supports 244192 recording
'

advice regarding
sample rate and bi'
depth for recording
from LP presumed

Net effect
HINDSIGHT CAN BE A WONDERFUL THING

While Icertainly enjoyed Barry
Willis' column in your July issue,
is he really being serious when
he declares that ' the fact that the
internet would totally alter the
nature of entertainment was clear
as far back as 1994'?
Come on Barry, back then I
well remember the 'World Wide
Web' being routinely described
as the ' World Wide Wait' and the
idea of downloading songs from
asite like Mines as much of a
pipe-dream as the floppy disc
was to users of the Sinclair Z1.81.
Shaun Gilbert, via e-mail

r.:717,7
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Reading Barry
column
ir. the June issue (Pictures of
Food'), Ifelt his comparison was
inaccurate. If aphoto of food is
food you can't taste, the musical
parallel would surely be music
you can't hear: apicture of an
instrument or performer. A good
h.
.
fi surely goes alo: fluffier than
that: you hear timbre and pitch,
distinctive performance styles,
the ambience and scale of the
acoustic, the presence of an
audience if live.
Iwould think :he sheer fun of
cabaret, jazz and rock concerts
-the dancing, the company, the
human warmth and closeness
-would make recordings of such
events seem inadequate. But
could technological advances particularly those in loudspeaker
design that Barry says will lead
the way - ever recreate that?
Classical listeners are a
well-behaved lot, we listen
quietly and are almost immobile!
Perhaps that's one reason we find
real fulfürtent listening at home.
And one reason for dwindling
audiences. If Icould laugh aloud
at Haydn's. musical jokes while
the music played, maybe I'd miss
the live event more. At home Ican
giggle when Iwant!
So Iwonder whether Barry will
ever get that live thnll from better
transducers. Unless he becomes
aclassical music tan, and stops
writing about hi-FL.
Jayne Lee Wirson. Liverpool
Barry Willis- replies The comparison
of ' pictures of food' to recordings of
music may have been abÉ extreme,
but was. also accura:e in that virtual
experiences offer only part of the
fullness of trie real things..;nd I'm a
fan of all kinds of yrniisic - classical
included They all i7vne aphysical
response. Ive nevea understood how
.t came to be that classical music
isteners have to 51 motionless as
they are enduring some dreadful
Protestant sermon. In that sense
the home listeninc enviror.ment is
far better - you can dance and leap
about like Michael Tilson Thomas
and no one will escort you out of the
concert haL.
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hi-fi news
[Keith
Howard

This month Keith

Howard explains the ins

Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
tech wizard

and outs of capacitors

Advice on the value of
older Quad kit, new
cartridge for jazz,
blues and classical,
plus aPCM poser from
aPioneer owner. Our
experts solve all your
hi-fi problems...

[Steve
Harris
Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

[Paul
liner

PLAYER DO DSD OR PCM?
Congratulations for one of the
most thorough and informative
audio magazines. Following your
revelatory review of the EMM Labs'
CDSA SE in your June issue and Mr
Britton Johnson's letter regarding
the Arcam DV139 universal player
in July, Ihave been left wondering
whether my Pioneer PD-D6 SACD
player converts the DSD data to

[Andrew
Harrison
Andrew Harrison
joined HFN nine
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2001.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

PCM prior to analog conversion. I
believe that the DAC inside the unit
is aBB PCM1738.
One of my frustrations with
SACD has always been the
hardware, which even to this day
has scarcely taken advantage of
the format while compromises
in all stages of reproduction, vis
à vis downconversions to more
standardized formats like PCM,
have been made for commercial

RIGHT: Pioneer's PD- D6,
reviewed in June's HFN
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A capacitor is apassive
electric component
which comprises two
conductive plates
separated by athin
insulating layer known
as the dielectric. This
construction is reflected
in the circuit symbol
(below) which shows
two stylised plates with
agap between them.

DOES MY PIONEER SACD
\

Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
now HFN's Editor

Jargon
Buster
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When avoltage
is placed across a
capacitor, it stores
electric charge.
The ratio of stored
charge ( in coulombs)
to voltage ( in volts)
gives the capacitor's
capacitance in farads
(abbreviated F). For
example, if acapacitor
stores 0.1 coulombs
when the voltage
across it is 100V then
the capacitor's value is
(0.1/100.) 0.001F. In
audio circuits, where
capacitance values are
usually substantially
less than 1, this value
would more normally
be expressed as 1000pF
(microfarads), where
1pF is one millionth of a
farad (
ie 10 6F).
When subject to
AC (varying) voltage,
capacitors present
an impedance equal
to 1/2rrfC, where fis
frequency ( in hertz)
and C is capacitance ( in
farads). As frequency
reduces, the capacitor's
impedance increases: as
frequency increases, its
impedance falls.
This holds true
until the frequency
at which resonance
occurs between the
capacitance and the
capacitor's internal
inductance, above
which the impedance
rises with increasing
frequency rather
than falls.
Capacitors are widely
used in electronic

circuits for avariety of
tasks. In power supplies
where AC voltage
is converted to DC,
capacitors are used as
filters to suppress the
rectified AC component.
An alternative way of
looking at this is that
the capacitor acts as
areservoir of charge
which sustains the DC
rail voltage between
successive peaks in the
AC input waveform,
where charging of
the capacitors occurs.
The AC component
remaining on the
DC supply is termed
the ripple voltage:
its magnitude is
proportional to the
current drawn by the
load and inversely
proportional to the total
reservoir capacitance.
Because acapacitor
blocks DC but passes
AC, capacitors are also
used to provide DC
decoupling between
different parts of a
circuit or between
system components. In
modern audio circuits
the use of decoupling
capacitors is usually
kept to aminimum.
Transistor amplifiers are
often direct-coupled
from input to output,
although an input
decoupling capacitor
may be incorporated to
prevent DC offsets from
preceding components
from appearing
amplified at the output.
Capacitors are also
used to bypass resistors,
particularly where these
are used to establish
the DC operating point
of avalve or transistor
and would reduce the
AC gain were they not
bypassed. Examples of
these three different
capacitor roles are
shown in the three
diagrams below.

decoupling
Î
AC1
•

J.
reservoir

.

DC
•

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

reasons alone. Iguess I've
only heard the true potential of DSD
once, where no compromises were
displayed, from source to speaker,
and that was at an audio show.
Sérgio 7bixeira, via e-mail

been aserious collector of jazz,
blues and classical vinyl for some

[
Way Back Then.]

48 years.
Mike Edwards, Peacehaven

We trawl ,
HFN's archives for landmark products of
yester.
rear, this month revisiting our June 1996 review
of the Quad II amps, reborn to nark Quad's 60th year

Andrew Harrison replies: When last
in production, the long- running Linn

Paul Miller replies: In my view, only
the very first SACD players that
included true 1- bit ' bit converters'

K9 sold for around £ 100. For the
same kind of money, you can get a
very good moving- magnet cartridge.

really delivered us the subjective

Goldring still makes its 1000 Series

performance that's possible from

cartridges, of which the 1042 at the
top of the range was arguably the

SACD. Since then, the need to
accommodate SACD with other
formats, including DVD(A) and CD,
has meant the DSD data often being
downsampled to acommon LPCM
stream that's then addressed to
one set of DACs and analogue
output stage.
Some converters, including the
PCM1738, will accept DSD data
via an optional interface on the
chip. Typically, the DSD data is
passed through an analogue FIR
filter by way of reconstruction. The
frequency response is maintained
to well above 100kHz (just - 10dB
in Pioneer's case) without the
downsampling artefacts suffered by
DSD-to-LPCM solutions.
Do bear in mind however, that
any bass management functions
applied to your SACD listening will

sweetest sounding. This now costs
around £ 140, although the 1012GX
with its simpler Gyger Istylus can be
found for around £ 125.
There's anew range from
Goldring [ see p8] although we
cannot vouch for these models until

stretching to its own ( Goldringmade) moving- magnet that
replaced the K9, the Adikt at £ 210.
However, if you can contemplate
breaking the £ 200 point, you
should also consider the Dynavector

Samba (£ 150) and Salsa (£ 200).
CASH IN THE ATTIC

converted into LPCM. It makes the

33 preamp, aGarrard turntable
with an SME arm and some large
Lowther speakers with some

SEEKING CARTRIDGE WITH

extra drive units. All these items

PEDIGREE TO REPLACE K9

were once the property of my late

Iam thinking of upgrading my

father. Iwould be pleased to be

cartridge from the Linn K9 that

told if these have any value.

Ittok LVII arm. My amplifier is
the Cyrus IV.To and the speakers
Arcam Two. Iwould be grateful if
you could advise me on asuitable
cartridge within areasonable price
range - possibly aGoldring. Ihave

Toi

10X5, ahigh- output moving-coil at
£250. Below this point, moving-coil
designs to consider are the Ortofon

Ihave aQuad 303 power and

Iuse at the moment on my Linn
Sondek LP12 turntable with Linn

Under tie auspices of Nigel Sims and
Ross Walker, the prototype Celebration
Quad II power amplifier was hand-assembled.
It was over 25 years since the last of the
original 100,000 Quad Ils were produced. No
tooling survived, the correct valves were scarce
and nor eof the staff from that era still worked
at Quac. Even the exact paint was no longer
in production. And the great Peter Walker
himself was enjoying his retirement. Even so,
the project survived. Mission's Dave Marchant
— surd" the hero in this saga — nearly drove
himself to drink co-ordinating everything..?

we review them.
You could keep it Linn by

inevitably mean the DSD is first
maths alot easier!

REC ()RI
* 30th annirersan,

eet
tee.

e'er' Zee.i•-•"---ef,
i-:
•

£74_

Fe_
-

Dr Tim Megarry, via e-mail
John Howes replies: Thank you for
your enquiry regarding disposing
of some of your late father's
equipment. The items you list
now come under the ' Classic
Audio' heading and command
the following values: the Quad
33/303/FM3 set, between £ 200
and £ 250; the Garrard 401 with

the ' new' Quad hwas shown to have lost
some of the excess warmth and 'rosiness'
which makes the old so loveable. But it
demonstrated far better transparence
and speed, making il that much more
useable in 1990s terms and for 199es
listeners. Many of the materials are
superior by virtue of their newness, and
the transformers we- ewound in March
of 1996 whereas the transformers in my
old Quads dated drown the days when
the Beatles played tile Cavern. Is it amy
surprise it sounded, well, ' newer?

9in SME arm and plinth £ 500; the
Lowther Acoustas with PM6A drive

•

M.
MM.

units £ 250 to £ 350 per pair.
These are guide prices for good

•

- ,
r

condition, working examples.
Iwould suggest you place
an advert in the classified
section of HiFi News and sell
it as acomplete system! c5
LEFT: If you're looking to
upgrade from amovingmagnetic cartridge to a
moving- coil design the Ortofon

If you want to be truly anal about it, it's
arguable that the celebration is atouch
lighter, ashade riore detailed. But the
differences ace more down to the choice
of glassware .
ham anything done in the
name of modernisation... The findings,
when new was cimpared to old, were
beyond encouraging. They reaffirmed
everything ti-at Ise cognescenti mow
about Peter Walter: he is the closest audio
has to asuperheo. And his 43-year-old
design still kicks.er, bottom.

Salsa is good value at £ 200
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WHY CHOOSE SEVEN0a<S
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is the UK's largest
specialist retailer of high-quality home
entertainment solutions. With stores nationwide
and a proud history of satisfied customers,
Sevenoaks has a hard-earned reputation as the
most comprehensive provider of home cinema,

All Sevenoaks Stores:
• are staffed by experts

in

home cinema and hi-fi

• stock leading brands to offer a range of
high quality products

hi-fi and multi- room audio systems, offering

• offer impartial and personal service

excellence in customer service with a unique

• have home cinema and hi-fi demonstration rooms

design and custom installation option available at
many of its stores.

HOME CINEMA r
,LASIVii4

Come and visit us

AND LliU

Pioneer G8 Series PDP-428XD
42" PLASMA TV • HD READY • FREEVIEW
Featuring Pioneer's new ultra black panel technology and an amazing contrast ratio
of 16000:1, this 8th generation 42" plasma screen produces ever deeper blacks
than before. Visit your local store and see the difference.

YEAR

Samsung

WARRANTY

PS50Q97HDX • 50" PLASMA TV • HD READY* FREEVIEW
This HD ready 50" model features all the latest technology and is guaranteed to
deliver an outstanding home cinema experience into your home. Key features include
abuilt-in digital tuner for access to Freeview channels, picture- in- picture and virtual
surround sound.

WARRANTY

"This 50" screen is simply a
brilliant all-round performer"
*

*

*

*

*

GINS 2007

Panasonic
37" PLASMA TV

HD READY

TH-37PX70
FREEVIEW

NI A

Panasonic's Viera screens come with achoice of mounting
options including apedestal stand or adedicated cabinet. This
37" model is finished in aclassy gloss black finish that will blend
into any IMng space. With abuilt-in Freeview tuner and excellent connectivity, this screen effortlessly handles motion and
produces vibrant, natural colours.

Me, .r."!;Er.
*****
AUGUST 2007

Sony Bravía

KDL-40W2000
40" LCD TV • FULL HD READY • FREEVIEW

Loewe

With asuper wide viewing angle gMng you agreat picture from

32" LCD N

almost anywhere and afast response time to ensure smoother
sports and action sequences, this award- winning LCD TV
includes abuilt-in Freeview tuner, 1920 x1080 resolution and two
HDMI inputs.

There can be no
more excuses that
the TV doesn't
match your decor.
Loewe's IndMdual
Selection screens
come in achoice
of five different front
colours which can
be matched with
interchangeable side

FIVE YEAR

WARRANTY

WITH ALL PLASMA & LCD TELEVISIONS WHEN
PURCHASED AT OUR NORMAL SELLING PRICE (SRP)*
SAMSUNG • PIONEER • LOEVVE • PANASONIC • SHARP • SONY
WITH

A26 INCH

SCREEN OR LARGER

Not in conjunction with any

01 vvww.ssay.com

*S
the

(
Suggested

Retail Pnce)
tter or promotion. E50E

32s
HD READY FREEVIEW

Sharp Aquo. LC-37XD1E
37" LCD TV • FULL HD READY

FREEVIEW

This TV offers unbeatable picture quality. Its beautiful slim, graceful
appearance makes this model adesign classic for the future. This is
not just a1V, it is apiece of art for your home.

panels in nine different colours. A choice
of floor and table-top
stand options are
available or you can
even suspend the TV
on afloor-to-ceiling
pole.

AN I
T
:;,
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HOME CINEMA SYSTEM
Arcam

SOLO MOVIE 5.1 SYSTEM

This new home cinema system from Arcam combines one- box simplicity with superbquality sound and vision. Simply add ascreen and speaker package for an amazing home
entertainment system.

Sim2

• Combined DVD/CD transport chosen for its performance resulting in world class
picture and sound quality
• DAB/FM/AM - The clarity of reception will bring radio lovers hours of enjoyment
• Integrate munic and pictures from your iPod using either Arcam's rDock or rLead

DOMINO D35

Sim2 Multimedia is awodd-leading manufacturer at the forefront of borne cinema
technology and aname synonymous with
-high-end home cinema projection.

Getting the most
from your home cinema
Home cinema has evolved from a simple projector- andscreen set-up to a state-of-the-art way of enjoying 7V.
DVD and multimedia. Sevenoaks knows the ins and

"This is afine projector that's also apleasure
to use. One of the best at the money
without adoubt."

outs of every component and will tailor a system to suit
your exact requirements. Whether you're replacing an

Wol

individual component or tak.ng afirst step into home

rjr

AWARDS 2006

cinema, expert advice is available.

CLAIM £200 towards the
projection screen of your
choice.

•••”•••••••••
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"Matches one- box simplicity with superb-quality
sound and vision"

el, 100,

HOME CINEMA SEPARATES AND SPEAKERS

Denon

Arcam

Sony

Yamaha

DVD2930 DVD PLAYER
AVR2807 AV RECEIVER

DV137 DVD PLAYER
AVR280 AV RECEIVER

RDR-HDX1065 DVD RECORDER
STR-DA5200ES AV RECEIVER

DVD -S1700 DVD PLAYER
RX -V1700 AV RECEIVER

Featunng 1080p upscaling, this award-winning
DVD player provides first-class picbre and
sound quality and is compatible witi all popular
disc formats including SACD soc DVD-Audio.
The 6.1 channel AVR2807 receiver features two
HDMI inputs, one HDMI output aid is supplied

Delivering 80w across all of its 7channels,
Arcam's new AVR280 produces terrific sound
with both mov es and music. It is an ideal
partner for Arcam's DV137 universal disc player.
Compatible with DVD-Audio and SACO discs

Building on the abilities of Sony's award- winning ' HXD860, this new DVD recorder features
twin tuners, an HDMI outpit, 250GB hard
disk plus aUSB input. VVhen partnered with
the STR-DA5200ES 7.1 channel receiver the
combination promises excallent sound and
vision performance.

award-winning Yamaha RX-V1700 delivers a
thunderous 130 watts across all seven of its
chanrels. A host of impressive features hides
behind its facia. The multi-format DVD-S1700
disc player is an ideal partner, complementing
the 'V1700 with both its looks and performance.

with anew *Gb-key remote control.

KEF

KHT3005

along with standard DVDs, the ' 137 impresses
with its crisp, 'asid images.

USA Best
A..... Product

5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE

Winner of the 200a 07 EISA award for best Home Citieutu speaker system,
the KEF KHT3005's impressive locks are backed- up with superb surroundsound, powerful enough to fill even the largest of rooms.

Designed for top-notch sound quality, the

Don't forget! Accessories
make the difference
The quality of sound and vision asystem produces is determined
as much by its accessories as its main components. At
Sevenoaks, accessones are not an afterthought - our staff can
demonstrate the difference the right accessones can make to
your home entertainment experience.

.REL

SUBWOOFERS

The R-Series is designed to augment the performance of "full range"
speaker systems and to provide linear response down to below 20H.:.
The R series comprises the 205, 305 and 505. All models feature class
D amplification and are available in apiano black lacquer finish.

CLAIM FREE ACCESSORIES WORTH UP TO
£300 when you purchase selected hi-fi. AV
separates and speakers at our normal selling
price (RAP). Choose from OED.
Soundstyle, Grado and more.
Ask n- store tor delays.

Mine eir
AWARD

2006

B&W Mini Theatre
MT- 30

5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE

With acombination of the latest R&D techniques and apassion for
music, B&W produces adiverse range of products betiding the largest
audio manufacturer in the UK.
The Mini Theatre MT-3D delivers excellent performance and is ideal for
both home cinema and hi-fi appications.

IOU

PLEASE NOTE

Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please confil
before travelling. Any published prices were correct at time of going
press. Special or added value offers are not available in conjuncti
with any other offer or promotion (NICWA00).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 23/08/2007, E&OE.

MORE COMPETITIVE THAN
YOU THINK
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service
at alower price, please bring it to the store manager's attenticn.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'
Spread the cost of buying.
,ible finance options are available on the majority of products we stock
tWritten details on request
Licensed credit brokers Minimum balance Eat. Subject to status.

www.ssay.cor t02
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S AND SYSTEMS
Arcam SOLO MUSIC SYSTEM
Monitor Audio RS1 SPEAKERS

^

Cyrus

Getting the most
from your ... . system

If you've enjoyed listening to music before, try listening to it through
aCyrus system. With every product tuned by ear, Cyrus represents
aquality of sound, which is rare at any price.

Sevenoaks has 34 years experience in the hi-fi market
-and nobody knows more about getting the most from
music. With the major brands in stock, Sevenoaks can

•High-definition audio and video performance
•Wide choice of both hi-fi and AN
components

help you choose individual components or design a
complete system from scratch. Just tell our in-store
experts what you listen to, when and where.

Agreat package
coupling Arcarn's
award-winning all-inone hi-fi system with
the excellent RS1
speakers.
Ask in-store about
our recommended
cables and stands.

•Uniquely broad upgrade
options
•Luxuriously high quality of
manufacturer

KEF iQ Series

Spendor S Series

Monitor Audio

From the second you spot the
soft sheen of titanium on the main
driver cones, you know you're in for
something special. Md you won't be
disappointed.

Each Spendor'S' series speaker
delivers abalanced energy output to
guarantee aconsistent sound and a

Across aspeaker range rich ai
its choice of style, shape and
application, Monitor Audio's dirty
year heritage of tecinical expertise guarantees great sound with
tonal accuracy that is shared
by every speaker. From on-wall,
in-wall, ceiling and floor, Monitor
Audio gives you the freedom b
enjoy high-quality sound in every
room of your home.

seamless sound stage in adiversity
of living environments. Each model
features:-

Utilising KEF's trademark Uni Q
technology the iQ series delivers
consistently detailed imaging and
unrivalled off-axis response so
everyone in the room gets the full
benefit, wherever they sit.

•Hand-made 'e' generation
hens-midrange drive units
•Dynamically damped cabinets
which reduce energy re-radiation
to inaudible levels.

Ranges include Bronze Refer.nce, Silver RS, Gold Signature and Radius

1..'nfrattl?

AWARDS 2000
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Primare
With class-leading build quality, and aunique blend of sophisticated Scandinavian design, Primare builo elegant, retable, easyto-use systems that promise years of high quality performance.

Marantz
Marantz products range from high-end hi-fi to HD-ready DVD
players and AN receivers. Its hi-fi range includes the CD5000
and CD50010SE CD players and the PM40010SE amplifier, offering ataste of high-end audb at an incredibly competitive price.

()

e

00
0 0 0
0 0 0

Rotel
Rotel's 06 Series will give yciu years of enjoyment and offers excellent value for money. This -ange of separates creates asound
that, the more you hear it, Mr.: better it gets.

WIRELESS MULTI- ROOM AUDIO
Sonos

Pro-ject
Revive your record collection with Pro-ject turntables. The range
indude; the award-winning Debut Ill (pictured above). This bet
drive, two speed player comes complete with Ortolan cartridge.
03 www.ssay.com

Sonos is the first wireless, mufti- uorrl digital
music system that lets you play your favourite
tunes all over the house - and control them from
the palm of your hand. You can play the same
song in different rooms, or different songs in
different rooms. To start listening, just grab the
colour controller, pick aroom, pck asong and
simply hit play.
•Built-in wireless system
•Multi-room synchronous playback
•Expandable design, up to 32 rooms
•Familiar; simple user interface

SEVEN0a<S
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SUMMER OFFERS
just asmall selection of our amazing summer offers
Please note these offers are notavadable in conjunction with any othenor promotion ( MCWA00)

CLAIM
£300
SAVE
15%

Claim free accessories
worth Lp to £300

VALUE
IAT FIRPI

CLAIM
ACCESSORIES
WORTH IAT RAPS

when you purchase selected hi-fi and AN separates

£250 - £ 499

£50

FREE

or speakers at our normal selling price ( RRP).

£500 - £ 999

£100

FREE

Choose from QED, Soundstyle, Grado and more.

£1000-£1499

£200

FREE

Ask 1n- store for dejado (ammo)

£1500-£1999

£300

FREE

RURCHASI

Create your own system and SAVE 15%
with our HI- Fl system builder
CHOOSE CD + Amplifier + Speakers

Includes most, but not
all. brands Contact your
local store for details
INICWA00,

ADD their selling prices ( RRP) together
DEDUCT 15 hri from the total

your own system and SAVE 15%
SAVE1 Create
with our AN system builder
15%
CHOOSE Screen + DVD + AN Amplifier + Speakers
ADD their selling prices (RRP) together
DEDUCT 15% from te total

SAVE
25%

tncludes most, but not
all, brands Contact your
local store for delays
INICWAOGI

25% off original RRP on all end-of- line'
hi-fi and A/V amps, receivers, CD and DVD players
'Seale are ex - thsplay brit all are sold '0111111111w:wanly ( NICWA0,..a

SAVE
35%

35% off original RRP on all and-of- line'
hi-fi and AN speakers

ONLY
£999

Spend £ 1500 on home cinema separates at RRP
and buy the amazing Pioneer PDP427XD TV for
only £999* INCLUDES 1YEAR WARRANTY

CLAIM
£200
CLAIM
5YEAR]

'borne are ex- display but ell are sold enth full warranty. lNICWA00)

'Offer pre, available when you spend at least [ 1500 on home anema beparates ( DVD playekAN amps or receiaen and AN speaker
o»taws; horn ta- 1- ar ' aolent-store.All component must be aurchased at RRP and hone namebon. (NICWA00)

Claim £200 towards the projection screen of your
choice with selected Sim2 and InFocus projectors

ABERDEE1
57 Crown St
01224 252797

MANCHESTER
69 High Street. City Centre
0161 831 7969

BEDFORD
29-31 St Peters St
01234 272779

•

BRIGHTON (
HOVE)
57 Western Rd
01273 733338

NORWICH
29-29a St Giles St
01603 767605

BRISTOL
92b Whiteladies Rd. Clifton
0117 974 3727
BROMLEY
39a East S:
020 8290 1988

II •

NOTTINGHAM (
SHERWOOD)
597-599 Mansfield Rd
0115 911 2121

• •

OXFORD
41 St Clements St
01885 241773

CAMBRIDGE
17 Burleigh St
01223 304770

PETERBOROUGH
36-38 Park Rd
01733 897697

CHELSEA
403 King's Rd
020 7352 9486

PLYMOUTH
107 Cornwall St
01752 226011

CHELTENHAM
14 Pittville St
01242 241171

POOLE
Latimer House, 44-46 High St
01202 671677

CRAWLEY
32 The Boulevard
01293 510777 CLOSED WEDNESDAY

PRESTON
40-41 Lune St
01772 825777

CROYDON
369-373 London Rd
020 8665 1203 CLOSED WEDNESDAY

READING
3-4 The Walk, King St
0118 959 7768

EAIJNG
24 The Green
020 8579 8777

SEVENOAKS
109-113 London Rd
01732 459555

•

EDINBURGH
5The Grassmarket
0131 229 7267

u.

Claim afive year warranty on all piasuna and LCD TVs
when purchased at our normal selling price (SRP)'
Includes Samiiung, Pioneer, Loewe, Panasonic, Sharp and Sony with a26 inch scrin or larger.

SHEFFIELD
635 Queens Rd, Heeley
0114 255 5861

EPSOM
12 Upper High St
01372 720720

•

SOIJHULL
149-151 Stratford Rd
0121 733 3727

IDŒTER
28 Cowick St
01392 218895

•

SOUTHAMPTON
33 London Rd
023 8033 7770

GLASGC10%./
88 Great Vqestern Rd
0141 332 9655

bob rn-strana ror details ( NICWA00

NEWCASTLE
19 Newgate Street
0191 221 2320

SOUTHGATE
77 Chase Side
020 8886 2777

GUILDF0q0
73b North St
01483 536666

•

STAINES
4Thames St
01784 460777

•

HOLBORN
144-148 Grays Inn Rd
020 7837 7540

SWINDON
8-9 Commercial Rd
01793 610992

HULL
1Sayile Row, Savile St
01482 587171

SWISS COTTAGE
21 Northways Parade, Finchley Rd
020 7722 9777

KINGSTON
43 Fife Rd
020 8547 0717

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
28-30 St Johns Rd
01892 531543

•

LEEDS
62 North St
0113 245 2775

•

WATFORD
478 St Albans Rd
01923 213533

LEICESTER
10 Loseby Lane
0116 253 6567

WEYBRIDGE
43 Church St, The Quadrant
01932 828525

IJNCOLN
20-22 CorDoration St on rtun so
01522 527397

WITHAM ) ESSE)
1The Grove Centre
01376 501733

LOUGHTON
7-9 Goldings Hill
020 8532 0770

WOLVERHAMPTON
29-30 Cleveland St
01902 312225

MAIDSTONE
96 Week St
01622 686366

IS

YEOVIL
14 Silver St
01935 700078

FaA OPENING HOURS CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OP VISIT OUR WEBSITE
• Custom installation Centre • Cadre Member • Open Sunday

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please
confions before travelling. Any published prices were correct at time
of going to press. Special or added value offers are not available in
conjunction with any other offer or promotion ( NICWA00).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 23/08/2007, E8.0E,

MORE COMPETITIVE THAN
YOU THINK

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'

We always try to ensure oLr prices are highly competitive
In the event you can find tine same products and excellent service
at alower once please bring tto the store ManEkger'S attention

Flexible finance options' are available on the maprity of products we stock

Spread the cost of buying.
'Wntten details on request
Licensed Credit brokers Minimum balance £415 S• tt-t to status
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AUDIO EXPOSED

news

POWER: PART 3
How much power do you need to generate realistic volume
levels in your listening room without your amp clipping when
handling musical peaks? Keith Howard has the answers...

0

fall the factors which influence
amplifier output requirements,

we can dispense with considering the effects

loudspeaker sensitivity and

field takes time to build up, its contribution

listening level are probably

to in- room sound pressure level on transient

the most obvious. If you know aspeaker's
sensitivity and the peak sound pressure

of ' room gain'. Because the room's reverberant

signals is negligible.
If we wish each speaker to have 110dB

level you wish it to generate at the listening

capability then we perform the calculation like

ABOVE: With ameasured sensitivity of

position then, as illustrated last month, it

this. First we subtract the speaker sensitivity

87.5dB, the B8,W 805S was able to deliver

is arelatively straightforward process to

from the required output capability, which in

convincing SPLs despite its size

calculate the required amplifier voltage,

this case gives 25dB. Then we have to add a

and from that the equivalent power rating.

correction for the fact that speaker sensitivity

short-term peaks, the continuous power

is conventionally measured at adistance of

requirement halves again to 700W.

As this is such an important calculation
to be able to make, let's work through

1m whereas the listening distance is 3m.

We can reduce this figure even further

another example. We'll
assume that the speaker
sensitivity this time is 85dB
and that we wish to be able
to generate unclipped peaks
of 110dB SPL ( sound pressure
level) at the listening position,

by, in atwo-cnannei system,

In atwo- channel system we
can assume that both speakers
contribute towards the peak level'

3m from each loudspeaker.

Sound pressure level falls off with the inverse

assuming that both speakers
contribute towards the peak level.
If the transient signal is carried
equally on both channels then
to achieve 110dB overall each
speaker will orly be required to

gererate 104dB. This reduces the amplifier

of distance, so we need to increase the input

power requirement by afurther factor of

PEAK PRACTICE

voltage requirement by afactor of three

four to 175W. Even this is more power than

The emphasis on music peaks is important

-equivalent to 9.5dB. We thus need 34.5dB

many of us have available, and we've made

for two reasons. First, there is no suggestion

relative to 2.83V rms to achieve the required

alot of assumptions to chop it down to this

here that 110dB SPL is atypical sustained

SPL, which is 150V rms. This is equivalent to

size To have confidence in our calculations

listening level. The average sound pressure

apower output into 8ohm of 2.8kW! Or if

we need answers to some crucial questions:

level will be considerably lower than this

we only require 110dB for very short-term

Is be 110dB requirement arealistic one? Is

in most households but additional output

transients - which is likely - then apeak

it only needed for short-period transients?

capability will be needed to accommodate

voltage of 150V may be sufficient, equivalent

And is this capability necessary for each

short-term peaks without clipping. Second,

to acontinuous power rating of 1.4kW. And

channel or can we safely assume that both

because we are considering transient events

if the amp has 3dB of dynamic headroom for

speakers contribute equally?
LITTLE RESEARCH
The surprising answer to these questions
is that little research appears to have been
published on any of these issues, although
rather more has been forthcoming on
the matter of the iPLs generated during
live performance. The classic work on this
subject was conducted as long ago as the
early 1930s by Sivian. Dunn and White of
Bell Telephone Laborator es although -

ABOVE: Musical Fidelity's kW750 power amp was used for the tests. In combination

unhelpfully for us - they reported the sound

with the B&W 805S ( above) transient peaks in excess of 110dB SPL per channel were

power generated py individual instruments

achievable at the required 3m measurement distance in- room

anc ensembles, rather than sound pressure.
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This was an era before electronic music and massive PA systems, so

Concerns in more recent decades about the potential for

a75- piece orchestra, equivalent ( using their assumptions) to an SPL

hearing damage at rock concerts has prompted anumber of
studies of the SPLs achieved there, although the emphasis has

at the conductor's podium of about 114dB. SPLs experienced by the

been on measuring sustained levels rather than short-term peaks.

audience would be lower, dependent on seating distance.

Figures exceeding 120dB have been reported, suggesting peak

the highest peak figure they recorded was 66.5 acoustic watts from

Similar figures for orchestral SPLs have been reported many times

levels of maybe 130dB on occasions - although the dynamic

since, often anecdotally.

range is typically very small. Although audiophiles often talk of

VENUE VERSUS ROOM

that either desirable or acceptable, assuming that we had replay

One of the oldest debates in audio is whether sound reproduction

equipment able to achieve it.

should transport the listener to the recording venue or the

In fact it has been observed that listeners generally chose
domestic replay levels significantly lower than experienced live,

using realistic' replay levels, in this instance few of us would find

performance to the listening room. In the case of an orchestra it's

even when the original is less loud than Deep Purple. But Ihave
not been able to find measurements of peak SPLs generated

tei"M ,

g

domestically in what we might call audiophile circumstances. So I
set out to determine some ballpark figures for my own listening.
With amusical diet of principally classical music, Iuse what
Iwould call approximately realistic listening levels: too high for
some listeners, perhaps too quiet for others. To see what the
corresponding peak levels are at my listening seat, Iselected
four favourite loud pieces of music, set the volume control at the
top end of what Iconsider an acceptable replay level, and then
recorded each item using my calibrated GRAS 40BE measurement
microphone placed at the listening position. The recordings were
then scanned for peak level using Adobe Audition, and this peak
level converted to dB SPL.
Idid this first for both speakers working, then repeated the
measurement - without altering the volume setting - for each
channel in turn. Note that this is amuch more accurate method
than attempting to determine peak levels using ahand-held SPL
meter like the ubiquitous Radio Shack (Tandy) offering, since devices
of this sort significantly under- read on short-duration peaks.

THE MUSIC
The four items of music were: the third movement of
Rachmaninov's Symphonic Dances [
Classic Records DAD 1004

RACHMANINOFF

SY,,,Phonic Dance,
Vocalgve DALLAS
SYMPHONY
n
Ci
....f!CHESTR4

-

WARNING
P4 r•tne on
VD

•

*1
1
. •
,¡rum

-DVD]; ' Black Sabbath', the opening track from the album
of the same name [ Sanctuary Records SMRCD031 -CD];
the opening 2:40 minutes from Jim Keltner's drum solo on
The Sheffield Lab Drum & Track Disc [
Lasting Impression

The Sheffield Lab
Ortirn

TraCk

Dj

eltec • re not
Paltble woth

co

Music LIM XR 005 - CD]; and the remarkable ' Qudrat' by
Lasse Thoresen from the Ensemble test CD ( original recording
Aurora ACD 4968). The last is also apercussion piece but of
modern classical music.
Two percussion items were selected for the testing because

hard.•te

my measurements of music power envelopes ( see HEN July)
identified percussion instruments as a
principal contributor to short-term music peaks.
ABOVE: Rachmaninov,
Black Sabbath and Sheffield
Lab's Drum & Track Disc all have one thing
in common: they're loud!

For this test to make any sense, of course the speakers
and amplifier have to be capable of generating peak SPLs
greater than demanded by the music. Iused apair of B&W
805Ss ( measured sensitivity 87.5dB) driven by Musical Fidelity's G,

clear that the only sensible option is the first one. With smaller-

peak SPL (dB)
item

scale musical works the choice in not always so clear-cut. Take,

both channels

for example. adrum solo: it would be exhilarating to be able to
reproduce the drum kit as if it were in the room with you. Idon't
know of anyone having measured the peak SPL afew metres from
adrummer's stool but we know from Sivian. Dunn and White's
measurements of individual percussion instruments that the levels

left channel

light channel

Symphonic Dances

104

104

101

Black Sabbath

104

98

100

Sheffield Drum

107

102

101

Qudrat

111

107

105

must be formidable. They recorded peak acoustic powers of 24.6.
11.9 and 9.5 acoustic watts respectively from abass drum, snare

I

drum and cymbal. corresponding to peak SPLs of approximately
113. 106 and 105dB at adistance of 3m (assuming hemispherical

ABOVE: Table 1shows the highest peak SPLs recorded

radiation). The total peak power output for the three instruments of

in- room on the four chosen test tracks, first with both channels

46 watts corresponds to over 118dB SPL at 3m.

operating and then with the left and right channels only
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Fig 1: Rachmaninov shows an uncompressed dynamic range
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Fig 2: Black Sabbath highlights ause of peak compression
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Fig 3: Jim Keltner drum solo - wide dynamic range but clipped
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Fig 4: Qudrat recording has wide dynamic range and no limiting

prodigious kW750 ( rated continuous output 750W into 8ohm), a

suggesting compression processing, whereas the Keltner waveforms

combination capable of transient peaks in excess of 110dB SPL per

feature numerous flat-tops, indicating more brutal limiting. If these

channel at the 3m measurement distance - which in the event proved

pieces had been recorded with full dynamic range it seems likely

only just enough.

that their peak SPLs would be increased by 10 or perhaps 15dB for

Although the 805Ss are asmaller speaker than might be ideal for this

o

peak level ( dBFS)

the same mean output level.

sort of testing, they only proved to be alimiting factor on the Jim Keltner
track, where the listening level Iused was obviously well below the live

OUTPUT CURRENT

equivalent in deference to the excursions being demanded of the

The peak SPLs Imeasured for the four pieces of music are

bass- mid drivers. This should be

summarised in Table 1. The highest peak level recorded was

borne in mind in what follows.
Dynamic analyses of the
four tracks, using the technique
pioneered by Jim Lesurf in these
pages, are shown in Figures
1to 4. From these it is clear that
the Black Sabbath and Jim Keltner
tracks are both compressed/
clipped somewhat, whereas the
other two are not. Flat-topped
waveforms are largely absent
in the Black Sabbath recording,

'Dynamic
analysis of the
four tracks used
show two are
compressed/
clipped whereas
two are not'

114dB SPL for the Qudrat track but this would clearly have been
handsomely exceeded by the Keltner drum track had the recording
captured the drum kit's full dynamic range, and had the speakers
and amplifier been able to deliver transient peaks that would then
certainly have exceeded 120dB.
From our previous calculations we already have some idea of the
peak amplifier output voltages required to achieve the SPLs listed in
Table 1. But the equivalent output current requirement and output
stage dissipation capability are not so easily calculated, although
they are just as significant. Determining these will be the subject of
the last article in this series, next month, when the question ' How
much power do Ineed?' will at last have an answer. ()
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In the post-war amplifier renaissance, Arthurs Radford and Bailey made some real
technical breakthoughs. Jim Lesurf examines how Hi- Fi News supported the advances
omany valve amplifier

good performance. Unfortunately,

enthusiasts Radford

many of the old designs had apoor

amplifiers prompt feelings
of admiration, or even
reverence. Despite being designed

frequency and phase response
across the audio band. That made
it more desirable to find away to

and built around 40 years ago the

improve the performance. But the

amps still command high prices - if

phase shifts meant that applying
global feedback risked the amplifier
becoming unstable. The result might

you can find one! The 1961 HiFi
Year Book lists just three Radford
amplifiers, yet the 1963 issue lists
adozen! So what happened to

be bursts of oscillation that could

cause this explosion in activity,

damage both amp and loudspeaker.
Often, the performance limits

and alasting reputation for Arthur
Radford, the man and his products?

were imposed by the imperfections

THE LAB PACK

this, Radford decided to develop
transformers that were so good

of the output transformer. Knowing

Arthur Radford had produced and

that this would cease to be the
problem. At the start of the 1960s
he released the first of his ' MA'

sold some valve amplifiers for a
while during the mid- 1950s. These
were based on the well-known

(Mono Amplifier) and ' STA' ( STereo
Amplifier) designs.

designs by Williamson, and Mullard.
However his main commercial
success was in designing and selling
Lab Pack bench power supplies to
colleges and schools. Thousands of
these were sold as the UK adopted
the Nuffield scheme to teach
science and engineering in schools.
The quality of the power
supplies was based on Radford's
understanding of the design and

ABOVE: Radford
sold thousands
of its Lab Packs
to UK schools in
the 1950s as the
Nuffield science
scheme was
introduced

manufacture of transformers. His
other success during that period was
in producing output transformers for

transformers for these. He also sold
them to various companies for use
in their own commercial amplifiers
-again often versions of the same
few published designs. However
Radford always had akeen interest
in how things worked, and in trying
to make improvements. He was
convinced he could make better
amplifiers than the ones other
people were building.
Ideally, apower amplifier would

valve amplifiers. In those days many
people built their own amplifier,
either from akit or using one of

have aflat frequency response,
minimal phase delay, and low levels
of distortion before any global
feedback is employed. In such cases,

the published designs. Radford sold

adding some feedback can ' gild
the lily' and improve the already

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
The STA12 was reviewed by George
Tillett in the March 1961 issue of
HiFi News'. At that time Radford
was planning to produce arange
of amplifiers with various power
ratings. The designs swiftly gained
agood reputation and in Tillett's
review the STA12 was rated as
'highly recommended'. As outlined
in the review, the original MA/STA
amplifiers were well- made and
carefully optimised versions of the
established Mullard 5/20 design.
However, despite the positive
reception, aspects of the first
designs left Radford dissatisfied.
The graphs in Fig 1show how
the distortion level

,

LEFT: Arthur
Hedley Radford
RIGHT: The STA
25 — effectively,
apair of MAs on
the same chassis
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INSIDE STORY

MA15 Mk2 (Sept 1962)

STA12 (March 1961)

5

5

4

4

blame the editor of HFN for this!)
It was adouble- headed problem.

— 3

The gain of the amplifier tended to
fall as you increased the frequency,
and the signals were also delayed

3

at

o

o

(phase ' lagged'). This meant that

I— 2

1-2

the input and output would become
increasingly out of step as the
frequency of the signal increased.
Once this had happened, if you tried

o

o
10

12

14

18

16

20

10

12

14

16

20

18

power (W)

power (W)

to suffer from relatively high
distortion at the ends of the audio
band, ahigh output impedance, and

ABOVE: Fig 1shows distortion plots for the original STA12 [ left] and the MA15 Mk 2amplifiers
Phase Lag

Gain

to apply very much global feedback
the result was likely to be instability.
Hence the common designs tended

limited frequency response.
After many experimental tests,

o
28

and alot of careful analysis, Bailey

24

came up with aneat solution.

20

The previous Radford amplifier
followed the Mullard 5/20 and many
other common designs by using
adouble-triode ( ECC83) as the
phase splitter. This stage tended to

16
j 12
F
8
4

ECC83 double,ode

ECC83 double-Ina/0

ECF82 pentodeinode

ECFe1.1 pentode-V.1e

o

have again that started to fall at
about 15kHz, and produced phase
lags that rose to being around 40

-90

100

1k

10k

100k

1M

1k

100

Frequency ( Hz)

10k

100k

1M

Frequency (Hz)

to 50° at just 20kHz. However
by changing to apentode-triode

ABOVE: Fig 2compares the gain bandwidth [ left] and phase lag [ right] of different phase splitters:

for the phase splitter, Bailey was

double-triode (
eg, Mullard circuit) [ blue traces] and Arthur Bailey's pentode-triode solution [ red]

able to extend the gain up to
well over 100kHz, and keep the

of the STA12 varied with power at

phase lag produced to no more

three frequencies. These plots are

them somewhere to hide. Radford
saw that these other problems

taken from George Tillett's review

would now be exposed, and needed

in 1961. The specifications for the

attention. He therefore got in
contact with Arthur RBailey, who

STA12 read that it should produce
distortion below 0.1% at powers up
to 12W. The amplifier easily passed
this requirement. However we
can see that at higher powers the
distortion starts to rise. In particular,
the distortion level at high and low
frequencies rises much more swiftly
with increasing power than at 1kHz.
This reveals the effects of problems
with the output transformers

than afew degrees at 20kHz.
Fig 2compares the performance
of atypical double-triode with a
pentode-triode, based on Bailey's
results. As well as providing amore

was aLecturer in Electronics at the
Bradford Institute of Technology.

uniform gain across the audio
spectrum, the extended phase

Together, Radford and Bailey made

response made it far easier to apply
some global feedback to improve

adetailed and systematic study of
existing power amplifier designs.
The key problem they

the performance without risking
instability or other problems 2.

attacked was the phase sh.fts
in the amplifying stages at high
frequencies. This cropped up as a

DRAMATIC DIFFERENCE
Although the Mark 2versions of the

result of the combination of the

BELOW: Fig 3

and the inherent gain and phase

high resistances used in valve power

showing relative

MA/STA amplifier had various other

imperfections of the valve stages.

maximum output

tweaks, it was this key combinatin

The performance of the original

amps and the effective capacitances
of the valve amplifying stages. (The

power for the

of achange from triode-triode to „-

was good, and the amplifier easily

engineering term for this problem

original and Mk 2

pentode-triode and the improved

surpassed its specifications, but

is ' Miller Effect` - although don't

designs

output transformers that made the
difference. Look at the right-hand

Radford was sure he could do better.
After the review, two significant

graph in Fig 1and you can see the

developments occurred. One was
that HiFi News invited Radford to

STA12

distortion plots of the MA15 Mk 2

MA15Mk2

as measured by George Tillett in
another review 3.Compared with

produce aconstructional kit version
for the magazine, and provide a

the original STA12 the change is
dramatic. Not only is the distortion

series of articles about it. The other
was that Radford decided that his

lower, but the results are now

ability to make better transformers
was now outpacing the rest of
the electronics! Until then, the
practical limitations of most output

almost entirely uniform over awide
range of frequencies.
The improvement also shows

transformers cast ashadow over

maximum output powers available.

up clearly if we compare the

the limitations elsewhere in the

Fig 3 plots the maximum available

well-known amplifier designs, giving

powers found by George Tillett in G.

30Hz

40Hz

1kHz
Frequency

10kHz

15kHz
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his reviews. Note these values are

were being published he and Bailey

not the frequency response which

made achange to the design, which

is much flatter! Since one amplifier

was reported in the final article.

was rated at 12 watts and the

Once the amps were on sale he

other at 15, the plot shows values
relative to the specified level in each

continued to work on them. This
spawned avariety of models with

case. (That is, OdB corresponds to

slightly different details, and with

15 watts for the MA15 Mk 2, but

increasing output power capability.

to only 12 watts for the STA12.)

Thus 30, 60, and even 100 watt

Looking at Fig 3you can see that

versions appeared. And in 1966

the Mk 2design is significantly

the Series versions appeared with
performance improved still further

better in terms of being able to
deliver power at high frequencies.
The Mk 2could deliver its rated

in various ways.

REVIVAL RADFORDS

power right up to 20kHz, but the
original could only manage 10kHz.
The issues of HiFi News from

ABOVE: The

Curiously, although Radford is

Even after Radford retired and the
original amplifiers ceased being

June to September 1962 carried

Series 3MA

well remembered, Bailey seems to

manufactured their reputation

aseries of articles by Bailey and

amplifier was

have been largely overshadowed

would not fade. This has led to

Radford 4 which presented their

also produced in

and forgotten. Yet the four HFN

various ' revival' versions including

new design as aconstructional kit

articles were credited to Bailey and

the STA25 Mk 4 of 1984, and the

for readers to build for themselves.

15W and 25W
flavours, with

Radford, with Bailey's name given

STA25 Renaissance which appeared

The articles also explained in
detail how the design worked, its

both models
sharing the same

priority. If you read the articles the

in 1987. These differed from the
originals in various ways but were

advantages over other designs, and
included extensive test results to

casework

demonstrate how well it performed.
Bailey also published atechnical

first few paragraphs make plain
that Bailey's contribution was vital
in identifying the problems, and in
devising the solution in the form of
the pentode-triode phase splitter
stage. This becomes even clearer

article' in Wireless World magazine.
The HFN articles introduced the
Mk 2versions of both the MA and

when you read the Wireless World
article by Bailey.

STA since the two were essentially

A similar fate seems to have

the same except for power supply
needs. In effect, an STA was apair

happened to another design for
which Radford has remained well

of MAs on the same chassis. They
also introduced the ' 15' and ' 25'

aimed at giving the same high
quality of performance to justify
the name. This process seems set to
continue as another maker has been
promising an STA26 using the brand
name for release this year.
Arthur Radford made an
outstanding contribution to audio
as aresult of his determination to
make excellent products, combined
with his skill in being able to

versions, rated at 15W and 25W.

manufacture to alevel of quality
many other makers would not have

MORE HFN ARTICLES

even attempted to reach.
Although in some ways a ' swan

The articles on the power amplifier
were followed by another four,
this time giving the constructional

song' for valve amplifiers at atime
when they were being displaced

details of amatching preamplifier
-the commercial version of which

BELOW: Circuit
diagram of
Radford MA15

was the Radford SC2. However it
was the four articles by Bailey and

Mk 2as printed

known. Many people recall that
Radford patented adesign for
the ' transmission line' form of
loudspeaker. Yet if you look at

by solid-state designs, the Radford
designs established abenchmark,
showing that avalve amplifier could
deliver audiophile performance
worthy of respect - even into the

Radford on the new power amplifier,

in HFN June 1961

plus the review of the commercial

when the amp

Wireless World, then again you find
an article by Bailey 6 describing the
speaker, mentioning it is patented.

version of the MA15 Mk 2, also in
the September 1962 issue of HFN,

was offered as a
DIY kit by its

In fact, the Wireless World
article by Bailey on the phase

that had amajor impact.

co designers

splitter prompted aseries of letters

1. Review of Radford STA12, HFN,

-some of them from well-known

March 1961

A HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER WITH EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
=-7..-i - .-« -- -.:,
.....r---•:-:::::-.-::E „;:::::::::- .. -- .
77.

47-4-ei-rerTelfee ,5
2:_re
-

,_. -- -,...=,...-.-•

2. For details of the circuit
diagrams, see www.st-and.demon.

of the new phase splitter. For

co.uk/Radford/circuits.html

an electronic engineer these

3. Review of Radford MA15 Mk 2,
HFN, Sept 1962, p239-241

make fascinating reading.
They show that good design

performance matter most.
(The loudspeaker article also
prompted aseries of letters.)

SEPTEMBER 2007

4. A RBailey 8, A H Radford, 'A New
High Fidelity Amplifier', HFN, June
1961, p29-32; July 1961 p90-5;
Aug 1961, p150-3; Sept 1962,
p204-7
5. A RBailey, 'ANew Phase Splitter',
Wireless World, Sept 1962, p411-3

Following the HFN articles
Radford remained determined

6. ARBailey, 'ANon-Resonant

to make further improvements.

Wireless World, Oct 1965, p483-6

Indeed, even while the articles

www.hifinews.co.uk
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designers like Williamson
-which debated the merits

is often amatter of personal
judgement and skill, based
on deciding which facets of
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21st century. _1
.)

Loudspeaker Enclosure Design',

No comparison
No compromise
Make no mistake!
Today we have access to music quite literally everywhere,
its influence seems to be all pervading. Music excites us, it
relaxes us, we can enjoy it live, we buy recording and
'downloads' by the million. Music underpins every
conceivaole aspect of our lives. Music is our second
language and ' without it life would be a mistake' Yes,
philosophical we know - but true.
At Ki West One we are all exposed and privileged to indulge
our senses in the absolute finest audio equipment available
today. From time to time we are introduced to certain new
products whose performance pushes back the boundaries to
provide new higher levels of sound reproduction, which
exceeds all our expectations. Recently we have seen the
release of several new and exciting products, these range
from comparatively modest to outrageously expensive. At Ki
West One we have taken the time to audition acreate our
2007 ' Absolute Sound Collection' Please visit our website
www.kjwestone.com for a ' preview'.
Once again we invite you to share the experience with us, so
call in soon or better still make an appointment for apersonal
demonstration at your convenience.

Make no mistake - Visit KJ West One

mama".

KF
LONDON

Leaders in the
worlds finest
high-fidelity

26 New Cavendish Street Loldon W1G STY
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PE1 1NA

www.kjwestone.com

T: 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

F: 020 7487 3452

F: 01733 358 141
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REGA

RESEARCH •

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,

UK

Behind the
Green Door
Rega is much more than amanufacturer of turntables, although record players still
account for around athird of its sales. Steve Harris tours the company's Southend
factory with founder Roy Gandy and discusses the way ahead in adigital world

y

ou might still think of Rega mainly as a
turntable and arm manufacturer, but that's a
bit unfair, as the company has been building
amplifiers and loudspeakers for more than 15

years, and CD players for more than ten years. ' The
overall feeling at the moment is so buoyant,' says Roy
Gandy, who founded Rega in 1973 and still owns the

company. 'Whatever happens, turntables seem to stay
at around 30% of our sales. As everything grows, the
turntables have grown with it.'
And it was Roy's early turntables that got Rega
started. Always fascinated by mechanics and
engineering, he built and flew model aircraft in his
teens, and had acombat plane design published in a
magazine. From 16 to 19, he says, he was besotted
with motorbikes, but then went on to car rallying. ' Iwas
really lucky. I've been lucky all my life, to have unusually
competent people around me. We actually ended
up with an 850 Minivan being ranked number 30 in
England, because of my exceptional navigator!'

FORD SIESTA
Roy studied engineering at college, then went to work
at the Ford Motor Company in Dagenham, where he
stayed for around ten years. After awhile he found that
he could get through his work as atechnical editor
really easily, and had lots of spare time on his hands. So
he started building loudspeakers.
'At the time hi-fi was the trendy thing, everybody

ABOVE
CLOCKWISE:
Rega founder
Roy Gandy, R1

was interested in it. I'd sell the speakers Imade, and
sell turntables to go with them. The turntables people

speaker cabinets
awaiting their

were buying at the time were the Thorens TD124 and

drive units, and
the area where
drive- unit voice

TD125, and the Goldring Lenco GL75. And at the time,

coils are made

the sound quality of the turntables wasn't the issue. It
was the fact that when they were shipped, they always
arrived broken, because the arm bearings were delicate
-so Ihad to rebuild every turntable Igot for customers.
And this became apain, so Ithought I'd make my own.'
'So Imade aturntable, which alocal dealer got very
interested in and convinced me to start the company.

LEFT: Opened

Iwas in partnership with him for two years and Rega

in 1992, the

grew out of it, " ReGa". His name was Tony Relph.'

Temple Farm
factory was

From the start, Rega turntables were solid plinth
types. Iwondered if Roy had ever tried making a

designed and

suspended-subchassis type?

purpose-built by

104 I www.hifinews.co.uk ISEPTEMBER 2007

'Well, Itried them all! I'd made anumber of

Rega. All Rega
electronics and

turntables for myself, following everybody's supposed
theory. I'd made concrete turntables, slate turntables,

loudspeakers are
built here

suspended- chassis turntables, I'd used bits from rubbish
dumps, bits from here and there, parts of Thorenses,

parts of ARs, parts of Aristons. And just had my own
feelings about what was appropriate at the time. Some
of that was starting to delve into sound quality, because
that was my main interest.
'But there was also the insecurity of being asmall
guy that was making something. Icouldn't believe
that Icould make something that would compete
against other people, so Itended to make them
look spectacular, look different! We had an unusual
turntable, the Planet, with the three pods - which
was eventually copied by anumber of people, which I
actually felt flattered at.
'It did very well. But Ihad misgivings about the
direction of looking spectacular and wanted to follow
up the possibility of making things that sounded alot
better but looked ordinary. And it took awhile to have
the confidence - and the money, the financial backing
-to say, " We'll make aturntable that will make better
music." But when we had enough money, enough
distributors, Istarted to produce turntables that were

scene, but were still fitted with

engineered around producing better music, still at alow
cost level.
'In fact it was aGerman dealer who first came

development of the RB300 tonearm.

Japanese- made arms. The next step,
and avery big one for Rega, was the

across and said " Ican outsell Thorens with this! We just

Roy wanted to make the arm
tube as asingle diecasting from front
to back, but the first suppliers he

demonstrate it to the customer, and they buy it!"
By the late 1970s, Rega's Planar 2and Planar 3

contacted told him that the complex.
thin-walled arm tube he was asking

turntables were well established in the specialist hi-fi

for was impossible to cast.
ABOVE AND TOP:
David Porter
winds aspeaker
voice-coil; Stefan
Miskei assembles
drive units
LEFT: Aluminium
bearing housings
for the RB100
BELOW: lemma
Sears and Colin
Moss on amp

Eventually he found adiecasting company that was
prepared to try it, and in 1983, after about 18 months
of working closely with their engineers, the casting was
produced. Up until then the company had operated
from tiny premises and employed only 13 people. But
while working on the tonearm project, Roy realised
that when this came to fruition he would need much
bigger and more suitable premises. In 1980, he found
the old mill building in Park Street, Westcliff-on-Sea,
which had been standing empty for 20 years. He bought
the building for £ 30,000 and within afew months had
converted it into afactory.

production

PARK LIFE
Park Street served Rega well but by 1992, loudspeakers
and amplifiers had been added to the product range
and much more space was needed. So with the help of
local development aid asecond, purpose-built factory

'Suppliers said the complex,
thin-walled arm tube he asked
for was impossible to cast'
was added on the Temple Farm industrial estate on the
outskirts of Southend. Rega bought abig plot of land
and immediately sold two-thirds of it. The architect
who'd been called in initially was fired, and as Roy says
'we did it all ourselves'.
The result was ahigh-quality, all- brick built factory
which cost around £ 140,000 - much to the disgust of
aneighbour on the estate who'd paid more than twice
as much for atin-shed type of building. The site allowed
room for expansion and after about six years the factory
was extended at the ' ear to provide what is now the
warehouse area.
Today, the ' old' factory building at Park Street
still houses the production of turntables, arms and
cartridges as well as the design and engineering
departments. The newest development there is the ( :
7
,
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start of moving-coil cartridge production, in acorner of
the existing cartridge area. Making any sort of cartridge
is apretty fiddly business, but seeing how moving- coils

RIGHT: Rega's
MM and MC

are made makes the moving- magnets look easy.

cartridges are
built in-house
by highly

A HARD WIND

skilled workers.

Hand-winding the moving-coils is aspecial art, and Dan

Here Christine

Holland is one of only two people at Rega who can do

Mathiesen

it. The other is Phil Freeman, who worked on the design
of the cartridge and then showed Dan how to make it.

assembles Bias 2
moving- magnets

When Dan started, he thought it would be impossible,
but now he builds six cartridges aweek, even seven
'if everything goes miraculously well'. Moving- magnet

Its easy to understand why
Roy Gandy is unhappy about
aftermarket cable upgrac es'
models can be turned out at arate of up to 50 aday!
In the Apheta cartridge there are two coils for each
channel, each one of 40 turns, and the wire is 0.018mm
diameter, much finer than ahuman hair, and with an
unimaginably thin coating of insulating varnish. If the
operator breaks the wire during the winding, the job
has to start all over again.
The 100m reel of wire used for the Apheta coils cost
about £ 1000, but will be enough to make hundreds
of cartridges. The coils have to be wound with precise
tension, but with wire this fine it is impossible to use
amechanical tensioner. Instead, the correct tension is
maintained by finger touch on apad mounted behind

BELOW LEFT: Dan
Holland winding

the nozzle that's used to feed the wire. It would be

the coils for the

through the nozzle, so it is first soldered to the end of a

Apheta, using
amicroscope

thicker wire, which can be threaded through.
Then the cantilever with the coils mounted has to

viewer
BELOW: View
through the lens

be assembled into the magnet yoke. At this stage it is

impossible to thread the thinner-than-a- hair wire

possible to adjust the output and channel balance by
minute movements of the magnet assembly.

A QUESTION OF BEARING
Although Rega's RB300 and related tonearms have been
in production for more than 20 years now, there's still a
certain mystique about the manufacturing process — or
more accurately, the selection process — that makes the
difference between the cheaper versions and the
top- of-the range arms.
All the arms use the same upper bearings,
manufactured to atolerance of a 10,000th of an inch.
The difference is in the selection, which is carried out
by workers who have
developed the sensitive
touch needed. Surprising
as it might seem, it is
possible to sort the
bearings into aquality
hierarchy even though
each one is manufactured
to afine tolerance to
start with, by feeling the
quality and smoothness of
movement as the bearing
is spun by the fingers.
This selection process
can bring the total
performance of the whole set of bearing parts in the
arm to amuch higher level. So while the very cheapest
version of the arm uses unselected bearings, the very
best combinations are used for the top models. The
bearings are then fitted to the arm housing using adial
gauge to achieve zero play.
Having seen the care with which the bearings are
ABOVE: Paul Moore adjusting an arm bearing assembly for zero play
INSET: Astock of stainless steel RB700 arm bases and bearing housings
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assembled into the arm, it's easy to understand why Roy
Gandy is unhappy about the aftermarket cable upgrades

hi-fi

news
offered by third- party suppliers, since these entail
dismantling and reassembling the arm.
Downstairs at Park Street is the engineering

1973

workshop, which contains alathe, drilling machines and

Rega founded

other equipment for mould and toolmaking. Until his
recent retirement, this was the domain of Ken Palmer,

by Roy Gandy
and Tony Relph.

who as master toolmaker and chief engineer played
abig role in Rega's success in his 25 years with the

Planet turntable

company. Here by chance we saw acouple of boxes of
parts, which gave another example of what goes into
the different arm models and help explain the reason for

launched

the cost difference between basic and top-of -the-range

Rega Planar 2

arms. One box contained astock of the RB700 arm
bases ( or vertical bearing housings), stainless steel parts

launched, with

1975

turntable

that costs Rega around £ 14 each. The other was filled
with the RB100 bearing housings, made in aluminium

glass platter

and which cost Rega around £ 1each.
ABOVE: Another view of the cartridge department, which

ELECTRONICS AND SPEAKERS

can produce up to 50 moving- magnet cartridges aday.

Heading Rega's electronic design team at Park Street
is Terry Bateman. ' He has the ability to design in every

Here Kay Bowling is testing the assembled cartridges

electronics region, from the valve through to the

Speaker production at Rega doesn't mean just
assembling bought- in components, it involves building

transistor, to the radio-frequency area, and the digital
area,' says Roy. ' I've personally been with him with
experts in all of those fields, and he can hold his head
up, and innovate, with all of them. It's the closest to
genius that I've ever come across.'
Over at the ' new' factory, the ground floor
production area is devoted to amplifier and loudspeaker
production, while CD players are built up on the
mezzanine. The factory is very busy, as production is
only just keeping pace with orders.
In fact, with demand increasing, Rega has had to
work hard to improve the efficiency of production. In
the case of the amplifier production section, the bench

the drive units. Voice-coils for Rega's bass/midrange
units use apatented multi- layer winding corstruction
and are wound by hand. The bass driver of the R9 has
al eight- layer aluminium coil, while the R5 bass unit
has asix- layer aluminium coil. Other drivers, such as the
5in unit used in the smaller models, have afour- layer
copper-wire coil. To keep the coils in line while winding,
the skilled operator uses adentist's tool with atiny
hook on the end.
Upstairs, the CD player production area is currently
working hard, as the Apollo player has been areal
success story. 'We're trying to make 900 or 1000 this

space was halved yet production doubled. This was

month,' says Roy. 'We probably won't hit it, but our

achieved by improving the layout after it was realised
that most of the workers' time was spent walking from

order level is in excess of that and we are trying to

the bench to the parts bins and back.

'In the last five years we'd been ground down by so
many people saying " forget about the sound quality".

satisfy at least 80% of our orders.

A trade magazine even wrote an article that said ( I'm
paraphrasing here) " The problem with the British hi-fi
industry is that they worry too much about sound
cpality." Iwas completely gobsmacked by that.
'When you get all of this hitting you, you start
thinking, well, what's the future? But then we
engineered the Apollo CD player, in an identical case
to the old player, so the only difference is the sound
quality - and sales are five, six times as much, more than
we can make. It's wonderful.'

1977
Rega Planar 3
turntable
launched

1980

Rega converts
adeserted mill
building to create
the Park Street
factory

1983

RB300 and RB250
tonearms

1988
Rega-built Bias
and Elys cartridges
replace earlier
bought- in models

1989

Ela loudspeaker

1991

First Rega
amplifiers,
the Elex and
Elicit

1992

Larger second
factory opened

1996
First Rega CD
player, the Planet

2005

Apollo CD player
replaces Planet

2007

Apheta moving coil cartridge
ABOVE: The engineering department, fully equipped for

ABOVE: The Temple Farm factory allowed room for

prototype work and toolmaking. Ken Palmer has just

expansion, and anew section was soon added. Here can

retired after 25 years with the company

be seen part of the busy warehouse area
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expert interior designers of music & video
At SOM we won't fool you with:
'Best thing since sliced bread'
'Blows everything away'
'Nothing else comes near'
However, we do have some of the worlds
very best hi-fi products on dem in
8beautiful demonstration rooms.
We wont tel! you what to buy but we will
guide you through the maze to make
sure you make the right choice for your
particular situation.
We have ahuge range of loudspeakers
from the likes of QUAD (still one of the
best speakers of all time) to Wilson,
Kharma, Lumley, Ascendo, Rockport etc,

some of the real contenders at the very
top of the market.
We have amplifiers from Avi to Ypsilon,
two extremes and two world class
products to rival the very best.
We have cd players, cables, turntables,
stands and of course, the Stratosphere so
don't get fooled - come and enjoy your
ride through the best to arrive at the best
choice for your personal application.

8Demonstration rooms allow you to hear an extensive
product range, which includes:
Latest addition: Ayon (
incredible range of valve amplifiers, CD players and speakers).
Acapella, Acoustic Arts, Acoustic Solid, Acoustic Zen, Aesthetix, Ascendo, Audio Analogue, Auras, Atacama, Art Loudspeakers, ATC, Audience,
Audio Physic, Audio Research, Avantgarde, AVI, BAT, Base, Basis, Bel Canto, Boulder, Burmester, Clearaudio, CAT, Coda, Copulare, Copland,
Dartzeel, DCS, Dreamvision, Dynamic Precision, Echo Busters, Edgar, Epos, Furutech, Gamut, Graaf, Graham Slee, Halcro, Hansen Audio, Harbeth,
Hovland, Hype ,ion, JAS Audio, JM Lob, Koetsu, Kharma, Krell, LAI, Lavardin, Lexicon, LSA, Lumley, Lyra, MIT, Marantz, Martin Logan, Mastersound,
MBL, Merlin, Micnell, Monopulse, Music First, Music Tools, Nola, Nordost, NuForce, Opera, Ortofon, Parasound, Phonosophie, Prima Luna, Primare,
QUAD, REL, Rockport, Sennheiser, Sequerra, Shanling, Shun Moak, SME, Sound Lab, Sonus Faber, Spendor, Stands Unique, Sumiko, T+A, Theta
Digital, Tom Evans, Townshend, Transfigurat on, Transparent, Trichord, Unison Research, Usher, Vitus, Vincent/TAC, Vivadi, Vivid, VTL, Vutech, Wadia,
Waterfall, Wavac, Wilson Audio, Ypsilon and many more....

Tel: + 44 ( 0) 11435 865 212
Fax: + 44 ( 0) 1435 865 213
E-mail: info@sounds-of-music.co.uk
www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

Sounds of Music
Firgrove Business Park, Furgrove Road, Cross in hand,
Nr Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21 OQL
By appointment only please.
SOM/HFN-0907
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If you're sending in HiFi News
classifieds by post, please make
sure you address them to:
aro e y o oy,
lews,
IPC Media, Leon House, 233
High Street, Croydon CRUà

1. ACCESSORIES

THE PLACE TO
BUY & SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES
To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please
call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321

all boxed with manuals,
Tel: 01604 644250
(Northampton) [ HK17]

PHONOMENA battery
phono amp £ 600, Tel:
020 8868 0369 [JK22]
PS AUDIO Regeneration
Power Plants, 2x PS1200s
multiwave2, unused and
in original boxes, retail
(original receipt available)
£2200 each, sell for
£700 each, Tel Hugh on
01224484470 or email:
hughthom@btinternet.
corn [11_44]

A3 dual mono pre-amp
£500, A3 dual mono
power amp £ 500, Tel:
07979 530681
[11114]
MONARCHY SM70 pro
amp, 25 watt, class A,
mint, boxed, manual
(£900) £ 350 plus
carriage, Tel: 01903
247779 [ 1-1114]

NAKAMICHI CR7, best
sounding cassette deck
ever made, just had
£250 service by B&W,
boxed, with remote and
manual, £ 700, Tel: 01772
466281 [18]

LUMLEY 120s, mint, new
Billington gold valves,
silicone rings fitted cages,
original boxes £ 2000, Tel:
01275 879248 [11_17]
NUFORCE 9.02
monoblocks 160 watt
£1400, Densen Beat
B100 integrated £ 350,
Densen Beat B300 £ 550,

2. AMPS
KRELL kav 2250 power
(£4274), single owner
from new 4 years old,
mint, boxed, manuals,
£2500, Krell kav 280p pre
(£3229), single owner,
4 years old, excellent
condition, boxed,
manuals, remote £ 1900,
Tel: 07876 451279
[G117]

Nordost cables, Atlas
Elektra Interconnects, Tel:
07973 189538 ( London)
[DF17]
ICRELL FPB250 Mc
monoblocks £ 3500,
Audion Triode Quattro
845 valve monoblocks
£1500, Rothwell Indus
SE stepped attenuator
passive pre-amp £ 1500,

NAD 3020/4020A, £ 100,
Tel: 01206 510392 /
07880 983630 [G117]

Tel: 020 8531 5979
[11_17]

NAIM NAC 202 £ 950,
Naim NAP 200 £ 950,
Naim Stageline ' S' £ 150,

CHAPTER AUDIO
Preface Plus Pre and
couplet power £ 4750

(£10,000 new), mint,
buyer must collect (CT10
area), Tel: 01843 600722
(after 6pm) [11_25]
AUDIOLAB 8000C &
8000P with original
factory upgrade,
awesome performance,
new condition, original
boxes £ 585, Tel: Greg
on 07974 152931
(Wembley Park area), no
time wasters please [18]
QUAD 99/909 pre- power,
99 CD £ 1500, Tel: 01777
711386 [18]

3. CABLES
ICEVIBER bi-focal-xl
speaker cable (£ 1728),
£1000, Kimber ks 1130
balanced interconnect
(£1343), £ 750, Kimber
ks 1021 interconnect
(£755), £ 400, Tel: 07876
451279 [ G117]
KIMBER 0.5 metre pure
silver interconnect ( KS
1030) £ 250 ono, also 1
metre silver Reference
Powerkord £ 400 with
Watgate 350i plus, Linn
LK140, 90 watt £ 300, all
items in mint condition,
purchased Russ Andrews,
Tel: 01132 785245
(Leeds) [ HK18]
NORDOST Blue Heaven
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Rev- 11 speaker cable,
3 metre £ 200, Tel: 020
8531 5979 [1117]

FIVE metre Kimber 8TC
£375, 5 metre Philosophy
speaker cables £ 500, Tel:
01843 600722 ( after
6pm) [11_25]
VIRTUAL Dynamics
Master Power Cords ( 3 x
5ft, 13A UK mains plugs),
two terminated with 15A
IEC connector, other with
20A high current Hubbell
(as found on Krell, ML,
ARC, Musical Fidelity etc)
£850 each (£ 135Orrp),
purchased new from
Audio Consultants,
Reading in 2006,
contact Kevin ( Bristol)
07825 501046 or email:
k.booker-milburn@
bristol.ac.uk [11_39]
MIT Magnum MI cables,
top of the Magnum
range, 10ft speaker
cable £ 950 ($ 4679 rrp),
two XLR interconnects
(1.5m and 2m), £ 600
each ($ 2600 rrp), very
good condition, original
packaging included,
contact Kevin ( Bristol)
07825 501046 or email:
k.booker-milburn@bristol.
ac.uk [109]
SILTECH SQ28, 1m
(g3) XLR interconnect
£200, Nordost Quattro
Fil phono cable, SME fit
£300, Madrigal CZ Gel,
1m XLR £ 200, Tel: 020
8868 0369 [JK22]
MISCELLANEOUS;
including Harmonic
Technology Magic
Link and Truth Link
interconnects and
Pro-AC11 Power Cord;
Audio Quest Topaz
interconnects, speaker
cable and pro digital/
video interconnects,
Isotek and Rumour power
cord and speaker cable
and six other pairs of
assorted interconnects

CLASSIFIEDS

and speaker cable,
Approximate retail
£2800, sell £ 400, Tel
Hugh on 01224 484470
or email: hughthom@
btinternet.com [1L44]

4. CDS/DVDS
QUAD 66 CD, with
dCS Elgar plus FireWire
Purcell FireWire, all mint
£6500 ono, Tel: Ian 020
7824 8311 or email:
ianbodill@btinternet.com
[F1]
MERIDIAN 507 (£ 1195),
remote, manuals, mint
£500, Tel: 07876 451279
[G117]
MARANTZ CD65 DX £ 80,
Tel: 01206 510392 /
07880 983630 [G117]
MARANTZ DV600 1list
£350, accept £ 245,
Marantz DV9600 £ 795,
all as brand new, Tel: 020
8951 3178 [ H114]
MUSICAL FIDELITY

deck £ 200 Tel: 020 8868

Sounds in 2001, grilles,

0369 [1K22]

paws, spikes, spacers,
tools and 4-original
wooden crates available,
very good condition,
buyer collects ( about
160kg total weight),
contact Kevin on 07825
501046 ( Bristol) or email:
k.booker-milburn@bristol.
ac.uk [ HK22]

6. DACS
DPA Little Bit Three
DAC, mint condition plus
Audioquest digital cable
£100, Tel: 01253 882329
[18]

WILSON BENESCH Arc
(£2570), single owner,
excellent condition,
boxed, manuals £ 1500,
Tel: 07876 451279 [ G117]
WHARFDALE Dentons,
£40, KEF Cresta 3 £ 150,
C60 £ 100, Kenwood
LSA5L's £ 30 P/Ex? Tel:
01206 510392 / 07880
983630 [ G117]

you are unlikely to find
apair apair in better
original condition, can
demonstrate £ 699, Tel:
01284 760757 ( Bury St
Edmonds) [1K23]
APOGEE Stage £ 500,
buyer must collect ( CT10
area), Tel: 01843 600722
(after 6pm) [1L25]

154901 [ HK17]

SPENDOR SP2 3E

CASTLE Avon, cherry
wood finish, some light
marks £ 400, Tel: 07979

MARANTZ CDR 6000
recorder, mint £ 150,
Marantz CD63, mint,
original box £ 50, Tel:
01275 897248 [1L17]

530681 [ 1-1114]

I

QUAD ESL- 57, black with
wood trim, original feet
all in excellent condition,
late serial numbers 29471
and 29467 refurbished
by Quad Jan ' 92 to final
spec, original cartons/
packing instructions,

B&W Nautilus 802, red
cherry, as new condition,
all original packing,
manuals etc £3650,
genuine enquiries only,
please call Mike on 07932

£550, Tel: 07979 530681
[H1141

te 13

WILSON AUDIO Watt/
Puppy System 6 £ 6800
(rrp £ 22,000), piano black
gloss, purchased from
and installed by Absolute

speakers, black ash plus
stands, as new £ 550 ono,
Tel: 01590 623132 [18]

mc

•

PMC OB1 light oak
speakers £ 1600, Tel:
01777 711386 [18]
SPENDOR SP1
loudspeakers, lovely
condition, afew very
faint water drop marks
on tops but excellent
overall, wonderful open
sound, original boxes,
manual and wheeled
stands £ 300, Tel: 01306
884689 or 07842
263339 [18]

8. TUNERS
ROTEL RT950 BX, £ 80
(£300), Sony STEB920 QS
£90, Tel: 01206 510392 /
07880 983630 [ G117]
A3 tuner £ 250, Tel:
07979 530681 [ H114]
QUAD FM4 tuner,
manual, superb sound,
£150 plus carriage, Tel:
01903 247779 [ H114]

SOUNDLAB A3 speakers,
excellent £ 350 ono, Tel:
020 8868 0369 [1K22]

9. TURNTABLES

SPENDOR BC1 speakers
in black ash, excellent
condition with original

DUAL 505 £ 75, Tel:
01206 510392 / 07880
983630 [G117]

of hi-fi news

LINN LP12 Lingo, Ittok

a
tSave
30%
today
SUBSCRIBE to Hi Fi News and get the latest news,
c
•
analysis and opinions on new technologies, products
blim
111

[1L17]

7. SPEAKERS

A3 CD, 24- bit CD player

NAKAMICHI CD2 tape

boxes/packaging and
manual with 10.5in high
foundation Pl stands, also
original Spendor trolley
stands £ 300, Tel: 01993
706911 (Oxfordshire)

and formats from hi-fi to home entertainment
delivered direct to your door.
CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote code:31T
OR subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uklihfan

II, can demo, good
condition £ 650 ono, Tel:
Dick on 01923 212105
day or eve (Watford,
Herts) [1K14]
REGA Planar 3, RB300
£140, Tel: 01777
711386 [18]

11. SYSTEMS
LINN Kudos tuner, Karik
CD player, Linn Kairn Pro
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pre-amp, LK 140 treble,
LK140 Activ bass, Linn
Keilidh Activ speakers,
may separate, offers
around £ 2100, Tel:
01273 239339 eves or
email: mawismaw2002@
yahoo.co.uk [ H.I14]
PRIMARE CDI10 CD
player, DAB tuner,
75 watt per channel,
perfect condition £ 650,
pair of Castle column
floorstanding speakers,
mahogany, as new, £ 250,

all boxes, Tel: 01945
463856 [
H8]

sound stage (£ 200), £ 80,
Mana sound base (£ 175)
£75, Tel: 07876 451279
[G.117]

ISOTEK 4K Qube mains
filter (£ 2250), Isotek have
a lifetime warranty, mint,
boxed, manuals, receipt,

EMPIRE 108, 888VE,

£1100, Isotek Substation
mains filter (£ 1200),
lifetime warranty, mint,
manuals, receipt, £ 600,
Mana 6-tier rack (£ 825),
£350, Mana 2-tier rack
(£440), £ 200, Mana

880P, Decca London
cartridges, Mission
774 tonearm, Fidelity
Research tonearms
cartridges transformers,
Marantz CD80, CD94,
CDA94, Audioquest

Diamond II, Naim
CDS (dead), Lowther
PM7A ( dead), Tel:
01642 644064 email:
solderjunky2005@ yahoo.
co.uk [X]
TOP Quality Hi-fi
separates and complete
systems, Naim, Linn,
Cyrus, Meridian, B&W etc.
fast, friendly response,
and willing to travel and
cash paid, Tel: 07815
892458
ULM
HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...
Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD/DVD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software
(CDs, records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners:
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events;
11 - Complete Systems;
12 - Miscellaneous

Tel (to appear in advert):

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)
Card number
3 digit card security code
Expiry date

Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
•We are not responsible for clerical errors
Name:
Address:

Postcode*
Daytime tel ( so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. PC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.
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Number of issues
Please print the above
advertisement for

EH
(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)
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From this month the new Hi Fi News
CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,
simple-to- use category system that
means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and
buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category (eg. accessories,
amps. CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box ( see our example below)
and when acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew number in
the correct box.

issues

n

For sale or wanted?
I
1Please tick this box
you want your
advert to go into the
WANTED category

's how

fui

•NB: Classified rates are £ 8 ( inc.
VAT) per 30-word insertion for one
issue; £ 14 for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional words are
50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word ( eg.
Meridian 201 = two words).

in the form,.

Start each new advert with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of £ 1 ( 50p for each extra word).

www.choice-hili.corn
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Amessarlas
Aand RCambridge
Aand RCambridge See List
Jamo 1300 iPod Docking+Sats
(mber 3501
MIT 750 shotgun
Oman Live Digital Stylus Force Gauge
Ringmat Full Version

Choice
hi-fi

AV Processors
AmiPro AV8
Krell VOS
Krell HIS
Lexicon DC2
Lexicon MC 12 HD
Lexicon MC12 v5
lexicon MC12B
Lexicon MC8 v2
Lumagen Vision HOP
McIntosh C39
Meridian Audio 565
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Pioneer VSA 06
Primare P30
Proceed FAO/POSO
AV Readvars
VSX-D2011-8

£75
£395
£0
£125
£595
£57
£140
£2395
£3750
£1800
£2000
£6750
£5500
£3995
f3995
£750
£1595
£695
£4000
£2695
£350
£795
£1995
£450

Cables

• Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
• No Sale No Fee
• No limit to numbers of items
• No Time Limit on adverts
• Credit Card Payments
• Tried and tested items Guaranteed
• Insured Delivery
• World wide Online Exposure
• Independent & Safe brokerage
• 15 Years Experience & Dedication to
Quality Used Audio Equipment
• New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
• Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com

Minter Reference
f3320
• . or cable
£ 400
ni
£695
i,,,iiiiiii Reference Balanced £ 450
Caw.. Audio (loin«, Reference Power Chord £ 250
Cardas Audio Golden Reference Speaker Cable £ 900
Ecosse Reference MS 215
£ 150
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2
£ 160
JPS Labs SC2
£285
Kerber Orchid
£325
Cables Krell CAST 3metre pair £ 395
Dragon
£ 750
." . hectral MH-770 ultrahnear Ret2
£890
•
. . Audio Grey 5pin 180 Snatc
£30
'il Reference TYR Intercon
£ 549
Cables balanced
£ 200
:parent Audio Audio Reference SPA £ 2250
imnsparent Audio Onilink
£ 125
Transparent Audio Music Wave
£ 150
Transparent Audio Music Wave 108 Bi Wire £ 395
Transparent Audio Musiclink Super
£ 395
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable £ 12990
Transparent Audio Ultra interconnect
£900
van den hul CS 122
£25
Wireworld Starlight 5Mk 2C11/1 110M1 £ 150
Wireworld Ultraviolet 5Mk2 HDMI-HOMI £ 100
CD Madera and DACs
, ; ease DP- 75V
04000
l . bc Arts DAC 1mire
E2795
Ai , iistic Arts Player 1
£ 2295
Arcam 5
£ 200
Audia Flight COI
£ 2995
Audio Alchemy 200 transport erl 0 DDE
£ 420
Audio Research CD 2
£ 1695
Audio Research CD3 mk11
£ 2950
Audiolab 8000 Transport/Dac £ 695
Burmester 001CDP
£ 6500
CEC DX 51 SAC
£ 1095
Counterpoint DAI 0SAC
£700
Counterpoint DA11 CD player
£500
Cyrus cd7q/psar
£750
£995
EAD DSP 9000 Pro Ill
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
£495
Goldmund Meta Laser- II
£ 1650
Gryphon Adagio
£ 2600
Krell KPS 20 IL
£4250
Krell KPS 201
£ 1900
Krell (PS 250e 24/96
£8995
Krell (PS 28e CAST It
£ 4995
Krell KPS20i/L
£ 2999
Krell KPS2011
£ 2995
Maranta cd 67 se
£ 85
Mark Levinson ML 3900
£ 3250
Meridian Audio 200 Transport £ 200
MSF3 Link DAC 324/96
0450
Muse Mod9 DVD'CD
£ 1450
Musical Fidelity KW DM 25 Dac and Transport £ 2700
Musical Fidelity Tri Vista CD
£ 1995
NAD C521 BEE
£ 140
Nairn Audio CD 35
£ 550
Nan Audio CD3
£350
Onkyo MS8..1HDO+CD MSB-1 ADO recorder
£500
Philips CD 104
£95
Roksan dial dac and pwr supp
£450
Shanling CDT 300 3D-Sonics
£2595
Sony CDP-557ESD
£200
£1650
.
T
„2/ spe
£695
£895
£295
Transport
I1S Pro Gen Va
£1250
•ia DSPro Basic 11
£600
Pro Pnme 2
£295
£295
Theta Progeny
Trichord GENESIS
£250
£1785
Wadia 2000 Digimaster
Yamaha CDS 1000
£350
£995
TBA 3Alpha
£2495
YBA CDI Delta 2PSU
£995
YBA yba cd3X

Ce
Daffirlms
e " dues

Linn Classic Ninka,10140, Wakonda. ' ken
Meridian Audio System
Naim Audio CD3002 ,180iSril

Contenir installation Products
Drive
Dee Players
Arcot,' IMJ OV27
Lexicon RT-20
Mendian Audio 598 CD/DVD/DVDA
Pioneer 0006560
Townshend Aude Pioneer DV747A
lu Fl Maw
Aand RCambndge 121 Tuner
bang and olufsen Beosystem 5000
Base Cruet Dondort INoise Canteing Headphones
Denon 711 2681
Musical Fidelity TO Tuner
Rotel RT925 tuner

£2000
£4300
£995
£2350
£2000
£750
£175
£740
£3000
£1650
£150
£995
£75
£850
£125
£45
£250
£75

intergrated Ampidiers

We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

Audia Flight Flight One Integrated
Audio Note Sore SE Phono
Audio Valve Assistant 200 Integrated
Gryphon Diablo

£75
£140
£2995
£850
£995
£3699

Krell KAY 300
£995
Krell (AV 400xi
£ 2250
Lizard Wizard PMC
£800
Roksan rocksan handy lie!
£450
Loudspeakers
Won Phalanx/Poseidon
£10000
Apogee Caliper
UM)
Arcam On,
£300
ATC SCM100ASL
£4900
Aude Acoustics Fundamental K2
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti -C
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire ThC Mocha
£0
Audio Note AN- ESP SPEAKER
134 £ 1700
Audio Physic Brilon
28 £ 1495
Audio Physic Medea II
245 £ 13000
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer
441 £ 1995
Audio Physic Spark ( latest)
42 01150
Audio Physic Tempo ( latest)
30 £ 1695
Audio Physic Yana Floor
23 £ 795
Audiovector M3signature active
459 £2100
BEM 803s
314 £ 1500
BOW HMTI
55 £ 1500
Beauhom 92.2 Revelation
298 £ 1800
Bose ACOLISTIMASSO 3
198 £ 150
Castle Howard 02
252 £ 750
Dali Euphoria MS4
244 £3495
Definitive Technology BP3000
132 £ 2500
Dynaudio S1.4
770 £ 1095
Eggleston Works Fontaine
324 £ 2850
Eiec Jet CL310 Jet
348 £ 550
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
358 £ 395
Goldmund EPILOGUE I+ 2
676 £ 26120
Hales concept 5
206 £2200
IMF MI011 Ref Pro Monitor
67 £795
IMF TLS50 11
23 £350
Jamo D830
174 £650
JAS Ursa
233 £995
JBLTLX103,121,111
129 £ 180
JMLab Diva Utopia
£ 5900
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
£3400
JMLab Electra 906
335 £595
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE + Stands
£3600
JMLab Micro Utopia Be * Stands £2750
£ 10500
JMLab Nova Utopia be
JR Jordan JR 150 • Stands
£450
KEF Q35 2
£200
KEF 050,ret 90,306,705
£600
KEF 095e
£ 75
KEF Reference 103/4
£330
KEF Reference 4
£ 1250
Leema Acoustics SPLX12 sub- woofer
£650
Linn Kabers ( Passive)
£ 795
Linn Keilkilh
£325
Lumley larnpross 200
£ 1650
Lumley lampross 200
£ 1650
Lumley Ladspeakers reference signature
£ 1300
Magneplanar MG 20x
f8500
Magneplanar MG3 6/13
£ 3600
Martin Loen Ascent i
£ 2495
Meridian kide dsp33 digital centre
£ 850
Meridian Audio m33 analogue speakers £700
Mirage RIX 9
£600
Mission M331
£ 135
Monitor Audio Gold Ref 20 ( GR20)
£850
Nan Audio SBL Walnut
£ 800
Piega P4XL Mk2
£ 1295
PMC Loudspeakers BB5
£ 6995
£995
Quad ELS 57
Quad es1 57
£400
Quad est 57
£400
Quad ESL 988
£2295
Sind ESL 988
£2295
Quad ESL 989 Electrostatics £2800
BEL 0 200E
£ 350
BEL Strata
£295
Revel Ultima Studio
£ 5749
Richard Man Dimension Five 3
£ 300
Roark Roark Talisman 02
0395
Soot's Faber Extreme 8 Stands
£ 3995
Scnus Faber Minuetto + Ark. Stone Wood Stands
£ 595
GoundLab At
£8990
System Audio SA2K
£ 1595
Talon Firebird Diamond
£ 17500
Tannoy Mercury MXC centre
£ 40
TDL RTL 3
£300
Thiel CS2.2
f295
Velodine FSR 10
£495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£ 250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£ 475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
04500
Wilson Audio MASO 2
£28990
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£5900
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5. 1
£6495
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2 £3750
Wilson Audio Witt
£ 3295
Yamaha ns1000m
£ 1400
Multi Channel Maps
Lexicon Cob
McIntosh MC 7104
McIntosh MC7106
Parasound A51
Pioneer OSA E07
Systemine MRA-4
Theta Theta Dreadnaught II
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
• • , iLCR
ire Murder,
2xSIB XXL
3xSIB XL • CU82
' • lush All HT2.11T3
schtoon
•
l5lebem/2 Berg/ Sobran

£2590
01495
£1595
£2895
£505
£350
£3900
£150
£3250
£195
£750
£2195
£225
£2650

Power Amplifiers
Accustm Arts Power 1
Adcom GFA555
Nola ST 1301
kola ST 15 01
Audia Flight Flight One100
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
Audio Research 070
Audio Research 070
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Valve Bakke 70
Audelab 8000 P/C
Audiolab 8000a mk111
B.A.T. VK 601«
BAT VK200
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
Boulder 500 AE Monos
Burmester 828 Mk II Monos
C.A.T JL2 Signature
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Chord Electrcrucs Mezzo 50
Chord Electronics Prima / Mezzo 50
Chord Electronics spm 1400E
Classe Audio CA 201
Classe Audio ORO power Amp

03495
£2150
£350
£995
£1095
£4795
012995
£1595
£1000
£3450
01795
£785
£300
f5995
£1395
£1900
£1250
£2300
£1950
£4650
£2500
£11500
£1200
£1245
£3195
£6800
£1800
£850

Cyrus Ilh
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp MP- 60
Dual mono block- 200w 23.5
Exposure 18 POWER
Exposure Au Power Amp
Goldmund 18.4
GRAAF 55/50 Pwr
Halcro DM 38
Harmon (ardor AP2500/PA2200
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
Jeff Rowland model 8
Krell FPB 750 moi monoblocKs
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks
Krell FPB-700CX
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson ML433
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML436
Mark Levinson MLR
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC 252
McIntosh MC 30001
McIntosh MC352
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
Nairn Audio 180
Passlabs 0600
Roksan Caspian M Series- 1Mono main
Rotel rb1090
Rotel R898I
Ruby Chameleon
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
Tom Evans Linear A
Tube Technology Genisis Monobloc
Vincent SP- 998
XTC power one
RDA Passion Monoblecks
Pram Ceedlesave
sotek 5111021 Mini Sub
Pre Mufflers
Accusbc Ms Pre 1
Adcom GFP 555
Alm PST 11.011
Akin PST 11.011
Arcam Delta 110
Audia Flight Flight IPre
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
Audio Note M3. Phono
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research LS22
Audio Research LS9
AVI laboratory senes preamplifier
BAT. 01(30
BAT. VI(31
Boulder 1012
Boulder 2010 Pre
CAT SL1 Signature MK Ill
CAT Ultimate Reference
Cello Palette Pre
Chord Electronics Prima
Conrad Johnson Motif MCI 0
Conrad Johnson Pe Pre Amp
DkIM 3d twin
ONM series 2/3
GROW 35 Pre
Gryphon Linestage Preamp
Marsh P2000
McCormak OLD 1
Melody Pure black 101
Michell Argo HR • Hera
Michell Argo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HRMera
Naim Audio 102
Nairn Audio Nao 62
Naim Audio SAC 92 preamp
Rotel RC- 06
Tact RCS 20
Tact RCS 2ODD
Tom Evans Argo Hr
Torn Evans The Vibe
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8 Power Supply
YEIA 2Alpha
ABA Passion Pre
Propoctera
Madrigal MP 9CRT
Stands
Attacama Equinox
Black Diamond Racing Shell 8 Cones
Vertex Kinabula
SubWoohrs
VelodineULD 15
Tape docks & Reel In Reel
Aka, GX 21,l.
Nakamichl I
D, •
Nakammhi 680ZX
Nakamichi 682zx
Nakanuo DR

£275
£1250
£2200
£790
£475
£7365
£1095
£9995
£395
£4995
£4199
£15500
£11550
£7995
E1295
£1750
£4750
£4995
f7975
£895
£1150
£3200
£2295
£3250
£2495
£595
£5995
£1500
£1000
£600
£295
£695
£1295
£3750
£2500
£1750
£1300
£6995
£400
£1495
£200
£1450
£995
£350
£2995
£2795
£3750
£395
£1895
£895
£800
£1495
£1500
£6495
£9995
£2995
f5995
£3000
£1995
£650
£595
£3750
£325
£1095
£995
£375
£1150
£2299
£500
£550
£295
f595
£250
£200
£200
£900
£1995
£595
£2450
£1000
£795
£3495

£19990
£175
£400
£220

£1200

£300
£1295
£400
£390
£180
!40

hretables/Arms/Cartildges & Phonostages
Clear Audo Accurate
( 2395
EAR mc 3transfomer
£ 500
EAR The Head
£ 390
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£200
Graham Glee Era Gold V
£ 395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
£ 200
5CD 4Disc demodulator
£ 60
JVC ADD Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat.
£3250
Linn LPIVARO/Armegedon
£2495
Michell Gyro SE
£850
Miohell Orbe
£ 1550
Nam Audio Phono boards
£0
Nottingham Analogue interspace/RB300/Reson £425
Origin Live Encounter
£750
Ortofon 510 MM
£ 35
Ortolan Jubilee
£ 1000
Ortolan Konhapunkt B
£650
Oxford Crystal Reference o Graham 2
£ 2900
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/Arterniz/Jublee £ 3500
SME Model 10A
£ 3120
SME Model 20/29
04995
SME Model 30/20
£ 10999
SME Series VArm
£ 1450
VPI Scoutmaster
£ 1700
UPI TNT 4• Rokport km
£6500
111/Plesatai LCD
TV/Plasma/ LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
NEC 50 XMA/XRS
Panasonic 42 PWD9
Panasonic 42 PWD9HD
Pioneer 502 me Plasma

£995
£1995
£1495
CO
£800

Vinyl

MERIDIAN 606 Dto AConvertor

1800

798

9998

4798

MERIDIAN G91DH DOD PreiDSP Processor

3895

3196

KRELL FPB600 Stereo Power

15000

5498

MERIDIAN 007 CD Player ( Ex Demo — Elk)

1695

1395

KRELL 650 Monos ( Unused) pair

28000

9998

MERIDIAN 598 DOD Player

2400

1398

KRELL FPB700CX Power

14998

9998

MUSICAL FIDELITY Tri Vista CD Player

4000

1996

KRELL Master Reference Amplifiers

150000

NAIM CDS UPS Power Supply

6078

2198

KRELL KSAISO Classic Power

4000

14VA Emotive Statement CD Ployer

2495

1298

LEVINSON 380P Preamplifier

PIONEER DVR7000 DOD Recorder

1199

496

LEVINSON PLS 126 HC Power Supply(for 25 Phono) 1395

750

448

LEVINSON 333.5 Power Amplifier

1000

298

LINN Kaim Pre

700

248

LINN LK100 Power

1495

595

LINN Majik Integrated

100

595

McINTOSH CR16 Multilane controller ( Ex Demo)
McINTOSH MC 5813ch power ( Ex Demo)

PRIMARE D20 CD Player
PIONEER CLD-D925 Laser Disc Player
QUAD 66 CD Player

AUDIO RESEARCH PH5 Phonostage Ex Demo

1799

1496

AUDIO RESEARCH Ref phono nage

7000

4496

799

495

EAR 834P mm. en phono stage
GOLDRING G485 (Very nice condition)

NA

175

KOETSU Red Ksignoture

2400

1298

LEVINSON 25 Phono stage

2950

1798

MICHELL Gyro SE/Tehno Arm/BPS

1650

995

ORACLE Alexandria
ORIGIN Live Resolution/Encounter
PINK TRIANGLE Anniversary
561E101009 Toneann Ex Demo
SME20/2A S/H
THORENS TD 165 MK11
UNISON RESEARCH Simply Phono
WILSON BENES(H Full Circle ( Ex Demo)

150

495

2940

1496

N/A

595

358

1955

6310

4196

NIA

128

900

595

2000

1496

ROKSAN Alterno CD Ployer
SONNETEER BRONTE CD Player
TRAC P500 Transport

600

195

THETA Carman CD/DUD Transpon

3500

1296

THETA Pro Prime II Dlo AConvertor

1800

996

THOR AUDIO DC- 1000

Reference Valve DAC

KRELL FPB300cast Stereo Power

898

CASTLE HAREM ( dark oak)
ECUPSETTD511 gloss black

5500

2746

NA

298

AUDIO RESEARCH SP/ PRE- AMPLIFIER

1900

896

AUDIO RESEARCH SP16 inc phonostage

600

345

4467

3497

AUDIO RESEARCH REF 2MK 2Pre

2999

AUDIO FICESI(S Tempo

2500

598

800

445

950

498

SWALLOW ACOUSTICS ALSII ( active)

2000

1298

TANNOY Revolution R2

300

198

GRADIENT SW63 for ( Quad ES463)

2000

995

TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

1295

495

inc stands

2895

2196

STUDIO Electric Type 1

6000

3998

NA

298

2250

1598

HARBETH NRG4 ( Maple)

1200

750

TRIANGLE ( elius Speakers Black/Cherry ( new)

10498

4995

IMPULSE H7 bled ( horn loaded)

1200

295

TRIANGLE Magellan ( m.demo)

1095

896

10000

7496

1497

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 Monos

7100

2898

JM Lobs Electra (( 30 Centre

500

375

VIENNA ACOUSTICS Beethoven

2500

1498

1295

395

AUDIO RESEARCH 070 Power Amplifier

3795

1698

REF HIS 2001 a3Egg Speakers

600

295

MEGA 3Stellar I ( gloss black) Ex Show

4990

3998

MERIDIAN 568 ver II AV Processor

3300

2298

AUDIO RESEARCH 01100 MkIll ( Ex Demo)

6400

4396

REF 103 Cherry

300

225

WHARFDALE 5E81 ( Classics)

NA

398

REF Model 90 Centre block

250

108

WILSON Sophia MkI ( gloss black) Be Demo

11992

7496

REF 035

350

175

WILSON AUDIO Max Iupgraded to II spec

40000

21996

THETA David Transport

4650

1495

MAIM NAC102 Pre v NAPSC

1000

595

BEARD P35 MKII Power Amplifier

REF 055

500

246

WILSON AUDIO Whom ( unused)

274000

POA

600

75

850

445

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Monos

REF 085 ( surrounds)

300

126

WILSON AUDIO Whow sub

8500

4798

748

CONRAD JOHNSON PV6 — mm fined

3000

1896

WILSON BENESCH Discovery ( ex demo)

6000

4496

1500

798

WILSON BENES(H Centre inc stand Ex Demo

1775

YAMAHA ( DVI 700 ( D/Laserdim

HAIM NAP140 Power Amplifier
MUM NAP 180 Power (olive)
NYTECH CA302 Ini ( Classic)

NA

98

1995

898

PLINIUS ME Pre — Bel — Remote An Demo)

2300

1896

QUAD 34 Pre Amp ( grey)

ARCAM Delta 110 Pre DA( ( Audioquest wired)

550

198

ARUM Delta 120 Power ( Audioguest wired)

800

298

ARUM Delta 290P

400

195

3995

1498

2295

1350

(UPLAND CDA535 ( 5x125 watts) ex demo

2998

2348

AVE 82000 MA

Stereo Power

CYRUS 6an Block ( Ex- Demo)

650

500

CYRUS DAC XP Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

2200

600

1700

295

10000

3598

CYRUS PRE X Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

1000

795

1999

1195

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver quart: ( Ex Demo)

700

525

600

225

DENSEN BEAT 100 Integrated Amplifier

695

448

DES Eiger Plus

9500

4998

ELECTOR MEL Pre

500

118

DES Verdi Encore

9500

4998

ELECTROCOMPANIET EC1/3 Integrated Amplifier

1599

898

KRELL KAV280 CD Player

3999

2296

EXPOSURE 17Pm ( Mc MC Board)

1000

498

KRELL RAU 300 CD Player

4290

1998

HMO DH101 Pre

495

128

14995

6496

KRELL KAVIO0i Integrated Amplifier

1750

1196

1850

395

KRELL HTS5.1 Processor

6500

2398

600

228

KRELL KCT Preamplifier

9998

3996

McINTOSH MCD201 CD Player

3400

2495

KRELL KRC•HAAPE Phono Stage

7940

3796

MERIDIAN 59825 DUD/CA Player.

2875

1398

KRELL KRS 2.3 box Pre/Phono Stage

9000

2195

MERIDIAN 602 ED Transport

1800

798

KRELL FPB 200 Power Amplifier

6995

2998

1300

PARASOUND HCA 1206 ACH Power Amplifier
QUAD 33 Pm Amp

CYRUS 5Integrated

1250

495

16000

5998

NA

495

REF Reference 203

CONRAD JOHNSON Pt/Il Pre

1950

748

KUPSCH SWI 5(15

CONRAD JOHNSON Pt/VOL

2000

995

KRELL Resolution 2 ( as new)

7333

4996

COPLAND CVA306 ( multi- channel) Pre — ex demo

1999

1598

KRELL RESOLUTION 3.2 way loudspeaker ( EX demo) 3845

2847

1980

1996

NA

78

iSubwoofer

375

78

JADIS DAS Power Ex Demo

2199

1797

KRELL Resolution C ( centre — os new)

NA

198

JADIS DLP2 Pm Ex Demo

1799

1397

LEAK Mini Sandwich

NA

278

MANLEY Reference VTL Monoblocks

6000

2798

LEAK Original Sandwich 15 ohm/17'

NA

148

QUAD 66 Preamplifier

695

295

PATHOS Logos Int Hybrid

2750

1998

UNN Keen ( passive)

2500

496

3000

QUAD 77 Pie ( Earbun,boxed)

699

375

PATHOS In Control Preamplifier E
LDemo

3690 / 956

LINN Knbers (wive)

QUAD 77 Int (Grey)

704

248

PATHOS In Power Monoblocks ( hybrid) Ex. demo

6980

5586

LINN Walls ( white)

QUAD 606 Petrel Alnpinier

695

295

PATHOS Inpol II ( New)

6500

0496

LIVING VOICE Iludirmium ( cherry)

2105

1748

1200

695

PATHOS Twin Towers Inlegrated

3700

1995

MARTIN LOGAN Ascent Electrostatics

4333

2496
398

RED ROSE SPIRIT Integrated Amplifier

300

198

QUAD II Mono ( Single) Power

N/A

178

MOREL Music Firs1 704

1000

298

PM Components 845 Monos

3000

995

MUR S90 Wall Speakers

1200

396

ROKSAN Caspian M Integrated Amplifier ( ex demo) 1000

796

UNISON RESEARCH SO ( all tube int) ex demo

1995

1598

McIntosh MC CS350 Centre channel ( Ex Demo)

2499

1997

VIL line Pre Amplifier

750

245

SONY TAE-1000ESD Pre

495

198

McIntosh LS320 2way Loudspeakers ( Ex Demo)

3998

2997

SPHINX Project 12 Monos

3000

998

McIntosh 13340 Sway loudspeakers ( Ex Demo)

9599

7697

SPHINX Project II Pre Amp

1600

498

MERIDIAN DSP5000C Mk1

1950

998

NA

748

MERIDIAN D5P6000 ( 74/96) Elk

11000

4998

650

285

MERIDIAN DSW2500 ( 24/96) Blk

2950

1498

TANNAS SR840 Stereo Power a2 ( classics) ( each)
TALK ELECTRONICS Storm 11 Int
THETA CITADEL Mono Blocks Ex-Dem

18498

9998

WILSON Mau Centre

22000

10998

ZINGALI Colosseum cub nato
ZINGALI OVERTURE 4

770

418

4250

2745

148

995

REVOX E242 Power Amplifier

1496

WILSON XS Sub ( piano black) 2available

895

1495

REVOX 8252 Preamplifier

17000

9997

MERIDIAN DSP7000 ( silver) ( New)

16175

11996

YAMAHA DSPE390

250

50

MONITOR AUDIO Silver 6 ( Cherry)

600

395

YAMAHA DSP800 — ACA-DTS

250

95

MORREL BASS MASTER 602 Oak

1600

445

750

450

ProAC Response 2.5

3300

1496

ProAC Response 3.5

4000

1596

ProAC Super Towers ( teak)

1000

445

MAGNUM Dynalab MD 100 tuner

QUAD ES1.63 ( Brown Teak)

3500

795

NAGEA lys QUE Large Spool Tape Machine

QUAD ES1.63 ( upgraded)

3500

998

NAKAMICHI CRUE

QUAD ESL63 USA Monitors

5500

1796

NAKAMICHI AXE Tri Tracer ( incl. NRS)

1750

598

QUAD ES4988 ELECTROSTATICS NOUVEAU

4500

2296

NORDOST SPM Sm Pair

4500

2495

QUAD E54989 ELECTROSTATICS BLACK (AS NEW)

5500

3495

REVOX 877 high speed ( boxed)

NA

595

600

328

TUC 2340E 4track Reel to Reel

1500

396

TRAC RI DAT Recorder

1000

398

MAIM Intro

PROAC TABLETTE II MONITORS
REFERENCE 3A Veen°
RUARK VITA 120 Subsvoofer
SONUS FABER Amati

The leading reseller of carefully used and mint condition
hi-fi components and systems. Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.
www.hifitradingstation.com
TRADING
STATION

SPENDOR See ( ex demo)

595

498

MARANTA CD80 CD Player

518
3998

3496
5498

1295

3496

(INN KARIN

2590

5000
16000

1250

1298.

KRELL KP525 Reference CD ,Preamplifier

1200
9998

AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 MK1 Preamplifier

SOUNDIAB Al Electrostatics ( Cherry)

SONUS FABER CREMONA MAPLE

2000

1200

CYRUS DAD 30 CD Player

8 & W CM2/ Rosewood inc stands

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 ( Silver)

746

275

AUDION Sterling ROSE Monos

4800

(UPLAND CDA288 CD Player

AUDIO RESEARCH EL 150 Monoblono

1750

1498

1200

AUDION Silver Knight Pre

3290

Dto AConvertor

AUDIO INNOVATIONS S800 Power

2865

3995

ARISTON ONE Monitors

595

XVI 52500 MC Reference CD Player
CELLO REFERENCE DUC

1998

10000

APOGEE DUETTE Signature Ribbons

996

AUDIO RESEARCH CD 3MKI 1

CD Transport

448

1000

5500

AUDIO RESEARCH ( DTI

798

1200

2000

CHORD SPMI203 3Channel Power

1650

1500

HAIM NAC101 Pre Amplifier

395

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro CD Player 192/24

AUDIO INNOVATIONS S800 Monos

SONUS FABER Cremona Auditor stands Ex Demo

NAIM NAC 81

398

78

ARION Talos Integrated Amplifier

1848

2196

795

596

999

150

53998

348

2536

925

2768

1000

ARIS1ON ACOUSTICS ( DX 720

ANTHONY GALLO Nucleus sub pro stds Ex Demo

POA

450

1395

AVI 52000 MP Pre
228

595

2998

4300

ATC SCA2 Pre Amplifier
500

1500

5300
22000

THETA DS Pro Progen

Amplifiers

ARUM Delta 190 CD Tronsporl ( boxed)

SONUS FABER Stradivari ( Ex Demo) Violin Red
SONUS FABER solo centre

ARION Electra Integrated Amplifier

798

SONUS FABER Guarneri

Loudspeakers

MERIDIAN 562V Video switching unit

QUAD 44 Pre Amp ( beige)

Digital Sources

3995

Amplifiers

The Trading Station I42 Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1NA ITel .0870 608 8211 IEmail: info@hifitradingstation.com
BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm ICLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED*NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLECOMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

3000

1596

625

345

11850

6998

Miscellaneous
AUIDIO NOTE /INV% IM se Pair Silver
LUXMAN 1E0780 Cassette Deck

800

398

NA

298

1695

898

NA

3398

700

325

TEA( RH300 Mini Cassette Deck ( champagne)

200

65

QUAD 66 FM TUNER

800

298

BEST PART EXCHANGE PRICES
GUARANTEED ON ALL LEADING
BRANDS NEW OR SECONDHAND.

Afull 12 months warranty
service now available ASK FOR DETAILS
REGISTER ON OUR SITE &
RECEIVE £50 VOUCHER

CLASSIFIEDS

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

atc
arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
.
mi
k
michell
naim audio
neat acoustics
not-tingham
primare
sme
spendor
runco

sound cinergy
specesi;sts in home entertenrnent

Creek, Epos, Exposure, Fujitsu, Linn, Marontz„
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short, NAD, Okici
Nokki, Project, REL„ Rokson, lherrescene, Trichord

37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Oranges & Lemons

pswic
fax ( 01473)

signals
hl- fi for g-own ups
01473)

Come round for a coffee and
listen to the Usher 520 & Dancers

4000

Sound Hi Fi

655171

1:enqMsignals.uk.com

17 2

&. Multi-room
Specialists

www.loc kwoocla udio.co.0 lc

H11.nandlhifi.co.uk

Call for appointment to visit us at l-lanwell on
4-44(0) 20 8579 7755
or Ma . 44(0) 20 8579 7156
-nail: si leselockwoodaudio.co.uk

to have
equipment in

0

)

amplifier sound is the key
DNM offers unique amplifiers
designed purely for ultimate
sound and long term reliability
for more
information
01480-457989

www.dnm.co.uk

It is not necessary

Absolute Analogui

great

Address: PO Box 30429, London, NW6

order to listen lo music...

Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Email: Absolute_Analogue(a ernatImn.com
Website: st wstat bsoluteanalogue.co.uk

...but it helps..
ît.

•

'Get it right!
IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE

£1600
£800
£599
£885

TQ6 9HN

LIVE MUSIC AT HOME

61 %% ebbs Road, Battersea, SWIII 6RX ,
email: iiranges.lemons asirgin.net

EPOA
£P0A
£175
£90
£85
£75
£175
£625
£1300
£370
EPOA
£640
£1500
£2200

Devon

Lockwood Audió

I)

w .

Spares and repairs
See the TANNIC71 Cones
Hotline at

020 7924 2040

Dartmouth

01803 833366 www.SoundHiFi.com

w

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

Home Cinema

CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DLI 03R
DENON DL103
DENON DL160
DENON DL I10
DENON DL304
GRADO 551
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM "A"
MICHELL TURNTABLES
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE +
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TOM EVANS VIBE
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRICHORD DIABLO + PSU1
STAX HEADPHONES

Nu Force
Marantz
Goldring
Grado

uk.co

w

HiFi,

Usher in Devon

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUM.IKO, GRADO,
COLDRING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEEC. GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BE.'ER. SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, CAT, GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, 09ELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALFHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE Et AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO ES- OEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIEDON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES
ESTABLISHED 1986, EPOA• - Exchange price on application.

there is only one
turntableworld!
Aesthelix, Avid, Clearaudio,
Decent Audio, Dynavector,
Goldring, Grado, Graham,
Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue,
Origin Live, Ortofon,
Project, Roksan, Rothwell,
Graham Slee, Shure, SME,
Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord,
Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI

probably the largest analogue
dem selection in the UK
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DEY, 0E65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS

SEPTEMBER 2007 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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CLASSIFIEDS

HICAM

NEW NOW
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SETTANIA AMP NEW £ 95
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANNI 192114 CD NEW
f995
AUDIO ANALOGUE ROSSINI CD 001111 VALVE TECHNOLOGY £850
AYI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP NEW £ 1599
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER NEW £ 1499
01 DAB TUNER NEW
£899
AVI DUOS LOUDSPEAKERS
11299
AOl NEUTRON 4BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS NEW £549
AVI TRIOS fLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS NEW £3250
AA BRIOS FLU PANG SPEAKERS VERY OkS1 NEW f4950
AVI ADM9 THE WEST ACTIVE SPEAKERS SYSTEM
f1000
SUMI110 BLUE POINT SPECIAL EVO III MC CARTRIDGE
1239
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO (D-PTRIODE CD PLAYER
CD- PCD PLAYER £895 £115
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO 200 INTERGRATED
AMP 501200 £3250 £2100
UNISON RESEARCH S1K ALL TUBE CLASS AAMP £ 1485 £ 1215
UNISON RESEARCHS6 ALL TUBE DIP( AMP £ 1850 £ 1515
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY 1PRE AMP
fI915 £ 1615
SUMO BLUE POINT 1MC CARTRIDGE £ 149
LORA DORIAN 11( CARTRIDGE £495
11EMP KE POWER SOURCE 8WAY 3.8 0w £915 £825
OPERA NEW MINI COMPACT LOUDSPEAKER £650 £525
fINALS100 13 INCH CUBE 100 WAIT SUB
f550 £415
UNISON RESEARCH NCO RAM/f11 TUNER
f895 £ 50
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO VI TUNER £495
BLACK RHODIUM POLAR OPERA IXT 1
MIR INTERCONNECT
£400
TRICHORD RESEARCH DINO+ PSU PHONO
£548
TRICHORD DIABLO PHONO IINLINE PSU
£169
«LUSTIG ARTS POWER IINTERGRED AMP Kali
£690
ACCUSTIC ART AMP 2BALANCED INPUTS 200 WPC
£5800
MICHELL GIRODEOL SE IRB300 ARM
£1125
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW £910
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS POWER CABLE 6ET LONG £ 140
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS DAVID 2MI 1
MIR
INTERCONNECT (ABLE
£640
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS BLOCK 8WAY NEW £330
ACCUSTIC ARTS POWER IINTERGRAIED AMP NEW £3600
ACCUSTICS ARTS PRE AMP MIQIREMOTE NEW £1350
TRANSEIGURATON ARIA 11( CARTRIDGE NEW £690
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPERO MC CARTRIDGE NEW f199S
SHUN MOOR SUPER DIAMOND RESONATORS SET Of 3
£450
AMC WI DAL MR 46613f1 IS36H2 DA LOKETOR
£3000
MICHELL ORBE TURNTABLE
£2459

BR ANY NEW PRODUCT AND
RECEIVE 10% VOUCHER
Open Mon- Sun 9am - 6pm Now in Northampton 2minutes off 5508

ES
Tel/Fax
Mobile
Email..
Website

N OTEWORTHY A UDIO
hi-fi

enthusiasts

by

Below is lust a small selection of

some

of the exciting products we offer:
The Denon DL110 Is a high
output moving coil cartridge.
It offers great performance foi
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono
input

The Denon DL- 103 Moving Coil
canridge is a true classic, not
just because its been in
production since 1963 but
because it still offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest.
Also now in DL-103R: £200.

til
_

Heatherdale
eaudio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OW
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hestereacom
Main dealer for
Tannay Prestige Speakers
SPEA KERS
B8.W 801 Original speakers average condition for year

£1395

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands

£395

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

£2895

Kef Concord Speakers

£150

Quad 2905 speakers 03RANDNEW,F0C1CF1YSEALEID)

Denon DL-304 This is a wonderfully
transparent sounding MC cadridge that
is almost unmatched for its midband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low £210 price is taken into
account

The Dynavector DV-20 is available
in both high and low output versions.
the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
a step-up transformer: £ 395.

£4995

Mordaunt Short 902 speakers with stands

£125

New Acoustic Zen Adze speakers

£3995

New Alamarro M3 speakers

£21395

Thiel 2.4 (ex demo) speakers

£2750

REAMPS
Audionote M8 Pre- amp with phono (£ 19.500). . . £ 9995
Audionote Zero Remote controlled Pre- amp New.... £ 695
Mark Levinson ML 26S Reference balanced pre- amp. £2495

Audio Note IQ3 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and it
features the same diamond arid
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below.
It successfully captures the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound: £ 425

£ 995

AMPLIFIERS
Audio Note Kegan mono Amps (£ 28,000)

£11,995

Audio Note Neiro Mono Amps (£ 10,000)

£5,495

Classe CA201 power amp

Ortofon Kontrapunkt ' BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
'A' at £ 450. and evolve through the ' l-4'
at £800. the '
B' at £ 750 and ultimately
to the ' C' at £ 900.

£1595

Exposure XV integrated amp

£295

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

Music Maker 3 The Music Maker is a
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
become a legend in its own lifetime. lbs
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as if they're
trying much to hard: £625.
The Lyra Argo is ahigh
performance nude design that
uses a Boron cantilever and line
contad diamond. We feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795
with a refined yet weighty
performance.

Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£3500

Mark Levinson ML436 mono blocks ( mint/boxed)

£ 5495

Mark Levinson 11 & 12 pre/power amplifier

£ 1295

NalainichlArrpere ve Cassels deck Aso and CD pis,er ties ... £795
Pathos "
Twin Towers" int' amplifier ( superb)

£ 1695

D PLAYERS 6. TRANSPORTS
Sonic Fronteirs SFD1, Dac

£ 795

Sony CD pm41 CD player

1

£ 60

Wadia 661 SE CD player ( mint/boxed)
---*--....-._,
1111%
°nett

The Audio Note lo range of
cadridges starts with the lot
(pictured left), a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge that features Alnico magnets and coils
made from pure silver wire.

£ 6995

ISCELLANEOUS
5 tier equipment stand superb condition

£ 275

Isotek substation ( mint/boxed)

£ 650

Moth Mains conditioner

£ 150

NakamIchl 682 cassette deck

£ 395

Its sound is transparent yet dynamic, with amid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: £ 1,850

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£ 60

The top model of the range model, the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils instead, which are powered from an
external power supply. ft's performance has to be heard to be
believed, and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartridge design. This masterpiece costs £ 8,950 including
power supply.

Technics ST-GT 550 tuner

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner....

£ 75
£ 65

Techniques St- 610L tuner frn/mw/lw

£ 65

Transparent "
The Wave" 5.5 mtr. Speaker cable . £ 195
Transparent Music Link Plus lmtr. Interconnect

£ 125

Van den Hui '
The Cleartrack" 5.5 metre speaker cable . £ 55
Winds 01 stylist gauge

New 495

EATABLES, CARTRIDGES 6 FOREARMS
Blue Pearl Turntable with Graham Phantom arm ... £PO4
•

0.0„,oe'-'

We firmly befieve that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high quality step up
transformer.
It is for this reason that we stock arange of designs, from the
new Note Products StepNote at £ 200 ( pictured above lent.
the Audio Note range priced between £ 399 ( above right) to
£4.950 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1.500 to £2.750 and offer a variety of ratios and impedances via front mounted swdches.

For further details

01604 842379
07973 233380
PATRICK@HICAM.CO.UK
HICAM.CO.UK
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NOTEWORTHY A UDIO
o Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

Dynavector 507 Mk2 arm

£1995

VPI Aries 3 Turntable

£1750

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years'
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

ws,1 1
heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
Email:

THE

QUAD
1

0

•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

SPECIALIST
ESL 57" U

Does This Seem Familiar?

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSES • EPOS • LINS • LOEWE

Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStabc Loudspeakers.

indecently good hi-fi

Contact us fo- our free catalogue.
QUAD Muslicwiedergabe GmbH

Y

Listen to perfect vinyl sounds (or record
on computer or CD) EXCLUSIVE
•

www.rothwellauchoproclucts.co.uk
Se.' IL.' excellent review,
HbF1
I,,,, co, 1-11 Fi World.
11.-1. Plus and on the web at www na-eudio.com

KLW Cook

Bellari (USA) Valve Phono Pre-Amp

Audio servicing specialists, upgrades available.
British, Japanese & American hi-fi catered for.

TO

Phase Linear & SAE specialists.

SMART SOUND
Hi Fi News

Custom equipment designed & built in house.

single valve serve "Provided auniverse of almost
perfect listening pleasure,
up slam"

Sale of pre- owned equipment.

Tel: 01264 323573

OVERALL RATING

sweet detailed and above all,
supremely musical"

Hi-FiNews

HiFi+
"Near perfect blend of price
and performance"

www.AUDIOCLASSICS.coml

What Hi Fi
"Smooth, warm sound.. Makes
vocal based music apleasure"

McIntosh & other Hi-End & Vintage Gear

19/20

•All valve circuitry
• RIM equilization
• Headphone/stereo line
output with volume control
• Rumble filter

Buy - Sells - Trades - Repairs

Call for full reviews

3501 Old Vestal Road, Vestal,

NY, USA

Check out our massive range of products & great prices

0870 8500129
M ADISOUND
BUILDERS WITH

Rrathwell: 01204 366133 or

9

email:QUAD-GmbH@t-online.de
www.QUAD-MUSIK.com
www.quadateliende

Manned 24hr order line:

607-766-3501

www.smartsounddirect.com
PROVIDES SPEAKER

THE

DRIVERS:

HIGHEST QUALITY

PARTS AND ADVICE.
•‘......1./I-P.A.à.• vie
M.PM.M

•

MUD
man
Zi""rom

111
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Skaaning
e// Loudspeakers

> ATC

seas
C

1771

0

Way too Loud

impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell
Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems
of
excess
gain
and
bring
sonic
benefit ,, even with the most expensive equipment.
The • •. tis only £ 39 per pair delivered. To order, call

high Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames,
surrey KT1 4IM Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. +49(0)2654 987977 fax. + 49(0)2654 987976

"Boy does that

Too Loud

fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or

Spares and Repairs

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE I

Mae-

0

Loud

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and

> AUDAX
> ETON

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Fostex

Ble'LEM

ACOUSTIC PANELS

morel*

> FOSTEX
> LPG > MAX FIDELITY

OKING

> MOREL

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can

> SILVER FLUTE

tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

> VIFA > VISATON
> VOLT

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

vtia
MYRDOST

LPG

FERN
•
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P0 BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 537444283 U SA
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3171
emati• info@madisounc tom
Web Page. hIlp.nyww madrsound com

INC

HARDWARE

k

COMPONEN'I'S
CCESSORIES
TUBES

HOW TO BOOKS
Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

Call, write, lax or emad for detaik and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fax ( 215) 862-4871
Visit our svplisito at:
http://www.tatwyre.com
snail: totwyro@fatwyro.com

sEan.speaK

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK > SEAS

THE
CCABLE

comPRny

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

j

e

feet

Iresie
—77

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax. 450.443.4949
Email:

solenesolen.ca

Web: www.solen.ca
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CLASSIFIEDS

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO 8t HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 811
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Mid ands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

home cinema, multi- room and

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker
RADA

lighting. Home trials are available

cease

for many products

O'Brien Hi-Fi

MUSIC
MATTERS

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk
A'

SPECIALISTS

tin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road. London. SVV20 OTVV
T 020 8946 1528.0331 E shop@obrienhill com
Fr ee parking • Five

T. 0.1[CS

from A3 • Open Tue - Sat 9 - 5 30

Sonus Faber — Domus
Audio Research •
Cam* •

Moon - Supernova

Nvid • Copland • Chord Compd.',

Dreamvision • Dynavector • Epos • Ciutvvire • Lyra

Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Moon • Haim • Opera
Cask)," • Origin Liviu •

Prima Luna • Reson • Seueseteer

Somas Fisher • Stande Lnique • !sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unison Research • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us for a list of ex-dern dr display product

remimima
•

o 4. o gie
•
o
•

Chord - Cables
We are runently
demonstrating there
stunning new products.
Plea.. contact un to
arrange
demons tttt ion.

Sugden - A2 lSE Amp & CD

eSave 30% today

in 13 issues of hi-fi news

•

14„.

mc

•

SUBSCRIBE to Hi Fi News and get the
latest news, analysis and opinions on
new technologies, p-oducts and formats
from hi-fi tc home entertainment
delivered direct to your door.
CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online
at www.hifinews.co.ukfihfan
Can Hi Fi Sound Real ( Part 5)?

signal the propagation of awove packet, or composile of waves of several frequencies, is not always constart and varies with the acoustic med.a. Amusic wave packet is made up
of rumerous frequencies and many fundamental frequency components have their own components
which differ from the funcomental, i.e develop beats which travel with odifferent velocity from
the normal velocity of 340m/sec Hence Dynavectpr's development of SuperStereo Simply odd
on aDynovector Super:deneo proce.sor ond 2small r.ub sreakers to transform your system.
In a music

For further info Please see: http://web.onetel.corri+dynavector
D,novector SuperStereo Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873, E-mail: dynavector4onetel.com
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HORSHAM HI-FI & HOME CINEMA LTD
Ex-Dem arid Used equipment for

sale

Price Now

Original Price

Alner-Hamblin SP400 Paosive Preamplifier

£500

£ 395

Jeff Rowland

L18,000

£ 4,995

£lode

8T & BPS- 8 Power Amp

dCS Elgar DAC

£9,000

dCS Purcell Upsarnpler

£4,500

Denon TU -260L II FM Tuner

LI50

Krell Showcase Preamp/Processor

£4,500

£ 2,995

Revel Voice Centre Speaker

£5,000

£ 2,995

Lexicon MC/ Preamp/Processor

£3.500

£ 2,500

Lexicon CX-7 7 Channel Power Atop

£3,500

£ 2,500

Lexicon RT- ID OVO/CO/SACO Player

£2,000

ATC SCM-12 Loudspeakers

L1,000

Dynaudo Audience 8 Loudspeakers

£1,500

Optorna HD72i DLP Projector

£1500

Pr mare DVD26 OVO/CO Player

£1000

£ 695

Revel 13-15 1000w Subwoofer

£2,750

£ 1,995

Revel F50 Loudspeakers

£6,000

£ 2,995

Revel C50 Centre Speaker

£2,500
£

Revel 530 Dipole Speakers

£ 2,795
I,495
in

L1, 295
L695

1800

£ 595
£ 995

£ 1,495
£ 1,295

SIM2 Domine 20 DLP Projector

£4000

SIM2 Domino 30 DLP Projector

L6000

£ 1295

Sony 337 ESO CD Player

£500

£ 250

TEAC VRDS•7 CD player

£500

£ 250

£ 995

Please Visit Our Website For More Quality Equipment
Tel: 01403 272931 or 07890 390310
email: projectorsareus@btinternet.com website: www.projectorsareus.com

Front End Problems
then contact

"The Cartridge Man

99

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005.
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
Pius cartridge re-tipping service
Web She: sssm.rarlridgeman.com
Email: thevartridgeolan‘whtinternetcom

020 8688 6565

Come and

Listen
to the gorgeous Linn Aktiv Artikulat Loudspeaker
system. Eack Loudspeaker benefits from dedicated
power amplifiers integrated within the loudspeaker
cabinet which not only achieves supericr sound,

LINN

but also means fewer components and cabling.
The gorgeous sculpted Artikulat loudspeakers

Linn Sondek LP12 SE

come in a range of satin or high gloss real wood

New Keel subchassw
New Ekos SE Tonearrn
Always on permanent d,r ,

finishes. To experience the sheer musical bliss

Still the most musical Turntable

contact Peter Tyson's or Newcastle Hifi for your
own personal demonstration

EXTENSIVE EX DEM 8L USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Just Arrived
Linn Artikulat 350a Ex Seri,
Fully integrated Aktiv 6 way floc -standingLoudspeaker
1750 watts of internal Amplification
Magnetically shielded
Servo driven Bass system
Available in lii gloss Cherry or Eack

o
•
•

Linn Artikulat 3200 Ex Dens

Hear the fantastic new

Fully integrated Aktiv 4 way Loudspeaker

Akurate CD Player with the

750 watts of internal Amplification

complete Akurate System

Magnetically shielded
Servo driven Bass system
Available in Hi gloss Cherry or Black

Linn Artikulat 350 Ex Dens

Linn Artikulat 320 Ex Dens

6 way floorstanding Loudspeaker

4 way Loudspeaker

1000 watts or nternal Amplificanon

500 watts of internal Amplification

Magnetically shielded

Magnetically shielded

Servo driver Bass system

Servo dnven Bass system

Available in fEn,enut or Cherry

Available in Cherry

iJA
Linn °asset Movies with Component AV Speakers

Linn Classlic with Component 104 Speakers

Si Cannel voir,. inerre Pack.,

Atruly compact 2channel H.F, System

Includes the Unn:Dassify Move

Integrated 2 7Swatt Amphfler

Itgh performance C)/CVD mg,
SI channel Dolts Cgrtal. Pro Loon II SOIS

.1/F141 Tuner

PM tuner vath 20C stetron yeses

nOr muslcal performance

Fuil sommwent ,

Includes Nempeeent 104 Speakers

pA.

Includes Me Korn 4trero 120 Subwofer

OPtson Ncencenent 120 Sub

Normally 4,0, of 14490.00, vee are now offering the full inar, for

6Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX

Peter

Tyson

£849.00

Norman selling at ( 166S 00 we are now offer, the full pack for

Telephone 01228 546756
www.peeryson.co.uk
Email sates@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

Award winning brands stocked
Linn, Arcam, Marantz, B8(0, Bose
Chord Electronics, InFocus, JVC,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
Plus many more.

newcastle

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ
Telephone 0191 2857179.

i

Fax 0191 2854636
Emai mark@newcastlehifi.co.uk
Oper Tuesday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm

Radleli Audio

sensible hi-fi since 1973

ATC
Audio Physics
Bryston
Chord Cable
Dynavector
EAR/Yoshino
Helius
lsotek
Koetsu
Kudos
Lyra
Michell
Nairn Audio
Neat
Npitingham Analogue
Rego Research
Spendor
Tannoy
Iron
TW Acustic
Unison
ZYX

Tel/fax:01799 599080

Near Saffron Walden, Essex. Please contact before visiting
Emai:radlettaudio@hotmail.co.uk www, radlettaudio.co.uk.

the audio room

hi-fi specialist

Arcam, Ayre, Bowers and Wilkins inc 800 series, Classe, Cyrus, Densen, Dynavector, Isotek, Linn,
Mark Levinson, Meridian, Naim, Nordost, Proac, Rega, Rotel, Stax and others.

36 months interest free credit available on selected items - mail order available on selected items
three demonstration suites available - free parking

the audio room, 2george street, hedon, hull, east yorkshire, hu12 8jh
01482 891375 - www.theaudioroom.co.uk

Proteus

Integrated Valve Amplifier

Proteus is acompletely new integrated
valve amplifier built to exacting standards

feel

Driving each output transformer is apair
of KT88 Tetrode valves, connected in
Triode class A mode and with cathode bias
to provide very low distortion and awide
frequency response with total stability and
clarity.
Totally hand built using the best quality
components and materials, Proteus is
one amplifier you won't want to miss
auditioning!

Wonderful Opportunity
to own one of the best
CD Players in the world!
Ex-demo Weiss CD
Transport & DAC

Original price: £ 180
Special Price: £9995

Paul Benge
English Valve Amplifiers
67 Springfield Road
St Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex, TN38 OTU

English valve amplifiers
T: 01424 445107

brands

M: 07842 126218

include

Advanced Acoustics, Anatek Audio, Amphion Loudspeakers, Custom Design, DH labs cables, English Valve Company, Isophon Loudspeakers,
LFD Audio, Spiralex, Stellavox, Stereovox, Weiss Digital Audio and many more...

E: paul@valve-amps.co.uk
W: www.valve-amps.co.uk

Specialist ¡te
Atacama

£CALL NOW

tgreat

swith

e

TEAC

Pro-ject

2 SHELF HIFI BASE

TURNTABLE WITH

Reference

MODULE

ORTOFON 510 MKII

300DABMK3 System

Equinox

CARTRIDGE AND

REF300DABMK3

CORK MAT
RPM5

1
INFORMATION

INFORMA] ION
Combining high performance with practicality and good looks,
the Equinox Series offers aflexible approach to Hi Fi equipment
rack design. Check online for the full range of Atacama AV and
HiFi products.

INFORMAI ON

This Award- Winning Turntable will give any CD
Player arun lor its money. Includes an Ortofon
510 carridge and ahost of impressive features.

BUY
NOW PAY

2008

This unique reference system combines the A-1-1300MK3 Remote
Amplifier, the T-H3OODAB MK3 300 DAB Digital Tuner and the
PO- H300 MKT 32- Track Music Memory CD Player to create a
sensational arrangement.

Products, technology and
irresistable prices

FREE

CHECK ONLINE
BUY
NOW- PAY

DELIVERY

2008

PRE AMPLIFIER WITH POWER
AMPLIFIER

7.1- CHANNEL HOME THEATER RECEIVE

The PF1E30 employs aClass A coupled, discrete

AN receive built to embrace high- definition media

fully balanced circuit topology utilised for the best

featuring DTS-HD Master Audio, Dolby TrueHD Dec

possible signal-to-noise ratio and audio fidelity.

Hdmi (v 1.34, HDMI and Component Video

This combined with the A30.2 Dual Mono Power

Upconverston and Bi-Amping Capability for Enha ,

Amplifier produces muse and move sound as

Musicality and Power.

vibrantly as at the 'remelt it was recorded.
PRE3CVA30.2

TX-SR605

Primare

Onkyo

5.1 HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE
t..iliiiI'

IKON AV SPEAKER PACKAGE

HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

ACTIVE SUB BASS SYSTEM

Ikon AV Speaker Package

ELS1 5.1

PRO 50 MK2

£CALL FOR PRICE

ma

mission

EFICDS

NFO

INFORMATION
Missions Stunrun.) M- Cube consists of an aches
250W subwoofer with 2x20Ornm 18") bass driver •
magnetically shelled centre and satellite speakers
and 5Wall brackets.

This five star what hilt award wins ng speaker
package comprises of 2 Ikon 6floor standing
speakers. 1Ikon Vokal 2centre. 2on wall rear
speakers and the Dalli Ikon subwoofer, sil of
which are also available individually with free
OED speaker cable

- tip 1P1,

MJ Acoustics

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

This speaker package integrates two pairs of ELS3
speakers. one ELS 3C centre channel and the
powerful new ELS subwoofer in order to create this
fantastic new system. These full range of high end.
high quality Epos speakers are available either
individually or as pad of this 5.1 package.

The PRO 50 Mk11 is an awesome addition to
complement the most discerning cinema and music
system featunng twin crossovers. 120wans of power.
new designed 10" dnver and Speaker and Line Level
inputs with Gan Control Range 80 and 60dB.

dri',! 7IF T
uft7

treei
/MD. LI.1 , kIJ

co MONITOR AUDIO

POlke0.

Wile;afr---4,1/..ft audio pr.

Terms and Condit...es AP
r
ar• -• , its," • ro oil-init.', re. 1elnry, Ad goods remain the property of FliFi Bitz until p, •
me with the Distance sere regularizes XXX) you rimy arr>31 your order withe some working dayc,
This must be done is the form of aletter, fax or erne ateeptene cad dose not rxxetitute cenrefation. P goods &meted fa return r.irkki this i-gotation Imist be in their ongnal box arid packaging arid returned thrcknti your own udder. We expect
axe goods to be brand rew wtth ad accessories in onside r.onctrtion. Grxxls that are not kept e this manner we te steriet to ahanding fee of 25% cd the purchaen terra. We deliver in the mainland UK only.

free delivery

Ilk

HiFiBitZ

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

0870 027 6888

£ CALL FOR PRICE

£ CALL FOR PRICE

100.}

CHECK ONLINE

e

kalesigne

CHECK ONLINE

,
•011""

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

CONDITIONING UNIT

The Destiny integrated amplifier produces world beating

The 8000P is aclassic two channel power amplifier,

Integrated Amplifier with 75 watts per channel into

The Gil Mini Sub 8 Vision was designed to be a

audio performance with its use of discrete analogue

delivering over 100W per channel and featunng a

8 ohms. 200VA custom-made toroidal power

very rewarding single box plug-n-play solution for

MOS-FET, its new mains transformer which produces

frequency response of 0.1 Hz - 75 kHz.

transformer, power supply capacitors and separate

acomplete audio or home theatre system. It features

pre- amp output with class A buffer stage.

Polaris- X' techirulugy

up to 100 Watts into 8 Ohm operation and its 3Hz -

dedicated earth post and 6

high quality individually filtered sockets which utalise

80KHz Frequency Response.

Mer circuits and cryogenic technology.

Destiny Series

8000P

2010s

Gil MiniSub

Creek

Audiolab

Exposure

IsoTek

Sennheiser

Monitor Audio

INFORMATION
The PXC-450 s aorcumaural high- end travel
headphone set with NoseGarcr. 2.0
technology. patented Duofol diaphragms and
TalkThrough function for the test possible
attenuation of ambient noise ( as featured in

CHECK
ONIJNE

the Bnstcl Show 2007).

HIGH- END TRAVEL
HEADPHONE SET
PXC-450

Sonos

A
WA
WINNING SPEAKE
PACKAGE
%femme system features ablend of
high performance driver technology, exceptional

.,
BRONZE REFERENCE
FOR MORE 5 STAR
DEALS VISIT
VVWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK
These components are also uva lubie individually
in avanety of finishes.

Make your favorite audio devices part of a
wireless, multi- room digital music system with
the Sonos". ZP8Os or ZP100. Together with the
Sonos". Controller, this popular set up will give

£CALL
FOR PRICE
MAKE YOUR
MUSIC WIRELESS
ZP80 INTRODUCTORY PACK

Onkyo

you music in any roam you choose directly from
your PC.

The award winning CS-515UK CD receiver
system features 50 Watts (RMS) power output.
DAB Radio, MP3-CD / CD- R/ RW playback,
Bass Boost and the audio quality is promoted
with the inclusion of aWolfson® 192 kHz/24-

CHECK
ONLINE

bit DAC.

build qualry aid gorgeous finishes.

InFocue

T E AC

;
‘is are recorded for training purposes.

Zèn1L.I.

IlissiDn

Finance options available

Qt.

' 112

through V12 Finance

lys toivo c.,f sale clo not alle.t yuur statutory nghl, ; nonce options are available on ail itei'Is priced over f400 e.g. Buy Now Pay September 2007.

Central Audio
4

1

DEMONSTRATOR AND USED ITEMS
Dlqatal
:7
7 12.‘akessilirtria

Was

Now

1425
1020
6499
4999
9500
6500
9500
1500
N/A
7250
N/A
N/A
1500
N/A
1499
6290
2990

899
1995
429
2999
1999
6449
3999
6149
449
329
3999
299
375
975
99
1099
1299
6,

225
N/A
6S0
ISO
6S0
270
N/A
N/A
2500
950
1700
9250

1399
399
399
399
179
450
499
1699
649
1199
699,

625
2249
1799
4700
4000
2300
6000
1100
1799
3995
899
N/A
54SO
7250
2299
2699
7600

111 .e
1249
374,
1999
1699
2299
799
599
1999
49,
17,
2999
4999
990
1299
4499

TTTTT port S/H

A•c•on Diva CO2 Silver dCS Ring Ployeo
<

dCS

0:1

O.
0

.

10

fU.i
I
2c
2711 23
4 4.aDmAp• r
222is
ded
me*
mo
dCS Elem. Plus DAC EMIR
dCS PEI SACO/CD Player factory BINS
dCS Verdi Encore 7
IB
Linn Numerlk DAC SIN
M
COBS K1 Sig PIKII S/H
Nogra DAC •- derne
Mahn Audio CD] S/H
Na,,, Audio C133 5...Heed 5/51

Z ;?::.", °R`cfp lég ver SCV:. oar. ,sin
Lii

Sugd•n CD2ISE CD Player 5/91
Ite
h.2 1
2: 1?ria

nnnnn 5/91

Analogue
0
eÉ

Heed Audio Orbit Ti PSU Now B n
Kuzma Stahl/Steil S T
le New& Ilistml
e
suP
ph
pianesS,
tag•
ll
Si
kee.... .. „.
Drri
; supply ,,

u_

IN.

Phoneme,. Phono stage MM/MC SINE
Raga 12 ill., T
le S/91
Rohm, X
MK1/Linn Ittok LVII S/14
Tsssssss Taada MM/MC Phono stag* S/H
Vdh Grassh eeeee GLAIII MC Cartridge •- demo
Vdh
Spacial SNUB
Vdh Tb. Frog special L.0 version SNUB
VII FIR- X Turntable ', demo

Preamplifiers
Audio Analogs.
Audi. R
Audio R.... .h
Conrad )
Cenr.d Johnson

Z

BellIné R•mote Preamplifier X- d.,,.
SPIS with
t•ge a-dento
SP161. S/H
CT6 PreamplifMr BINS
Preni•r 18LS u•dento

2'222>'d

O ')...,::•....c5.2 7..Preeei•Prre%NmplIller

SIN
G•••1 GM 13.51111 IoIunc.d valve preamplifier SIN

<

LL

Nava PLL with remote it-dento
Nagr• PLP eeeeeeeeeeee stage ii-dein•
Rob... LI Preamp ( requi••• PSU) S/h1
Rolts•n LI 5 Pr•amplill•r frequir•s PSU) S/H
Spectral DMC 30. Refer•nce Pr•amplIfi.ir it- demo

Amplifiers
<

Audio Reeeee ch 911220 Valve mono Amplifiers a- dente
Audio eeeeee ch VSSS . .... o Power Amplifier S/91
Audio
TIOOMKIII Valve Pow•• Amplifier S/H
Audio S..... .h VT60 St••eo Power Amplifier S/H
Conrad Johnson MV60 SE Valve Amplifie• S/H
Dens•n beat 320 S/H
Krell KAV400iti Black •- deono
McCormack DNA 125 Pow., Amplifi•rs INIII
Moon iS Intrigrat•d S/H
Nag" MPA RCMI X - d•mo
Naint 321/140 Pre Pourer S/H
Orele SA100 Eiro S/H
Verétas P400 1310,1.1 Amplifier 1/H

9000
2499
6400
1995
2500
/800
2498
2195
2000
10450
N/A
1200
N/A

7494
1699
3999
195
999
2199
1499
899
7999
299
675
1199

11399
4700
3189
3998
ISO
2700
1995
995
OSO
N/A
4500
519
219
18000

6499
4790
220u
1499
21,
1599
999
699
449
225
2995
219
/69
599,

Loudspeakers

Lai
<
UJ

,..,
....•
(J)

(n
w

IM lab Alto Utopia be Sig
Sill
114 Lab Micro Utopl• be Chuslc •- dento
Ma•ton Logan Aeon I Oak •- demo
Marton Logan SL3 Oak S/H
Monitor Audio Radius 360 Subwoofer Cherry S/14
ProAc 025 Maple floorst eeeee s S/h1
Pen Audio Chime Active Subwoofer et- demo
Pen Audio Rebel 2 •- demo
Rep ELA 2000 S/H
Reg. Fla MK I Slack S/H
Rol Acoustics Studio III Subwooler e•d•mo
Sp•ndo• Si Cherry S/H
T
é15300 eeeee Subwoofer S/H
Wilson Audio SystentS Black S/H

Cables and A

Audi

cd
(r)
W
_I

ni•
S90
N/A
675
420
1265
SSO
1135
1100
1480
450
710
3950
N/A
650
900
1400
379
199
650

e

Silted" LS188 Clan,. 2.3m Silo., & Gold Seeeeee c.ble ENID
Sonoc Link I.4m Gold mains cable S/14
Sp•ettal MI- 330 10ft Ieeeeeeeee es RCA- RCA S/H
H-750 8ft Seeeeee cable SIN
-350 2011 Ieeeeeeeeeee RCA- RCA •• d•mo
Transparent Music Link 11•1
m S/91
Vdh C12102 11111I 2m 5/H
Walt.,, Electrée 300b Valvoia 1Pair NEW '

Tuners
LL1
<
I—

les

IS,, Topaz RCA- RCA S/H

Cross 2M RCA- RCA S/19
Cogan Hall Int•rniezzo EMD 0.75m RCA S/14
EAT STIR matched 0
in Painted Ilia• 5/11
Madrig.1 MDC2 1m RCA/RCA Mahn, Diglul C•ble new
Nordost 8.1dur Sm tiller lei wired Speaker cable •- deme
N eeeee I Frey let RCA
Amu.,
N eeeee t Tyr 1m Rol
1
ion ai -demo
N eeeee t Ty, In. RCA I
- dome
hl eeeee t Valhalla 1m Dal eeeee AES/E8U Digital ic-demo
Shun Meek lor Spatial Controller a•dente
Shun Nook Ultra Diamond R
set of 3 is- demo

&

Tap• decks,

power supplies

Arcam Delta 80 LW/MW/FM preset Tenor S/H
Cembol COAS
S/H
Denon DRM20 2 head cattette duck 5/14
Denser. Beat 800 AM/FM Tuner • demo
ltotek Sb ,,.,e on special eers•on 5/11
Magnum Dynalab FTR remote/Tuner ( or Etude 5/14
Nakam.chl 480Z 3 head ceeeee t• deck Need. term° 5/41
PA Aurbo PS300 wroth multiware 5/H
fuel RT8501. AM/FM Tuner S/H
Midland

Audio

Krell,

X- change

Mark

are

Levinson,

399
1200
N/A
850
1600
195
N/A
1750
189

looking

Nairn

for

Audio,

Audio
SME.

f.01562 730228

m.07721

16 ,
599
94
59,
795
199
49
899
99

Research.

Wadia

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

t.01562 731100

39 ,
24,
99,
449
899
879
899
229
299
2995
59
299
399
799
249
9,

605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
a.prutton@sky.com

Tel:

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY ',
9.

AUDIO RESEARCH 300.2
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9
AUDIO RESEARCH LS22
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK111
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16 WITH PHONO
AUDION PREMIER PHONO STAGE 4MTHS OLD
AUDIO SILVER NIGHT MK2 INT 300B 4MTHS OLD
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8S
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE
ATC SCM35
ATC SCM7
ATC Cl
ACCUPHASE PS1200
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP75V WITH AID INPUT BOARD
ACCUPHASE DP90
ACCUPHASE E212
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
AYRE K5XE PRE
AYRE V5XE POWER
AYRE AX7E
BAT VKD5SE
BAT P5+6 PACK PHONO STAGE BRAND NEW IN BOX
B&W 802
B&W SILVER SIGNATURE 30
BEL CANTO EVO4
BOULDER 810 PRE BRAND NEW
BOULDER 850 MONOS BRAND NEW
BURMESTER REFERENCE 969/970
BURMESTER 001 CD
BURMESTER 935MK11 WITH MC/MM PHONO
BURMESTER 956 MK2
CHORD CPM3300
CLASSE CA401
CYRUS DACXP
CYRUS PSXR
COPLAND CTA520 NEW IN BOX
DAR7ZEEL NHB 108
DCS VERDI LASCALA
DYNAUDIO 1.8 MK2
EAR V20
EMM LABS DCC2/CDSD
FOCAL JML4BS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
FOCAL JMLABS 1027 BE
FOCAL 1007 BE EX OEM
FOCAL JML,4BS CC70
FINITE PAGODE + CERA BASE
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 2 + BATTERY POWER SUPPLY
KRELL KPS 28C CD
KRELL CD-DSP
KRELL KRC
KRELL FPB400CX
KRELL SACO STANDARD 5.2 BRAND NEW
KRELL 280P BRAND NEW
LINN ISOBARIKS S/N 691516 WITH STANDS
LINN KLIMAX TWIN NOT CHAKRA
LINN C5100
LINN C4200 1WEEK OLD
LINN 2100 1WEEK OLD
LEXICON MC12B V2
LEXICON LX7
LEXICON RT10 CD/SACD/DVD
MAGNUM DYNALAB FT101A ETUDE 4MTHS OLD
MCINTOSH 2200 PRE
MCINTOSH 252 POWER
M JACOUSTICS SIR BRAND NEW
MUSICAL FIDELITY KW CD/SACD
NAIM FRAIM BASE + 3 LEVELS CHERRY + SILVER
NAIM NVI DAB S/N236XXX
NAIM CDS2 S/N177XXX
NAIM 112X S/N 214XXX
NAIM 112 S/N173XXX
NAIM FLATCAP 2S/N 168XXX
NAIM NAIT 5
NAIM FLATCAP 2X S/N219XXX
NAIM 250 SN796XX
NORDOST SCAR WIND 2X 5MTR
NORDOST RED DAWN 2X2 MTR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
NORDOST OUATROFIL 1MTR XLR
NORDOST OUATROFIL 0.5 MTR XLR
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
PEN AUDIO REBEL? SPECIAL ROWAN FINISH
REGA FONO MM
REL STADIUM 3
SPECTRAL DMC 15
SPECTRAL DMA 100S
SPECTRAL MIT 350 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH RUBY MAINS BRAND NEW
SILTECH GOLDEN RIDGE 0.75 XLR DIGITAL
SILTECH SO28 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SO 110 1MTR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SPX 30 2MTR NEW IN BOX SHUKO/1EC
SILTECH SPX 202 MTR SHUKO/IEC NEW IN BOX
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TALK HURRICANE 3.1
THIEL 2.3
WILSON SYSTEM 5
WILSON BENESCH DISCOVERY
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR

3250 .... 2195
10000 .... 3995
2200
795
4000 .... 1395
2500 .... 1595
6500 .... 3495
2500 .... 1695
750
445
2680 .... 1595
1200
595
3000 .... 1395
2000
995
500
245
350
175
8000 .... 2995
4600 .... 2695
8500 .... 3495
6500 .... 2295
2200 .... 1295
4800 .... 2495
1995
1195
2995 .... 1995
1995 .... 1295
4200 .... 1995
3050
1995
6000 .... 3495
8000 .... 2495
3500 .... 1795
5500 . . .. 3995
7500 . ... 5495
45000 ... 19995
10000 .... 4995
5000 .... 1495
8000 .... 3495
6500 .... 3495
7000 .... 1995
2000
1195
400
250
1600
1195
11500 .... 7495
9000 .... 3495
2000
795
3500 .... 1295
13000 .... 5995
8500 .... 4995
4000 .... 2695
3100 .... 1995
180
45
2500 . ... 1495
7500 . 2995
9000 .... 3495
3500
595
6000 .... 1595
12000 .... 4995
4000 .... 2495
3000 .... 1995
N/A
495
6000 . 1995
2200 . 1295
3680 .... 2295
1400
895
9000 . 2995
5750 .... 2495
2000
895
1200
795
4400 .... 2795
4000 .... 2395
2600 . 1295
4000 . 2495
1780 . 1095
3250 .... 2195
4500 .... 1595
750
445
700
345
565
295
850
395
565
395
1800
695
450
250
600
295
1000
395
500
195
1570
895
5000
2795
5000 . . 2795
1200
595
165
95
1500
795
4750 . ... 2495
4750 . . 2495
1500
895
1375
795
500
295
400
295
1430
995
550
395
315
195
595
295
1900
995
1200
595
4000
1195
18000 .... 4995
5500 . . 3495
4000 . . 1695
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Wanted quality hifi

z:COOL GALES
It's a breeze to click and buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and brochure
downloads on our website product listings.
Read why the Leema Acoustics Tucana,
with " passion, soul and technological
sophistication" won the HiFi News Award
for Best Integrated Amplifier of 2006.

-11111116)•

• •e,
• • +.8e..
••••••••••te

-

Give us afree call on 0800 043 6710 if you
need more info or prefer to order by phone.
We'll tell you no one does budget gear better
than us: for instance, the amazing NAD
C525BEE CD player, " one of the best bargains
in audio today" (
The Absolute Sound).

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including
the fabulous Aesthetix Rhea, which has " asense
of palpability and immediacy that recalls the magic
of live music" (
The Absolute Sound).

A 30-day money-back guarantee on most products
(details on our website), including the phenomenal
IsoTek Sigmas, winner of the HiFi Choice Best
Mains Conditioner Gold Award and the HiFi News
Best Accessory Award of 2006.

A huge selection of hi-fi components
with style, like the sensational
Clearaudio Champion Magnum SE, a
specially priced turntable package with
Unify tonearm and Symphony cartridge.
Add aphono stage and save more!

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us a click. Give us a call.

I 411.11
11111•••••

www.coolgales.com
0800 043 6710
The Victoria School House

Henrietta Road

Bath BA2 6LU

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ...what are you up for?

mho.
ç

elik
-

Weald Audio

diü th

wMarl

Analogue
Arises° R080.

Amplifiers

condihon

..£119

kilo° RDI IS city Inhnity Back mew ererellent.....C229
Deane° Trtanrum. less than 10 hours une sake moo! ...£1499
Greenlet, Symphono plus as new boxed - aes sued,' _1479
Clearaudio SoluborvSabe Carbon direct wired peo.........1799
Clearaudio Smarehono, as new_
Creek 08H18 mm stage, as new
Heybrook TT2 env Linn Basik
JEIE SlateSenes 3,Misnon774 rates..

..£169
.

£119

AC Magnum MF125 Manebiocks. excellent monos oisgc.......£299
ArramAlpio 7SE
ken Alpha IC excetnt boxed rie senocor1
Arcam AVR200

boxed

£399

Audio Analogue Maestro Reference 150w monster Integrated£1179
Audro Innotetions Series 200 prearnp
1279
AudroDO woman. as new processal7chamd p.....11149
Audo Research LS7 Preanip
Audro Researdr D130 Power, ex

LED MMO Plano stage
.£119
Linn LPI2, OL DC et
..£329
Lon LP12, Vane, no ann.....£329
Len liter 72 VERY VERY RARE I715N. REDUCED . 1799
Linn (into Annnersary edition
1799
Linn Ludo, excellent
£649
Linn LP12. Valhalla. Akio leevent° plinth vnice Wed ........£699
Michell &be SE NC power. ex ern
Mee° Focus One, Raga arm. excellentloryter

11599

Mrchell Transcnpfors Reference HyrkaulicArluil ann, NOW...J:579
Michell Gyro SE AC motor Rega arm. ex boe.........,.............1679
Michell Gyro SE DC motor, ex boxed
. 1649
Mission 774 owner ann.
.£139
MRM Source. 040 large 807 REDUCED.1399

Audi, Research 070 Pave, on .. ...10379
AVIS2OXPre, superb little punks
£249
CaimMea Monodoce ex ir silver 5Chvgass A fabulous .......££09
C3iM Ion T2 Monoblocks mien black . ._£479
Chord SPM12118 boxed as newer Net

£1449

Consorence Signature 10, yeekr2A3 ere negated . £949
Consonance Ref aa cnv remote. uses 6550s to great effect £1149
Cyrus 6ex boxed
..
.1229
Denon 44014 monoblese.
Ecesure3010 as new boxed we £200 mm phone stage .....£599
111 MA8CYMA100M4100 Pre/Power vr2 Joey combo NOW .£199
bon 10001 power, Ere from
.
.1679
Linn Kelm Pro. eerie
..£349
Menem 556 superb peter arno reduced.£579

Musical Fidelity XLPSY3as fleeced
£179
MAIM Stageene S
£159
NAIM Are as new bored
.
£879

Musical Rdeity Ei200 eaten(

One Live Lea decAcepe off
board p/a meal NOW ..._.£0ffers
flnk Triangle LPT/R8250. the best le seen
£349

Misical fide XP150aM XAS100 empower ex boxed____£749

Rega P54113700, as new akedully in black £449
Raga Planar 3. 98300, vgc
£169
Roban Radius 5in acne. cAo Mola arm,

£499

Rolean Xenes 20, XPSZ Anent - Absolute steal
SME Vexcellent boxed
...£1049
SME 3eery
SME 3009. excellent.

1249
£149

.£199

Musical Fee A1000, monster integrated kWh
Musical fidelity A5 Integrate just serviced boxed.£679
Agef
Rate 2, Current Sty

____£339

NAM 9144480. oive. boxed, accent.
kleMN4P140 gee. baked

___£499

NuForce Referee 80E Monoblorte ex dam eseler £1999
Pathos Gee OneAfk2, ex demo
.1999
Clued 6£6 Peer,
__1299

Systendek IIX900

°rod 44 Panne 405and 4052Paver aeps
Quad 33/303, voc for year fully serviced

Systendek teet
OM ADC ann, vgc
Terrine SL1210mk2 ight domestic use only weed boxed£229

012(199 Poweramp. as new boxed

Tecerics SL110, good working order Kitn lid SME cut £119
Thorens 717724, motor unit onfy
£379

Radford
ae SC25 Pre/Power, eirdee£1199
Raise Casean Mseries ntegraie __.£479
Rote RA1062, &relent boxed

Thews TD1255ME3009
£299
Deters TO160eMayere gle
...£199
Tom Eons Merogroove Co dem
.£279
VPI 165 Cleaning Machine. call for detais £34.9
Wiest Audio PS.20/MSU 20 phono stage, mere_
Zeta &noes haavywaght arm, melee .

£799

_1249
1349

Ouad 909 Power. mete bare_

_1679

Sore Freers Wean Pie IL 8Paver 1, Reduced to ree me 1779
See ex Power, 200x ces,4,»ei retested. _£599
SugdenA2ISE. & den
..£1593
TACT/Lyngdorf Audio 01142775 east pror as new.......--1679
Tresham 0934 PST mini 2box pre phono, cute boo .........1119
Tube Technology Prone.t
and notching e vac breed . £599
Tube Technology &ghee Integrated ex boxed. __F599

Digital
Arum C072, vgc remote

Unison Research S8, 845 madness. aon/trout
1749
£
.

£129

Arcam DV89, bargain
Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex dem
AVI 2000 Reference CO player .

£329
£Call

AVI Lab Series, mint boxed ex dem..
£929
Bow Technologies 22.8. beautiful, vgc boxed £1899
Cairn Fog 2, as new boxed_
£699
Chord DAC64 as new in black buy both get free rack .£1499
Chord Be Transport as new in birk brry both get free rack £2999
Consonance Droplet, no dore bargain - WOW!
£1449
Cyrus Ouattra, etv tuner. UNDER HALF PRICE! £449
Cyrus CO?, ex env remote

..£349

Cyrus dAD 3024 excellent boxed .
DCS Elgar DAC/Pre, ataste of the high life!

£279
£2499

DCS Purcell Upsamplec bargain upgrade
TEAC/Esoteric 070, vgc stunning DAC

£999

£2299

Esoteric UX1 - ere Lennie pee? COMPLE7E BARMY! £4975
Heart Audio CD6000, valve output, superb boxed ............£399
Lector CDP0.51: ex valve output stage.. £499
Linn Numerik, ylate version
£379
Mann& C012 Transport and DAC combo, boxed and lab£C,all
Meridian 200 Transport, excellent boxed £279
Meridian 203 Dac, excellent boxed £159
Micromega Stage 1. excellent_

.£179

Musical Fidelity kWOM25 two box. ex..
Musical Fidelity XDACt/3. excellent boxed,.
Musical Fidelity 3.2, excellent

12749
.r3se

Speakers
&aerie Energy AL'. ruble.

_.£399

Ata9eee3oeM3Seg, actin crossovers nay fen arnazing...£1499
AVI Pm Mne Plus Actnee less or 6months old..
B8w mutes 805 Din roadie ends exellere._£999
Case Richmond 3excellent breed
Epos Km e16
Linn Tien, ern/entered.

__£239

Len Sara °reagent baed we Sae staes_______£279
Martin LogerAerrus iboxed bargain!
Mon/taker° Radius 270e:eke
Monitor Audio, me beel GS20 It Peo
MoniteAudio, mint/love RSW12 Subwoofer £429
Monsoon Audio FPF1000 excellent teen/dipoles NOW .........£299
ALUM One cheny woe beed
Albien °De Sendrnountwei reeved, greet we 1041M .
1549
Neat Acoustics Fete 3SE oW Ultimatum bass drivers NOW £449
NHT V2, Were large noorsteder
Opera Deno. superb kW° sendmount

£349

PMC Tern cherry
£399
Pre Response 7072 Deletes 820m War cable see _£899
Reel M20. seer with sees.
_£499
Revoker R33 e dam, out teemed bargain
Rogers LS3/5a need we say more

£599

Ruark Tatman 2, vgcn menu _

Nu Tee C04000 vate output with teeming bevel baed £499
NVA Transparent Statement, ex crated £1449

Rue Crueler el:71*e
Rue Sabre. ne nee midsize Standee

Primare CD30.2, ex boxed cAv remote
£729
Quad 99CDP as new boxed.£749

Sonus Faber Come ev ear& .
Some Faber Gerd Peo Home

Roksan Atessa, cAv Dac and power Supply. £599
Sugden CD21SE, ex dem
.£999
Sudden Masterces CD
£1149

Tandberg sere° Monitor Large!
Triange Tes 202, alv Beers__

res?

Usher Audio 5525 and SW103 Sub- 51 system

11>1

TEAC VRDS9, excellent, remote... £479
¡LAC T1 DI combo, excellent, remote.£549

WAD KLS9 kit professional CAC cabs
Yamaha NS100044. le warren order, e cosmetics

Radio and recorders
AVI S2000 Tuner vgc boxed

1.299
.£179
1599
_£379

Purveyors of
esoteric Et quality
hi-fi components
SAFE SECURE OVERNIGHT SHIPPING
WE WANT YOUR HI-FI, NOTHING REFUSED!!!
(WELL ALMOST NOTHING!)
DCS VERONA ENCORE
DCS ELGAR PLUS
JM LAB MEZZO UTOPIA
(£8000)
BAT VK 60 POWER AMP
(£6000)
BAT VK3I PREAMP ( PHONO)
DCS VERDI LAS SCALA( REFURB,WARRANTY)
HORNING ALKIBIADES SIG SILVER
(£6000)
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 300B MONOS
(£4500)
RESOLUTION OPUS CD
(£3000)
TRILOGY 918 PREA MP
DE NON POA 4400 MONOBLOCKS
DENON POA 6600 MONOBLOCKS
ALCHEMIST GENESIS MONOS FREYA PREAMP
JM LAB MICRO UTOPIA
HORNING AGATHON SILVER SIGNATURE
KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP
(£9500)
KRELL KMA MONOBLOCKS
CONRAD - JOHNSON 2500 POWER AMP
(£3800)
BOULDER 500AEPOWER AMP
(£6000)
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DSIRE DECADE MONOBLOCKS (£6000)
BALANCED AUDIO TECH VK55 Ex Dem
(£2800)
AUDIO INOVATIONS 1000 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO INOVATIONS SERIES 500 INTEGRATED
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI MK2 INTEGRATED
COPLAND CTA 501 POWER/VOL
(£ 2200)
MUSIC FIRST COPPER 1HOURS USE
(£ 1650)
MUSIV FIRST SILVER UNUSED
(£2800)
AUDION REFERENCE VALVE PRE
(£2500)
COUNTERPOINT SA5000
(£4000)
£400 SERVICE AND REBUILD THIS WEEK MINT
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI TRANS/DAC MINT (£2800)
TUBE TECHNOLOGY FULCRUM-TRANS/DAC (£2800)
ACCUPHASE DP75V
(£8000)
MARANTZ 7001 VACUUM STATE MODDED SACD PLAYER,
THE BEST YOULL HEAR UNDER £5000 NEW WARRANTY
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX DECADE
(£3000)
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES P3A MODWRIGHT SIG 2
BEST DAC YOU FIND UNDER £5000 NEW
DCS VERDI TRANSPORT- FACTORY SERVICE
NEW LASER FULL WARRANTY AS NEW
(£9500)
DCS VERDI ENCORE EX-DEM 3 Hrs USE
(£9000)
(WARRANTY)
DCS ELGAR PLUS (£9000) AS ABOVE
(£9000)
(WARRANTY)
DCS P8I SACD PLAYER Ex Dem
(£7000)
PROAC RESPONSE 3.5
(£4000)
JM LAB MICRO UTOPIA
(£3500)
KINGSOUND 300 E/STATS ( QUAD K1LLERS,£4000)
2 HOURS USE
MACINTOSH LS360
(£7000)
KILLER FOR HOME CINEMA!!
(DYNAUDIO) CONTOUR 1.3 MK2 CHERRY (£ 1400)
MERLIN VSM WITH BAMM (£5800) AMAZING!
READ REVIEWS ON THE NET!!
APOGEE SCINTILLAS BOXED LIKE NEW
TOTALLY ORIGINAL BEST YOULL FIND
AURUM CANTOS 2SE MAPLE OR ROSEWOOD
SEALED BOX
(£995)
PIEGA P4XL MK2
(£2500)
PS AUDIOPOWER PLANT 600
(£2200)
BASIS 2200 TURNTABLE 1HOURS USE
READ THE REVIEWS!! (WARANTY)
(£3800)
BEL CANTO 1000 REF MONOBLOCKS
(£4000)
WILSON AUDIO 3/2 WATT PUPPY CRATED
(£14000)

£4995
£4995
£2795
£1795
£1295
£3495
£1795
£1695
£1595
£795
£795
£995
£895
£2695
£1595
£3595
£1995
£1595
£1895
£2495
£1695
£1195
£495
£495
£795
£1250
£2250
£795
£1595
£1195
£995
£3495
£1095
£1395
£995
£2995
£4595
£4595
£4495
£1595
£1595
£2695
£1895
£595
£2495
£2995
£695
£1195
£895
£2995
£1995
£2995

Accessories/Systems
£199

Cain Fog v2 Cd player and 4808 Integrated amp, & dam _11249

Cambridge Audio DAB Azur 640T as new boxed in black£99

Chad Signature Ire interconnect

Harman Kardon TU970 DAB/FM New

HIlardonAVR635 was £999
.
.£399
Linn Clasen Kber onboard tuner, as new bored .
Linn arse peed, as new boxed . £379

£149

Musical Fidelity E500 eve remote
£119
NAIM NAT 05. ex
£599
Pure 701ES, new
£129
Rega Radio
£99
Sony 777ES DAB Tuner REDUCED
£199
Videologic 601 DAB in BLACK
£79

.£279

rests fidetry XPSU V3 ewer°
£159
Peoria/In one box system, ex demo . £979
Tan Luto' Ref 8Spe cable__
_DU
TEAC R3 FIWDAB neat portable rare nwfilte ftited wan* ow

tel 0845 60183110 Imsday to Saturday 1
0IN S, or mall wherieludItendld/Louok
luallty Ma equipment always required tor cash.- Call us before you trade In.... Csersesslie Sales lee

Tel: 07966 267 404
e-mail: coorrebtinternet.com

er
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deiuce_o- Stereo 40 MKI I

WORLD S MOST MUSICAL SPEAKERS

"The Stereo 40 sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with plenty of
depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass below 10Hz..."
'Stunning styling and an impressive spec at avery sharp price".... Hi Fi Choice

The ., west adatior
: ... eikert stable,
the VP serle:. 4 and 5 loudspeakers represent the
state of the art in moving coil multi driver speaker
systems in their respective price ranges, and well
beyond.

Hi Fi News said...
"ample, deep, bass, underpinning
alucid and effortless midrange
and treble"... "impeccable finish
and bomb-proof solidity some of
the most natural sounding music
that Ihave heard". Tony Bolton

Come and discover why demonstrators at
CES 200,5 h Las Vegas used Vonschweikert
loudspeake*s more than any other manufacturer,
including Wilson and Kharma...
h/R4 rmkt e. CP5 - ',1?5,
se £ 15 995

pidures show VR5se

both designs utese rhe some cobtnet.

Demonstration by appointment.

Stel-deci .
40 ivriazz
POWER aQUALM, ATA VERY SHARP PRICE!
New WC design. Two amps in one! 2x
40w UL or 2x 20 Triode. Improved driver
stage. Upgraded ALL RUSSIAN valves
Svetlana EL34. Soma 6SN7 a6SI.1
Bigger transformers, ( now weighs 23kg)
Silver audio cable. ALPs volume pot.
,Record loop. Standby facility included.
Choke regulated power supply.

still Only
Lamm
Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplification
Verbatim Cables
SPA Platforms

£899.95 complete

Stel-ec• a't.710
Fabulous warm liquid 300B Sound
2x 35w rms will drive most speakers
UK Designed. Hand built
Remote control
ALL TRIODE driver stage
Choke regulated PSU

audioplay
Audio Conuationa

Four inputs plus tape loon
t: +44 (
0)29 73596962
m: +44(0)7966 101971
audioplay@btinternet.com

F111111 £ 1,699 Inc Russian Valves
[Upgrades available)

LAIL-1E

you bring the
music,
Audio

nalogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,

Chord Electronics, EAR, Esoteric,
lsotek, Naim, NuForce, Pathos, Primare,
Roksan, Sharling, Sugden, TEAC, Unison
Research, and Wadia
and Acoustic Energy, Kudos, Martin
Logan, Monitor Audio, Neat, Opera,
Revolver, Triangle and Lsher

Audio we'll supply
the smile
hifisound, 3Cb Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 7TE.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email:
newsg>hifisound.co.uk
nb: in case you hadn't realised, all hifi
dealers are NOT the same

"_ftig beautifully controlled soutot..Imaging vety detailed _ distortion an all
time towel 000094,... excellehlretteDitily tA4/BIB25s.r Bolton. II IIIFlows July 2006
Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
High alow level outputs
will match any power amp

From £699.95 complete

Ask about our new K188100w mono blocks from £1,699.95
IF'S
2e111 ‘Talive Pleoie co Stage
listen to the music not the solace noise!
Only apure valve design can get the best
from vinyl. All triode. No feedback.
Passive RIAL Custom British MC TX option.
Choke regulated PSU. High output
Volume control. Will drive power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available

011fflommomi\

From only £449.95 complete me £599.951

New Passive Preamp.
4inputs, tape loop. Alps Blue Pot. silver Teflon cable
Gold plated terminals Only £229.95
Common Features: Hand built Point to Point .wiring. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control.
Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components by Solen, Rubicon. Silver audio cable. Steel & alloy
plate constrxtion. Soft start. Unique HT delay. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info.

Buy with confidence. Established UK Company. Proven reliablIty. Unbeatable
advice & hack up service. Try for 30 days. refund if not delehted*

find outmore.- wefts& al invalcoatitidio.com
Come antl See Ifs at tfte &affirm,
/Ni fi Snow
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.com
•
•
Le-Crit. €471-C11-0— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
'Conditions apply

Visa md MasterCard accepted

CE marked

Don't gamble on whether your
hi-fi equipment is properly insured
At Platinum Insurance Solutions we understand there's areason why your valuables
are called valuable, whether it's apiece of art or hi-fi equipment. That's why we
recommend you consider Hiscox, the UK's leading specialist insurer (with over 100
years' experience) of higher- value homes and their contents.
Because money cannot always replace your most treasured items, Hiscox will
never quibble over agenuine claim. In fact, nearly half the claims they pay would
not be covered by astandard insurance policy.
If this sounds valuable, we will gladly arrange an assessment along with afree,
no- obligation quote.
To find out more call today on 01306 874400

PLATINUM

HI
SCOX

Insurance Solutions Ltd

Hiscox Insurance Company Ltd and Platinum Insurance Solutions are authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.

Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF

Winning North of England Retailers..

Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ
Monitor Au t
Mordaunt-Short
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www Vickers-HiFi co uk

Specialists in MO Fidelity Sound Reproduction - Since .196

Been chasing your tail? Around the block afew times?
up blind alleys? Thought you'd reached adead end?
There is light...

•

011111M,..eg
e- „

BEL CANTO

LECTOR CDP-7T CD Player

MUSIC FIRST MF1 Pre- amp

The first www.6moons.con ' Lunar Eclipse'
award goes to the new Bel Canto M1000
monoblocks. Phenomenal value, huge solid
state power output and valve- like delicacy.

This player virtually eliminates any gap between
digital and analogue replay by revealing those
emotional characteristics in music that are often
obliterated by the insensitive hand of technology.

One review after another ranks this amazing
pre-amplifier amongst the very best in the
world. We keep both the copper and silver
wired versions on permanent demonstration.

CONSONANCE 120L

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE

KR AUDIO

A2006 ' Product of the Year' in Hi Fi Plus
magazine and, at ¡ ust £695, clearly this
lovely CD player is abest buy. Filterless
DAC and now available in black or silver.

My own Acoustic Signature Mambo sounds fantastic,
even when sited on acoffee table! Eghtyfour pounds
of precision German engineering, with ten years
warranty on its bearing, and so easy to set up.

Only amature approach to music reproduction
will fully appreciate the effortlessly natural
abilities of this KR Audio VA340 integrated
amplifier. It's the one you're likely to keep!

AIRTIGHT

EMT Jubilee JSD 5

Head to heed against some highly praised
solid-state behemoths, the AirTight ATM- 1
has consistently proved to be more musical
with much greater room filling presence.

Celebrating its 60th anniversay, EMT ( creators of
Brinkmann cartridges and long time suppliers to
the BBC ) have launched these delicious sounding,
high output ( 1mV ) moving coil gems. £ 695

VERTEXaq Silver Jaya
Few of us notice the glass in our windows
until it's cleaned! The Vertex Silver Jaya does
the same thing to mains supply and, at just
£45, we certainly w' ' n't be without ours.

00

HORNING Aristoteles
Anew loudspeaker from Tommy Hoerning
that provides 96dB sensitivity and an easy
load for low power amplifiers. Enthusiasts
with smaller listening rooms can now
enjoy awesome 'room filling' naturalness,
astrength of the Horning Agathon, about
which e-zine ' 6moons.com' summarised
their extensive introductory review with the
commendation ;" learn just what has become
possible in musk reproduction per se."
Aristoteles £3,995 Agathon from £6,300

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!

ledidines

GEMME Vivace
Single drivers speakers have an in'egrity and
rythmic cohesion that appeals strongly to
listeners who prioritise their emotional
connection with music rather than academic
analysis of the loudspeaker itself. These
beautifully constructed loudspeakers from
Canada offer useful sensitivity and an easy
load, suitable for both valve and solid state
amplifiers to deliver aspacious soundstage
with delicious fluidity. Available in asuperb
choice of venners and lacquer from £2995.

See our website for part-exchanged & ex-dem Bargains
www.audiolincs.com

078 2192 5851

GRANTHAM ( A1) SOUTH LINCS

01476 591090

...because the flame is worth the candle

ACCESSORIES CLUB
•

GEORTDER
PR S
EE
POSTAGE &
PACKING
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ACCESSORIES CLUB

Zen & the art of onearm revvring
hen we first introduced the Incognito tonearm wiring
oom into the UK almost ten years ago, we never for

ND NOW SILVER! We are able to offer the same range o
wired throughout in our own pure silver litz wire, complete with

ne moment considered just how big an impact it

silver cartridge tags! A little more expensive than copper but with all

ould have! The Incognito loom started life as four

the refinement and detail that is associated with high- quality silver

uous lengths of best quality Cardas copper litz wire, running
eway from the cartridge tag to the phono plug, through
the arm, down the pillar and out through a 1.2m screened outer
harness to the amplifier.
Initially designed as aretrofit exclusively for Rega tonearms, it

interconnects. All our looms are available either as DIY kits, or can
be installed by staff in our workshop in Bedford. Turnaround time is
typically 2-3 days for our installations; from stock for the kits.
When sending an arm, we suggest the use of acourier service

was an obvious upgrade, offering better quality wire, the removal

such as UPS, or the Special Delivery service of the Post &lice. Send
it direct to our Bedford Office at:

of atotal of 15 solder joints from the arm as supplied, and the

Hi -Fi Accessories Club,

reworking of the signal leads into a ' semi-balanced form with

10 Dane Lane,

separate earth and signal paths. The result was aconsiderable

Witstead,

nt in the soundaatity f

One pece

vzsilv‘er

se
t iring çrorn hecesre

balance% tUstcZnpoir dr,e‘g‘,
e Fully
‘0 1-,
"Faraday Coe'removes
shield orm ground

t

"Stor" yroundr sc,

etic RCA plugs

eSt
eL.

ows use o
gntobles

FlexlUe

• ,$)

A

Bedford MK45 3HT
All prices include secure return delivery within the UK Export

enviable reputation

shipment will incur additional postage at cost.

throughout the

For dyed- in the wool DIY aficionados, we have also listed the

industry.

separate component parts that we have available from stock:

Since that
time, with the
development of

age pin
cable I

e Direct Gold P\0

tonearms that had
already achieved an

auniversal form
of the loom, we

specific quotation..

Incognito magic

Cee

Incognito Silver Loom ( Regal 1.2m

make and model of

DIY Kit

arm on the market

Incognito Silver Loom ( Rega) 1.2m

-and that's not

Installed

to mention the

Incognito Silver Loom ( Universal)

that have been through our Bedford workshop in recent months
include models from SME ( of all types), Hadcock, Zeta, Mission,
Syrinx, Helius, Manticore, Alphason. Roxsan, Linn ( particularly
its Ittok, Akito and Ekos models), Origin Live, Pro-Ject, Decca,
Townshend and Breuer. Surety aformidable list by any standards.
We don't claim to be infallible however; we were beaten by the
Much range of arms with their moulded- in arm tube wiring.
win

PRODUCT

on virtually every

thousands of Rega
tonearms of all types that have passed through our hands. Arms

Stilt, you can't

For those who are not quite so adventurous, our workshops
offer acomprehensive arm rewire service, rewiring to original
specification with arange of materials and wire. Please call for a

have worked the

ne

in- arm wire, cartridge tags, connectors, etc.

'
em alll

1.2m DIY Kit
Incognito Silver Loom ( Universal)
1.2m Installed
Incognito Cardas Copper ( Regal 1.2m
DIY Kit
Incognito Cardas Copper ( Regal 1.2m
Installed
Incognito Cardas Copper ( Universal)
1.2m DIY Kit
Incognito Cardas Copper ( Universal)

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM

1.2m Installed
Cardas Copper 34swg in- arm litz wire.
4colour bundle/metre
Pure Silver in- arm Litz wire per single
metre

RRP

QUANTITY

£225.00
£255.00
£265.00
£295.00
£137.50
£155.00
£175.00
£200.00
£25.00
£12.00

Name

Address

Telephone

Cardas Gold Cartridge tags per set 4

£18.00

Silver Cartridge tags per set 4

£18.00

5- Pin Male JLS Arm Connector ( Fixed
in Pillar)

£12.00

Post Code

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN

Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)
Card Number

5- Pin Female JLS Arm Connector
(Cable end) Cardas

£40.00

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy of he form) to: HFN Acces ones Club 8. CD
Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1Y1-1, UK OR Fax your completed order form to: 01234 742028 OR
Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility at
Expiry (date)

CV Security Number

www.hifiaccessoriesdub.com UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and
packing for all items, whatever their size, anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very

Signature

welcome. Where applicable they will be free of VAT (Sales Tax), but wit be subject to additional shipping at
cost. Please contact us for quotation. Delivery subject to ava lability. E8OE.

All products online at hifiaccessoriesclub.com

Essential Components for High End!
Audiophiles tend to associate audible impro‘einenis with upgrading
hardware. until the replace their ordlnan cables with MIT
Interfaces. Hear for ourself sonic impro% ements that the MIT
Interfaces make in sour stem. You will find it hard to believe that
MIT cables are so imponant to the o% end! performance of > our
s)stetii.

Music Interface Technologies

Once you have experienced the benefits of ‘ II Inetuork
technologies, everything else is lust cable."

MIT Interconnects Give You:
•Better Bass
•Clearer Midrange
•Smoother Highs
•Presence, Detail aClarity
Interconnects start from £41.00 ( 1m paw.)

www.mstcables.com
Distributed : Audiobilits. PO Box 988. Cheltenham.
GI-50 9FJ. Tel ¡WM 777 291iI. cnquineseauchobility.co.uk

•

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
Tel:

07860 511111

WE CONSIDER THE PERP.TECH P-1A/P-3A/PSB ( MODWRIGHT SIG- 2) TO BE THE BEST AFFORDABLE DAC/UPSAMPLING ENGINE AVAILABLE
AND AS SUCH USE NOTHING ELSE FOR DEM.PURPOSES. IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING A SOURCE CHANGE OR UPGRADE YOU SHOULD
AUDITION THESE. ONLY A FEW LEFT ( THEY WILL NOT COME AGAIN!) WE HAVE RECENTLY TAKEN ON AURUM CANTUS,
EXQUISITE FINISH AND STELLAR PERFORMANCE WITH VALUE TO MATCH. ALSC MUSIC FIRST PRE AMPS
(THEY NEED NO INTRODUCTION FROM ME!)
SOLID STATE
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS R/WOOD
BRAND NEW £995
TRANSPORTS/DACS/CD
PERPETUAL TECH. P1-A/P3-A/P3B MODWRIGHT SIG-2
PEERPETUAL TECHOLOGIES P-3A 24/96 DAC
LECTOR DIGIDRIVE-TL & PSU

BRAND NEW £ 1995
BRAND NEW £995
MINT/BOXED £ 1295

ACCUPHASE DP- 90 TRANSPORT

EXCLT £2750

THETA CARMEN CD/DVD TRANSPORT
THETA DATA II TRANSPORT (SILVER)
THETA DATA TRANSPORT

MINT/BOXED £1295
MINT/BOXED £795
VGC £495

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS III CD/TRANSPORT

N,1), £395

MSB LINK DAC 24/96khz MODULE

MINT/BOXED £375

ZSYSTEMS Z-3src UPSAMPLER (£ 1450 NEW)

MINT/BOXED £450

KRELL KMA-100 MONOBLOCS

MINT/BOXED TBA

AUDIO RESEARCH LS-39 PRE AMP

MINT/BOXED £995

COUNTERPOINT SA- 5000 PRE AMP/PHONO STAGE
ROKSAN CASPIAN M-SERIES PRE AMP/MONO'S

MINT/BOXED TBA

MIRAGE M1si BI POLAR LOUDSPEAKERS

EXCELLENT

£2750

FAB AUDIO MODEL- ONE (RETAIL £7500)

EX.EM

£4750

MINT/BOXED £ 1795

KRELL FPB-200 POWER AMP

EXCLT £2750

JEFF ROWLAND MC-6 (EXPENSIVE!!)
ADVANTAGE

MINT £3995

ow INTEGRATED AMP

EXCLT/BOXED £995

MARANTZ PM66 K1-SIG AMP

BOXED £275

ALCHEMIST FORSETTI PRE & POWER AMPS

MINT/BOXED £1595

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE VIII HDCD DAC

N.O.S. £350

NORTH AMERICAN PRODUCTS H-CAT PRE AMP (2850)

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V1.2 HDCD DAC

N.O.S £275

MAGNUM DYNALAB MD- 208 RECEIVER (SUPERB)

N.O.S £250

McCORMACK RD-1REMOTE PRE & DNA- 125 POWER AMPS....MINTAXIXED £2253

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V1 1 HDCD DAC
ROKSAN CASPIAN M-SERIES CD

MINT/BOXED £650

LUXMAN M-105 DUAL MONO CLASS APOWER AMP

EX.DEM £1475
MINT/BOXED £1996
MINT/BOXED £ 1795

SALE!! £1150

PLINIUS SB-300 (RETAIL £4650)

EX.DEM/DIS £29%

MARANTZ CD63 KI-SIG MKII

MINT/BOXED £295

PLINIUS SA-201 (RETAIL £3600)

EX.DIS £2395

XENON 2800 MKII GOLD (HDCD

MINT/BOXED £375

PLINIUS 9100 (RETAIL £ 1700)

NEW £1195

PRIMARE V-25 CD/DVD PLAYER (£ 1000 NEW)

NEW/BOXED £475

CONRAD JOHNSON PF1PRE & PHONO STAGE

EXCLT £895

PIONEER PD- 95 ULTRA RARE FLAGSHIP CD

PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES P-3 PSU

VINYL

SME 30/A + TESSARAC PSU

BOXED £295
MINT/BOXED TBA

QUASAR LE SKELETAL BRASS/ACRY1JC TURNTABLE SUPERB .... EXCLT £1150
TRANSCRIPTORS & SKELETAL ARM (COLLECTORS ITEM)
MUSICAL FIDELITY KILOWATT PHONO STAGE
AO-VOX PHONO STAGE RCA & BALANCED
NVA TWO BOX MC PHONO STAGE
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2-BOX
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MNVMC PHONO STAGE

NEWBOXED £395
EXCLT £395
EX.DEM £299
MINT/BOXED £299

FAB AUDIO BRAT (£700)

DIDISPLAY £395

AURUM CANTUS VOLLA (RETAIL £2500)

EX.DIS. £795

AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE

EX.DIS £695

AURUM CANTUS BLACK ORCHID ( £1200)

EX.DIS £795

PROAC STUDIO 150 CHERRYWOOD

EXCLT £795

MONITOR AUDIO GOLD STANDARD 10 & STANDS
BKS 128 RIBBON HYBRID (STAR GRANITE)
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA

GAMMA REF. 211 MONOBLOCS
COUNTERPOINT SA 5000 PRE AMP/PHONO STAGE

SALE!! £1250

AUDID RESEARCH SP-9PRE AMP/PHONO STAGE

MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (SILVER WIRED £2750) BRAND NEW £22513

ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE PREAMP

MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (COWER WIRED £1600) ..BRAND NEW

CONRAD JOHNSON PF 5C/W PHONO STAGE (£2000?)

B&W NAUTILUS NO2

MINT/BOXED (CHERRY) £35(10

JM.LABS MEZZO UTOPIA

MINT/BOXED £3500

AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERA II ( 10K NEW?)

MINT/BOXED £3500

TANNOY GRF MEMORY T.W.
CELESTION A-3 MINT/BOXED

MINT £3750
MINT/BOXED £ 1250

ECDEM £2250

VALVE AMPS
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY INIAMP

SALE!! £2295

LOUDSPEAKERS

MINT £595
MINT/BOXED £ 1395
NEW £4995

EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE II

SONY TAE9000-ES PRE & TAN9-ES POWER AMPS

£2g5

EXDISPLAY £1750

AURUM CANTUS LESO/RE 3SE (£ 1250)

BEL CANTO PRE- 1PREAMP & EVO 200.2 POWER AMP

EXCLT £750
MINT/BOXED £1195

EXCLT/BOXED £3750

MARTEN MILES II CHERRY (86+ NEW)

MINT/BOXED £2200

ORELLE EVO100 CD PLAYER/PRE AMP/POWER AMP (3500) MINT/BOXED £1795
XTC PRE- 1POWER-1AMPS GLOSS BLACK

BRAND NEW £4995

AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8500) BRAND NEW

AUDIO INNOVATIONS FEIST AUDIO POWER AMP
CONRAD JOHNSON PFR pre/mi 2500 Apower

MINT £2999
EXCLT £ 1295
MINT/BOXED TBA
MINT/BOXED £995
MINT/BOXED £1195
GC £595
SALE!! £695
MINT/BOXED £3500

MAINS CABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS
PS AUDIO P-600 POWER PLANT
SILTECH OCTOPUS 8-WAY MAINS BLOCK ,SHUKO)

WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE PURCHASE! CALL GEORGE C7860 51 1111

ETC

£ 1000
£375

definitive audio

www.manger-audio.co.uk

Definitive Audio offers you a fresh and focused way of choosing a sophisticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless. The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons.
Sale of part exchanged and ex -dem items

Sale

TNT/JMW VPI record player

At last acure for Melophobia,
Manger full range bending
wave transducers,

New

£1900 £4500

Kuzma Airline tonearm with KSL Kondo internal and external wire

£4000 £ 7500

Canary 903 4 box pre- amp - champagne facia - 3months old - boxed

£3250 £6500

Unison Reseach Smart 3008 class A power amp - 1year old

£2500 £4500

Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - single ended stereo

£2500 £4500

Rogue Audio Zeus stereo power amplifier - very heavy

£3000 £ 7500

SME Series IV tonearm - 2.5 years old - very good condition
SME 309 tonearm - one hours use

£500 £ 700

Kuzma Stogi 'S unipivot tonearm - lovely

£350 £650

precision
in sound

£750 £ 1250

Lyra Helicon cartridge - mono - very light use

• Manger Speakers
• ASR amplifiers

£600 £ 1200

Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace turntable with
Martin Logan SL3 speakers

LV

Mystic Mat - SME cut

£1500 £ 2200

• HMS cables

£1500 £ 2500

Ortofon Kontrapunkt cartridge - 150 hours use

£450

Living Voice loudspeakers - various ex-dem, part- ex, seconds, from very
young to very old

please

Canary 601 line pre [ 110v] - very smart, very good

£2000 £ 3000

Canary 303 monos - Living Voice upgrade - saucy

£3500 £ 7500

Avalon Arcus loudspeaker - Maple

£3500 £ 7000

Mactone XMII 6550 p.p. integrated - retro joy - virtually new

£3000 £6000

Audio Aero Capitole CD24/192

£1700 £4000

Canary 908 integrated amp with LV upgrade - vgc - serviced - nice!

£1700

Mactone XX 330 line pre-amp - retro, quirky - new

£2500 £8000

Mactone MA 3008 stereo power amp - more quirky - waffle maker stylie

£2500 £6500

Sonus Faber Electa - Walnut - no stands

£900 £ 1700

Border Patrol 300B SE - Maple - 6 months old

£1900 £ 4850

Border Patrol 3008 SE - Mahogany - 2 years old

£1700 £4850

Border Patrol 300B SE - Mahogany - 3 years old

£1500 £4850

Tascam 122 MkIll tape deck - very nice if you need one

£500

Sugden A21a - 3to choose - from

£500 £950

Tube Technology Prophet two box pre-amp - 10 hours use - bargain

£1000 £ 2250

SME M2-9 tonearms - NEW

£350 £650

Placette passive line stage - 3 inputs - 120v - remote control

£700 £ 1600

Horning Agathon Silver - vgc - oak finish

Stereophile Recommended components
The Absolute Sound Golden Ear Award

call

World's
Best
Amplifier?
ASR's Revolutionary

103 zero!,

Fn

Emitter II Exclusive
This Amp is so far beyond the usual that Icall it " revolutionary," and
this in afield where design breakthroughs are, at best, evolutionary.
it's taken me six months to get its measure and in the process I've
had to upgrade the reference system to meet the ASR's mettle.

wing

Harry Pearson - The Absolute Sound

infoemanger-audio.co.uk

£1000 £4000

Audio Note ( UK) AN- E loudspeaker

£500

Revel M20 bookshelf loudspeakers - Santos Rosewood - with stands

Tel: 0115 973 3222
'nternet: wwwdefinitiveaudio.co.uk

call:0161 304 0099

£850 £ 2000

Fax: 0115 973 3666

mobile: 07970 908619

email: shoutgdefinitiveaudio.co.uk

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

High End Cable

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

www.higherrticable.co.uk
For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on

CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Goldring

Audience
Chord Company
Ecosse

GRADO Award winning Headphones

Elektra

£33

£28

GEX

£24

1006

£88 £70

GEX

£65

SR- 80

£90

1012 GX

£116

GEX

£77

SR 125

£ 140

1022 GX

£153 £ 122

GEX

£97

SR- 225 £ 175

1042

£171 £ 137

GEX

£120

Eroica LX/H

£153

£ 122

GEX

N/A

Elite

£273

£217

GEX

N/A

£93

2000 Series (new) full range in stock

Reference Series

AT 95 E
AT 110E

£260

RS- 1

£635

RS 2

£450

£ 25

£16

09100

£18

DR150 £70

£330 £295

EX

£ 105

£95

EX

N/A

£ 170

EX

N/A

DL 110

£ 79

£69

EX

N/A

DL 160

£95

£83

EX

N/A

DL 304

£210 £ 190

EX

N/A

Grado
Prestige Black

£40

£29

Prestige Gold £ 110

£40

Sennheiser Headphones

£ 190

£77

HD415

£29

HD435 £38
HD465 £45
HD485 £ 54

£85

Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier

£60

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

£13

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

£795 £695

EX

N/A

Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill

£16

Maly Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell

£15

Ounex J2P 3.5mm mini- lack to two Phono
plug 3m connectors

£27

£495

Shure
M 97 XE

£98

£58

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £235
Blackbird

£200

EX

£ 585 £ 500

EX

Over 500

Nordost
MIT

,hle

Oehlbach
Punst Audio De, ign

The bar has lust beiii
With the ODIN ramp

Stereovor
Townshend
van den Hui

r
nterconnects and speak,
cables

Wyrewizard
IsoTek - Power Conditioning
Cable Tower
Clearlight Audio Cones
Oehlbach Accessories
STAX headphones
Tannoy
Echo Busters
Arye CD - IsoTel CO
Oehlbach Phono PreAmp
Lyra Moving Cod
Ortaton Moving
Sumiko Moving roil

We can offer agenerous trade
in when upgrading to ODIN

Secondhand

Media cables
Pod cables

ARTcessones USB Phono Plus Pre- Amp

EX

Dorian

UK sales only

We are aSupreme Reference
Odin Dealer.

Sub woofer cabins

HIFI ACCESSORIES

£395

Lyra
Argo

SR- 325i

DR50 £30

Denon
DL 1039

£ 75

£30

AT 0C9 MLII
DL 103

SR- 60

New Goldring Headphones

Audio Technica

NOÉDOST

Analysis Plus

HEADPHONE SELECTION
Prestige Series

01775 761880

Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects

PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 140 DAYS •
SEE WEGSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

replacement styli types

OLA cables
Pulsar Points
Component cables
Digital cables
DIN cables
HDMI cables
DVI cables
Jumpers
Optical cables
Mains & Power cables
SCART
5 video

stocked

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge
EX - Exchange price some make moving colt cartridge

Cable burn in

Your old cables an be used as trade so please call for details

Please visit www.htahend-hifi.co.uk
Bel Canto - Leema - Townshend - STAX - Tannoy - Project

VISA

de

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

C=

MANTRA AUDIO (
HFN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE YO8 SSO

AUDIOJUMBLE
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SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT:
THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE, TONBRIDGE, KENT

SUNDAY 2ND SEPTEMBER 2007
10.30AM - 4.30PM

Look, Listen, Experience...
Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions
•Two Channel Audio • Multi Room
•Home Cinema

• Turntable Workshop

• Custom Installation • System Set-up

e e

ARCAM

LOEWE.

C rcø

epos

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAY
MAIN LINE RAILWAY STATION WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE.
•VALVE AMPS • TURNTABLES • RECORDS •

...and others

clearsudio

Stalls £25-00
10.30am Standard Entry £4-00
9:30am Early Entry £ 10-00
BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892-540022 /
info@audiojumble.co.uk

•SPEAKERS • COMPONENTS •
•BOOKS • TUNERS • C.D. PLAYERS •
•VINTAGE RADIOS •

:our showroom at:
Calveley Court, Southburgh Road,
Reymerston, Norfolk. NRy 4QD
tel: 01362 820800
email: enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk
www.basicallysound.co.uk

Audi
1
111

www.audiojumble.co.uk

Destination

Stockists of:

1884 243 584

bevons
audio specialists for two- channel / home cinema

IIIIC/PE

CLIPPINGS

Focal JMIab
Heed
IsoTek
Leema Acoustics
Lexicon
Lyra
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Monitor Audio
Moon
Nordost
Pathos
Primare
Project
Stax
Stereovox
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Audio Physic
Avid
Ayre
Bel Canto
Chord
Clearaudio
Creek
Graaf
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Order your Tannoy Glenair 10's

muke & cetro-lume lovk_
ferietrdfT seeureyew

early to avoid along wait...
Unhappy with your existing
Speakers and would like
to upgrade to Tannoy?

All trilb pleasure with NO weight
Remember that we can prepare something to suit your exact requirements.

Call - maybe we
can help.

Teac Esoteric
Thiel
Totem Acoustics
Unison Research
VDH
VPI Turntables
and many more.

Open Monday - Saturday
9am - 5pm
Audio Destination
Suite 7a
EX16 6BL

Market Walk
Tiverton, Devon

info@audiodestination.co L'k
www.audiodestination.co.un

All over the world reviewers
and customers alike are
giving JPSLabs cables
the thumbs up...

Z iztemeeetJeteeoCONSULTANT

S

(pecialisvily
thefimst hifi-frocittnew
fir filmic looffle Aviice 049.

Now in- stock and on demonstration.

NuForce and Usher Audio
Expert, friendly & un biased advice
Demonstrations by appointment only
Evening demonstrations upon request
Comfortable listening rooms
MON -SAT: 9AM-6PM

HIGH WYCOMBE - TEL: 01494 865 829
PLEASE RING TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

"I
feel that JPS has successfully produced a
cable that is made for the equipment I
like
to listen to - that's high resoltnon audio with
appropriate respect for the music... It's truly
one of the best I
have auditioled."
The Inner Ear

"The differences made by the JPS Aluminata
products were by far the most drastic
changes I've ever heard when going from one
interconnect, speaker cable, or AC corc to
another. Put alittle more bluntly, I've never
heard wire do this before."
Art Dudley, S'ereophtle
April 2007

tweakmy
cartridges
dynayector
lyra
ortofon
sumiko
>cables

, corn

worth
growing up

chord company
nordost
headphones
grado

for

stax
hardware

the full Naim

atc

500 series

arcam

now on

epos
focat jm labs

demonstration- 1

kudos

at:

lexicon
naim audio
neat acoustics

JPSL abs

Cables - why compromise?

0845 Mr 10
info@audiosalon.co.uk
www.audiosalon.co.uk
www.jpslabs.com

notingham
origin live
roksan
something solid

signals

trichord

hi-fi for grown-ups

sme

ipswich ( 01473)
fax ( 01473) 655172
signals
bucklesham
www.sign

6551 7 1

email:enq@signals.uk.com
ipswich
siuffolk
IP10 ODY
als.uk.cortt

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies
for ALL belt drive
turntables

"The best tonearm
I've heard"
(4 (
00)4

HI Fl WORLD

2005

world awards

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted

component of 2004 award

"The single most important upgrade you can ever
make to any record deck concerns the motor drive...nothing

"A

new benchmark for musical communication"

can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In aword, gobsmacking."
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE

STEREO TIMES

eemnr

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous." LISTENER MAGAZINE

*****

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but ..upgrade kits by Origin live can
bring avast improvement to it's performance" HI FI NEWS

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of HiFi - overlooked and dismissed but capable of bringing

Multi award winning Origin Live arms have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - they bettct
the best by asignificant margin. Whatever your current arm,
you can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not
arrange for ademonstration now.

O
RD
LIVE

Demonstrably better

MODELS
Enterprise
Conqueror
Illustrious
Encounter
Silver
OL1

about greater transformation than a £2000 cartridge. No one would blame you
for being sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially
one that improves on the best of other power supplies costing over 4times as
much or your money back. Our latest generation of DC motor kits offer massive improvements to all versions of Linn Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck,
Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop in replacement high grade DC
motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not order now? - see web site
or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570
Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 129 with

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

www.originlive.com

Award Winning CD Players by Consonance
"Less Is More" CD Players featuring 16 bit, non-oversampling filterless DAC design

ALIUM

AUDIO

Reference CD2.2 Linear CD Player
(Triode Output) - £ 1395
"arhythmically taut, fast, accurate sound."
Srajan Ebaen, 6moons.com

"smooth, raturai and well balanced."

Jimmy Hughes, Hi-H+ Issue 46

Distributors of quality Hi Fi

01273 608332
01273 325901
sales@aliumaudio.com
www.aliumaudio.com

CD120 Linear CD Player
(Solid State) - £ 695
"For the money. I've never heard amore musically
balanced digital component, and I'd be proud
and pleased and happy to own one, feeling freed
from the tyranny of digital upgraditis."

Stereo Times

cortenOnCe •

1
AUDIO WORKSHOP!
This is your chance to be one of alimited number of special
guests invited to the first hi-fi news audio workshop
1!
This exclusive one- day event gives
the readers of hi-fi news the chance
to attend aFREE workshop featuring
demonstrations of the finest hi-fi
equipment from leading high-end
manufacturers. Superb sounds,
three separate rooms, key industry
figures, followed by aQ&A sessions
at the end of each demonstration.
Between workshops free
refreshments will be provided,
giving you the chance to meet the
hi-fi news team!
•There are two available timeslots
12pm or 4pm for you to choose,
but as space is limited, book now.

Sunday 12th August 2007.
This invitation is exclusive to hi-fi
news readers. Space is extremely
limited so please book early for
your opportunity to attend.
Closing deadline for entries in
6th August 2007.

WHERE?
Selsdon Park Hotel, Addington
Road, Sanderstead, Surrey
This amazing hotel built over one
thousand years ago oozes with
history and provides the perfect
setting to hear the world's finest hi-fi.
The hotel is situated less than 10
miles from the M25(.16) and has
free parking or is 10 minutes (taxi)
from East Croydon train station.

•Entry is via ticket only.

SELS DON PARK

este les"14%.
PM

blk\

Leema Acoustics may be
anew name in the hi-fi
world, but is one that's
known and trusted by many
in professional audio circles.
With over thirty years design experience, Leema
sets the standard for neutrality and integrity by
adhering rigidly to one simple and perhaps rather
old fashioned philosophy..."WHAT GOES IN, IS
WHAT COMES OUT"... Leema will be showing
how they achieve this without resorting to
artificial embellishment or adding colouration.
Dali design, develop and
produce hi-fi loudspeakers
with only one goal, to fulfill
their vision of how aloudspeaker should sound, look
and feel. Dali will share with
you their never-ending quest
to satisfy their ideas on what agood audiophile
loudspeaker should really deliver.

MALI

news

440 • 04
e
\

M2%11/11115 a

WHO?

•

1MS (10

www.selsdonparkhotellondon.co.uk

Hi-fi news' editor, Paul
Miller, has pulled together
the top brands from the world of home cinema
to give you the very latest full HD demonstration.
Included is acomparison of upscaled 1080p DVD
with true 1080p content delivered from HD-DVD
via afull- HD projector. You'll even get the chance
to hear his views on just what is best - Blu-ray
or HD-DVD - and which he thinks will win the
impending format war.

I
WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND THE HI-FI NEWS AUDIO WORKSHOP
Preferred Time ( Tick appropriate box ) D12Noon
No. of tickets required:

D

Please mail this slip back to:
Elizabeth Spence at

iirlbKING

Name .
Address
Postcode

D4pm

Tel

Email

DEADLINE
6TH AUG

hi-fi news,
Leon House,
233 High Street,
Croydon,
Surrey
CR9 1HZ
Or email:

Tickets and itinerary will be sent prior to event - workshop content subject to change

elizabeth spence@ipcmedia.com

efetee
30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LD - 01634 880037

ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD CABLES, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, DALI, DK DESIGN, EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE, FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT,
GRAVES AUDIO, GRAHAM SLEE, LAT INTERNATIONAL, METRONOME TECHNOLOGIES,
NORTHSTAR, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, PARTINGTON,
PROJECT, QUADRASPIRE, RAYSONIC, RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE, STIRLING LS35/a,
TANNOY, PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
HOW TO CONTACT U
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With its roots in the cinema world and jukebox
amplifiers of the 1950s, Beam- Echo is abrand
worth looking out for, explains John Howes

T

he Beam- Echo Company was
founded in August 1953 by Henry
Rahmer in Witham, Essex. Cine

ABOVE. Later examples of the DL7-35 were

projectors were its first products
and this is how the name Beam- Echo

finished in dark blue, earlier ones in gold

originated — ' Beam' representing the light

other models wefe introdJced over the

source and ' Echo' for the sound track. The

next few years culminating in 1959 with

cine projectors used valve amplifiers and

no fewer than two AM/FM tuners, three
valve amphfiers, one stereo preamp and

Henry was looking for other markets in which
to sell his amplifiers. He soon obtained a

four loudspeaker enclosures. All Beam- Echo

contract with Balfour jukeboxes and his

natural sound

business expanded. Beam- Echo amplifiers
were installed in Bel Ami jukeboxes, which

STE R EOPHON IC

were very popular in the mid 1950s.

H IOH

FIDELITY

SYSTE MS

ABOVE: Avantic was the brand name used by
Beam- Echo for its range of hi-fi products

Always looking for extra business,
Henry decided to enter the expanding
hi-fi market. At about this time Henry met
Gordon Lawson, who had worked for the

The first amplifier to be marketed was the
classic 20W monoblock DL7-35, with its
matching mono preamp. These two units

Admiralty in the Second World War. Gordon

products were well- made, stylish and many
are now highly collectable among audio
enthus .asts. A nice serviced pair of DL7-35s
today would set you back around £ 1500.
Thele was no mention of any Beam- Echo
products in the 1961 edition of the HiFi
Year Book. Thorn- EMI bought Beam Echo,
and another hi-fi manufacturer disappeared.

was an excellent electronics engineer who
specialised in amplifier design. He was

sold for £ 55 and could not be purchased

BEAM -ECHO BOUNCES BACK

separately. The specification of these

offered and accepted ajob at Beam- Echo to

monoblocks was impressive: distortion of
0.05% at 20W, a54W peak output, hum and

In June 1994 the Beam-Ecno name was
back, and anew version of the DL7-35 was
launched at the tri-fi show at the Ramada

be in charge of product design.
From 1956 onwards several amplifiers,

noise of — 85dB and afrequency response of
5Hz-30kHz. Two other very useful features

preamps, tuners, loudspeaker cabinets and a
reel-to-reel tape recorder were introduced.

were avolume control for matching to any
preamp, and afully adjustable mains input
between 105 and 250V.
The DL7-35 circuit was based on the
Mullard 5-20, using an EF86. ECC83, two
EL34s and aGZ34 rectifier. On the design
side, a600V paper- in- oil capacitor was
used for the HT reservoir, which gave total

Hotei, Heathrow. In the December 1995
issue of HiFi News Ken Kessler reviewed the
DL7-35 calling it a ' Classic in every sense
of the word'. The price for apair of these
monoblock amps was £ 2850.
In 1996 the newly formed Beam- Echo
company produced a50W/ch valve
amplifier ( SA- 50), astereo valve preamplifier
(SP- 21) and asolid-state phono head

reliability. The output valve cathode resistors

amplifier ( PP- 21). This mocel had MC and
MM inputs and switchable inputs for CD or

were ' standeez' types and were mounted
above the chassis to improve reliability. The
transformer cover was designed to allow

tuner. This was innovative because it meant
the PP- 21 could be used as apassive preamp
on high-level inputs.

convected airflow around the transformers.
The export market must have been

In 1997 other models were laurched by

ABOVE: DL7-35 monoblock; early versions

lucrative because Beam- Echo had its own
showroom and sales office in the USA at

the new company, including aCD player.
Sadly it was not Yong before the newly
formed company vanished, ending another

had transformer covers with square edges

820 Greenwich Street, New York. Several

chapter in the Beam- Echo story. ô
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•Duevel Bella Luna omni speakers
•Group Test: £ 100 headphones
•Accustic Arts Drive 1Mk4 & DAC 1Mk4
•Bel Canto S300IU integrated amp
•Super Systems: MF A1008 and B&W 803

SEPTEMBER 2007

Audio Exposed:
How Much Power? The conclusion!
PLUS:
On Location: Pro-Ject Audio
in the Czech Republic

Your guide to the best in high- definition home
entertainment, from plasmas to projectors.
Plus our advice on integrating HD video with
two- and multichannel audio...

BELIEVING

SEEING

ARCAM

DVD

Vol: 28

TiZ

solo movic

5.1

They say you can't put aquart in apint pot, but
amazingly Arcam's design team have engineered a
solution that delivers the performance of their
acclaimed Home Theatre separates into an all- in-one
system that does everything...brilliantly.
www.arcam.co.uldsolomovie.html

ARCAM
www.arcam.co.uk/dealers
BRINGING MUSIC AND MOVIES TO

HDTV: What you need to know

Choosing an HD panel
The best high-def panel for you may not be the biggest
and brightest- looking in the shop, as David Perry explains

H

DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES

BELOW: A basic

There's no doubt that flat panel TVs dominate the
showroom floors but it may be hard to tell that there

LCD structure
comprises

electronics and PC world now clamouring
for aslice of the action. High definition content is
available from more sources than ever, and the list
is growing. With broadband internet HD streaming

are two entirely different technologies vying for your
pennies. Plasma you may have heard of, especially

asingle
unpolarised

as it seems to have become the generic term for flat
panel TVs. However, liquid crystal displays ( LCD) - a

services imminent, and heavyweight electronics
companies harrying OFCOM for aFreeview HDTV

technology well known in the world of PC monitors,
laptop screens and portable devices - beats plasma

white light
source that
illuminates

service, our HD cup doth indeed runneth over.
So reason to rejoice then, and doubly so as we
reveal in the reviews that follow that image quality

hands down when it comes to the numbers of flat
screens sold worldwide. So what's the difference

D is no longer just abuzz word, it's very
much apart of the entertainment landscape
with every major player in the consumer

continues to rise as quickly as prices plummet.

the entire
back surface
of the panel.

between the two rival technologies and, more
importantly, should you care?
Ideally it shouldn't matter what technology a

The amount
of light that

device uses as long as it performs well, is robust and
offers good value for money. Take alook at our
round- up of five of the best flat panel HDTVs for

is allowed to
reach the front
of the panel is
determined on

specific observations and technology trends and check
out our ' Back Page Buzz' for aglimpse at the latest
HDMI ' digital SCART' standard and agroundbreaking

aper pixel basis
by 'twisting' the

new colour system set to dazzle our senses still further.
In the meantime, perhaps aquick delve beneath

between

liquid crystals in

the surface of our five plasma and LCD flat panel

'It may be hard to tell that there are
two entirely different technologies
vying for your pennies...'

Polarizer

IL

Unpolarized
White Light

Glass Substrate i
ITO Film I
TFT
Orientation Film
Liquid Crystal I
Orientation Film
Colour Filter
ITO Film I
Glass Substrate
Polarizer
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contenders is in order, starting with the inner workings
of the Liquid Crystal Display ( LCD).
(141QUID ( C)RYSTAL ( D)ISPLAYS

An LCD consists of athin layer of liquid crystals ( LC)
sandwiched between two sheets of special glass,

BELOW: A
typical plasma
panel structure,
in this case the
'deep waffle'
structure
introduced by
Pioneer, offers

each imprinted with amatrix of thin-film transistors
(TFTs). Electrodes are sited at each red, green and
blue sub- pixel cell and afull- HD panel has over 6.2
million such RGB cells. The front and rear faces of the

(P)LASMA ( D)ISPLAY ( P)ANELS

The basic structure of aplasma display comprises
layers of relatively thick optical glass, one of which
has etched upon it amatrix of pixels each consisting
of three sub- pixels, one each for the red, green and
blue primary colours. The pixels are coated with
appropriately- coloured phosphors and filled with a
mixture of inert gases, typically xenon and neon.
A matrix of electrodes addresses each sub- pixel,

glass sandwich are coated with polarizing filters and
abacklight shines through the rear vertical filter. The
front filter is horizontal so it's only by rotating the

charging the gas until it becomes aplasma. The
plasma emits ultraviolet radiation which, in turn,
excites the phosphors into giving off visible light of
the required primary colour. Varying the brightness of

vertical polarization of the light back towards the

each sub- pixel is achieved by repeatedly pulsing the

horizontal that light exits to the viewer. It's the job
of the crystals to do just that and varying the voltage

pixel on and off during each video frame. The longer
the pixel is on, the brighter it will appear.

more phosphor

to each pixel cell twists the LC molecules, rotating

per pixel, and a

the polarization of the light to the same degree. This

CAVEAT ENIPTOR

controls the brightness of each sub- pixel.

Although there's impassioned debate among
aficionados around which technology is the

brighter picture

'Although aficionados debate which
technology is better, both are capable
of rendering marvellous pictures'

better one, the fact is that both are capable of
rendering marvellous pictures. That said, it's still
worth remembering that while the differences in
performance between plasma and LCD are diminishing
there are afew key attributes that set them apart.

Direct Colour Filter
Front Grass Substrate
Transparent Electrode
Black Stripe

Dielectric Layer
Protective Layer

Auxiliary Electrode

Crystal Emissive Layer
Deep Waffle Rib Structure

Address Protective Layer
Phosphor ( Red)

Address Electrode

Phosphor (Green)

Rear Glass Substrate

Phosphor ( Blue)

LCD

PLASMA

BRIGHT ROOM
COLOUR &
CONTRAST

Less reflective and consistently brighter so images seem richer with
ahigher perceived contrast

Generally more reflective and peak brightness is
lower and less consistent. Images may look alittle
lacklustre and dark scenes frustrating to watch

DARK ROOM
COLOUR &
CONTRAST

Black levels are generally not low enough for satisfying viewing in a
darkened room. Darker images may look washed out

Generally the preferred environment for plasma
displays to reveal their picture prowess

RESOLUTION

Greater choice of models sporting full-HD 1080 resolution, even
down to 37in sizes

Full-HD plasma panels are available at 42in and
above and becoming more affordable, but currently
choice is still limited

MOTION
RESOLUTION

Although traditionally poor, with some models exhibiting a
perceived reduction from full- HD down to VGA with certain types
of motion, performance has improved considerably in recent
models utilizing 100Hz technology and novel backlighting systems

Generally good to excellent but depends heavily on
video processing capability and the panel driving
scheme

COLOUR FIDELITY

The latest models now render excellent colour accuracy and
range. Panel brightness capability means they can be astoundingly
vibrant, albeit cartoon-like if not calibrated properly

In recent years plasmas have been considered
the reference for colour fidelity in consumer TVs.
Generally rich and true to life
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Il KEF®

home theatre
rivetwo series

"Less is more"
Compare the DVD to the video cassette

right. Behind them, large vertical flat panels

Ambient effects travel through a spacious

tape and you realise that with the right

act

soundscape

technology, less really can be more.

surround sound effect.

Now that the new fivetwo series has

Finished in matt silver or high gloss black,

arrived,

as

rear

speakers, completing the

as

the

director

intended.

On screen action comes alive throughout
the room, wherever you sit.

home

they can be mounted on adjustable wall

What you get is hassle-free high quality

entertainment surround sound.As its name

brackets or floor stands. All you have to do

surround sound from only two speakers -

suggests. the fivetwo envelops you in the

is connect the cables supplied with the

by KEF, because only KEF can.

realistic three-dimensional sound of a full

speakers

5.1 set-up using only two front speakers.

receiver/amp.

The

With

the

secret

same

lies

is

in

true

of

combining

KEF's

the

to

your

powerful

5.1

home

HTB2

theau -e

subwoofer

acclaimed Uni Q' ' sit anywhere' driver

(available separately) from the E!SA awa-d

concept

technology.

winning KHT3005 system, the effect is

Each speaker has a front-firing array of

amazing.Whether you choose the compact

Uni Q

with
drivers

flat

panel

from

the

KHT6000, providing a true

acclaimed

model 7 ( with seven drivers per speaker)

dedicated

or model I1 (with eleven), vocals suddenly

centre channel as well as spreading a

acquire exceptional clarity.

meticulously detailed sound image left and

www.kef.com
GP Acoust,cs (UK) Ltd., Eccleston Road, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent, ME15 6QP U.K. T:

44 (0) 1622 672261. F: + 44 (0) 1622 750653
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Hitachi
£
17,
P5OTO1 PDP
wvvw.hitachi.co.uk tel: 01628 585000
This plasma's price point takes its toll on the
number of inputs offered but it still provides
enough variety for the typical installation.
Of the two HDMI inputs, one is positioned
under afront panel where USB. SD card,
S- video and composite sockets can also be
found. The rear HDMI accepts PC formats to
1366x768p with stereo audio. Three SCARTs,
with two specified for ROB, accompany a
full- HD component input. An optical digital
audio output and Cl Card slot round off the
rear panel connectivity.
‘,.......- -fflonninim,

I

was particularly keen to spend some quality time
with this Hitachi P5OTO1 plasma HD Ready TV

TECH
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since spying it in prototype form ayear ago. At
that time it seemed quite capable and with Hitachi

telling me it was expected to be a ' budget' model !
was left intrigued. Much like the Samsung, this plasma
does its best to try and fit into adomestic décor, with
its two-tone dark grey slim bezel. The front structural
glass and filter do aremarkable job of reducing
reflections making it very easy to watch this set in high
ambient light conditions.
The P50 is not afull- HD panel: it's uniquely
formatted at 1280x1080, and is interlaced by means
of Hitachi's ALiS driving technology ( see ' Tech Briefing',
right). The resolving power is superb, matching line
for line HD's full vertical resolution and not suffering
overtly from the scaling back of 1920 to 1280.
However, 1080i doesn't travel direct to the panel as
this display requires progressive frames on which to
perform its processing tasks.

i

tACCURATE COLOUR

Fortunately, not only is the quality of Hitachi's Picture
Master FHD rather good but most, if not all, artifacts
that may occur are discarded during the reinterlacing
process. Interlacing does manifest afew bugaboos,
most notoriously line flicker, edge combing - that
can cause loss of definition during horizontal motion
-and jaggies' on moving diagonal edges such as line
markings on sports fields. That said, Ididn't find the
interlaced nature of the P5O's picture distracting.
Colour accuracy when calibrated is excellent,
with plenty of controls to enable the colourimeterwielding user to match the PAL and HD colour spaces
closely - and alittle beyond if desired. Although
not particularly vibrant and saturated, the colour

DID YOU KNOW?
Hitachi was founded in 1910 with a5hp electric
motor as its inaugural product. Today Hitachi

is a prominent player on the world markets for
everything from cordless drills, microprocessors,
medical equipment to massive engineering plant
and vehicles such as the Bullet Train.

bK•uiaún

u,
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performance is very good. boasting well-balanced
tones and nicely controlled qreyscale tracking, giving a
natural, if slightly subdued rendition.
The latter Iwould attribute to the rather lacklustre

ALiS ( Alternate
Lighting of
Surfaces) is a
technology
that has
enabled both
Fujitsu and
Hitachi, ( who
are partners
in display
development
and manufacturing),
to realise
bright, high
resolution
and power.
efficient
displays
since the
late 1990s.
Invented by
Fujitsu, it
allows for
the sharing
of horizontal
electrodes,
but as one
electrode
can't
energise two
lines at once
the panel is
energized in
an ' odd lines
followed by
even lines'
interlacing
fashion.

contrast capabilities. While it can be artificially
pushed to about 4000:1, in real world use it's just
shy of 700:1 with an even sorrier- looking 116:1 ANSI
contrast ratio.
Recommended Settings
Picture Menu

B5

Contrast

54

Brightness
Colour

35

Colour Temp

Warm

Red Drive

96

Red Cutoff

40

ON THE BENCH...
The P50101 calibrates very

well to PAL and HD colour
spaces and abit more
besides. But its limited
brightness and
contrast capabilities
don't make for the most
vibrant pictures. A ca:ibrated
peak white 20% window is only
55ftll and afull white screen measures a
dull 21111L. Colour ; emperature and greyscale
tracking are very good, hovering just the warm
side of D65 throughout.

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...

While the Hitachi is pitched at roughly the same
price as the Panasonic, it is generally more heavily
discounted. As aresult, it's hard to be too critical of
this plasma. Definition and colour accuracy is to be
commended, as is its rich feature set. The lack of
contrast and vibrancy along with alittle false
contouring on some material shouldn't dissuade you
from auditioning this HDTV.

HDTV: HD Ready flat panels

LG
47LY95 LCD
www.lge.com tel: 0870 873 5454

This set's full- HD resolution can be enjoyed
via PC VGA, component and HDMI ( v1.3).
There are two of the latter inputs, one PC
capable with an analogue audio socket,
with 1080p/24/30 features on both. The
component input is happy to accept up
to 1080p, with dedicated audio sockets.
Freeview digital audio can be routed to a
receiver via the optical output and one of
the two SCART sockets is wired for RGB.
S- video and composite with stereo audio are

provided on aside panel.

L

G may be considered the ' bargain basement'
brand by some consumers. Yet this is to
misconstrue the nature of the South Korean
company which, iike Samsung. achieves

amazing cost savings through technical innovation
and massive economies of scale.
So by way of example, anot- so- bargain- basement,
full- HD LCD TV comes our way in the form of the
47LY95, part of LG's premium TV range. Presenting in
the traditional TV style with integrated side- mounted
speakers, this set looks every bit the family room TV,
unassuming as it is in adeep charcoal grey and being
rather heavy yet reassurirgly solid in build.
CURIOUS EXPERIENCE
With an xvYCC mode and claims of awide colour
gamut in the back of my mind, it was avery curious
experience watching this TV. On first glance at least, it
is clear the colour processing and balance is designed
to have familiar CRT- like characteristics. However,
closer inspection reveals that, like the Samsung, the
colour gamut excludes asignificant chunk of the PAL
and FID colour spaces and all three colour primaries
are adrift from the required points. And there are no
controls available to remedy the situation. Colours
tending towards the RGB primaries are rendered either
over-saturated, incorrect or both!
On the other hand, the greyscale smoothness
and wide dynamic range bestow astable and evenhanded personality to the pictures with realistic skin
tones and clean bright whites to easily pass the DAZ
'doorstep challenge'. Video processing is on apar
with Samsung's although this doesn't feature any
motion smoothing. It does, however, include one of
the most capable adaptive noise reduction systems t
have seen. Dynamic contrast ratio can indeed hit the

DID YOU KNOW?
LG stands for Lucky Goldstar though life's Good' is
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5000:1 mark as advertised, but only by maxing out
and then minimizing the pictare settings. So real world
it achieves 892:1 with aserviceable but unremarkable
ANSI contrast ratio of 163:1.

'XD Engine
Full- HD' ir
LG's update
to its suite of
proprietary
video
processing
technologies
featuring
all manner
of noise
reduction,
detail
enhancement
and colom
processing
algorithms.
Most are
active by
default and
only five- can
be adjusted or
defeated by
the user Noise
reducticn
is motion
adaptive as is
video mode
deinterfacing
up to
1080i/60. The
XD engine
now accepts
1080p/24/30150/60 inputs
but currently
24p is
converted via
3:2 pull- down,
to 60p.

HD capabilities via the 1:1 pixel mapping option
are excellent provided there's not too much motion,
and full- HD resolution is easily enjoyed at typical
viewing distances, even at the set's 47in size.
Recommended Settings
Picture Menu

Contrast

75%

Brightness

60%

Colour

60%
30%

Sharpness
Red Lev&

Warm
4

Blue Level

-40

Colour -enip

ON THE BENCH...
Without afull set of
calibration controls. the
gamut mapped out
here is the best the
LY95 will deliver.
Can't begin to guess
the rationale behind
the choice of primaries and
although it doesn't ruin the TV, it will
certírily limit its appeal among the
discerning viewer. Despite this, the white
ba'ance and skin tones were excellent. The greyscale
tracked within 100IRE of D65 beyond 10IRE where it
measured alittle cool at 7335K.

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...

While skin tones and whites pass muster, black
levels can't be considered deep enough to satisfy
the movie buff who likes to view in adarkened
room. The 47LY95 will more likely find favour with
the casual viewer not wanting to dim the lights
and who enjoys the occasional bit of HD gaming.

the company's current marketing tag. LG / Philips is
adevelopment and manufacturing partnership that
produces more LCD panels than any other company.
Although it occasionally hands over that accolade

to Samsung afew times each year!
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ablimemmil
Panasonic £150!„) ,
TH-50PX70 PDP
www.panasonic.co.uk tel: 08705 357357

[

The
inputhighest
on the format
rear of offered
the Panasonic
by the PC
is VGA
wide-XGA or 1366x768p/60. Two HDMI
and two SCART sockets sit alongside. Both
SCARTs are RGB capable while the HDMI
inputs accept 1080p/50/60. Meanwhile,
acomponent HD input with stereo audio
also makes ashowing, along with an optical
digital output and aUHF input. This can be
used should you wish to use the analogue or
digital TV tuners. S- video and composite is
via SCART only.

remember the days when the sight of d .PdfldSOHIC
plasma TV didn't exactly stop me in my tracks,

TECH
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hamstrung as they were, by asoft- looking
wide-VGA resolution and lack of brightness and
deep blacks. But since those early generation plasmas,
Panasonic has jumped aboard the HD bandwagon and
redesigned its panels to incorporate such innovations
as ' Real Black Drive', ' Real Gamma' and sub- pixel
rendering. These technologies had been knocking
around R&D labs for some time, but Panasonic was the
first to implement them, and to good effect.
Fresh off a 10th- generation production line is this
50in example, sporting a 'V- real II' video processor
geared up for 1080p but supporting the 1366x768
pixel format of this TH-50PX70. Lacking any cosmetic
embellishments or charm in its plain semi-gloss black
bezel, this set is likely to go relatively unnoticed in the
corner of aroom. Until it's switched on that is. The
cabinet may give away this TV's price point but the
pictures certainly don't!
SHEER INVOLVEMENT
Plug in our Recommended Settings and this Panasonic
shines true with excellent greyscale and colour
temperature allied to rich primary colours. Although
only the blue primary is accurate (see ' On The Bench')
the overall colour balance rarely seemed oversaturated
or unnatural. Skin tones are realistic, particularly with
HD sources and, while yellows are alittle lime and
deep reds sometimes too full-on, there's nothing going
on here to jar the viewer during moments of sheer
captivation and involvement.
Version two of the V- real processor is acompetent
performer with all sources, including the challenging
1080i format favoured by broadcast HD. The 1080p
remastering feature won't add the sort of definition

DID YOU KNOW?
Panasonic's plasma TV line-up also includes the
TH-103PZ700, a massive 103in model available to
anyone with E50k burning a hole in their pocket.
Panasonic is a brand name of Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co, founded in 1918 by Konosuke
Matsushita, who began by selling light bulbs.

BROUGHT TO YOU
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and depth to DVL: that Philips' PixelPlus 3 HU delivers,
but images are smooth and detailed nonetheless.
Contrast ratios are good, with full on/off measured
at 2800:1 and areasonable ANSI ratio of 208:1. It isn't

'V- real
features
sub- pixel
processing,
atechnique
that's been
around for
ages in the
computer
graphics and
movie post
production
world. Various
forms of the
process have
been used
to improve
graphics
and text on
LCD displays
for PCs and
portable
devices,
Microsoft's
ClearType
being agood
example. It's
essentially a
smoothing
function that
redistributes
pixel data at
sloping edges
as if RGB
sub- pixels
were actual
full pixels.

aparticularly bright oarel. being about the same as
the Hitachi P50, but its superior contrast performance
makes for afar more pleasing viewing experience with
deep blacks and pier!), of dark level detail.

Recommended Settings
Contrast

80%

Brightness

50%

Colour

45%

sharpness

30%

Colour Balance

Warm

ON THE BENCH...
Although rendering
agood colour
performance, this
PX70 would have
amore consistently
natural cone if controls
were available to correct the five
wayward colour poirts. A service menu
exists via secret codes, but ft's aminefield.
Colour temperature was near spot-on D65
throughout the mid to light grey, only to warm
up alittte at eat:h end of the scale. Primary reds
were toc .;aturated and tended towards orange.

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...

A fine performer at akeen price. It doesn't like over
compressed digital sources but good DVDs scale well
to the 50 inches on offer, even though it's HD
material that this TV really craves. Banding in dark
areas is still evident in challenging scenes,
notwithstanding Panasonic's Real Gamma, but we're
being picky here!

HDTV: HD Ready flat panels

Pioneer
£2!, 0y
PDP-508XD PDP
,

www.pioneenco.uk tel: 01753 789789
Downward facing and hidden from view
are three HDMI ( v1.3) inputs, aPC D- sub
connector with 3.5mm audio jack and a
Cl Card slot next to aUHF input. On the
well-equipped rear panel are three SCARTs,
with two wired for RGB, plus line- and
high-level stereo speaker connectors, a
subwoofer output, and HD component with
audio. Optical digital output completes the
rear panel features but to the side can be
found USB 2.0 for Home Gallery functions,
plus S-video and composite connectors.

------

I

twas arather proud yet apprehensive Pioneer
that graciously played host to the world's press at

tS1
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arecent conference in Rome. Here the company

explained that it was to reinvent itself as the
'premium, upmarket choice of the affluent selective
customer' — those for whom added value, tangible
performance gains and finesse are essential.
So the company has taken its extensive knowledge
of plasma display technology back to the drawing
board in search of anew approach that would create
atruly blank black canvas from which arich and
compelling image could emerge. Launched as ' Project
KURO' ( Kuro means ' black' in Japanese), Pioneer's new
plasma models are marketed in away that extols the
virtues of deep, true black in an image and the effect
this has on sharpness, colour and realism.
The 508XD WXGA panel sports anew ' Ultra Black'
logo and claims acontrast ratio of 16000:1. But doe.
this 8th-generation panel deliver the substantive leap
in performance over previous models that it promises?
A PLASMA APART

My goodness does it deliver! This plasma's greyscale,
dynamic range and deep black performance really sets
it apart from any other flat panel display I've seen. The
black level is so dark my colourimeter gave up trying
to measure it. Luckily Ihad Minolta's super-sensitive
LS- 100 on hand and can report areal-world contrast
ratio of an astounding 8682:1 plus an all-important

Pioneer
plasmas
are the first
to include
1080p/24
inputs for fil yt
sources such
as HD DVD
and Blu-ray.
This feature
allows the
display to
be fed pure
progressive
full- HD
frames as
mastered on
the disc so no
deinterlacimg
or filtering
is required.
Pioneer has
created a
'HD digital
film direct
24' logo to
promote this
feature.

accurate colours and asuperb gradation throughout
the greyscale with no sign of false contours or
banding. All deintenacing tasks are executed with
aplomb, the Pionee - even passing the SiliconOptix HO
film detail test — the only model here to do so. The
unique 1080p/ 24 conversion to 72Hz eliminates the
dreaded 3:2 film judder. Its also achieves this with film
based 10.80i/60. albeit not as reliably.
Recommended Settings
Picture Menu

Contrast

39

Colour Temp

Manual

Colour Space

2

Ft/G/8 High

01-3/-15

R/G/B Low

-5/-3/-3

ON THE BENCH...
This display's wee
colour gamut usefully
encompasses bo'h
the PAL and HD
standa-ds and is
easily calibrated
almost exactly to & the'. It is
DeepColor capable even if there's
no mention of xvYCC, but the wide
cobur space option in the menus ( not used
for this CIE chart) would suggest its inclusion. The 721-Iz
refresh rate of its PureCinema Advanced mode
used a
24% drop in brightness, but aproportional reducton in
black level leaves contrast ratios fairly consistent.

ANSI ratio of 657:1. The latter figure is helped by
Pioneer's unique direct colour filter, which replaces the
front glass found on other plasma TVs.
Although not abright panel, measuring similarly to
Panasonic's 50PX70, the direct colour filter bestows
the 508XD with excellent performance in both bright
and dark environments, with clear sharp details, vivid

DID YOU KNOW?
Founded in 1938 by Nozomu Matsumoto as Tukuin

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...

I've been impressed by plasma 1
Vs before but never
excited, and Ihave always left wanting better. But
the 508XD Pioneer had me mesmerised within
minutes of firing it up - and that was before any
calibration. There's no doubt about it, this is a
reference display.

Shokai Denki Seisakusho', the slightly easier to
pronounce name of Pioneer was adopted in 1961.
Pioneer is living it large in the club Di world with its
digital sound and video manipulation technology...
just ask Di Yoda!
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Samsung £2500
LE52M87 LCD
www.samsung.corniuk tel: 01932 455000
This Samsung makes for avery generously
proportioned PC monitor endowed, as it
is, with a 1080p- capable VGA input with
audio and aPC- specified HDMI socket with
separate audio. Three HDMI ( v1.3) inputs
feature with one positioned on aconvenient
side panel along with S- video, composite
and aCl card slot. One HD component input
with audio populates the rear panel along
with an optical digital audio out from the
Freeview decoder and two SCARTs. One of
these is RGB equipped.

t
rectr:*

T

here's much to admire about Samsung. It
has grown its market share throughout the
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consumer electronics world by challenging the
status quo with new designs that embrace the

latest technologies. This ethos has seen the company
push aside many of its competitors to stand front and
centre with the likes of Sony and Panasonic.
At the top of its M87 Series of LCD TVs is this 52in
Full- HD model, belying its sub- 2.5k price tag with a
stylish, lithe yet curvaceous cabinet finished in a
semi-gloss black. Unusually, this TV sports afront
filter that imparts adegree of gloss and reflectivity,
traditionally atrait of plasma displays. Thankfully,
reflections are minimal and unobtrusive with contrast
and colour performance benefiting from its presence.
REALITY TV?

Out of the box, in ' Dynamic' picture mode, the
Samsung only had me wondering how much further
from reality aTV image could look. But leaping
Ninja-like for the remote to select Standard mode
saved me from any further retinal damage. Black
Adjust and Dynamic Contrast should be avoided like
the plague: the latter crushes blacks and clips whites
while depleting the dynamic range by 20%!
The set's wide dynamic range and excellent
detail in the darkest regions of an image made for a
compelling viewing experience, whether the lights
were on or off. The deinterlacing of 1080i video is
very good, with smooth diagonals and much of the
vertical resolution retained. 2:2 and 3:2 film mode
detection is quick and reliable, only failing on the
torture test found on SiliconOptix's HD DVD test
disc. But that's not a ' deal- breaker' in my opinion. HD
looked stunning, with only ' hold type' blur ( peculiar to
LCD) to diminish motion detail.

DID YOU KNOW?
Samsung purveys the world's largest consumer LCD
TV at 70in. Its generation 7 LCD plant in South Korea
is 50% owned by Sony, which uses the Samsungmade panels for much of its western- market TVs. A
generation 8 plant is coming on line now and may
herald further price reductions and larger TVs.

BROUGHT TO YOU 8 HI FI NEWS

Colours are relatively rich with deup

Luis and blues,

yet skin tones were inconsistent and sometimes alittle
sickly. Avoid 'Wide' and ' xvYCC' colour modes without
aPC, HD games console or xvYCC source, otherwise

The maximum
refresh rate
of this model
is 60Hz but
Samsung
has included
amotion
compensated
frame rate
conversion
feature
activated
by choosing
the ' Movie
Plus' option.
This tracks
motion in
movie frames
whether
24fps, 25fps
or 30fps and
fills in the
difference
to create
60 unique
progressive
frames, thus
reducing
judder and
blur by
eliminating
2:2 and 3:2
pull- down.

an oversaturated artificial colour palette results. It's
abright panel, up to 160ttiL if pushed to the max
and it delivers asmooth greyscale. Ajack-of-all-trades
perhaps, but one that bodes well for the future of LCD.
Recommended Settings
Picture Menu

Contrast

90

Brightness

48

Colour Tone

Normal

Backlight

5

R/G/B Offset

13/16/5

R/G/B Gain

28/11 1

ON THE BENCH...
In Vide' or ' xvYCL'
mode the colour
space is very large
(although pictured
here in its restricted
mode). A poor choice of
green primary makes it impossible
to render asignificant portion of PAL
and HD colour gamuts. desaturating yellows
and skewing green hues. White balance is good and
near 065, except at 50IRE where it deviates towards cool
white at 7385K. The full on/off contrast ratio with our
settilgs is ahealthy 3243:1, although the more important
ANSI ratio is less impressive at 180:1.

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...

This is agood choice for those wanting more inches
for less outlay and apanel that works well for HD
gaming and general TV. However, the unfortunate
colour gamut inaccuracies lessen its appeal for
serious movie and HD viewing. The Movie Plus film
smoothing anti- blur feature functions poorly with
HD but is worth activating for SD sources. The 1:1
pixel mapping for HDMI HD sources makes the most
of the panel's Full- HO resolution.

HDTV: What you need to know
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ur five flat panel contenders
threw up afascinating mix

might be used. Samsung's LE52M87 can

degree with false contouring ( aviewer

be set very bright, even with its dark filter

dependent effect), but dynamic range is

of iesults. LCD now join.; the

clad ' Super Clear Pane V, which means

good and the anti- reflective front glass

mainstream, taking on its

potentially it can be viewed in very bright

equips it for most room conditions.

plasma fwals with more affordable

rooms. Properly calibrated. its LCD class-

big-screen models that feature full- HD

leading black levels and dynamic range

However, for an altogether more
punchy, richly-coloured experience at this

to great effect. However, ultimately it's

produce aquite satisfying movie watching

lower price point the Panasonic

not resolution that makes agreat image

experience. However, the somewhat

TH-50PX70 is areal winner. It's abit more

but the quality of the pixels. A display

skewed colour balance and inconsistent

needs to excel in contrast ratio, black

skin tones may be adistraction for some.

reflective than the others here and has
acabinet built down to aprice, but it

On the other hano. LG's 47LY95

level, sharpness, rich accurate colours

renders excellent skin tones and superbly

and smooth realistic motion. More to

has the wherewithai to leave the movie
enthusiast agreeably sated.

the point, adisplay needs to be true to

saturated bright colours. It's just ashame

the source. That means, while adding

they aren't always the right colours!

REVOLUTION

extra capability is laudable, adhering

So what of the Pioneer PDP-508XD7

to recognised industry standards is a

Nevertheless, the LG is more than twice as
bright as any plasma here, has excellent

fundamental design rule - one that seems

video processing to make the most of its

to have slipped by Samsung and LG.

full- HD resolution. and is the simplest and

me to understand that Iwas watching
something truFy outstanding. In fact, make

easiest to use. Yet poor black levels rule

that revolutionary. This is not so much a

out asatisfying dark room performance.

generational step on from Pioneer's 507

MULTIPLE SCENES

Hitachi's P50T01 gives afire overall

AN the TVs here give reason to be

It took barely ac:ouple of minutes for

range but the beginning of awhole new

recommended on one level or another -

performance boasting excellent resolving

lineage. The ' 508XD is areference model,

after all. there are amultitude of possible

power and true-to-life colours. Granted,

one that Iwould venture only Pioneer's

domestic environments in which they

it's not that bright and suffers to some

next model will surpass.

Model Name

Price

Size Pixels

SCART

HDMI

Contrast full/ANSI 1
,
IDMI1080p rates Dimensions ( mm)

Hitach: P50701

£1500

50iri

I280x1080i

3(2 ROB)

2(1 front) 700:1/120:1

50/60

1240x821x128

LO 47 LY95

£2000

47in

19200080p

2 ( 1ROSI

1

890:11165:1

24/30/50P5C

1236x725x103

Panasonic TH-50PX70

£1500

50in

1366K768p

2(2 ROB)

2

2800:1/210:1

50/60

1210x793x97

Pioneer PDP-508XD

£2500

50in

1365x768p

3 ( 2 ROB)

3

8680:1/660:1

24/30/50/60

1224x717x115

Samsung LE52M87

£2500

52in

1920x1080p

2 ( 2 ROB>

3(1 side)

3245:1/180:1

50/60

1257x111x800
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Improve the sound
of your fiat panel TV
Despite decades of evolution the sound from modern
TVs is worse than ever. Richard Stevenson looks at
ways to improve it, from the simple to the esoteric

I

fyou've purchased aflat panel LCD or plasma TV
in the last five years you will have noticed several
differences between its performance and that of

your old faithful CRT. A smaller footprint, better
picture with sharper colours and agreater sense
of realism comes with the territory, but so does a
retrograde step in sound quality. The last half-decade
may have seen asensational march forward in picture

technology but it has gone hand- in- hand with an
equally spectacular leap backwards in on- board sound.
The reason is twofold, one physical and one
financial. Physical, because the sheer size of the
speaker enclosure in aflat- panel TV is commensurately
smaller than aCRT model with asimilar screen size.
A 32in flat screen TV will regularly encapsulate the
drivers in acabinet volume of less than one half- litre

on aplasma or LCD TV will afford decent on- board
sound. It probably won't. There is amassive price
pressure on flat panel TVs, largely due to an intriguing
market culture that dictates that next year's model
will be both better and less expensive than the model
currently in the shops.
NO FREE LUNCH
While this market dynamic would appear to offer great
value for potential TV purchasers, it rarely does. In
reality, for amanufacturer to hit ever lower retail price
points, something has got to give. In the last few years,
that has been sound quality. Not only is Dolby, DTS and
other relatively expensive licensed audio technology
almost non-existent in the flat panel TV market, the
quality of decoders, amplifiers and drive units built into

per channel — compared to an average of two to four
litres per enclosure for CRT. Worse still, many of the
inexpensive flat- panel TVs on sale, including some from

TVs has reached rock bottom and started digging ( see
below 'Why Your TV Sounds So Bad').
The good news is that hi-fi audio and your TV are

big name brands, place the drivers for left and right

not mutually exclusive. Over the next seven pages we
take you from simple TV-to- hi-fi system hook-up, to

channels in the same enclosure or simply allow them
to breath into the main TV cabinet.
The financial argument is even more galling to
those who live in hope that spending alittle more

amouthwatering selection of esoteric multichannel
systems that will stir the soul — and possibly break the
bank, and elicit divorce along the way...

WHY YOUR TV SOUNDS SO BAD...
Many flat panel TVs use an array of standard 25mm or
30mm concave aluminium drivers that cost around 8p
from factories in China. The drivers have no bass response
and limited treble extension and are then mounted in
thin-walled plastic enclosures that serve to colour and
distort the midrange. Add in atypical TV op- amp that
manages no more than 4W with 10% THD and you have
arecipe for TV lo fi at its abominable worst.

HI-FI NEWS
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TV meet the hi-fi.
Hi-fi meet the W..

B

ringing together the TV and hi-fi system is
something of ataboo subject for many dyedin-the-wool audio enthusiasts but it needn't be.
By atwist of luck more than design, two of the

LCD technology has all but eliminated theses issues.

ABOVE:

Now all you need to boost the sound of your TV is a
rethink of your TV or speaker placement and asimple
analogue audio connection from the TV to aspare

If you are
driving your HD

biggest issues in combining the two technologies in
the days of CRT TV - namely magnetic interference
and ground loop hum - have been largely eliminated

input on your amp. So what are you waiting for?

by fiat- panel technology.
LCD and plasma TVs are no longer as sensitive to
close placing of unshielded loudspeakers that would

Handily, the signal fed to the RCA audio outputs on the
TV is always in cahoots with what is on screen, even if

have quickly turned aCRT picture an interesting
shade of puce. This affords amuch wider selection of
accompanying speakers, almost certainly including
the hi-fi stereo pair you currently use. Work on plac;ng
the speakers either side of the screen on better still,
putting the screen in-between the speakers' ideal
position for sound. and you are halfway there.
Old CRT technology used enormous and rarely
well- shielded transformers to generate up to 10kV
at the cathode which would fire electrons at the
phosphor-coated screen. Not only could this
generate more spurious RF output than ariver
full of pirate radio stations, it usually led to
ground loops being created in electronics
connected to the TV - and in
particular hi-fi audio
amplifiers.
Plasma and

Ready TV from
aDVD player
or outboard

GET CONNECTED

decoder,
then take the
opportunity to

you are using an external source such as aDVD player.
While this is the easiest connection to your hi-fi it's

split the video

not necessarily the best. The signal has to be switched
inside the TV and, as described, internal electronics for

this source.
Simply connect
the stereo, or
multichannel,

audio in plasmas and LCDs generally start at shoddy
and go downhill from there.
Ideally use aseparate analogue phono lead feed
from each source component - whether it be your
DVD player or Freeview box - to the audio amp and
switch the input according to what you're watching.
On the downside of this, independent audio-to amplifier hook ups require alittle input juggling to

and audio at

audio output
of the player or
set-top box to
an appropriate
input on your
amplifier

marry picture and sound, so consider who else will
use the TV. Speaking from experience, the wife is
rarely impressed with having to fathom ahigh-tech
processor and boot- up arack of power amps to
watch Eastenders. By ensuring that all connections
from source to TV carry both video and audio signals
(SCART. HDMI, etc) then the TV will work just fine even
if the amplifier is switched off.

HDMI or High Definition
Multimedia Interface carries
awide gamut of digital audio
signals, the latest 1.3 specification
encompassing seven channels of PCM
or 24-bit!192kHz audio compressed
with. Dolby or DTS algorithms. To experience
these delights via HDMI you will require a
suitably encoded source, ie, rare HD DVD or
Blu-ray pressings, and an AV amplifier with HDMI
audio processing rather than the more typical
HDMI switching. Clearly, the full potential of
HDMI audio is yet to be realised.

amin

BROUGHT TO YOU B HI-FI NEWS
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One-box solutions
T

he first step on the road to serious hi-fi
and video integration is aone- box solution
combining disc player, tuner and amplifier.

Not only does the genre simplify connectivity,
improve ease of use and reduce cabling clutter, it can
be bolted onto aTV installation without affecting your

existing hi-fi system. The options include CD stereo
or DVD-based multichannel designs although DVD
systems can be set to downmix to stereo if you want
to avoid multiple loudspeaker installation. The market
for one- box solutions is relatively new but the models
already on offer make for acompelling argument.

PRIMARE CDI10

The Primare houses atop-quality CD
player based on the accomplished
CD31, aDAB/FM tuner module and
a90W class D amplifier. This model
eschews DVD and multichannel
amplification in favour of greater
investment in the two- channel
performance, and has three analogueonly audio inputs to hook-up aTV, Sky box,
or aDVD player with stereo downmix. Wired

r
--

-

Price: f1500

IR and RS232 connections allow the CDI10 to
be used in amultiroom setup.

www.primare.net

Technically the Primare is aremarkably clean and well- executed design, which delivers the sonic goods with
the trickiest speaker loads. The sound is detailed and atmospheric, crafting afine soundstage. Classical works are
immediately engaging and the CD110's DAB performance is up there with the best at any budget. If you can live
without integrating multichannel when improving the sound of your TV then the CDI 10 comes recommended.

01423 359054
HFN July 06

Price: £2000
www.arcam.co.uk
01223 203200

ARCAM SOLO MOVIE 5.1
*aft

lb.

The Solo Movie is the first of the genre to offer universal

II.

support for CD, DVD, SACD, DVD-A and DivX discs
and packs in aDAB radio to boot. Its innovative and
cool- running Class G amp generates some 50W to five
channels and video output is scaled to 1080i or 720p
HD resolution over HDMI. You won't be left wanting for
auxiliary AV inputs and the remote is ajoy to use.
The sound is Arcam at its best with exemplary twochannel stereo performance that would see off more
than afew separate CD/amplifiers combinations at the
price. Switch to multichannel music or DVD movies and
the Solo 5.1 comes alive with afinely crafted and richly detailed
presentation, if not one to really shake the foundations. Its clean and
accurate sound, versatile features and excellent picture are wrapped up in an
easy-to- use package making the Solo Movie 5.1 afirm family favourite.

NAIM AUDIO n-VI

Naim's n-Vi hits the one- box market with a
combination of CD and DVD-A playback
and both FM and DAB tuners. These feed
araft of integrated Tripath amplifiers that
we measured at 70W despite their modest
50W claim. Sophisticated on- screen menus
and comprehensive picture enhancing
tweaks will appeal to the more ambitious user,
while internal components include asix-channel Burr- Brown
DAC and aFaroudja/Sage deinterlacer for 480/576p video output.
With full-on action movies the n-Vi sounds bigger and more confident than
it has any right to and its two-channel performance is every bit as smooth and
fluid as Naim's CD players. Any misgivings about ' digital' amplification are washed away in an onslaught of detail
and power from movie soundtracks and even hooked up to larger speakers the n-Vi holds its own dynamically. For
those with alarger budget for AV integration, look out for Naim's forthcoming video processor.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY HI-FI NEWS

Price: £3250
www.naim-audio.
corn
01722 426600
I-IFN June 06
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Tlifestyle loudspeaker

packages
T

he move from two-channel to full 5.1
multichannel sound is worthwhile but not
necessarily painless. Not only does filling your
room with speakers often get apoor reception

horn other family members, getting the system setup
and finely balanced can be tricky. A lifestyle speaker

combination offers an accurately voice- matched and
holistically designed speaker solution in asleek, goodlooking package. Ultimate sonic performance may be
alittle cramped by the petite dimensions or aesthetics,
but lifestyle speaker packages remain the simplest and
most cost-effective path to multichannel sound.

TANNOY ARENA
Tannoy's diminutive Arena package set the design
bar for affordable lifestyle speaker systems when
it arrived in 2004. The satellites enlist widebandwidth Dual Concentric driver technology
into arigid cast aluminium shell with apaint
finish that would not disgrace aprestige
car. The active subwoofer features a300W
amplifier and 10in driver in asealed cabinet
that offers upright or lay-flat positioning to best
conceal installation. As an optional extra the
Arena satellites can be secured to colour-coded wall
brackets or sleek, decor-friendly matching stands.
The Arena package crafts amultichannel sound experience
well beyond its size or budget. The satellites are potent and punchy
and their integration with the sub impresses with action movies and
uptempo music alike. The accomplished DC drivers are equally fast

FEAR OF LFE

and articulate, creating intense intelligible dialogue and enviable
vocal presence. The Arena pack set the standard when it was launched at
around £ 1800 including stands and, thanks to arecent price drop, it will
only set you back £ 1200 for the same pack today. Bargain.

Price: £ 1200
www.tannoy.com
01236 420199
HFN July 06

MISSION E82 ELEGANTE 5.1 SYSTEM
Mission's premium Elegante package is more of an ensemble of traditional speakers wearing a
glossy coat than atrue lifestyle system. Fit and finish is superb and the speakers use Mission's
Viotex-S fabric dome tweeter and open-frame bass drivers throughout. The main E82 speakers
are the stars here, generating aheady mix of warmth in the lower registers, an agile midrange
and smooth, expressive top end. The multiple- driver array makes for an efficient design
generating serious volume from even humble amps although bass extension is not exactly
subterranean.
As apackage
the E82 5.1 system
Price: £3500
www.mission.
co.uk
0845 4581122

switches neatly
between music and
movies as the unified

Low Frequency Effects
(LFE) is dedicated bass
information output to the . 1
(subwoofer) channel and is
wholly independent from main
channel sound. LFE is often used
by audio production engineers
to subliminally trigger our basic
animal ' fight or flight' instincts to
emotionally immerse you in the
music or movie experience.
The tyrannosaurus foot fall in
Steven Spielberg's Jurassic Park
is aprime example, crafting fear
and trepidation at the notion of
something that wasn't even on
screen at the time.

driver arrangement
creates good voicematching and an
immersive surroundsound experience.
Just as we were
going to press.
Mission announced
the end of its current
Elegante range,
creating some keen
end- of- line bargains
in the stores.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY
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Iwo-box solutions

I

fyou are planning to get serious about your AV
sound and want the added flexibility of being able

specified products at arange of price points but sound
quality, particularly with two-channel audio, can be at

to chop and change source and amplification
components in time, look to areceiver and universal

player combination. As the home cinema market is
booming, there is no shortage of well-featured, well-

its most variable. As with hi-fi, ignore the burgeoning
features count and find agood retailer that will give
you ademonstration, preferably in the context of your
speakers, before you buy.

HARMAN KARDON DVD 47 /
D.:01

HARMAN KARDON AVR 745
Harman has spent asmall fortune on
R&D in the last few years and the

in

range-topping DVD 47 and AVR 745
combination is bristling with highspec technology.
The DVD 47 is auniversal player
covering CD, DVD, SACD and
DVD-A and offers on- board video
scaling to 720p/1080i. The
AVR 745's features include a
searing array of in-depth audio

Price:
f400/V1700

and video tweaking options - but

www.harman
kardon.com

don't let that put you off. Thanks

01707 418.1,e, i
misal

to ano-frills EzSet system with
automatic setup and aremote

I
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Ï
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HFN June 07

control that features a ' Help' key, it is incredible simple to use.
The DVD 47 is an usually fine sounding player at the price with agood degree of musicality
underpinned with deep, tuneful bass. Top end is mellow and lucid rather than sparkling
but it displays aremarkable synergy with the AVR 745 to craft apackage that sounds more
powerful and indeed affluent than the price would indicate. On our test bench back in June
we said of the AVR 745 that it was without doubt HK's best sounding receiver to date.

MARANTZ DV9600

MARANTZ SR9600

The DV9600 was the first universal disc player to feature 1080p video scaling but it doesn't
forgo any of Marantz's hi-fi pedigree for simple video trickery. Inside can be found araft of
high-end audio components, lovingly wrapped in asumptuous case that offers an iLink audio
output alongside traditional analogue and digital audio connections. The iLink can be connected
directly to the SR9600 to ensure that digital signals ( DSD and LPCM) are carried natively from
disc reader to final decoding before amplification. With asubstantial seven channels of 140W
on tap, auniversal LCD remote control and Marantz's own RoomEQ system ( see ' No RoomEQ At
This Inn' panel, right), the SR9600 is atrue heavyweight receiver.
It would be churlish not to mention this system's 1080p output, as it adds a
vivid visual dimension to standard DVDs when hooked up to afull- HD display.
However, the 9600 duo's real trump card is the sumptuously rich sound with any
audio format that simply envelops you in the music. Bass articulation is first rate
and while the pairing is alittle laid-back and mellifluous overall it sits very nicely in
alively speaker system. Little gets close for less than £ 4000.
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MADE BY PANASONIC,
TUNED BY HOLLYWOOD
Developed with David Bernstein,
aleading Hollywood colourist,
to reproduce the director's vision.

FULL HD 1920 x1080
LCD PANELS

HIGH LEVEL CONTRAST
RATIO

BUILT-IN WAVE FORM
MONITOR

Delivering outstanding performance

Panasonic's Dynamic Iris control

from aLl high definition and
standard definition sources

adjusts each frame to achieve
incredible black levels and boosts

Pro set-up and calibration toot to
optimise picture quality no matter
what the signal source or
surroundings

contrast to 11,000:1

ULL

The award winning PT-AE1000E Home Cinema Projector
WHAT HIP?
Best Buy

BUY T'

SOUND AND VISION

TOSt Winner
SECOMM NO, D

Hin
wing

"lVid
BestB u"
//
Ir

Available from these specialist dealers:
SOUTH

NORTH
VBA Sound & Vision

44-46 Higher Market Street, Farnworth, Bolton BL4 98B

01204 861861

ENS Moss ( Colour Vision) Ltd

45 St James Parade, Bath BAI 100

01225 465085

Roy Jowett

42-44 Albert Road, Coln, Lancashire 888 OAD

01282 863823

Ninthly & Lloyd

100a St Marys Street, Cardiff CF10 1DX

02920 371010

Peters Electrical Ltd

2Charles Street, Honte. Chester, Cheshire CH2 3DE

01244 405060

SMC Sound & Vision

St Michael Street, Shrewsbury, Shropshire 591 2ES

01743 232065

D&C Satellite

61 Buxton Road, Disley, Stockport SK12 202

01663 766367

Colebourns

57-61 Victoria Street, Douglas, Isle Of Man IM1 2RP

01624 673482

John Ross Hi Fi Ltd

26 St Andrew Street, Dundee DD1 2EX

01382 226592

Huddersfield Hi Fi Centre

4Cross Church Street, Huddersfield HDI 2PT

01484 544668

Nuway Television

149-1151 Kingston Road, Willerby, Hull H1118 6AL

01482 375123

Digital Connexions

Unit 6Ripon Road, Harrogate HG1 2BS

01423 524222

Forum Hi Fi and Video
Centre Ltd

600-602 Mansfield Road, Nottingham NG5 2FS

0115 962 2150

Peter Tyson

6Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria CA3 BTU

01228 564756

ShopfdPanasonic

1 & 2Shannon Street, Limerick, Ireland

00353 61414726

Alliance Electric

Unit 7.,Castle House, Georges Street, Dublin 2

00353 1475575

Dominic Smith Electrical Ltd

Unit 1, Knockmullen Retail Park, Gorey, Co Wexford

00359 484444

WB Peat & Co Ltd

25-26 Parnell Street, Dublin

00353 18727799

IRELAND

Kent Home Cinema Centre Ltd 69 London Road, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent TN4 OPA

01892 535007

Soundstage

253 High Road, Broxburne, Herts FNIO 6P1

01992 440549

HEIN Woolacotts

30 Queen Street, Rude, Cornwall EX23 888

01288 355881

Shop fd Pa r
a
sonic

21 Harlequins Centre, Exeter E84 310

01392 411164

AV Land Ltd

39 Cambridge Street. Wellingborough.
Northamptonshire 108 1DW

01933 442992

Musical Vision

20-21 Tottenham Court Road. London WIT 18W

0207 636 3491

Access Control Solutions Plc

Access House, 21 Queen Street, Haverhill C89 902

0144 0712688

Panasonic
ideas for life
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Serious sources
E

moves forward somewhat quicker than vinyl or CD
replay. There may be temptation to wait for 'the next
big thing' - currently HD DVD or Blu-ray - but there

mbarking on wholesale audio and video
integration and the pursuit of AV perfection
demands, like pure hi-fi audio, afirst-class
source. Universal disc players are the most

complex of all source equipment, requiring substantial
outlay for the best. Unfortunately the technology

will always be something else afew years down the
line. There is never going to be an ' ideal' time to invest
in aserious AV source so take the plunge now.

ARCANI DV139
The DV139 is adistillation of the best
of Arcam's DVD replay technology. A
true universal player, the DV139
uses acore Zoran Vadis 888s
chipset alongside top-flight digital
components from the likes of Anchor
Bay and Wolfson. The player also

CZO

employs Arcam's ' Mask of Silence'
technology that involves the strategic

Eet,

OD /ALP
Priori-MOO

placement of EMI- absorbing sheets

www.arcam.co.uk

known as Stealth Mat. Two-channel sound is excellent, chomping at the disc drawer of the CD36 CD player, and

01223 203200

multichannel audio from SACD or DVD-A has enormous presence and scale. The soundstaging with music and
movies is breathtaking and film scores swell and wane with incredible dynamic range. The 1080p-scaled DVD

HFN May 07

picture is one of the sharpest and most stable on the market. Pound for pound, the DV139 is abargain.
•

DENON DVD-A1XVA

Price: £ 2700

Denon's battleship-grade flagship
DVD player represents the state-ofthe-art in universal disc playback
technology. It is a 1080p video

www.denon.co.uk
01234 741200
HFN June 06

scaling device with HOW, DVI

— 'n11•11111111•1111M

and component video outputs,
combining aSilicon Optix Realta chip
with Hollywood Quality Video ( HQV)
processing and a 10- bit scaler from
DVDO. It packs in high-quality 24bit/192kHz DACs for multichannel
audio with dedicated differential DACs for

MUM»

stereo. The DVD-A1XVA is stunning. The scaled video output has rare depth and realism combined with asubtlety
of detail that is truly outstanding. The drop- dead video is backed by abroad and deep soundstage populated
with vivid images of performers and instruments alike. The DVD-A1XVA is about as future- proof as universal disc
players can be and one of the best at any price, reserving its place in AV history as aclassic of the day.

TEAC ESOTERIC DV- 60
TEAC's Esoteric division has carte blanche
to come up with, well, esoteric
designs and the DV- 60 universal
player is no exception. Utterly lush
in fit and finish the DV- 60 features
c

ahigh-current linear power supply,
1080p video scaling and core DACs

•

evan

•

•

that support LPCM data from CD and
DVD, and DSD from SACD. These chips
allow different digital filter algorithms
to be applied on the fly.
While the DV- 60 shows admirable

CD

0

IRMO

picture quality with its upscaled DVD image it is the sound that impresses the most. Its ability to replicate
seamlessly the mood of any genre of music and its extraordinarily detailed SACD performance mark it as
something very special indeed. Bass is solid with superb realism and the air and space of lighter recordings is
profoundly portrayed. The ultimate choice for those looking for true high-end audio with their AV integration.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY HI-FI NEWS

Price: £3995
www.teac.co.uk
01727 865488
HFN March 07
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Pre/power amps
T

hose familiar with the typical hi-fi audio upgrade
path will appreciate the same model applied to a

in the processor, removing high-current amplifiers to aseparate
case bears immediate improvement in the precision and clarity

multichannel and AV environment. But rather than
dividing into preamplifier and astereo power amplifier

of the overall sound. The processor also acts as amultichannel
preamplifier, balancing up to eight line- level outputs and
controlling them with asingle volume control. The division of

stages, AV integration requires adedicated processorpreamplifier and multichannel power amplifiers. With video

processor and power stages also allows future upgrades in more
affordable chunks.

manipulation, high-speed DACs and high-frequency DSPs running
NAD MASTERS SERIES M15 PROCESSOR IM25
POWER AMPLIFIER (£ 4000)

NAD's predilection for value products has been
extrapolated into the altogether more affluent
Masters Series range. The M15 processor and M25
power amplifier, reviewed as part of the Super
System this month [ p621, look and feel twice or
thrice their asking price and the specification is right
up there with brands that trade exclusively at the
premium end of the market. Simplicity is still key to
the design with an honest features count on the M15
and ano-frills 160W over seven channels on the M25.
The M15/M25 pairing fights well above its
financial weight crafting arich and potent sound that
seems to bypass the ears and go straight to the soul.
The processor sounds clean and refined through its

*._ingsear,
wwvv.
nadmasterseries.

analogue inputs and this is neatly complemented
by the M25's spectacular dynamic range and sheer
musicality. Few AV processor/power amp combos can
kick- up quite such an emotional and physical storm
-let alone for such arelatively modest outlay.

ARCAM AV9IARCAM P7 (£ 6650)
The AV9 is far from the prettiest looking processor

COM

01279 501111
HFN Sept 07

ob.

on the market but it's packed with the best boughtin digital devices and high- end analogue output
stages. The user interface has two defined levels
that came to be known as ' enthusiast' and 'wife' in

•

O 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

O 00

0 0 0

00

0

the Stevenson household. Five HDMI inputs offer
system flexibility but those with adislike of extra
cabling might get upset at the lack of HDMI audio
breakout. By contrast the P7 is alarge and weighty
box with seven traditional analogue power amplifiers.
In isolation the AV9 is sublimely characterless and
its transparent performance conspires to eke out tiny

Price:
£3750/E2900

details with bloodhound tenacity through complex

www.arcartt.co.uk

music and tense movie scenes alike. The AV9/P7 is
apotent and accomplished pairing that mixes the

01223 203200

almost stark neutrality of the preamp with the robust
and warm sounding P7 power to create athoroughly

HFN April Q6

involving and entertaining sound.
PARASOUND HALO Cl IHALO A21 x5 (£ 12,000)
It may be three years old but the Parasound Halo C1

Price:
£4500 j
E1500

processor proves you don't need the latest gizmos
to produce stunning sound. While this THX Ultra 2-

www.parasound.
corn

specified device lacks HDMI connections, the 5in TFT

01423 359054

display on the fascia saves powering up your TV to
access DVD-A disc menus, for example. The company
makes afive-channel amplifier, the A51, but Iwas
hooked on the A21 stereo power amps when Ifirst
heard them, particularly as they can bridged into
mono to produce 750W apiece. So Ibought five.
The C1is stoically neutral sounding. Attached to the five- high A21
stack the sound comes alive with the grace and grip that only large power -

• e•oti

amps can muster. The result is seemingly unlimited poise with music and a r
realism with movies that puts most commercial cinemas to shame.

-111011
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Speakers that deliver
T

he facets that make agood stereo speaker are
the same for multichannel audio and movie
soundtracks: good dynamics, tonal accuracy

and projection. Not only has this allowed many
manufacturers to simply add avoice- matched centre

channel speaker and perhaps asub to their existing

portfolios, it ensures there that is no compromise to
core stereo hi-fi performance. The art of executing a
five- or seven- channel setup lies in balancing the front
stereo pair first. In this way multichannel music and
movie surround- sound is awelcome addition beyond a
stereo music system that can take your breath away.

MORDAUNT-SHORT MS PERFORMANCE 5.1 (£ 10.500):
PERFORMANCE 6 x2/ PERFORMANCE 5/PERFORMANCE 9
Mordaunt-Short undertook some serious blue-sky thinking when it designed
the Performance range. From the drawing board to full production the
company controlled every facet of the design, implementing technologies
such as injection- moulded polymer resin cabinets, driver cones with
viscous coupling to the voice- coils and Aspirated Tweeter Technology
with elongated metal diffusers. Clearly not your average speaker package,
the Performance 5.1 system comprises two pairs of Performance 6
floorstanders. aPerformance 5centre and the 1000W opposing- driver
Performance 9 subwoofer.
The main Performance 6 is abeautiful- looking and sweet-sounding
design that arguably sets areference for its tactile agility at the price.
Stereo is crisp, clean, polished to perfection and awash with fine detail
which lends music atruly three-dimensional experience at even modest
volumes. Engage the rest of the Performance package and the subwoofer
packs atightly controlled punch deep into sub- bass territory and the
centre speaker projects dialogue with much of the grace and dexterity
of the larger models. This is afabulous-value speaker package boasting
classic high-fidelity attributes.
Price: £3500 x2
£1000/E2500

TANNOY DIMENSION 7.1 PACKAGE ( E23,250):
TD12/TD10/TD8/TDC1/TDSUB
Tannoy's art- deco Dimensions mate large
Dual- Concentric drive units with pod- mounted

www.mordaunt
short.com
01753 680868

super-tweeters in bulky, ported cabinets. With
its high power handling and above average
sensitivity, the TD range is designed to generate
effortless dynamic swells in the largest of

MULTIPLYING
SUBWOOFERS

rooms. The range was the first to feature widebandwidth technology that extends HF roll- off
above 50kHz, and unique five-terminal binding
posts allow grounding of the drive units to the

While traditional multichannel
systems have asingle
subwoofer for LFE, asecond
sub with good LE extension

amp. The birch- ply cabinets are immensely solid,
although the American cherry veneer, polished
aluminium trim and black velvet baffle certainly
polarise aesthetic opinion.

can be set-up to further ' fill-in'
the lower registers below the

Reviewed as part of the five-channel Super

main stereo speakers' roll-off.
Many consider that apair of
subs offers amore accurate

System this month [ p62], few speakers match
the Dimensions for sheer dynamic punch and
power. Music is projected into the room with

rendition in atwo-channel

every nuance of emotion and passion, crafting
asuperb sense of realism and ' being there'. The
character translates into movie sound with

system and Iwould argue
that principle holds just
as true for multichannel.

stunning effect, putting you at the heart of highoctane action or emotionally charged drama
with equal aplomb.
The Tannoy Dimensions are speakers of
character in every sense, but if you like your
music and movies delivered with enough
passion to make the pot plants blush, then the
TD series is for you.
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Price: £ 6500/
L5000/£4000/
£32501£4500
www.tannoy.com
01236 420199
HFN Sept 07

The natural conclusion
is that a7.1 channel
system can benefit
from eight subwoofers.
Extreme, yes — but it
certainly works in my
reference system...

WHAT HI.FI?

WHAT HI FI?

SOUND AND VISION

SOUND AND VISION

AWARDS 2005

AWARDS 2006

CABLES

CAKES

HOME cinema
• 111 • •
"..., the HDMI-P puts in a
blistering performance!

BEST VIDEO CABLES

QED QUNEX RANGE

QED QUNEX !MU - P

July 2005

WHAT HI•Fl?
SOUND AND VISION

*****
"...stunning value..."
"...the performance- per- pound
HDMI champion!'
July 2007

QED PERFORMANCE HDMI-P

**** *
"the SR's image leaps from the
screen, colours bursting with vitality."
Awards 2006

Highest Definition

NEW
QED REFERENCE
HDMI-SR

Pure unadulterated data. That's all you want.
How could we make a better cable than our award- winning
QED Performance HDMI-P?
The simple answer was to improve every individual part.
We introduced silver-plated conductors and increased the
cross-sectional area. A new, third layer of electrical screening was
added, to achieve unrivalled interference immunity. lntra pair skew
is nearly halved, ensuring ultimate signal integrity over longer
lengths and we improved the cable dielectric. Lastly, we
re- designed the plug to strengthen ' strain- relief' and to reflect
the overall appearance of this outstanding product.
The result is the QED Reference HDMI SR — pure perfection

For further information or to find your nearest dealer visit

QED

www.qed.co.uk or call us on 01279 501111.

PURE

DESIGN •

PURE

PERFORMANCE

Armour Home Electronics Stortford Hall Industrial Park, Dunmow Road, Bishops Stortford, Herts CM23 5GZ United Kineil n
www.armourhe.co.uk

info@arrnourhe.co.uk
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Choosing aprojection screen
Size, shape, fixed-frame or motorised? David Perry explains
how to choose the best projection screen for your needs...

B

yfar the best way to realise the home cinema
dream today is by means of atwo-piece front

projection system. And thanks to micro-display
technologies and projectors the size of a
shoebox, setting up ahome cinema can be as easy as
placing aprojector on acoffee table and aiming it at a
nearby wall. But to unleash the true cinematic potential
from today's finest projectors afew key factors and
options need to be considered.
SIZE MATTERS
Essentially, when an image fills the main field of view
and overlaps into the peripheral area of the retina,
the brain is tricked into accepting the illusion of the
projected movie more readily. CinemaScope's extra
wide aspect achieves this effect particularly well.

ABOVE: Examples of screen masking

To achieve the desired effect, the screen width
should occupy at least 30° of the viewer's field of view.
See our ' Screen Width Calculator' on the opposite page
for aformula you can use to work this out.
KEEP IT NEUTRAL
The projection surface should reflect all colours
equally. If the surface gives preference to any of the
primaries red, green or blue ( used by all projectors)
the greyscale and colour balance of the image will be
distorted, suffering from undesirable shifts in hue. This is
particularly troublesome when it comes to skin tones.
LOSSES AND GAINS
Screen gain is ameasure of the reflectance of the
projection surface as referenced to magnesium
carbonate, abright white compound which provides
again known as unity, signified as 1.0. A standard
matt white screen of gain 1.0 reflects light evenly in
all directions. A higher gain factor screen will reflect
proportionally more light back to the viewer than a
unity gain screen. They don't amplify the light of course:
simply direct more of it towards the viewer. Therefore,
the higher the gain the more limited the viewing angle.
So called ' negative gain' materials ( rated typically
0.6 to 0.95) perform better in rooms without well
controlled ambient light. The choice will depend upon
the ambient light in the room plus the black level and
brightness performance of the projector in question.

ABOVE: CinemaScope's extra wide aspect, home style
combination, will offer awide choice of negative, unity
or high-gain projection surfaces. Framing the painted
area in matt black adds agreater sense of contrast and
more cinematic quality.
THE SCREEN
There's ascreen installation option to suit most
circumstances, from the simplest fixed framed types
to sophisticated motorised roll- up models that can be
hidden in the ceiling or even below the floor. Portable
options include encased pull-up from floor level models
using ascissor lift to maintain screen height.
Acoustically transparent materials allow the
positioning of loudspeakers behind the screen. Many
manufacturers produce perforated screens but
Screen Research's ClearPix fabric doesn't

Our ' Image Brightness Calculator' on the opposite page

need perforations or re-equalisation
of the audio.

shows you how to calculate image brightness. Aim for
between 14fL and 16fL

from several

THE WALL

manufacturers
include curved

Although specialised screens are often preferable,
excellent results can be attained when using apainted
wall or other solid surface. Harkness Hall, DIYTheatre,
Goo Systems and Vogels each produce proprietary base
and top coats, that, when applied individually or in

BROUGHT TO YOU B` HI- Fl NEWS

Recent introductions

CinemaScope screens
and sophisticated
adaptable masking
systems providing various
aspect ratios.

HDTV: What you need to know

RICH
Cini2Curve
),„ Stewart
Fi

Sc reen

Screen Width ( W)

//

Field
of View ( F)

ABOVE Home cinema done right!
A curved screen, as used in the best and often
biggest professional cinemas, helps eliminate the image

e

distortion that occurs due to the variable projection
distance from screen centre to screen edge. A further
advantage is more of the light is directed towards the
audience. And, of course, it looks cool!

BELOW:
If you've
splashed out on
aprojector like
this, then don't
skimp on the
screen

Viewer

LEAVE THE LIGHTS ON

To enjoy home cinema at its best, the screen

Denmark's DNP makes front projection viable in high

width should occupy at least 30° of your field of

ambient light conditions, even broad daylight, with its

view. Use the Screen Width Calculator below to

Supernova product. This optical material features alens
system to focus and concentrate light back towards the

work out the size of screen that's right for you

viewers. A contrast enhancement filter absorbs diffuse
light from elsewhere in aroom, rendering the screen
highly resistant to ambient light.
Similarly. Sony's ChromaVue screen uses coatings
to preference primary red, green and blue light at the
expense of other colour wavelengths, thus improving
contrast in high ambient light conditions. We hope this

To calculate screen width (W) for adesired field of view

=

(F) and viewing distance ( D) use this formula:

2x { tan(2 )x DI

brief overview of akey home-cinema component will
help you in achieving that true cinematic experience.

IMAGE BRIGHTNESS CALCULATOR
USEFUL WEB LINKS:
Beacon AV wvvw.beaconay.com

To calculate image bi ightness in footiamberts (fL) for a

Stewart Filmscreen www.stewartfilmscreen.com
DaLite Screen Co. www.dalite.com

screen area (A) in seeet, use this formula:

DNP www.dnp.dk
Screenlnnovations www.screeninnovations.com
Projecta www.projecta.n1
Harkness Hall www.harknesshall.com

projector with ANSI Lumens ( L) and screen gain (G) and

ff.=

LxG
A
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JVC DLA-HD1

D4LA

projector ,

www.jvc.co.uk
tel: 0870 3305000

J

VC has gone all ' native' on us, that is, it's extolling
the benefits of high native contrast ratios rather
than those achieved by the imposition of a
dynamic iris system. Perhaps the company is

taking aleaf out of the DLP book of optical design
but it is still awelcome revelation to see that a
liquid crystal- based projection technology can finally
achieved atrue deep black performance. See the ' Tech
Briefing' section for an outline of the new D- ILA chip's
features, but essentially it's the old bugbear of stray
light that the chip deals with so well.
Although the largest projector in this group test,
the JVC is still relatively compact and manageable, and
is classically styled in an understated curvaceous gloss
black and silver. It's quiet too, in the ' Normal' lamp

TECH
BRIEFING

Image Adjust

mode used for this test. Altogether it's apleasing and
living room-friendly design.
The HD1 provides generous amounts of both
vertical and horizontal lens shift, although zoom
and focus is manually controlled. Colour calibration
controls are limited to what we can only presume are
global red, green and blue offsets for white balance.
However, its D65 colour temperature tracks well after
afew careful tweaks to the unit.
11; NATURAL HIGHS

On our 10ft matt white screen, the NC achieved

environment might suggest, looked very natural. There
was no clipping of whites evident and the colour
balance was great. This projector isn't super sharp

User 1
A

Image Light
Amplification
and developed
it with Hughes
Aerospace
way back in
the 1980s.
Its digitallydriven D- ILA
192Cx1080

Ft/G/B Offset

0/-25/-30

capabilities
that

light. Thus the
1VC's ability

described as smooth and never willing to reveal apixel
structure or any moiré artifacts. Indeed, it delivers a

to render very
deep black
leiels without

If there's aniggle it's that very dark grey areas and
deep subdued colours can manifest alittle contouring
or banding at times, something that made for a
distraction during the final scenes of Poseidon on

ON THE BENCH...
Colour performanc
gamut are good but
the lack of colour
calibration controls
hinders any further
correction. White balance
tracked well throughout the
scale preferring the slightly cool side
of 065 at 6699K. Although avery controlled
environment is needed to test the claimed contrast ratios
acommendable 973:1 was measured through the lens.
Colours are alittle subdued in darker scenes and overall
sharpness is not quite what one might hope for from a
1920x1080 display.

significantly
control and
reduce stray

yet neither is it soft. Its true character can best be

sublimely ' organic'- looking rendition of all sources.

resorting
to the
compromise of
a dynamic iris
system.

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...

£4500 is alot of money, but then it buys you aheck of a
lot of 1VC's state-of-the-art projection technology
capable of throwing huge cinematic images naturally
and smoothly rendered in full 1080 high definition.
Partner with alight-controlled room and referencequality screen material and this DLA HD1 will deliver the
home cinema goods.

HD OVO, particularly the moment of the ship's demise
as we witness it slip slowly into the murky depths.

The HD1 provides case- mounted direct controls to access
menus, input selection and power mode and the remote
usefully has direct access buttons for picture controls, many
of which adjust the onboard Gennum VXP video processor's
enhancement features. The rear recessed connections panel
includes S- video, analogue RGB and component, and two
HDMI connectors. The HD1 accepts 1080p124 which the
VXP converts to 48p. The D-ILA's double driving technique
effectively makes this 96p. The 2x zoom lens is controlled
manually for zoom, shift and focus.

HI-FI NEWS
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Gamma

liquid crystal
alignment

HD DVD version of Happy Feet, amovie computer-

2

Bnghtness
Colour Temp

and stable
polarizers
and new

darkest areas of images were superbly delineated. The

Contrast

WC invented
LCoS and

display chip
features new
ultra-fine

ahealthy 13.7ft/L brightness with which the HD1
rendered apunchy and richly coloured image. Greyscale was exceptionally smooth and details in the very

rendered at quad- HD with high dynamic range lighting
and alot more colour than its ice and snow- bound

Recommended Settings

r.7")_.•

o

Full HD projectors

Panasonic P -mt1000

3LCD

ctor

www.panasonic.co.uk
tel: 08705 357357

121

£2499

anasonic's AE series of projectors has brought
it alot of success in the home cinema
market, particularly the AE900 model, which
introduced ' Smooth Screen' technology to

reduce the traditional LCD pixel grid effect and used

adynamic iris to boost contrast ratios. The AE1000
model builds on that successful design with a3LCD
1920x1080 resolution, courtesy of LCD imaging
chips from Epson and improved video processing. All
this comes in anew cabinet design that can only be
described as industrial'.
Normal lamp mode is actually the highest setting
for the AE1000, which runs quietly regardless. Light
output on a 10ft matt white screen was 10.2fL, which

TECH
BRIEFING

Picture Adjust

is acceptable although not sufficient to deliver a
satisfyingly snappy image. The result is that ascreen
with alittle gain and which is limited to about 8ft is
recommended to achieve the best results.
Igiit WIDE CONTRAST
A reduction in image size made for amuch better
viewing experience in that it gave the colours a
chance to show off their vibrancy and range. It was
noticed that the red and blue channels were clipping
the upper end slightly and although subtle, the effects
of this could occasionally be seen in normal viewing.
Examples were the deeper blues in Happy Feet and the
intense reds in Poseidon — the red emergency flare in
the final reel for instance. However, overall the colour
performance proved excellent. Contrast was wide,
with smooth greyscale rendering and delineation of
details in darker scenes.
The dynamic iris does indeed improve black levels
and it certainly operates silently and quickly, but on a
projector that's not very bright it does sap alittle of
the punch from some scenes.
Furthermore, dynamic range compression and
variations in sharpness do show up occasionally. A
very dark film, such as Million Dollar Baby, shows up
these adverse effects, such as in chapter 2 ( HD OVO)
when Freeman is closing the gym and discovers Hillary
Swank's character boxing. It is much harder to see
facial details in the shadowy rear of the gym when the
iris system is on.
Detail and sharpness are good, but not to the
extent that they engender the 'wow factor'. Indeed,
the full- HD resolution is being displayed yet single pixel

Recommended Settings

A dynamic
iris is a
mechanical
lensaperture
control that
can vary tie
amount of
light through
the lens. By
reducing the
size of the iris
during dare
scenes the
black level
is improved
along with
perceived
contrast.
However,
the effect on
contrast levels
and sharpness
are not linear
and changes
in black
and wbite
extremes
are not
affected proportionally.
Therefore,
gamma, colour
and sha. -pness
need to be
constantly
regulated to
achieve good
results.

Contrast

10

Brightness

—8

Advanced

RIG/6 Contrast

31-13/-23

R/G/B Brightness —1/2J2

ON THE BENCH...
Colour temperature
refused to track
consistently
throughout the
greyscale lending a
warmish yet pleasant
'filmic' persona to mid and low
tones, rising to near D65 at 70IRE but
insisting on aslightly harsh- looking cool
white at 100IRE measuring close to 8000K. Colour gamut
is wide with saturated primaries, even though purples tend
towards blue and yellows can appear alittle oversaturated
with some material. Through-the- lens contrast ratio
measured 815:1.

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...
With akeen street price and easy setup, you just need to
add adecent 1.3s gain 8ft screen for the Panasonic to
deliver an enjoyable cinematic experience. Plasma TVs
are great, but can they achieve the same effect? Not at
these prices they can't! However, remember to factor- in
alittle extra cost for afull calibration ol the PT-AE1000
to be sure you are seeing it at its very best.

transitions are slightly softened.

Like the WC in this test, the Panasonic projector is relatively
easy to set up, boasting generous lens shift options from
±100% vertical and ± 40% horizontal. However, it can't
max- out both at the same time. The lens is motorized for 2x
zoom and focus. Lens controls and menu access is available
from aside panel while on the rear can be found two HDMI,
RS232, PC VGA plus analogue component and S- video and,
unusually, aSCART socket.

amolc=11
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Sony VPL-W1/50

LCoS

projector

www.sony.co.uk
tel: 08705 111999

£3500

A

though marketed as SXRD ( silicon crystal
reflective display) the three 0.61 in
1920x1080 display chips used here are in

essence Sony's development of LCoS. JVC's

HD1 also employs LCoS technology, but there are
key differences both in terms of driving methods and
micro- structure. For example, Sony's quoted contrast

ratio of 15000:1 uses adynamic iris system to achieve
it. ( See ' Tech Briefing' for the Panasonic AE1000).
Slickly marketed and slickly designed, sporting a
modern sleekly curved gloss white case, the Sony is
compact, lightweight and very quiet in operation.
Once again we find aprojector designed for ease

TECH
BRIEFING

of installation, it having both vertical and horizontal
lens shift, though these are not as generous as

Picture Menu

those on the Panasonic or NC. Zoom and focus is
SXRD at
full- HD
resolution

motorized for convenience but afiner precision would
be welcome. Also, the Sony only delivers 10.05fL
brightness with the iris fully open and using the high
lamp mode. A carefully considered choice of screen
material and size will reap dividends.

Gi

tSMOOTH OPERATOR
Screen image adjusted and calibrated, the VW50
delivered extraordinarily smooth renderings with

very good greyscale detail and colour temperature
tracking. Images are particularly filmic and free of
noise and false contouring ( unless one peers very hard
into the darkest scenes).
Sharpness and detail are very slightly better than
that offered by the NC HD1 and much better than
achieved by Panasonic's AE1000, with amore naturallooking colour balance than either. Yet with some
bright scenes, the HD1 ' shigher light output and irisfree optics make for more rewarding viewing.
Having said that, the Sony's capability for very deep
reds (well into the crimson part of the spectrum) and
saturated greens and yellows gave the VW50 more
punch in the darker scenes of Poseidon and Million
Dollar Baby. In the latter's case the skin tones in dim,
fluorescently-lit spaces are more natural and less harsh
than when viewed via the LCoS JVC or LCD Panasonic.
However, Optoma's DLP-based HD81 betters it.

was dabuted
by Sony nearly
four years ago
in apremium
Qualia range
projector
model 004
It is ; tir
availab,e in
an updated
form and, of
course is a
much higher
precision
projector
than this
'budget'
VWS0 The
004 uses
super or
optics and
filtering as
well és avery
expensive
xenon lamp
system
keeping the
004 near the
USK price
range.

The dynamic iris in Autol mode seemed more
subtle than Panasonic's and is preferred for its better
dynamic range in very dark scenes — for example,
during the after-hours boxing mentored by Morgan
Freeman's character in Million Dollar Baby (
HD DVD).

Connections are hidden below the case overhang along the
side of the projector rather than the traditional rear panel.
Direct menu and lens controls also adorn aside panel. Two
HDMI inputs join forces with analogue component, S- video,
PC VGA and RS232. 1080p and 1080p/24 are only available
via HDMI and like the JVC HD1, 24p inputs are effectively
rendered at 96p. The simple remote provides quick access to
both important and incidental setup options.

BROUGHT TO YOU FI
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Recommended Settings
Picture Mode

User',

Cinema Black Pro

Iris Auto 1

Colour Temp

Custom 1

R/G/B Gain

30/-4/-30

R/G/B Offset

-3/0/4

ON THE BENCH...
The VPL-VW50 has a
very wide colour
gamut with arich
crimson- like red
primary that combines
with saturated green and
blues to render rich yellow and
orange tones, vibrant purples and
magentas. Colour balance wai, fairly good
and skin tones natural- looking even with the colour space
outlined in this CIE chart. A slightly cool 6866K colour
temperature at 100IRE cropped nicely to just the warm
side of D65 for the rest of the greyscale. Contrast throughthe- lens on iris Auto1 mode was 2180:1.

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder of course, but
nevertheless Iventure that this Sony VPL-VW50 LCoS
product is an elegant and capable home cinema
projector. A reference screen such as Stewart
Filmscreen's FireHawk G3 or SST ( below 8ft diagonal) will
get the best from this bargain full- l-10 marvel.

Full HD projectors

ThemeScene
www.optoma.co.uk
tel: 01923 691800

£

1

T

he Optoma ThemeScene HD81 is the odd -one out in this group test for many reasons, the
most obvious being its two-piece configuration.

The idea is to house most of the processing.
connectivity and source switching in astand-alone

DLP

unit that can be placed near the source devices, while
the projector is addressed via asingle HDMI cable.
Less obvious is that although afull- HD 1920x1080

•

projector, this one uses DLP ( digital light processing)
featuring asingle digital- micro- mirror chip invented
and built by Texas Instruments. (See ' Tech Briefing').
Rather curiously, there is no lens shift facility on
the HD81 so careful consideration and installation
planning is advisable.

ig

WHAT A PICTURE!
The HD81 uses TI's latest DarkChip3 0.95in DMD chip
allied to aseven- segment 6x speed colour wheel.
This single- chip configuration uses acolour-sequential
imaging system that flashes the RGB primaries one
at atime so fast that we see acontinuous full-colour
image. And what an image! There is nothing in the
measurements to suggest that colour performance
should best the other three projectors, but the HD81
puts in afine performance nonetheless. Intra-field
contrast is excellent, there are no convergence errors,
plus there's the sort of coveted visual ' snap' lacking
from all the other contenders in this group.
Unusually for aDLP projector adynamic iris is
employed. Isay ' dynamic' advisedly due to the fact
that in Auto mode it doesn't work very well at all,
being sluggish and heavy-handed. Fortunately a
16- position manual mode allows for fine tuning of
black level and contrast performance to suit room
conditions and screen size. A mid- iris position yielded a
healthy 2170:1 contrast ratio.
This HD81 produced the best looking and
smoothest artifact-free greyscale rendition of all
the projectors here. The final tragic moments of the
Poseidon ( HD OVO) seen sinking slowly aft-first into the
murky depths are rendered with arealistic, dreadfully
cold and gloomy atmosphere on the Optoma, devoid
of any extraneous noise or false contouring. The
HD OVO of Happy Feet finally enjoys the definition
the computer artists lovingly bestowed on it, with
penguins, ice and water detail clear into the distance
on the film's many long shots.

TECH
BRIEFING

Recommended Settings
Image Menu

Brightness 5
Advanced

Colour Temp
User

The HD81
features
Digital Light
Processing
via Texas
Instrument's
Digital- Micro mirror- Device
(DMD). It's
achip with
over 2 million
aluminium
mirrors

etched onto
its surface,
each about
10 microns
square. Each
mirror flips
back and
forth pulsing
light onto a
screen. The
colour of the
light depends
on which
segment on a
colour inheel
is in the light
path. The
brightness of
each pixel is
determined
by how long
amirror is
directed
towards
the lens.

The outboard video processortswitcher sports awealth
of inputs including BNC component and RGB connections,
plus three for HDMI. The Gennum VXP deinterlacerlscaler is
the same as that used in the WC HD1 and is considered an
excellent performer with awide range of colour management
controls and enhancement features. Which is lucky really
because, although the processor is sold separately as the
HD3000 for - E2k, the projector is not. So well done Optoma
for an astute choice. Incidentally, 1080p/24 is output as 72p.

RIG/B Contrast

15/0/-11

R/G/B Brightness -41010

ON THE BENCH...
Colour temperature
tracking is very good
for the most part.
hitting 065. Yet
like the Panasonic, the
ThemeScene can become a
little cool at peak white levels,
which shows at 7100K. Reducing the iris

•

tends to add alittle warmth to the dark grey
tones. Colour gamut is skewed from correct primaries with
blue slightly desaturated and red, as per the Sony VW50,
adding adeep crimson to the mix. Light output was good
at 15.8fL with the iris fully open.

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...

Despite the fixed lens assembly and unimpressive auto
iris option, Optoma redresses the balance with its smart
choice of video processor and plethora of inputs. It all
adds up to the most compelling image in this group test,
fully justifying the extra cost of this HD81 package.
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ThP Verdict

Four hi-def projectors, each using different technologies,
but which takes the Oscar when it comes to best picture?

I

fyou think two- channel fans have ahard time
when it comes to the effect of room characteristics
on the sound of their equipment then spare a

thought for the cineasts. Unlike audio components,
which are fairly flexible in where they can be placed
in the room and which can benefit from aesthetically-

final link in the chain will be the nature of the room the
buyer uses it in. and how far that buyer is prepared to
compromise on domestic harmony for the promise of
home cinema nirvana! With all the above in mind let's
consider our quartet of 1080p projectors, and draw
some concluding observations.

acceptable room treatments and even electronic
room-correction technology, the number of places a

BELOW:

AND THE WINNER IS...

screen can be positioned in aroom is limited. Then

It's the LCoS derivatives from .IVC and Sony that have

there's the fact that the placement of the projector
itself is dictated by screen position and size.

the most similar characteristics and performance here,

Furthermore, to enjoy the best image and wring

the darkest reaches of the greyscale, due to occasional

with JVC's HD1 having aslightly more ' digital' look in

out the high quoted performance figures from the four

banding. Yet extra brightness and iris-free optical

projectors here, the room must be dark and neutrally
toned. Yet even with the lights out the projected

design contribute to amore dynamic and occasionally

image will inevitably light up the room, affecting black

richer- looking image.
Sony's much cheaper VPL-VW50 stands its ground

Despite lacking

levels, contrast, colour saturation and accuracy. Of

valiantly against JVC's superior version of LCoS, with

amanual lens

course the solution is to decorate walls, ceiling and

more colour in dark scenes and alittle more sharpness.

shift facility, the
ThemeScene's
performance is
still the most
impressive of all
four projectors
on test

BROUGHT TO YOU

floor in pure matt black and fill your room with black
furnishings, but you'd have to be seriously dedicated to
the cause to go this far.
So why are we telling you all this? Well, to make the
point that while each manufacturer here has achieved
amazing levels of performance from elegantly
designed, manageable and affordable projectors, the

HI- Ft NEWS

Panasonic's AE1000 is abit ut acurate'
egg. It boasts very sophisticated image
tweaking options, but with its lack of
brightness and slightly soft colours it's not
one for the very large screens. Screens
measuring 61t to 8ft would suit it best.
Meanwhile, the AE1000's dynamic iris system
helps with overall performance and works
well, but Sony's is better still.
Then there's the DLP-touting two-piece
ThemeScene HD81, the only truly digital projector in
this group and also the only single- chip model. True,
the lack of alens-shift facility slightly reduces its appeal
at the price, but the simpler nature of the single- chip
optical design, and the DMD's phenomenally fast
response, ensure that it delivers the sharpest and most
punchy images of all four projectors on test.

Zoom/Throw

Pixels

Type

SCART

Comp

HDMI

Dimensions (mm)

£ 4500

x2 ( 1.4 to 2.8)

1920x1080p

D- ILA L'IoS

1

1

2

455x 72x418

Panasonic PT-AE1000 £ 2500

x2 ( 19to 3.2)

1920x1080p

LCD

1

1

2

460x130x300

Sony VPL-VW50 £ 3000

x1.8 (2.54 to 3.53)

1920x1080p

SXRD LCoS

0

1

2

395x173x471

ThemeScene HD81

x1.2 ( 1.85 to 2.22)

1920x1080p

DLP

2

4

3

411x116x311

Model Name
JVC DLA HD I

Price

£ 4000

BRCUGHT TO YOU EY Itl F1 NEWS

watch /list
/ on roitconnec
play surf /enjoy

360 ° Entertainment. Harman Kardon Digital Lounge.
Our latest system can do a lot more than just win design awards. The Harman Kardon Digital Lounge empowers you with
the full bandwidth of digital entertainment. Watch movies, listen to music and plug in all the fun tools - game consoles,
MP3 players, cameras, PC's - you desire. It's time to experience 360° Entertainment in legendary Harman Kardon surround
sound on one of cur latest 32, 40" and 46" high- definition LCD flat- screen TV's. Get more information at one of our
dealers or by visAing www.harmankardon.com

H A Harman International-'company. Cc) 2006 Harman International Industries,
Incorporated. All rights reserved. Harman Kardon and Harman International are
trademarks of Harman International Industries. Incorporated, registered in the
United States and/or other countries.

harman kardon

HDTV: Alook into the future

Back Page Buzz

T

ime and technology waits for no man and the
relentless strive for something better inevitably

bestows upon us afew more acronyms. Deep
Color' and the rather cryptic ' xvYCC' are new for
this issue, but to begin, let's revisit 1080p.

10- bit or higher formats to improve the quality of the
processing. However, without the HDMI 1.3 Deep
Color feature the data will be converted back to 8- bit,
which may compromise the results. Even with 8- bit
encoded video the Deep Color feature gives such
devices the option of transmitting that higher

1080p: NOT SO SIMPLE
As you may recall, 1080p is the moniker given to a
video signal at 1920x1080 resolution delivered as

bit-depth data to the display.
xvYCC: NEARLY TWICE THE COLOUR

fully contiguous frames. There's no splitting them into
interlaced fields with the potential for deinterlacing

As much as Deep Color delivers massive colour depth

artifacts and loss of detail. However, 1080p video may

the limitations of traditional colour gamuts such as
rec709 defined for HDTV. These describe acolour
space triangle encompassing arange of hues on aCIE

well have started life as interlaced standard- definition
fare, from DVD for example, deinterlaced and scaled
to 1080p. Such an option is required to achieve the
best results where adisplay's own onboard video
processor may not be up to snuff.
More interesting is the availability of original

potential and super- smooth shading, it does so within

chart. However, as Fig 1illustrates, this colour gamut
does not define all the colours in nature or visible
to the human eye. So industry boffins came up with
xvYCC (extended gamut YCbCr), away to encode

1080p video from the likes of HD DVD, Blu-ray

nearly twice the range of colours and piggy- back the

Disc, Playstation 3 and Xbox 360. Movies on the
aforementioned hi-def disc systems are encoded
in their original 1080p/24 format. Therefore, no

extra data along with rec709-encoded HDTV video.
Non-xvYCC devices should be oblivious to the new
data whereas compatible displays should render a

deinterlacing is required and the full HD frames can be

richer range of colours.

piped untouched direct to acompatible display. It's
wise to note that not all 1080p displays will accept a

WHERE TO FIND SUCH WONDERS...

1080p signal, and some that do will not accept the
'pure' 1080p/24 format.
Some displays will take a24p signal and convert

Although HD DVD and Blu-ray disc are both
compatible with Deep Color and xvYCC, the first
sources of these high-quality features will most likely

FIG 1:
Currently,
real colours

it to 72p or 96p. This eliminates the 3:2 pulldown
motion judder. Several manufacturers are proposing

be Sony's Playstation 3, and PC graphics. Several new
displays feature xvYCC and Deep Color but none are

fall outside

such afeature in their 2008 range of HDTVs.

yet capable of the full spec. That's still some way off.

colour space

DEEP COLOR: HIGHER BIT- DEPTHS
HD is not quite the pinnacle of visual
quality you may have thought. Indeed, it's
curtailed by the way image data from the
original masters are downsampled for HD
broadcasting, HD DVD and Blu-ray Disc. The
greyscale resolution and dynamic range are
limited to 8 bits per RGB colour channel and
the conversion to YCbCr component
format further downsamples the
colour definition by as much as 75%.
TV production and Digital Cinema
use 10-, 12- and 16- bit formats with
dramatically reduced downsampling
of the colour components.
However, that's soon to change as the
digital audio/video interface known as HDMI
has reached version 1.3 and brings with it
some exciting new capabilities. Deep Color is
the new feature that gives HDMI 1.3 devices
the potential to use much higher bit-depths
for the RGB or component signals,
all the way up to the heady 16- bit
4:4:4 sampling format alluded
to above. Therefore, there will
be no detail loss in the colour
component and an astonishing
range of over 281 trillion colours!
All good video processors,
whether standalone or integrated, use

atypical HD
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BRING HOME THE THRILL OF

THE CINEMA
Create the ultimate big screen experience.
Revel in the action. Experience home entertainment on a richer, more
intense level than ever before. With eye- popping images and jaw- dropping
colours, InFocus Play Big projectors can help you do just that. Grab some
popcorn, kick back on the couch and make tonight a double feature.
For more information on the new InFocus home entertainment
pro.ectors, visit csesolutiois.co.uk or call 01423 359054
www.infocus.com/playbig

oc.

orporation.All rights rese.ed.

at;

InFocus
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners in the. and any other country.

The Big Picture

Ayr

Reshaping the window

Like many companies Ayre have always had the goal
to reproduce music with the same pure and natural
sound as the original performance. Our previous
designs using zero-feedback, fully-balanced circuits
and low- noise, linear power supplies have achieved
this sonic goal to an extraordinary level. However,
to go beyond this level required the adoption of a
new paradigm of sound reproduction.
In the old paradigm, the stereo is viewed as awindow
that allows us to see the original performance as it was
recorded. Of course there are always imperfections in
this ( metaphorical) window. It may be dirty, scratched,
tinted, warped, or otherwise distorted. Therefore the
view through the window of the stereo system is never
as good as the original recording. The difficulty with this
model is that it leads us to the incorrect conclusion that a
low quality recording will sound worse with ahigh
performance system than alow performance system. The
assumption (attractive, yet incorrect) is that the clearer
window of the high performance system will more
obviously reveal the shortcomings of the recording.

However, the old paradigm can not explain the sonic
performance of the Ayre MX-R. These amplifiers
unquestionably offer as much detail, resolution and
transparency as any other competing design. Yet at the
same time even previously " unlistenable" recordings
become musically engaging. We are therefore forced to
shift to anew sonic paradigm.
Under this new view arecording may be regarded as
"poor", not because of any inherent flaws, but instead
because its particular electrical signal can trigger
misbehaviour in some part of the stereo playback system
that leads to lowered sound quality. It then becomes
obvious how to achieve the goal of designing an audio
component that is musically engaging with all
recordings. Simply ensure the circuit's immunity to
misbehaviours triggered by any combination of input
signals. The result is an unprecedented degree of both
sonic transparency and musical enjoyment.
-Charles Hansen, President & CEO, March 2007

symmetry
t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www. symmetry-systems.co. uk

KREIU ANCEI
THE

EVOLUTION

CHAPTER

Since launching the legendary KSA-50 amplifier a quarter of a century ago, Krell have established themselves as the absolute
world leaders in the design of high end audio electronics, rocking the establishment over the years with novel technologies that
have redefined the way we listen to music.
In 2005, chief designer Dan D'Agostino took the audio community by storm with the introduction of the stunning eight- chassis
Evolution One and Evolution Two amplification systems, a creation that represented his ultimate strike of genius on the high
end, and received accolades all over the world.
What's more, it doesn't stop there: this year sees the launch of a complete new range of Krell Evolution pre- and power
amplifiers - plus two exciting source components and an extraordinary unique integrated amplifier.
Out go the sharp heatsinks, in comes the most beautiful casework ever seen, housing technology that delivers totally lifelike music,
with nothing added and nothing taken away. Included in the line-up are the Evolution 505 CD/SACD player, the Evolution 525
audio- video source, the Evolution 202 two- chassis preamplifier with the Evolution 222 single case version, the Evolution 402
stereo amplifier plus the incredibly powerful Evolution 600 and 900 monoblocs.
For the home theatre, there is the powerful Evolution 403 three- channel amplifier and the Evolution 707 processor, a reference
model that is without equal, and demonstrates Krells passion for unparalleled performance and innovation.
Attracting huge interest and praise is the unique FBI Fully Balanced Integrated amplifier. Aimed at those who desire the superb
performance of the long-established Class ' A' Krell FPB series in a single chassis, this is the true master
of all integrated amplifiers.
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the badge of prestige, passion and excellence. Call Absolute Sounds for full details.

absolute sounds ltd
••••
EVOLUTION 402

EVOLUTION 222

58 Durham Road. London SW20 OTW
T: + 44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com infoeabsolutesounds.com

